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THESIS ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is to examine the way Strategic Investment Decisions
(SIDs) are made and the factors influencing the characteristics/aspects of the
decision making process. The nature and substance of strategic decisions, and
particularly those of an investment nature, makes them of considerable importance to
an organization, since they usually imply a significant commitment of resources, have
a profound impact on the organization as a whole and on its long-term performance
and viability.

The thesis draws together and integrates aspects of what decision making theory,
organizational theory, strategic management and modern financial theory say about
strategic decisions and determinants thereof. At a general level particular attention is
devoted to the following research question:

DO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING
PROCESSES VARY IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTuAL CIRCUMSTANCES?

AND IF SO, WHAT IS THE ROLE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF CONTEXT
IN SHAPING DECISION PROCESSES?

More specifically, the study attempts to:
1.Identify and measure the major characteristics of strategic decision-making

processes, as perceived by key participants,
2.Explore the linkages between the process of strategic decision making and the

context in which these decisions are taken. In defining context the research
framework draws heavily and integrates three basic perspectives which have been
developed in the field of strategic management; the "environmental
determinism-population ecology" perspective, the "free wifi-strategic choice"
perspective and the "inertial" perspective. Thus, in examining context the thesis
focuses on corporate environment, internal systems, top management
characteristics and characteristics of the S1D itself.

3.Incorporate characteristics of the strategic decision making process and contextual
elements in integrated models,

4.Identify managerial and theoretical implications of these interactions.
The empirical testing was based on a sample of 70 SIDs drawn from 38 industrial

enterprises operating in Greece. The research approach focused on several key
participants in the decision making process, using a combination of semi-structured
interviews and questionnaire completion.

The empirical analysis yields several findings. Each contextual domain alone
appears to experience a unique association with specific characteristics of the
decision making process. This may imply that by correctly sensing and interpreting
context, managers may directly influence subsequent decision processes. In trying to
integrate the contextual influence into models which simultaneously consider the
effects of various domains, several patterns worth noting emerged. First, all the
models afford reasonably good to excellent predictions of the extent to which the
process characteristics are determined by various contextual domains. Second, the
findings suggest that the SU) process may be viewed as the interplay of various
contextual factors. It is reported that neither the external control model
(environment), nor the strategic choice model (decision makers), nor the corporate
inertial model (e.g. size), nor the resource availability (performance) alone,
adequately explain actual SlID making behaviour. On the contrary decision makers
should be seen to be partially constrained in their attempt to manage contingencies
posed by various contextual domains. Implications for theory and practice are
advanced and discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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A brief account of the origins of this thesis may offer an explanation of the paths

followed at the initial steps of the design of the whole effort, and the specific reasons

why a certain course of action was finally adopted. Before starting my PhD I was

working as a research officer at LBS in a major research project studying issues of

strategy and autonomy, in state controlled enterprises in Greece (e.g. Lioukas,

Bourantas and Papadakis, 1994). During this period my initial thoughts about starting

a PhD emerged. Professor Chambers (my supervisor) as well as Professor Lioukas

encouraged me to begin a thesis in strategic decision making.

I was quite familiar with the stream of research on strategy content, but had a

rather incomplete view of the vast literature on strategy process. My first impression,

as a new researcher in the area, was that strategy research is notoriously difficult.

Strategic problems have in the past been characterized as wicked, vexing, notorious,

fluid, emergent, novel, openended, collective, consequential, unique, context-specific,

ambiguous, complex, on-going (Ackoff, 1974; Mintzberg et al. 1976; Dutton et al.

1983; Pennings 1985; Barwise et al. 1986 b).

Three important research works guided the initial literature review, before the

final methodological and other decisions were made. The first work, with which I was

already familiar, was the landmark work of Bower (1970), that investigated four major

investment decisions in a large diversified company. The second, was a clinical study

conducted at LBS by Barwise, Marsh and Wensley. The third was the influential

Bradford studies (Hickson, Butler and Colleagues), which examined a significant

number of Strategic Decisions (SDs). All of them represent different ways of

conducting research in the area. Bower's work is an in-depth case study effort while

the work of Barwise and colleagues is a clinical research effort, studying Strategic

Investment Decisions (SIDs) in a real-time mode. The Bradford studies are based on

interviews and questionnaire completion on a large number of SDs, and attempt some

contextual considerations as well. While obviously these approaches need not be

mutually exclusive, they do represent three markedly different philosophies to

approach Strategic Decision Making (SDM).
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In further reviewing the literature in the area I recognized (and this is analysed

in chapter 3) that severe criticism has been raised against current research. Most

criticism focuses on the fact that research is usually characterized by an overarching

emphasis on normative models, and on the fact that little attention has been devoted

in empirically validating possible linkages between contextual dimensions and the

process or outcomes of strategy making.

The literature review in strategic decision making (chapters 3 and 6) reveals that

despite the fact that the area is one of the most popular in the management field, it is

though one where more rigorous, large-scale empirical research, which explicitly

integrates process and organizational context, is highly recommended. Indeed, the

vast majority of research efforts in the field, are small sample case-study explorations.

Four factors weighted in favour of some type of approach based on interviews

and questionnaire completion on a large number of actual strategic decisions. First,

the initial survey of the relevant literature revealed a lack of research trying to relate

the process of strategic decision making with the context in which these decisions are

made. Second, I always believed that by adopting the proper methodology the thesis

could take advantage of both the methodological rigour and the quantitative results

stemming from the large number of decisions investigated in data-base methods, and

the in-depth view offered by case-studies. Third, despite the difficulties inherent in

studying a large number of decisions by means of personal interviews, I was confident

enough that I could succeed to gain access to a large number of companies. Fourth, I

strongly believed that empirical research in a small EEC member country like Greece

could be of value since research of this type in such a context is a rarity. Indeed, most

of the relevant work in the area has taken place either in the U.K. or in north

America.

RESEARCH FRAMEWORK

The proposed research focuses on the way strategic decisions are taken and

the factors influencing the characteristics/aspects of the strategic Dec is ion
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Making Process (SOFIP). It is clear that I consider the decision rather than the

particular firm as the unit of analysis. The discussion is largely based on Mintzberg et

a!. (1976), who define a DECISION as a specific coninitment to action (more

often a commitment of resources), and a DECISION PROCESS as a "set of actions

and dynamic factors that begins with the identification of a stimulus for action and

ends with a specific commitment to action".

More specifically, only Strategic Investment Decisions (SIDs), are examined.

By the term SID I define any decision implying a significant commitment of

resources, having a profound impact on the firm as a whole, and on its long-term

performance and viability (Barwise et a!. 1986 a). The thesis follows the decision

based view of strategy, which considers strategy as a 'system' whose elements are

strategic decisions. Thus, each important decision, to some extent, directly or

indirectly influences organizational strategy.

The central concern of this study is not only to identify and measure the

major characteristics of the decision-making process but also to explore the

linkages between the process of strategic decision making and the context in

which these decisions are taken.

The research framework draws heavily on and integrates three basic perspectives

which have been developed in the field of strategic management; the "environmental

determinism-population ecology" perspective, the "free wifi-strategic choice"

perspective and the "inertial" perspective.

According to the logic of the environmental determinism perspective, an

organization is an open system, and its strategies seek the adaptation or matching

between characteristics of the environment and those of the organization, with the

aim to survive and perform. The "strategic choice" perspective emphasizes the role

of decision makers. Its logic centres on the fact that strategic choices of the

organization have a large behavioural component and hence reflect the idiosyncrasies

of decision makers. Finally, the inertial model, posits that organizational size and

structure, initially determined by environmental and managerial forces, may constrain
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future strategic decisions. Thus, internal structure and systems as well as size directly

or indirectly affect strategy formulation and strategic decision making (SDM).

At a general level particular attention wifi be devoted to the following research

question:

DO ThE CHARACTERISTICS OF STRATEGIC DECISION MAKiNG

PROCESSES VARY IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES?

AND IF SO, WHAT IS THE ROLE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF

CONTEXT IN SHAPING DECISION PROCESSES?

In retrospect, it seems that what is needed is a research design which adequately

takes into account and integrates the various contextual domains, which have been

found to bear on SDMPs, and assesses the role and significance of each one of them.

Such a research should not stick on only one model, but should attempt to integrate

several other contingent variables as performance, decision characteristics, formal

planning systems etc. Chapter 4 further describes the research framework and

discusses the major objectives of the research.

METhODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The principal source of data stemmed from interviews and questionnaire

completion by several major participants from various organizational levels. This type

of data gathering was preferred despite the considerable amount of time and effort

required. The study employed two detailed questionnaires examining not only the

firm and its context but also the process of making specific SIDs. Both research

instruments, were subjected to the comments and criticism of researchers in the field

before they were tested in a corporate context, studying actual S1Ds. In total four in-

depth case studies in two industrial companies were conducted. Caution was exercised

so that data from other sources (organizational records, informal observation etc.),

also be obtained when possible. The major data sources included: (i) initial interview
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with the CEO, (ii) semi-structured interviews with key participants in the decision

making process, (iii) questionnaire completions, (iv) secondary sources (i.e.industry

reports, internal documents, press cuttings) when available.

The empirical testing was based on a sample of 70 SIDs drawn from 38 industrial

enterprises operating in three different industrial sectors in Greece (i.e. food

industry, chemicals and textiles). Approximately two cases of SIDs are studied at each

organization. Only industrial enterprises with more than 300 employees were

incorporated in the final sample. The final sampling frame is considered to be one of

the strengths of the research design, since most of the pertinent research in SDM

refers to large, diversified, multi-site, multi product corporations (see chapter 3).

Chapter 5 further analyses methodological aspects of the thesis. Such aspects

include the explanation of the decision to study SIDs, the delineation of the criteria

used for the selection of specific SIDs, the rules followed in formulating the research

instruments, the testing procedures, and finally the reliability and validity thoughts

prevailing in the entire thesis.

DATA ANALYSIS

The design of this research builds on generally accepted characteristics of the

decision making process, while building on the premises of relevant literature arguing

for the existence of certain steps in the decision making process. Building on current

theory and the results of empirical data chapter 6 suggests that the process of making

SIDs may be reliably described by nine dimensions/aspects: rationality, existence of

formalized rules guiding the process, formal coordination devices used (e.g. task

forces, interdepartmental committees), extent of financial analysis conducted,

hierarchical decentralization, lateral communication, extent of politicization,

problem solving dissensus and duration-timingof the process.

Chapter 7 presents the empirical results exploring the association between

project (i.e. specific SID) and process characteristics. A number of perceived project

characteristics is adopted and they are related to the specific characteristics/aspects
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of the SID process. What becomes evident from the results is that the perceived

characteristics attributed to strategic decisions, to a significant extent may determine

decision-maker's responses to issues and trigger cognitive and motivational processes

that direct the process into predictable paths.

Chapter 8 explores the association between SLD process characteristics and

various dimensions of corporate environment. The results of the chapter lend

credence to the environmental determinism school of thought and suggest that

environmental characteristics can be significant predictors of SID processes.

Chapter 9, sets out to investigate planning systems as an interesting and rather

unexplored internal dimension which may influence the way SIDs are made. Strong

associations are found between certain attributes of FPSs and the decision-making

processes used in handling strategic choices.

The main thrust of chapter 10 has been to evaluate the role and significance of

the strategic choice perspective in Sil) making. The chapter examines the extent to

which certain characteristics of the CEO and the Top Management Team (TMT) are

likely to be associated with specific decision making behaviour and validates the

significance of the 'upper echelons' in SB) making.

The results of chapter 11, provide some insight into the association between

Business Economic Performance (BEP) and SB) process characteristics/aspects. The

results should be interpreted as an effort to shed some light into the process-

performance relationship since only partial and disjointed patterns have up to now

emerged on how SIDs affect the BEP or vice-versa.

The purpose of chapter 12, the final empirical chapter, is to integrate the results

of previous chapters, by means of regression analyses, into an overall model which

simultaneously considers the effects of various contextual domains in influencing SB)

process characteristics.

Finally, chapter 13 pinpoints the major conclusions of the research and discusses

specific implications for theory and practice. Moreover, the chapter addresses the

strengths and weaknesses of the thesis and argues for the need for further research.
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Chapter 2

Conceptual Framework:

The Strategic
Management 'Jungle'
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2.1. EMERGENCE OF THE BUSINESS POLICY (B?) AREA

The very concepts of strategy and strategic decision making, emerged at about

the beginning of the 60's. At this period of time several major changes occurred.

Markets started becoming highly competitive, the various functional areas of the firm

started dominating the business concerns, accelerated change together with scarcity of

major resources and constant need for information took place. Consequently,

executives began to realise that all the profit planning and forecasting techniques

could not help them place their products and successfully compete in an increasingly

volatile environment (Hickman and Silva,1987). Naturally, there was a sharp shift of

attention to the business environment and to the alignment of the business to the ever

changing contextual forces. As Hickman and Silva (1987) content, "Strategy became

the buzzword of the day", and the area of strategic management (or else business

policy) has acquired major significance.

2.2. FOUNDATIONS OF ThE BP AREA

Due to its importance, the field of strategic management has become a multi-

syllectic one, drawing from a wide variety of related and unrelated fields. According to

several researchers (e.g. Thomas 1984; Chakravarthy and Doz 1992; Thomas and

Pruett 1993; Spender, 1993), organizational phenomena can be seen by a wide variety

of disciplinary lenses, including:

1. Economics: Theories of industrial organization (e.g. Porter, 1980),

microeconomic analysis, strategy-structure-performance relationships, have been the

stepping stones on which the area in its early stages of development has been based.

2. Finance-Accounting Portfolio theory, capital asset pricing model, analysis of

financial statements, also claim their share of contribution to the BP literature.

3. Marketing also contributed to the BP literature by applying such concepts as

product life cycle and market segmentation to the strategic apex of organizations and

by providing the tools necessary for competitive analysis.
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4. Political science through the study of political processes (e.g. Lindblom, 1968)

and governmental decision processes (e.g. Allison, 1971) provided a number of

viewpoints, concepts and methodologies for strategic management.

5. Organization behaviour, by studying such concepts as power in organizations

(e.g. Hinnings et a!. 1974; Butler Ct aL 1979), strategy types (Miles and Snow, 1978),

leadership (Vroom and Yetton, 1973), greatly contributed and still claim a significant

share of the developments in the area. Moreover, several other pockets of research

such as observation and monitoring of actual decision behaviour (e.g. Cyert et a!.

1956; Bower, 1970, Mintzberg et al. 1976) have paid their contribution to the area.

6. Finally, cognitive psychology conceptualized managers not as infaffible

machines, but as human beings with profound biases in judgement and limited

information processing capabilities. This body of research studied the impact of this

incompleteness on the strategies, structures and processes followed. (e.g. Kogan and

Wallach, 1964; Schwenk, 1986; 1988; Haley and Stumph, 1989).

2.3. IDEN11FICATION OF MAJOR RESEARCH STREAMS

From the beginning of the sixties, until nowadays, the field experienced a

tremendous growth. Countless researchers have shifted their focus of attention to

aspects and determinants of strategy. An effort to structure the vast and highly

unstructured research in the area certainly is a formidable task. Several researchers

have in the past attempted to put order by classifying the research into

comprehensible chunks (e.g. Datta, 1980; Thomas, 1984; Camerer, 1985; Fahey and

Christensen, 1986; Freeman et aL 1988; Montgomery et al. 1989). Recently, Hambrick

(1989) as well as Blair and Boal (1991), have argued that the domain of strategic

management primarily consists of four major components as well as of interactions

among them: the external corporate environment, the actors involved in SDM, the

content of the strategic decision itself (Business level strategy, or corporate level

strategy), and finally corporate performance.
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Figure 2.1 attempts to present a 'holistic' model incorporating most of the

significant domains which have achieved theoretical and empirical salience. It is not

an exaggeration to contend, that in terms of depth and breadth of research, one is

entitled to speak about a 'strategic management jungle'. As is evident, strategy

formulation and strategic decision making, in general, lie on the heart of the modeL A

host of different contextual domains seem to bear on them, including the four already

mentioned, together with such additional domains as internal structure, corporate

culture, technology, size and the perceived characteristics of the strategic decision.

All these factors directly or indirectly bear on the strategy formulation process, on the

content of strategic decisions and on performance. Simultaneously, strategy and

performance levels may have direct or indirect influence on all the above mentioned

domains.

i. Strategy Content vs Strategy Process

But figure 2.1 may itself be confusing. An attempt to classify research in the area

has been initiated by examining the various definitions of strategy. To give the

essence of the various descriptions of strategy and to avoid clutter and confusion, we

have selected three of the most often cited definitions.

The first, was developed three decades ago by Alfred Chandler (1962). According

to him strategy is: "the determination of the basic long-term goals and the objectives

of an enterprise, and the adoption of courses of action and the allocation of resources

necessary for carrying out these goals".

In concert with Chandler, Andrews (1971) produced a second definition viewing

strategy as a: "... pattern of major objectives, purposes or goals and essential

policies or plans for achieving those goals, stated in such a way as to define what

business the company is in or is to be in and the kind of company it is to be".
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Finally, Mintzberg and Waters (1982) offered a quite 'erratic' description of how

he conceives strategy. According to them: "Strategy is a pattern in a stream of

decision?, or as has been modified recently "strategy is a pattern in a stream of

actions" (Mintzberg and Waters, 1985).

As can be inferred, strategy is viewed as either a pattern of objectives, goals,

policies, and plans (Chandler, 1962; Andrews, 1971), or as a pattern in a sequence

of decisions occurring over a period of time (Mintzberg and Waters, 1982;

Uyterhoeven et aL 1977). The former view represents the content approach to

strategy (Huff and Reger, 1987). It focuses on the content of the strategic decision

itself (e.g. merger, acquisition, divestment, vertical integration, product/market

differentiation, entry, exit and other competitive strategies). In an evaluation of the

research on strategy content, Fahey and Christensen (1986), divided research in the

area into three major avenues of research:

(i) the goal content research (focusing on survival and turnaround strategies, on

economic performance issues and on social conduct and commitment issues).

(ii) the scope content research which addresses such issues as diversification,

vertical integration, expansion, strategic alliances, and methods of changing scope.

(iii) competitive strategy content research which focuses on strategic groups,

industry segmentation, determinants of BEP, strategic typologies, stages of market

evolution etc.

In contrast, the process research has been focused on the actions that lead to

and support strategy. The special issue on strategy process (Schendel, 1992;

Chakravarthy and Do; 1992) emphasizes that both approaches to strategy offer

stimulating research opportunities for potential researchers. It is obvious, that since

the thesis deals with SB) making processes, its principal interest lies in the area of

process research. Research in this area includes, among others, prescriptive and

descriptive work on planning methods and decision making. According to Huff and

Reger (1987), the process research literature can be divided into eight interrelated
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streams of efforts. They are:

1 - planning prescriptions: This stream encompasses studies that have given

normative prescriptions for how strategies should be formulated (e.g. Steiner,

1969; Ansoff, 1980),

2 - prescriptions for systematic implementation of strategy,

3 - decision aids to help decision makers overcome their inherent shortcomings

in making rational decisions,

4 - devising and implanting incremental changes instead of 'holistic' rational

approaches to strategy-making (e.g. Quinn, 1980a; 1981),

5 - planning practices: Survey of the actual planning practices followed by industry

(e.g. Armstong, 1986),

6 - bivariate relationships between such concepts as strategy, structure, systems,

performance etc (e.g. Burgelman, 1985),

7 - analysis of the processes followed in making strategic decisions,

8 - and finally, research efforts trying to integrate some of the above mentioned

categories.

ii. The Planning vs the Decision Based View on Strategy
Despite the excellent categorization of process research attempted by Huff and

Reger (1987), one may be tempted to further divide research into two distinct streams

of thought: The planning view of strategy making and the decision based

view. Looking at the previous mentioned streams of efforts in strategy process we

may infer that streams 1,2,4,5 tend to adopt a planning view on strategy while only

stream 7 clearly adopts a decision oriented view of strategy. The planning view of

strategy relates to the first two definitions of strategy (Chandler, 1962; Andrews,

1971). To a significant extent, it views organizational strategy as a well-defined set of

goals and plans stemming from a typical and rational planning process. It is argued

that strategy is "the alignment between the external environment and its internal

processes and structure" (Gaibraith & Nathanson, 1978).
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On the contraiy, the decision based view considers strategy as a 'system' whose

elements are strategic decisions. Thus, each important decision, to some extent,

directly or indirectly influences organizational strategy. Indeed, as Mintzberg and

Waters (1982) have pointed out, strategy is a pattern in a stream of decisions (or

actions). That is, strategy may be formed through certain very important decisions

which are taken at different times in an organization's history.

As is evident from its title, the present thesis follows the decision based view on

strategy, since it focuses on the making of strategic investment decisions and the

context in which these decisions are made. The attempt to better understand how

these very important decisions are made and the factors influencing the way they are

made, represents an analytic effort to shed light into the elements of organizational

strategy and not strategy per se (Stein 198 la,b). Understanding the strategies of

organizations inevitably requires a clearer comprehension of the process of strategic

decision-making (Cray et al. 1988), and the factors influencing the way those decisions

are made. Or to use Narayanan and Fahey's (1982) words: 'only by investigating the

organizational processes out of which strategies emerge, can we understand and

explain wiLY they come to be'. On this basis, it is obvious why much attention should

be devoted to hQ these strategic decisions are made and to whether the way these

decisions are made, that is the structure of the decision process itself, may influence

decision outcomes and hence strategies which organizations follow (Cray et al.1988).

Moreover, several researchers overtime, have argued that the formal planning

perspective is not at all satisfactory in trying to approach the conceptualization and

implementation of corporate strategy (e.g. Mintzbcrg, 1978; Fredrickson,1983). While

it may be intuitively appealing to suggest that researchers should focus on formal

planning systems it may be more appropriate to adopt a "decision based" perspective

which, among others, arms researchers with important methodological weapons in

their attempt to shed light into the concepts of strategy and strategy making processes.
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First of all, such a research perspective enlarges the potential population of

companies enabling the researcher to subject into examination not only the 'formal

planners' but the 'non-planners' as well. There is a wealth of empirical evidence

arguing that not all companies utilise formal planning systems in their decision

making processes. Instead they all make and integrate strategic decisions over time.

The second major advantage hinges on the varied number of methodologies

available in studying strategic decisions. The adoption of a planning perspective

makes difficult the measurement of the various dimensions of the decision making

process and is an impediment to the development of various methodologies designed

to approach the problem (Fredrickson, 1983). Finally, following the reasoning of

Shirley (1982), one may content that a decision orientation facifitates the study of

both strategy content and process.

Having adopted a decision based perspective in the course of this study, we will

now turn our attention to other important issues. Among the most important is that as

researchers it may be more feasible to limit the scope of investigation and examine a

reduced number of relationships, for in trying to look at everything one might end up

finding nothing. Indeed, we should be very cautious in 'crafting' our research, and we

should limit our interest to a manageable number of possible relationships. Moreover,

we should use 'mixed scanning frameworks' (Thomas, 1984), by drawing concepts,

ideas, practices, methodologies from the various disciplines contributing to the BP

area, but at the same time be sufficiently selective in defining our own limited area of

research in order to produce meaningful results which will contribute to the theory

base in the field.

The following three chapters further determine the scope and aspects of this

research effort and set the guidelines for the rest of the thesis. More specifically,

chapter 3 reviews the literature on strategic decision making processes and attempts

to identify possible gaps, chapter 4 further clarifies the focus of the research, while

chapter 5 discusses the research methodology.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review on

Strategic Decision Making
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3. Introduction
The aim of chapter 3 is to give a concrete presentation of the relevant literature

concerning strategic decision making and strategy formulation processes and to

answer to three basic questions, relevant to this thesis: First, are there specific

perspectives explaining the way strategic decision making is taking place in various

organizations, and what are the distinctive characteristics of each perspective?

Second, can we identilS' specific steps followed in making strategic decisions, and

especially decisions of an investment nature? and third, are there specific internal

and external organizational forces influencing the ways SIDs are made?

In the beginning, an attempt is made to depict the current avenues of research in

the strategy area and to pinpoint the major streams of inquiry in each of them. More

specifically, section 3.1 attempts to answer the first two questions, to cite the most

significant empirical research efforts in the field of strategic decision making, and to

draw some conclusions about the state of research in the area. Finally, section 3.2

emphasizes the need for quantitative, contextual and integrative research in the area,

attempts to introduce the reader into the significance of contextual influence on

strategic decision making processes (something further investigated in the

forthcoming chapters), and raises propositions about the directions of future research.

3.1. WHICH ARE THE MOST NOTABLE RESEARCH EFFORTS

IN THE FIELD OF DECISION MAKING?

The theoretical area encompassed by the term organizational decision making is

extremely broad and the associated literature vast and riddled with a plethora of

theoretical dilemmas. According to Mintzberg et a!. (1976), research in the field of

decision making can be classified into three streams of inquiry: individual decision

making, group decision making and field research on decision making.
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3.1.1. INDIVIDUAL DECISION MAKING

This body of research deals with the human mental processes taking place in such

situations as those dealing with a rather simplified problem (e.g. Newell and Simon,

1972). It is beyond the scope of the thesis to further analyse research in this area.

3.1.2. GROUP DECISION MAKiNG

The second, and indeed much larger body of research, deals with the subject of

group decision making. Researchers in this area attempt to analyse the processes

taking place in cases where several decision makers are involved in making or

integrating a specific decision (e.g. Glazer et aL 1987). The same stream of literature

assumes that decision makers fall short of the demands of comprehensiveness and

rationality and thus, most of the time, can benefit from aids (e.g. Dialectical Inquiry,

Devils Advocate) to help them make faster, more effective and rational decisions (e.g.

Schwenk, 1986).

3.1.3. FIELD RESEARCH ON ORGANIZATIONAL DECISION MAKING

Finally, the third stream (where the interests of the thesis are) comprises all the

field research on organizational decision making. The literature on organizational

decision making, being part of the strategy process research, has already become

enormous. Many concepts have emerged in very different disciplines, ranging from

business policy to organizational behaviour, political science and psychology.

Although extremely interesting, it is beyond the purpose of this chapter to

analyse in depth the properties of various schools of thought. Instead, a brief

description of their major properties is attempted. In fact, several researchers tried in

the past to organize the vast array of publications in the area (e.g. Gremion, 1972;

Nutt, 1976; Murray, 1979; Simon, 1979; McMillan, 1980; Lyles and Thomas, 1988;

Hart, 1992; Bailey, 1992; Schoemaker, 1993). They distinguish the various decision

making models into several distinct categories such as: rational, bureaucratic,

incremental, political, avoidance, symbolic, intrapreneurial etc. A careful inspection
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of the relevant literature resulted in a taxonomy (presented in table 3.1) attempting to

integrate all the above mentioned streams of thought into seven distinct and widely

cited models of decision making. Particularly useful in the representation of the seven

models have been the comprehensive works of Lyles and Thomas (1988), Hart (1992),

and Bailey, (1992).

The seven models are described using some of their most prominent

characteristics, i.e. style of strategy making, role of top management, role of

organizational members, criteria used, processes followed, assumptions on which the

model is based, environment suitable for this mode of decision making, size of the

firm. Moreover, a brief list of representative researchers who contributed to the

creation of these models, is provided. The seven models are briefly outlined below.

I. The Rat lonal-Analyt ic-Comprehensive Mode

The rational-analytic-comprehensive model is the prevalent model in decision

making theory. For many decades the predominant view about decision making was

that organizations behave in a consistently rational way. The basic concepts of the

rational view are: (i) the goals and objectives of decision makers are clear and known

in advance, (ii) the decision maker chooses the best alternative among all the

possible courses of action, (iii) full information about the consequences of possible

action is available, (iv) there is no uncertainty involved.

According to this model strategy formulation is a purposeful, consistent,

sequential and deliberate process starting with the examination and evaluation of

corporate mission, major objectives, strategies and tactics. Systematic analysis of

major competitors, threat of new entrants, bargaining power of buyers, bargaining

power of suppliers, threat of substitute products or services takes place regularly

(Chaffee, 1985). This is coupled by an analysis and evaluation of internal strengths

and weaknesses as well as opportunities and threats (Porter, 1980). The whole process

results in specific strategies capable of fulfilling the corporate mission and major
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objectives. There are predefined resource allocation methods as well as specific

systems for monitoring programmes and strategies. Overall, strategies are deliberate

and fully realised and no implementation deviations are expected to take place.

STRATEGIC	 DECISION	 MAKING	 MODELS

CHARTE- RATIONAL	 AVOII1NCE	 INCREMENTAL-	 POLITICAL	 SYMBOLIC- 	 ENTREPRENEIRIAL- INTRAPRENELRIAL-
RISTICS	 ANALYTICAL	 ALPTIVE	 BIREAIXRATIC	 CUJLRAL-	 VISIONARY.	 GENERATIVE

C'REIfNSIVE	 INTERPRETIVE	 CL44IND

CRITERIA	 Rationality	 I4aintainance -Increeental	 -Bargaining	 -Organizational Presence of 	 Intrapreneurship
of Status	 Satisficlng	 -Negotiation	 Paradigii	 Strong
Quo	 -Cognitive	 Entrepreneurial

Franms	 Leadership

PROCESS	 -Sequential	 -Disconti-	 -Discontinous	 -Cyclical	 Use of Sythols, -Conscious 	 -Autonamus
nuous	 -Cyclical	 Metapicrs and -Deliberate 	 Behaviour of

Enctions	 -Centralized at Organizational
the Very Top	 Methers

ASSIWTIOWS -Rationalization -Selective -Escalating 	 -Social	 -Corporate	 Total Control -Enployee
-Wishful	 Perception	 Cairiitnmnt	 Pressure	 Paradige Guides by Cmier or 	 Initiative
Thiring	 -Rationali- -Illusion of	 -Escalating	 lctions	 Sn&l nuther of -Innovativeness

zation	 Control	 Caniiitnmnt	 -Sytholin,Meta- Ecutives
-Wishful	 -Selective	 -Illusion of	 phors, miotions
Thiring	 Perception	 Control	 Pervade

STYLE OF	 -Strategy Driven Strategy 	 -Strategy Driven Strategy 	 Strategy Driven Strategy Driven Strategy Driven
STRATEGY	 by Fon,el	 Driven by	 by Successive	 Driven	 by Mission and by Owner-Leader by Organizatlo-
NAKING	 Planning	 ktions to Limited Cceparl by Internal 	 Vision of the	 nal Autor's

Systeim	 Preserve	 sons-Steps	 Political	 Future	 Initiative
Status Quo -Cvles &	 Processes

Rec)cles

ROLE OF	 Evaluates and ktion	 Orchestrate a Eirxeirs and "Leader"	 "General"	 Enderses and
TOP	 Controls	 Avoidance	 Step-by-Step	 Enables	 Notivates and	 Provides	 Stports
MANNEMENT	 Incresental	 Inspires	 Direction

Process

ROLE OF	 Follc the	 Inertia	 -Proceed With	 Learn and	 Respond to	 Obey Orders	 Experinmnt and
CRGANIZA-	 Syster	 Caution	 Inprove	 Challenges	 Take Risks
TIONAL	 -Flexible to N
MEMBERS	 (,tions

PROBABLE	 Stable	 Sinple,	 Dynaric,	 Caplex	 Dynesic	 Sinple,	 Turbulent
CORPCRATE	 not Calex Caiplex,	 not Calex
ENVIRONMENT	 Lkicertain

SIZE OF TP€ Nedlur,Large	 No Relation Medlur,Large	 Large	 Meditin-Large	 Rather Seell 	 No Relation
ENTERPRISE

REPRESENTA- -AllIson (1971) -Cyert &	 -Quinn (1980a) -Allison,1971 -Granderl (1984) -Mutt (1981) 	 -Grarthrl (1984)
TIVE	 (Rational)	 March (1963) (Increnental)	 (Bureaucratic) (Cybernetic)	 (Nonuative)	 (Ranthr)
REFERENCES -Nintzberg(1973) -Janis & Mann -Linthlar (1959) -Nutt (1984) 	 -Mintzberg and -Mintzberg(1973) -Mintzberg and

(Planning)	 (1977)	 -Nintzberg(1973) (Behavioural) Waters (1985)	 (Entrepre-	 Waters (1985)
-Granderl (1984)	 (Auaptive)	 -Nintzberg	 (Ideological,	 neurial)	 (Lhixnected)
((,timizing)	 -Grancbrl (1984) (1973)	 Uthrella)	 -Shrivastava &

-Fredrickson	 (Satisficing)	 (klaptive)	 -Chaffee (1985) Grant (1985)
(1984)	 -Chaffee (1985) -Nintzberg &	 (Interpretive) (Managerial

-Chaffee (1985)	 (Maptive)	 Waters (1985)	 Autocracy)
(Linear)	 (Process)	 -Bourgeois &

-Pettigr	 Brodeln (1984)
(1973)	 (Cansender)

-Wilson (1982)

Table 3.1: Medals describing alternative strategic decision uTeking approaches.
(Partly adapted fran Lyles and Thases 1988; Hart, 1992; BaIley. 1992)
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According to Janis and Mann (1977), rationality is an ideal to be achieved

during decision making. In their attempt to describe rationality, they devised some

standard criteria for evaluating the quality of any decision. Failure to meet their

criteria automatically implies "defective"-irrational decision making.

Dror, (1968), developed the notion of economic rationality. He sees rationality

as the ideal in making any decision, but recognizes that in real world situations this is

almost impossible to be achieved. He is then ready to make some concessions, e.g.

sacrifice rationality in those cases where the cost of achieving it outweighs the

benefits. Thus, he tries to match rationality with the idea of being "economic".

Conceptual elegance and rigour are the two most significant characteristics of the

rational model. But it has come under attack because obvious problems arise in trying

to meet these requirements. One of the first who shed doubt on the assumptions

behind the rational model, and undoubtedly, one of the pioneers in the field of

organizational decision making is Herbert Simon from Carnegie Institute of

Technology. He was among the very first who tried to understand the way in which

decision makers act in real-world decision situations. His research was based on

observation, document analysis and personal interviews in a computer purchasing

decision process. Contrary to what economists claimed, he proved that decision

makers are not "infaffible machines" that make decisions in the most rational and

analytic way. On the contrary, they are "satisficers" who most of the time show little

resemblance to the "economic man" presented by most of the economists. In fact

managers act with bounded rationality.

Moreover, values and goals are not always clear to the decision makers. Most of

the time means and ends are closely interrelated. Furthermore, it is utopic to believe

that full information can be achieved, or that there is an abundance of resources to be

disposed. Third, the power-behavioural aspects of organizational decision making the

political behaviour, bargaining and negotiations are completely ignored. Enterprises

are 'loosely coupled' systems with dynamic internal processes. These are but some of

the many possible limitations of the rational actor modeL
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ii. The Avoidance Mode

In his seminal work "Administrative Behaviour", Simon (1947), attempts a

comparison between the famous 'economic man' and his "spiritual child" the

administrative man. The former is indeed a rational actor. When having to make a

decision he has a consistent system of preferences, together with full knowledge of all

the alternative choices of action, and the capability to overcome any computational

difficulties encountered. All these qualities allow him to directly compare all possible

alternatives and, acting in the most rational way, to choose the best.

On the contrary, Simon (1957), states that the administrative man has little

discernible resemblance to the economic man. It is not an exaggeration to contend

that "power of prescience and capacities for computation (present in the economic

man) resemble those we usually attribute to God" (Simon, 1965, pp 12). In real world

decision making, man is not a value maximizer, but a satisficer, in the sense that he

chooses the course of action that is "good enough". This in turn, means that most of

the time he does not evaluate all the possible alternatives or that he may use rules of

thumb when making a decision. Moreover, he tends to overlook those facts of the real

world that have no profound relevance to the issue he is trying to resolve. The

administrative man deals with only small parts of issues at one time. In fact he divides

organizational problems into smaller parts and then solves them one by one. One

thing decision makers "hate" is uncertainty. Therefore, they create monitoring

mechanisms, such as feedback loops, of uncertainty avoidance devices.

In one of the landmarks in the area of decision making Cyert and March (1963)

introduced the concept of "problemistic search" in their endeavor to describe the way

in which decision makers act. According to them, three major terms can reliably

describe the way a decision maker behaves: (i) he is simple minded, (ii) most of the

time he is biased and (iii) he is also motivated. Moreover, four major concepts

influence organizational goals, expectations and choices:

- quasi resolution of conifict among several subunits that constitute the different

coalitions of members within the same organization. Organizational goals are
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both highly ambiguous and in many instances not operational in practice,

- uncertainty avoidance. The assumption behind the uncertainty avoidance is

that there is always a tendency to maintain the status quo and if problems are

ignored they will eventually go away.

- problemistic search. Organizations tend to consider for further evaluation only

those alternatives that meet their predetermined goals or norms. People tend to

look to the neighbourhood of current alternatives to choose the preferred one.

- organizational learning. The whole decision making process is a learning

process for any organization at any given time. Operating procedures and

decision rules, more or less present in all organizations, are the outcome of

organizational learning based on routine.

The main assumption behind this model is that people show the tendency to

preserve the status quo. Especially, when loss of power or prestige can be the result of

the identification of a potential problem, it is very likely that avoidance will prevail

(Cyert and March 1963; Lyles and Thomas, 1988). Action will take place only when

there is fear of serious disruption of the status quo. The process is discontinuous

following choice procedures based on short run feedback of actual vs desired results.

As Butler et al. (1979) suggest, such an attitude towards strategy making may fit

companies operating in rather munificent and simple environments, where no major

changes in the external environment are expected.

iii. The Incremental-Adaptive Mode

The incremental-adaptive model attempts to extend the previously mentioned

avoidance model, while at the same time borrows ideas from the rational-analytical

school of thought. The foundations of the model are built around the assertions that

(i) in todays rapidly changing competitive situations, companies operate in complex,

demanding environments (ii) managers, as human beings, suffer from profound

mental limitations which preclude them from acting in a completely rational-analytic

manner (iii) there exists fragmentation in decision making and differences in the
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values, attitudes and interests of major participants. Under such conditions strategy is

formulated in a disjointed and incremental fashion, and major decisions are taken by

resorting in "successive limited comparisons" and incremental departures from the

status quo (Lindblom, 1959).

Lindblom (1959, 1965), as well as Braybrook and Lindblom (1963), are

probably the most well known proponents of the 'disjointed incrementalism' in

decision making. Studying decision making in the public sector they conceptualized

strategy formulation as an incremental process of "muddling through". According to

them decision makers do not act in a rational way by looking for and evaluating all

possible alternative courses of action. Instead they take into account only those

alternatives which marginally differ from the existing state of things. Under their

framework, means and ends are considered simultaneously. During the decision

making process one cannot set definitive objectives to achieve, instead objectives are

reconsidered and sometimes reformulated as the process evolves. As colourfully

described, decision making is "a never-ending process of successive steps in which

continual nibbling is a substitute for a good bite".

Quinn (1978), again significantly contributed to the pool of existing theory in

decision making. By observing decision making processes and evolution in strategy in

ten large corporations, he realised that the processes followed had little discernible

relation to what the rational school of thought teaches. In fact the process is

characterized by fragmentation, constant evolution and significant intuition. Despite

this, researchers can trace areas (subunits) where rational analysis takes place. The

final outcome (may it be strategy or outcome of a significant decision process) is a

mixture of both incremental and rational elements.

According to Quinn, effective top managers succeed in blending the widely

recognized formal-analytical techniques with the more behavioural elements of

strategic decision making and produce a "cohesive step-by-step movements toward

an end, which initially are broadly conceived, but which are then constantly

refined and reshaped as new information appear? (Quinn, 1980b; p3). The role of
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other organizational members is to proceed with caution and to be flexible to new

options and ideas.

The Miogical incremen talismu school of thought in strategic decision making is a

purposeful and effective management technique using both the rational-analytical and

the power-behavioural aspects of strategy formulation. It stresses the cyclical-

discontinuous character of most decision processes which may for example start with

problem definition, alternative generation and before moving to alternative

evaluation return to reshape the initial definition of the problem. Goals and

objectives are not firmly clarified but are subject to adjustment as the decision

proceeds. Comparatively narrow analysis of alternative courses of action together with

consideration of a restricted number of consequences usually takes place.

According to Lyles and Thomas (1988) the biases inherent in the model may be

escalation of commitment to a losing course of action, the illusion of having better

control of the situation due to step-by-step evolution, and the probable bias towards

information gathering and interpretation. The incremental mode may be best suited

to medium sized or larger companies operating in rather dynamic and uncertain

environments.

iv. The Political-Bureaucratic Mode

Alisson (1969), is one of the fathers of the political model of decision making.

According to him, decisions are the outcome of a political bargaining process. In any

decision process, power is shared among several actors or groups of actors, having

different personal goals and interpreting organizational goals in various different

ways. In many instances the outcome of the decision making process is a mixture of

various competing preferences and bargain and compromise between coalitions. In

several instances constellations of interests are formulated with the aim to support

certain views of the world. Especially in cases where adoption of a certain course of

action implies a reshuffling of the future allocation of resources and power, political

activity is more visible.
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Cohen and associates (1972) extended Cyert & March's model by supporting the

contention that in most of the decision situations it is plausible not to find a purpose

behind decisions. Decision making processes resemble organized anarchy situations

and decisions to garbage cans, suffering from ill-defined preferences and goals,

fluidity and high turnover participation. Moreover, managers usually follow a course

of action based not on rational thinking and examination of every possible alternative

but on past experience and the way they are used to make things. In fact: "an

organization is a collection of choices looking for problems, issues and feelings

looking for decision situations, in which they might be aired, solutions looking for

issues to which they might be the answer, and decision-makers looking for

work" (Cohen, March and Olsen, 1972, pp 2).

In the same vein, Pettigrew (1973) introduces the concept of political behaviour

as a central element in the decision making process. He sees power shared among

actors as more a significant explanator of the actual choice among alternative courses

of action than the notion of satisficing behaviour present in decision making, and

suggests that organizations should be viewed as complicated political systems.

Narayanan and Fahey (1982) as well as other researchers may well be right

when they argue that very seldom the actual maker of strategy is a single individuaL In

such processes different sets of political actors usually participate and the distribution

of power/influence among different groups involved, not only constrain the

alternative courses of action under consideration, but also prescribe to a great extent

the final strategy adopted.

A significant implication of the recognition of the importance of the political

model in strategy formulation is that "the politics of decision making must be

managed just like its analytical or rational side .... and .... formulating the content

of strategy inevitably entails managing its context and processe? (Narayanan and

Fahey, 1982; pp 32).
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To summarize, organizations do not always act rationally. Instead, they are

usually highly political entities where multiple, sometimes conificting organizational

goals, are present and decision makers along various levels in the hierarchy play as

actors in a political process. Moreover, because decision makers suffer from profound

biases and cognitive limitations, issues may receive completely different

interpretations from various participants. The existence of conflicting viewpoints

favours coalition formation within the company. Each coalition supports its view of

the world and influences strategy making. Differences emerged are likely to be

resolved through bargaining, persuasion and negotiation attempts (Carter, 1971;

Wilson, 1982). The strategy pursued will finally emerge through mutual adjustment

and compromise of key decision makers. What is actually decided is far from a

rational solution, but rather the result of alliance formation, political manoeuvring

and power differentials.

v. The Symbolic-Cultural-Interpretive Mode

Only recently have theorists discussed the existence of this model the parameters

of which are not yet clear (Chaffee, 1985). It is based on the assumption that actions

and strategies are guided by and finally formulated through a compelling corporate

vision and a clear mission of the future (Hart, 1992). What is clear is that there exist

some common elements among organizational members, which act as a conceptual

glue that bind the diverse activities of organizations and which decisively pervade in

shaping the strategies pursued. These common elements might be labelled as

organizational symbolism, metaphors, emotions, corporate philosophy, corporate

culture, shared attitudes, values etc. Organizational reaction to external opportunities

and threats is not simply an outcome of decisions formulated by planning systems or

of political activities between various stakeholders, but it is shaped by the

organizational culture the shared attitudes, values etc. The role of top management is

to motivate, inspire, and provide an "umbrella" under which strategies grow

(Mintzberg, 1987), while organizational members adapt by responding to challenges.
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This mode of decision making seems to be suitable to larger, diversified

companies where a common corporate culture is the necessaiy conceptual lens

through which environment is interpreted and actions are guided. The symbolic-

cultural mode may also fit companies experiencing more dynamic, even hostile

environments (Dess and Beard, 1984; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988).

vi. Entrepreneurial- Visionary-Command Mode

This model of strategy making is dominated by the presence of a strong

entrepreneurial leadership (Mintzberg, 1973; Bourgeois and Brodwin, 1984;

Shrivastava and Grant, 1985). The whole process is characterized as conscious,

deliberate and centralized at the very top, where one person or a small group of

persons assess the situation, explicate alternatives, evaluate alternatives and choose

the preferred course of action (Mintzberg, 1973; Bourgeois and Brodwin, 1984).

The leader relying on his personal power, intuition, innovation and charisma, is

the "general" who provides direction to other organizational members who act as

soldiers executing orders (Mintzberg and Waters, 1982; Hart, 1992). According to

Mintzberg (1973), the strategy-making under this model is characterized by: (i) the

active search for new opportunities, (ii) the power centralization in the hands of the

owner or a small number of executives (ill) the making of large, bold decisions in the

face of uncertainty and (iv) the domination of the goal of growth over other corporate

goals.

But the leader is not relying solely on intuition and charisma. The vision guiding

his individual strategic decisions is grounded on personal experience and very deep

understanding of the organization, its external environment, and strengths and

weaknesses. Of considerable importance is the way the vision is conveyed to the

various layers in the hierarchy, because "it must be effectively articulated and

communicated" (Bailey, 1992 pp 8). Again, the receptiveness of subordinates and

their willingness to share this vision and contribute to its implementation is not of

less importance.
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This mode of decision making is expected to be found in rather simple

environments and may be associated with small or medium sized firms, so that top

management can maintain effective control over the environment and the company.

vii. The Intrapreneurial- Generative Mode
Sometimes strategy is formulated through internal corporate venturing of specific

organizational members (Burgelman, 1983). Indeed, innovative ideas may emerge

from autonomous strategic behaviour of individuals who by behaving like

entrepreneurs, identify high potential ideas and try to persuade other organizational

members that they are worth implementing. In such a model the role of top

management is to allow experimentation and support the creation of new high-

potential ideas, while other organizational members are left free to experiment, take

risks and either succeed or fail (Hart, 1992). Such a strategy formulation mode is

likely to be found in high velocity environments (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988).

viii. Discussion

The above presented quick review aimed at capturing some of the flavour of the

various models of decision making. This relatively brief excursion into organizational

decision making theory is not intended to belittle its importance; it however seems

more appropriate to delve into theory as required rather than produce thick

descriptions. What should be evident out of this analysis is the existence of an

extensive conceptual development in the area, but what may be also evident is that

none of the above mentioned typologies captures the plethora of issues, concepts,

dimensions and biases present in strategic decision making. They are indeed

simplifications explaining small portions of very complex phenomena.

Each of the models presented is based on different assumptions, advocates its

own style of decision making, utilises varied criteria, and experiences different

processes. Lyles and Mittrof (1980) contend that any decision model might be in the

repertoire of any decision maker, and that "successful firms might be expected to
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utilise all of the available decision models as thinking frameworks" (Lyles and

Thomas, 1988, pp 141). Indeed, each of them represents "pure" typologies, each of

which may evoke at any time. Chaffee (1985) went one step further to suggest that

there is a hierarchy of strategic typologies, some of which are more comprehensive

and incorporate others, less complex. Moreover, firms may have the capacity to blend

various decision models sequentially, or simultaneously. A decision process might

start from an entrepreneurial idea (entrepreneurial-command model), proceed with

careful information gathering and examination of alternative courses of action

(rational-analytical model), meet stiff opposition and continue as a rather highly

political issue, involving bargaining and negotiation among participants (political-

model), and end up in efforts to maintain the status quo (avoidance model).

Moreover, each one of the models seems to be more suitable for specific

environmental categories and for enterprises of specific sizes. For example, in

situations of low environmental uncertainty, external stimuli tend to be clear and

unconfusing, thus getting the same interpretation by decision makers in various levels

in the hierarchy. This implies that a consensus among participants is the probable

outcome and that all the available resources will be unanimously utilised in solving the

problem. Under such low-uncertainty, high-consensus environments one might expect

either the rational or the avoidance models to be used (Chaffee, 1985; Lyles and

Thomas, 1988; Hart, 1992). On the contrary, the political and incremental models

might be suitable in high uncertainty situations, where debate, questioning of

assumptions and negotiations might be helpful in processing the issue (Dess and

Beard, 1984; Hart, 1992).

In general, the utilisation of any model during the various phases of the decision

making process seems to be the interplay of a number of forces, such as corporate

environment, managerial vision, managerial perceptions, organizational learning

processes, planning systems and various other internal and external forces. The

forthcoming chapters will attempt to both theoretically and empirically validate this

assertion.
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After having examined the various models of strategic decision making, in the

following sections we will briefly deal with the two major issues present in

organizational decision making literature. First, following the normative part of the

literature, can there be identified specific steps in a decision making process? and

second; which are the most important empirical research efforts in the field of

strategic decision making?

3.1.4. STAGES (STEPS) IN THE DMP

This section deals with a significant debate within the organizational decision

making theory. It concerns itself with whether there can be identified a sequence of

distinct and separable stages in every decision making process. Indeed, a succession of

iterative models of varying degrees of elegance have found their way in the

international literature. For reasons of parsimony no thick descriptions of the

voluminous research in the area are to be attempted here. Instead, we will try to

mention a handful of pathbraking efforts and to propose a simple five-stage model

which will be followed in the course of this study. In parallel, table 3.2. presents a

number of selected research efforts on stages in strategic decision making processes.

One of the earliest attempts to formulate specific stages in a decision belongs to

Soeldberg (1966). He describes the decision process as a sequence of 8 stages (Table

3.2.). These stages are:

1. the participation stage

2. the recognition and definition stage, where the decision maker identifies the

salient characteristics of the problem in question.

3. the understanding of the issue,

4. the design stage, where alternative courses of action are identified and their

consequences estimated.

5. the evaluation stage, where various alternatives are directly analysed

by means of specific qualitative or quantitative evaluation criteria.

6. the reduction of the set of alternatives into one single preferred choice,

7. the implementation phase,

8. The whole process culminates with the final eighth stage, the feedback and

control stage.
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1.SCELDOERG,	 2.POLJ4DS. 1969 3.WIITE.1972 4.KING1975a 5.MINTZBERG 	 6.SDøl.
1966	 et al. 1976	 1977

1.Particlpatlon 1.hoose a Nedel 1.Probleei 	 1.Trlggering 1.Identlflcatici, 1.Intelll-
2.Recognition	 2.Caipare to	 Recognition	 gence

& Definition	 Reality	 2.Gatherin9	 -Recognition
3.Lkiderstanding 3.Identify	 Infonseticn	 -Diagnosis

Differences
4.Select a
Difference_______________ _________

4.Design	 5.Conslder	 3.Develc,1ng 2.Screenlng 2.Develop nt	 2.Deslgn
Alternative	 Alternatives 3.Definition -Search

_____________	 ,erat ions	 -Design	 ________

5.Evaluatlon	 6.Evaluate	 4.Evaluatlon 4.Evaluation 3.Selectlon	 3.Choice
6.Reô.jction	 Consequences	 of	 5.Transei-	 -Screen

7.Select an	 Alternatives ssion	 -Evaluatlon/
(erator	 5.CFoice	 6.Decision	 Choice

-Authorization

7.InpleFntation 8.Execute an 	 7.Execution	 4.Revl
8. Feethack and	 (erator

Control

7 .JANIS AND	 8.CLARK &	 9. I{RVATH AND	 10. NPRAYANAN	 11 .VOIKENA.
MANN, 1977	 SIROCE 1979;	 Mc MILLAN,1979	 and FAWY,	 1983

MAllOLINI,1981	 1982

1.Appraising	 1.Declsion	 1.Identlflcation	 1.ktivatlon	 1.Detectlon or
the	 Need	 -Recognition	 Discovery
Challenge	 Identification	 -Diagnosis	 2.Fonnilation

2.Surveying	 2.Search for	 2.DeveloplEnt	 2.Mcbilization 3.Exploration
for	 Alternatives	 -Search	 3.Coalescence
Alternatives	 for Aution	 -Design	 4.Encounter

3. Invest igat Ion
of Courses
of ktion

3.Ccsparing the 4.Revl	 and	 3.Selection	 5.Declslon	 4.Selection
Alternatives	 Approval	 -Screening	 5.Detail/

4.Deliberation	 -Evaluation/Choice	 Design
about eeking	 -Authorization
a Caenitnent

5.frdierence to 5.Inplananta- 	 4.Inplenentation	 6.InplelEnta-
the Decision	 tion	 -Initiation	 tim

-Planning	 7.Evaluation
-Execution

5.Mcnitoring
-Evaluation
-Feethack

12i(FER AND	 13.DI0. 1983 14.FREDRICKSCN 15.NUTT, 1984 16.SCHILIT.1987 DERIVED
SCJfNDEL,1978	 1984	 MODEL

1.Strategy	 1.Start-L	 1.Situation	 1.Fornulation 1.Problen	 1.DINN0SIS
Identification	 Diagnosis	 Identifica-	 OF Tf

2.EnvironlFntal	 tion	 SITUATION
Analysis

3. Resource
Analysis

4 .Gap Analysis ____________ ____________ ___________ _____________ __________

5.Strategic	 2.Developiie- 2.Alternative 2.Concept	 2.Generation	 2.GENERATION
Alternatives	 ntal	 Cneratlon	 Developiseit of	 OF

Alternatives	 ALTERNA-
TIVES

6.Strategy	 3.Finalization 3.Alternative 3.Detailing 3.Evaluation of 3.EVALUATION
Evaluation	 Evaluation	 Alternatives

4.Strategic	 4.FINAL
7.Strategy	 Choice	 ClOICE

Choice	 4.Evaluation

4.Inplesenta- 4.Decision 	 5.Inpleienta- 5.Inleienta- 5.DECISION
tim	 Integration tim	 tim	 INTE(A-

TION

Table 3.2. PresentatIon of Selected Research Efforts on Stages In Decision Making Processes
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Another influential work belongs to Janis and Mann (1977). Studying the way

people arrive at difficult personal decisions, they view the decision making process as

a series of progressive changes in the attitude of the decision maker, from the

initiation of the process to the final commitment to action. Their five-stage schema

(presented in table 3.2) starts with the appraisal of the specific challenge faced, and

continues with the survey for alternatives, the comparison of alternatives and the

deliberation about the making of a commitment. Finally, the process reaches an end

when the decision maker adheres to the decision.

Undoubtedly one of the most comprehensive and illuminating set of insights into

the nature of strategic decision making belongs to Mintzberg, Raisinghani and

Theoret, (1976). In contrast to the majority of previous researchers they conducted an

indepth study of 25 decisions of a merely strategic nature, using a convenience sample

(see table 3.2). Their work paved the way to more sophisticated decision models in

the area, but its uniqueness lay in the fact that by concentrating on a large number of

actual cases, provided a more realistic and enriched depiction of the process of

making SDs. Moreover, Mintzberg and associates never advocated a rational

sequential progression of steps in the process, rather they stressed the complexity and

convolution that may characterize SDs.

They view decision making as a series of three interrelated central phases

incorporating seven action routines, as well as six sets of dynamic factors. The central

phases of decision making are: the identification phase, the developmental phase and

the selection phase. The central routines are defined as the recognition of the

existence of the issue, the diagnosis of the situation, the search for alternatives, the

design, the screening, the evaluation/choice and the final authorization. The dynamic

factors encountered by the decision can take the form of interruptions, scheduling

delays, timing delays/speedups, feedback delays, comprehension and failure recycles.

Another influential research work belongs to Fredrickson, (1983; 1984; 1985;

1986). His main contribution is that he operationalized and measured the

comprehensiveness-rationality dimension of strategic decision processes in a

BIBL
LONDON
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controlled environment. He identified four stages in a decision making process. Those

stages are situation diagnosis, alternative generation, alternative evaluation and

decision integration. Thus, the focus of his research is not on testing sequential

models of strategic decision making but on trying to detect whether certain contextual

factors (e.g. size, performance, structure etc.) directly influence the

comprehensiveness/rationality with which those decisions are made. For the purposes

of his work he assumes the rather simple four stage model.

Despite the large number of descriptive and prescriptive models that attempt to

elucidate specific steps in the decision making process there is still no widely

recognized series of stages in decision making processes. As mentioned before, table

3.2. presents some of the most salient decision making models which have been so far

presented in the international bibliography. Evidence from this table shows that there

exists no consensus about the existence of specific stages. In fact, there can be

identified as many as eight steps (e.g. Pounds, 1969; Soeldberg, 1966), or as few as

four stages (e.g. Simon, 1977; DIO, 1983; Fredrickson, 1984).

This in turn places every new researcher in the area in a very difficult position,

when trying to adopt either a simple four to five stage decision model, or a more

complex multistage one. But if we study table 3.2 in more depth, having in mind to

achieve parsimony in the number of steps adopted, we may easily detect that certain

steps in the process overlap. A more simplified derived model may then be adopted

containing just five stages which can, to some extent, reliably depict every decision

making process. This derived model, which will be adopted in the course of this

study, is similar to Fredrickson's (1984) four stage model. It incorporates the

diagnosis of the situation phase, the alternative generation phase, the evaluation and

selection phases and a final stage where the decision is integrated into the plans and

goals of the company.

But the researcher should be very cautious in adopting any one of these models,

because despite their apparent reasonableness and conceptual rigour there exist

serious challenges to their sequential nature. Probably the most well-documented
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challenge comes from Witte (1972). By studying 233 cases of decisions concerning

data processing systems procurement, he reached the conclusion that there cannot be

a universally applicable set of stages followed in any decision making process.

In fact, there is a very intimate relationship between the different stages of the

process (e.g. problem recognition, information gathering, development of alternatives,

evaluation of alternatives, and final choice). Decision makers sometimes tend to

search for possible courses of action even before fully anticipating the meaning of the

problem they face, or they develop alternatives even at the very early stages of

information gathering. In many cases managers tend to seek solutions even at the

stage of situation diagnosis, or evaluate possible alternatives even before they have

collected all the necessary information (Mintzberg et al.1976, Nutt,1984). In other

words, the process may contain both rational and incremental elements (e.g. Rowe,

1989). For example, companies can be extremely comprehensive in diagnosing the

situation but rather incremental in evaluating the alternatives or integrating the

decision (Nutt, 1977).

3.1.5. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH IN STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING

It has been already mentioned that, the area of organizational decision making

(in general) is one of the most highly researched areas in management literature and

yet one where more rigorous large scale empirical research is highly recommended

(Fredrickson 1985; Hickson et al. 1986; Schifit 1987; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988;

Bateman and Zeithaml 1989).

Moreover, considerable criticism has been raised lately, focusing attention on the

fact that the field has been largely characterized by an overarching emphasis on

normative models as those of Steiner, 1969; Delbecq and Van de Ven, 1971; Nutt,

1976; Hofer and Schendel, 1978; McMillan, 1980; Mason and Mitroff, 1981; Nadler,

1981; Lyles and Thomas, 1988. According to critics, (e.g. Nutt 1984; Shrivastava and

Grant, 1985), far less attention has been directed toward large scale empirical

studies on how managers go about making decisions, and especially decisions of a
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strategic nature. This can be partly attributed to the fact that the vast majority of

research efforts in this field, are small sample case study explorations. Analysing the

empirical part of research on strategic decision making, one concludes that the main

stream of work can be divided into two parts: the small sample case-study part and the

large scale empirical research in the field.

A. Small Sample Case Study Research.

The first part, and the biggest one, is that of analysis of particular cases. At the

very beginning, particular emphasis was given to studying significant capital

investment decisions (SIDs) in large diversified companies. This tradition started

from Harvard (e.g. Berg, 1963; Aharoni, 1966). Aharoni (1966), analysed the decision

to invest in Europe in a sample of 30 USA companies and using a research approach

based on questionnaires and interviews. Ackerman (1968; 1970), using a research

methodology based on interviews, written questionnaires and case studies, studied the

investment processes of integrated and diversified paper making enterprises.

Bower (1970), continuing the tradition of Harvard in this area, followed the

emergence and evolution of four investment projects in a large diversified company.

His work resulted in a model of SB) making that consisted of three aspects; the

definition, the impetus and the context. The definitional aspect of decisions was

related to the technical/economic proposals at the product market leveL

Subsequently, only projects to which a certain amount of impetus was given finally

succeeded in receiving serious consideration in the organization. Finally, corporate-

level executives participate in the process mainly by exerting influence on the

structural context within which investment decisions are generated.

Carter (1971), was heavily influenced by the work of Cyert and March (1963),

when designing his study of six investment decisions in a small computer firm. King

(1975a b), studied three investment decisions in two U.K. companies and closely

monitored activities especially during the early stages of the process (i.e.

identification of need, situation diagnosis).
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Following Bower, Burgelman (1983) focused on the process of internal

corporate venturing by studying six projects in a large diversified corporation. His

work resulted in a meaningful process model stressing (i) the significance of

autonomous entrepreneurial behaviour present in middle management levels (ii) the

ability of middle managers to extensively influence corporate strategy by actively

sponsoring certain projects while Nburyinghl others and (iii) the role of top

management in adopting middle management's ideas, thus reshaping corporate

strategy.

Barwise, Marsh, Wensley and Thomas (Barwise et al. 1986a,b, Marsh et

al,1988ab) studied three SIDs in the making and in detail. They conducted clinical

research which lasted for about 3 years and advanced our current knowledge about the

influence on SB) processes of: (i) formal planning systems, (ii) formal capital

budgeting procedures, (iii) senior management, (iv) organizational structure,

(v) measurement and reward systems, (iv) corporate climate.

Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1987; 1988), and Eisenhardt and Bourgeois (1988),

following the case study approach to strategic decision making, made a series of

publications based on an increasing (from paper to paper) sample of SDs. They made

a significant contribution to strategic decision making literature by focusing on such

aspects of the process as conifict, politicization, imbalance of power among

executives. Moreover, they devoted much attention to speculating on how process

characteristics can possibly influence organizational performance levels. Recently,

Langley (1988) attempted to examine, by using three in depth case studies, the

impact of formal strategic planning systems on the making of individual strategic

decisions, and Rowe (1989) articulated and extended some thoughts of the Bradford

team by focusing on two decisions referring to computer installations.
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Finally, a new wave of case studies examining specific SIDs seem to have

emerged. The comparison of SE) making in China and Britain (Lu et al. 1992; Child

and Lu, 1992), together with the research of Yamamoto (1992 a b; 1991) in Japan

seem to urge for more research investigating strategic decision making processes in

different contexts. Indeed, there exists a significant number of empirical works in the

U.K. and USA, but there is a dearth of research referring to other countries.

B. Large Scale Empirical Research

In retrospect, there is no doubt that, the case study research significantly aided

our understanding of decision making processes as incremental socio-political

activities, involving several hierarchical layers, and taking a significant time to reach

the decision stage. But as Simon (1979) states:

"The case studies of organizational decision makin& represent the natural histoiy stage of scientific

inquiry. They provide us with a multitude of facts about the decision making process. But we do not yet

know how to use these facts to test the model in any formal way. Nor do we quite know what to do with

the observation that the specific decision making procedures used by organizations differ from one

organization to another, even from one situation to another. We must not expect from these data

generalizations as neat and precise as those incorporated in neoclassical theory" (Simon, 1979, pp 508).

But the main contribution of small-sample case-study research is that it has

provided us with a thorough insight of the decision making processes and elaborated

a number of very important hypotheses to be tested, thus opening a fruitful avenue of

inquiry for researchers tempted to further explore this area.

Unfortunately, only a few research efforts have appeared in the recent two

decades attempting to draw conclusions based on a sufficient number of cases. It is

these very few notable works we are going to trace and through them draw some

conclusions about the trends in the field of strategic decision making. The most

important of them are depicted in table 3.3. This table may not be exhaustive, but it

includes the most important large scale research efforts in the field of strategic

decision making.
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NNE/(s) OF	 YEAR Mo.of DECISION	 TYPES OF DECISIONS	 TARGET SfrJFLE	 TYPE OF	 CONTEXTUAL
TF€	 DECIS. TOPICS	 RESEARCH	 CCNSIDERA-
RESEAR()ER(s) - - __________ _________________ _________________ ____________ lIONS

1.AXELSSOW	 1979 20 DecisIons on Various Decis1cxs	 Ikilversitles	 Mail	 NO
& ROSENBERG	 Eckicat Ion	 Quest ionna ire

2.BUTLER,	 1992 17 Various	 Strategic Investment Organizations frcni Saiilstructured 	 YES
IAVIES, PIKE	 Decisions (SIDs)	 Various Sectors	 Interviews and
andSHARP - - __________ _________________ _________________ case studies

3.Dt}IAD(	 1984 40 Divestment Strategic Decisions Inckistrial 	 Interviews	 NO
& ANT	 - - Decisions	 Enterprises	 ___________ ________

4.DI0 TENI	 1983 56 Various	 Mainly Tactical	 3 Enterprises oily Interviews &	 NO
_____________ - - __________ Decisions 	 (servat ion

5.010 Ten	 1979 103 Various	 Cerat1onal	 7 OrganIzations fran Questionnaires	 YES
- - __________ Decisions	 various sectors

6.FNfY	 1981 Lkispe- Energy	 Strategic Decisions Enterprises fran	 Case Studies	 NO
cif led Related SOs	 Various Sectors

7.141(XSON et 1986 150 Various 	 Strategic Decisions Convenient Sle, Structured
al.(ADF(PD	 Various Sectors	 Interviews	 NO

STWIES)	 ____________ ____________________ _____________________ ______________ __________

8.LYLES. N.	 1981 33 Problen	 Strategic Decisions Enterprises fran	 Interviews and
LYLES and	 FonTulation	 Various Sectors	 Questionnaire	 YES
MITROFF	 1980

9.LYL.ES , N.	 1987 102 Strategic	 Strategic Decisions Enterprises fran	 Mailed
Problen	 Various Sectors	 Questionnaires	 NO
Fornu lat ion

1O.MARCH	 1973 13	 VarIous	 Both Strategic	 Convenience Saile Case Studies 	 NO

and OLSEN -	 __________ and Tactical

11.MINTZBERG	 1976 25 Various	 Both Strategic	 Convenience Sanple Interviews
etal.	 - - _______ andTactical	 NO

12.NU1T	 1984 78 Various	 Both Strategic	 Health and Service
_____________ - - __________ and Tactical 	 Organizations	 Interviews	 NO

13.NUIT	 1986 91 Various	 Both Strategic	 Health and Service
b;c	 and Tactical	 Organizations	 Interviews	 NO

14.PATCJf N	 1974 33 Purchasing Both Strategic 	 Enterprises Fran
____________ - - Decisions and Tactical	 Various Sectors	 Interviews	 NO

15.SCHILIT	 1987 352 Various	 Influence Atteipts Enterprises Fran 	 fley dsn't
and PAINE	 fran Mickile	 Various Sectors	 Share their	 NO

Managers	 MetI'xxb logy
with us

16.SFRIVASTAVA 1985 32 Infonnetion Strategic Decisions Enterprises Fran 	 Interviews	 NO
and (RANT - - Systene	 Various Sectors

17.SINIbA	 1990 1087 Various	 Strategic and	 Enterprises Fran	 Mailed Quests	 YES
____________ - - __________ Tactical Decisions Various Sectors

18.STEIN	 1980 64 Various	 Strategic Decisions lkispecifled 	 Mailed Quests	 YES

19.WI1TE	 1972 233 Purchase of Innovative Decisions All kinds of 	 Mirror Inege
[OP systene	 Caipanies having	 Analysis	 NO

______________	 ___________ __________________ Bought an EDP Systen _____________ _________

20.LANGLEY	 1990 27 Various	 Strategic Decisions Three State	 Indepth Case	 YES
Controlled Caipanles Studies

Table 3.3: Presentation of sane of the nost notable large scale.eipirical rks on Strategic declsion_mdng*.

Excluded from this presentation, are research attempts based on laboratory investigation (e.g.

ecamination of student behaviour during controlled periments based on case studies) or simulated cases to

gamer the views of executives. I do recognize, however, that some of them are indeed very important and

methodologically rigorous research efforts (e.g. Henderson and Nutt, 1980; Volkema, 1983; Fredrickson, 1985;

1986; Fredrickson and laquinto, 1989; Bateman and Zeithaml, 1989; Schneider and DeMeyer, 1991) as well as

others not cited. Nevertheless I have chosen to present in this table only "real world" research, that is research

based on monitoring of actual decisions, in actual situations.
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We should also note that certain other large scale empirical research efforts exist,

which never appeared to have presented any quantitative results. A major example is

the work of Mazzolini (1980). These are not presented here.

Probably the most prominent work of all those depicted in table 3.3 is that of

Mintzberg et aL (1976). It is not its methodological rigorousness that has established

this work as one of the 'landmarks' of the strategic decision making literature, as is

the fact that it acted as a catalyst for the succeeding research in the field.

Other important works are those of March and Olsen, 1973; Axelsson and

Rosenberg, 1979; Stein 1980; Fahey, 1981; Nutt, 1984; Shrivastava & Grant, 1985;

Hickson et al. 1986; Schilit and Paine, 1987; Witte, 1972 etc. Their common

characteristic is that they have attempted to collect a sufficient number of

observations in order to make some generalizations concerning the decision making

process. We are going to use certain characteristics of these research efforts in order

not only to answer a number of questions that may arise, but also to draw some

conclusions about the state of research in the field.

The main conclusions we can draw from the analysis of table 3.3 are:

1. Fourteen out of the twenty research works (i.e. 70%) appeared during the 80s or

90s. Only six large-scale empirical research efforts appeared during the 70s or earlier.

2. The maximum number of decisions taken is 1087 and the minimum 13. But if we

exclude the works of Schilit and Paine (1987), Sinha (1990) and Witte (1972) the

maximum number of decisions studied is 150, while most of the others use

comparatively small samples.

3. Most of these works do not focus on specific decision topics. On the contrary they

address many different types of decisions (e.g. strategic, tactical, operational).

4. It is also worth noting that all of the research efforts presented use convenient

samples from various sectors, or from a specific sector of interest. None of them gives

us indications of any type of sampling procedure followed.

5. The most common data collection method is that of personal interviews (14 out of

20 works), directly followed by the methods of mailed questionnaires and case studies.
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6. A final striking point is that only a fraction of these research efforts attempts to

draw quantitative conclusions on the relationship between SDMPs and the context in

which those decisions are made. This could be a vital point emphasizing the lack of

research in this area and the possible avenues of inquiry for future researchers.

Indeed, these linkages seem to have received very sparse conceptual and empirical

treatment and quantitative research seems to be in great demand. However, there are

two major questions that remain to be asked: Are there gaps in the literature on

strategic decision making and if so what are the fruitful areas for future research?

Section 3.2 deals with the issue of future research.

3.2. THE NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

According to a recent survey (Lyles, 1990), the area of SDM is the most preferred

area of current research. Almost 20% of the respondents indicated that their current

research interests fall in that area. Moreover, decision making appears to be very

popular as an area of published research, being third in the number of published

works after the mergers/acquisitions and the strategy implementation fields. Finally,

the sentiment of the respondents in this survey was that strategic cognition and

decision making will be the third most important area of research during the nineties.

It is true that during the recent years, a substantial body of literature has

emerged in the area but it is still widely recognized that not only our knowledge of

strategic processes is mostly normative or descriptive and remains highly untested

(e.g. Bourgeois, 1980; Cosier, 1981; Fredrickson, 1984; Shrivastava, 1985; Kriger and

Barnes, 1992), but also that there is a lack of a conceptualization capable to provide a

framework for ongoing research (Hart, 1992). A few years earlier Astley et a!.

(1982 pp 359) pointed out that: "... no integrated theory of decision-making exists,

as yet. Many of the theoretical stand-points remain mutually exclusive".

There are three areas where those remarks seem to be particularly valid:

(i) quantitative research, larger databases, rigorous empirical analysis (ii) contextual

considerations and (iii) integrative research.
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3.2.1. QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH, LARGER DATABASES,

RIGOROUS EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS.

Many researchers (e.g. Nutt, 1984; Hickson, et aL 1986; Cray et al.,1988) have in

the very recent past pointed out the need for substantial comparative research, and

rigorous empirical analysis, based on larger data bases that deal with a new set

of topics. They contend that although it seems that enough work has been done in the

field, much of the literature remains speculative and largely theoretical, providing (till

veiy recently) limited quantitative evidence in support to show how organizations go

about making strategic decisions of an unstructured nature. In general, their view is

that there exists no significant body of empirical research at the top levels of the

organizations. Or to quote Day, Farley and Wind (1990, introduction), "the field of

strategy research is still in the earlystages of its development.

3.2.2. CONTEXTUAL CONSIDERATIONS

One of the first who recognized the lack of a framework explaining the impact of

context on SDMPs was MacMillan (1980). He made clear that "there have been few

attempts to study SDMPs as systems of variables involving antecedent and dependent

relationships, such that researchers can specify under what conditions certain

specified hypotheses will be supported" (McMillan, 1980 pp 37).

The following section attempts to pinpoint some of the veiy recent as well as

some older views supporting this empirical and theoretical vacuum. Pettigrew (1985),

considers contextualist research as the natural way to bridge theory and practice and

stresses the need for theoretically sound and practically useful research examining the

context and the process of change. Five years later, Pettigrew (1990), raises two major

research questions to be answered:

• what is the role and significance of context in shaping decision processes?

• does the nature of the decision problem and interests shape the process

more than organizational context through which the process proceeds?
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Similarly Hambrick and Snow (1977) articulated their own model of contextual

influence on strategic decision making by arguing that:

"Strategic decision making is seen as a process with a manager (i.e., the dominant coalition) at its center.
The manager makes decisions on the basis of his perceptions of a variety of environmental and
organizational factors. These 'conteatual' factors are environmental conditions, internal power and
influence patterns, and the organization's past and current strate' and performance. Once made, the
manager's strategic decision interacts with these factors to shape the organization's performance, and these
performance results then become part of the contest for the manager's nest strategic decision".

Very recently Bateman and Zeithaml (1989) argued that: "Recent theory on

strategic decision making says that they suggest that strategic decisions and the

processes that lead to them may be influenced by the context within which the

decisions are made". (italics added). They also argue that SDs are influenced by a

great number of contextual elements such as future perspectives, past experience,

present situation, environmental forces, cognitive biases, decision making culture as

well as other aspects of strategy formulation and implementation.

Schneider and DeMeyer (1991) attempted to integrate much of the above

mentioned thoughts into a structured model. They contend that several factors are

expected to contribute to the interpretation of a strategic issue (threat, opportunity,

crisis etc.) and the subsequent responses (e.g. magnitude of responses, proactiveness-

reactiveness). According to the authors these factors can be located in:

• manager's individual characteristics (e.g. locus of control, experience,
introversion/extroversion)

• group dynamics,
• organizational context (e.g. centralization, formalization, politics, ideology),
• environmental context (e.g. economic, market, cultural, political).

Unfortunately, their model provides only statistical support to the impact of

national culture on issue interpretation and response. Despite its normative and

untested nature the model provides us with a rich agenda for further research into the

determinants of strategic issue interpretation and subsequent organizational

responses.

Fahey (1981) acknowledges a noticeable absence in the literature of interactions

between stages or characteristics of decision making processes and such contextual
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factors as organizational structure. Blair and Boa! (1991), in reviewing the health care

literature in relation to the strategy formation literature note that 47% of the articles

dealt with description or theory building, while only six articles attempted to test

theory. This makes explicit to the reader the need for quantitative research,

characterized by contextual considerations at the same time.

But the most "dramatic" remark for subsequent researchers to bear in mind, is

made by Fredrickson (1985). He contends that:

"Empirical tests of factors that have been hypothesized to affect the way that strategic decisions are made
are notably absent. For enample, theorists have suggested that managers make strategic decisions
differently when responding to problems rather than opportunities. Organizational perfonnance level -
poor or escellent- has also been argued to affect strategic decision making".

Hart, (1992 pp 346) extends Fredrickson's remark by stressing the need for

"multi-industry survey studies (which) would help to establish the genera!

relationships among strategy-making processes and firm performance".

In the same vein, Langley (1990; 1989) hypothesizes that the pattern of decision

making my be related to such factors as organizational structure, leadership style, the

nature of issues faced, ownership (public vs private), industrial sector, as well as the

market in which a company operates.

Very recently Dutton et a!. (1989) proposed as a task for future research to

address how the various dimensions of strategic decisions influence the allocation of

resources in organizations.

Pennings (1985 pp 27) points out the fact that the prevailing models in the

decision making literature focus on organizational or suborganizational levels of

analysis while ignoring at the same time to consider organizational context.

Dutton (1985), evaluating the Bradford studies, one of the most prominent

research efforts in strategic decision making, 'attacks' them for focusing only on a

limited number of contextual factors (namely decision characteristics) while totally

ignoring the influence of other factors such as environment, structure and strategy.
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In the same vein, Lyles and Thomas (1988) argue that: "Strategic problem

formulation is a complex process ........it is still not clear what variables are involved,

how these interact and what debiasing procedures exist".

And last, but by no means least, comes the plea from Huff and Reger (1987), in

their excellent review of the strategic process literature, for more work that explicitly

is trying to detect the effect of context on strategic decision making processes.

In summary, a significant amount of theoretical development has been done in

the area of strategic decision making but much remains to be done in empirically

testing the propositions developed by various researchers. Indeed, with the notable

exception of Stein (198 la,b) there exists no other large-scale empirical research

attempting to quantitatively assess the influence of context on SDs.

3.2.3. NEED FOR INTEGRATIVE RESEARCH

But there is not only a scarcity of contextual research, but also a paucity of

integrative research. Surprisingly, despite the large number of contributions in the

field, several authors have pointed out that the study of strategic decision making has

remained highly fragmented (Hendry, 1988; Marsh et al., 1988ab; Rowe 1989).

Pennings (1985 pp28) points out the fact that few links have so far been made with

other disciplines and attributes it to the diversity of disciplines that intersect in the

research of strategic decision making.

In line with this opinion, Schilit (1987) argues that: "research has failed to

emphasize ..........the need for integrating strategy and strategic planning with

strategic decision making" and Bourgeois (1980) urges for more empirical work

which links environment with strategy formulation processes.

Very recently Miller (1987), added that "it would be useful to examine how

strategy making behaviour moderates the relationships between strategy structure and

environment, and to investigate the relationships between such constructs as

rationality in strategy making with strategy content and the nature of the

environment".
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Using the perspective which claims that strategy is a composite of sequential

important decisions, Fredrickson (1983) claims that strategic process researchers

should focus on a decision making framework of research and try to study how

organizations make individual strategic decisions and how these decisions contribute

to the overall concept of corporate strategy. Moreover, Fredrickson and Mitchell

(1984) recognized the need to reposition the research framework away from a

comparatively narrow focus on planning systems to a more inclusive focus on the

strategic decision making process which, in fact, incorporates the planning systems.

According to Volkema (1983) several factors influence the formulation of

problems in planning and design. Such factors are the complexity of the problem, the

environment in which planning takes place, and the limitations capabilities and

experiences of major participants. Others, hypothesized that apart from these factors

several others like performance (Fredrickson, 1985), and characteristics of the

specific SID (Stein,1981b), affect the strategic decision-making process.

Lyles and Mitroff (1980) advanced and tested an integrated model of influence

on problem formulation. They expressed the same view with the above mentioned

works by assuming that organizational problem formulation is dependent on

manager's individual characteristics, type of problem encountered, method of inquiry,

and emergent themes (personal commitment, managerial turnover, denial etc).

Recently Shrivastava and Nachman (1989) recognized the variety of contextual

factors (e.g. technology, environment, regulatory agencies, corporate structure,

strategic leadership) influencing decision making processes. A large number of other

researchers have in the past referred to the point of contextual influence of strategic

decision making processes (e.g. Hinnings et al. 1974; Pfeffer Ct al. 1976; Hambrick

and Snow, 1977; Beach and Mitchell, 1978; Tannenbaum and Cook, 1979; Billings et

aL1980; Bass, 1983; Cook and Slack, 1984; Dutton et al.1983; Hitt and Tyler 1991).

A major conclusion stemming from this rather incomplete but largely helpful

analysis, is that it seems that the field of strategic decision making is an area largely

undercultivated where large scale, methodologically rigorous empirical research,

integrating process and context is always welcomed.
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Chapter 4

Research Focus
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4.1. FOCUS OF THE RESEARCH

The main aim of the proposed research is to contribute to the pool of existing

knowledge in the field of strategic decision making. The proposed research focuses on

the way Strategic Decisions (SDs) are taken and the factors influencing

selected characteristics of the strategic Dec is ion Making Process (SDMP). It

has been made clear in the previous chapters that we consider the decision as the unit

of analysis rather than the particular firm. The discussion is largely based on

Mintzberg et a!. (1976), who define a DECISION as a specific coniiiitment to

act ion (more often a commitment of resources), and a DECISION PROCESS as a

"set of actions and dynamic factors that begins with the identification of a stimulus for

action and ends with a specific commitment to action".

More specifically, only STRATEGIC INVESTMENT DECISIONS (SIDs), are

examined. By the term SB) we define any decision implying a significant

commitment of resources, having a profound impact on the firm as a whole, and on its

long-term performance and viability (Barwise et aL 1986 a).

4.2. RESEARCH PROBLEM

The central concern of this study is not only to identify and measure the

major characteristics of the decision-making process but also to explore the

linkages between the process of strategic decision making and the context in

which these decisions are taken.

Lewicki (1977) defines context as the combination of intraorganizational

variables and some notion of organization environment, while Kervasdue and

Kimberly (1979) provide a more extensive definition of context incorporating

environmental, intraorganizational, and socioeconomic variables. Miller et a!. (1988),

try to encourage a broader definition of the term context, by viewing it as "the

challenges and resources, economic as well as human, that surround an organization".

In the coming analysis we follow Pettigrew (1990b; pp 10), who defines context as "not

just a stimulus environment but a nested arrangement of structures and processes
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where the subjective interpretations of actors perceiving comprehending, learning and

remembering help shape processTM.

At a general level we will devote particular attention to the following research

question:

DO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING

PROCESSES VARY IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES?

AND IF SO, WHAT IS THE ROLE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF

CONTEXT IN SHAPING DECISION PROCESSES?

4.3. THE ROLE OF CONTEXT IN SHAPING SID PROCESSES

A similar question was posed by Janis and Mann (1977) when they tried to

anticipate from a theoretical point of view, the ways in which decisions are made and

the factors influencing the process. Starting with the assumption that all the various

ways of decision making (e.g. incremental, rational etc.) are in the repertoire of every

decision maker they came up to a dilemma:

Under what conditions are people most likely to adopt a nonvigilant, satisficing strategy as opposed to a
more vigilant one? Under what conditions are people most motivated to devote the resources of time,
energy, and money necessaiy to seek an optimizing solution? (Janis and Mann, 1977; p.40-41).

Paraphrasing the words of Janis and Mann one could ask: How do the

characteristics of the decision making process, vary under different conditions? (e.g.

environmental conditions, structural conditions etc.). An answer (although partial) to

this question was attempted by Mintzberg (1977), when he argued that: "The process

of strategy formulation may be thought of as the interplay among three basic forces:

(1) an environment that changes continuously but irregularly,

(2) an organizational operating system or bureaucracy,

(3) a leadership whose role is to mediate between these two forces.
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In chapter three we have discussed the need for research in the area and have

mentioned the various contextual domains which are found to influence decision

processes. Probably what we mostly need is to integrate the above mentioned

contextual domains into some type of framework of overall influence on SDMPs. Such

a framework could come from the integration of two basic perspectives which have

been developed in the field of strategic management; the "environmental

determinism-population ecology" perspective and the "free will-strategic choice"

perspective. According to the logic of the environmental determinism perspective,

since an organization is an open system, its strategies seek the adaptation or matching

between characteristics of the environment and those of the organization with the aim

to survive and perform (Hofer, 1975; Aldrich, 1979; Bourgeois, 1984).

Hence, the strategy content and process is determined by the opportunities,

threats, constraints and the other characteristics of the environment (e.g. industry

growth rate, dynamism, concentration) and from the characteristics of the

organization (e.g. size, resources, competencies). The role of top managers is

minimized according to this logic to the combination of those techno-economic

factors. Pfeffer and Salancik (1978) have proposed that organizations depend on the

availability of critical resources to survive. Hannan and Freeman (1977), as well as

Aldrich, (1979) go even further to propose a process of natural selection of species for

organizations: the environment determines who will survive and executives have a

minimal impact on corporate development.
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Whereas the population ecologists consider top managers to be but passive

agents in the determination of strategy and performance, the "strategic choice"

perspective emphasizes the role of decision makers. Its logic centers on the fact that

strategic choices of the organization have a large behavioural component and hence

reflect the idiosyncracies of decision makers (Child, 1972; Bourgeois, 1984). Child

(1972) argued that the values of dominant coalition members may have a more

profound impact on decision processes than do the contextual variables articulated in

the literature. Some recent works extending the arguments of March and Simon

(1958) and Child (1972), support the contention that the role of "upper echelons" or

"top managers" or "strategic leadership" is important enough to determine the strategy

content and process (Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Miller and Toulouse, 1986;

Hambrick, 1989). The cognitive characteristics, the values and the needs influence the

decision-maker's interpretation of internal and external environment, their motives,

vision and goals and their strategic decisions.

Romanelli and Tushman (1986) added a third model, which they called the

inertial modeL According to this view, organizational size and structure, initially

determined by environmental and managerial forces, may constrain future strategic

decisions. Thus, internal structure as well as size directly or indirectly affect strategy

formulation and SDMPs. Moreover, since virtually all strategic initiatives require

enough resources, organization's slack resources may be added as another

important contextual element determining SID processes (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978;

Bourgeois, 1981).

In retrospect, it seems that what is needed is a research design which adequately

takes into account and integrates the various contextual domains, which have been

found to bear on SDMPs, and assesses the role and significance of each of them. Such

a research should not stick on only one model (e.g. environmental determinism,

strategic choice, inertial, resource), but should attempt to integrate several other

contingent variables referred to in chapter 3 (e.g. decision characteristics, formal

planning systems).
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4.4. THE MODEL OF THE THESIS

Figure 4.1., based on previous discussion, presents an integrated model of the

thesis. The central idea of the model has to a great extend been already analysed in

previous sections. The figure simply integrates those thoughts into a structured model.

To briefly describe it, the strategic decision making process is depicted in the center

of the model as a 'black box' (Chakravarthy and Doz, 1992). Obviously, the way

strategic decisions are made influences the strategic choices and actions made by the

firm and again these choices and actions come to shape the realised strategy of the

firm. On the lefthandside of the figure 4.1 we can see all the hypothesized contextual

dimensions affecting the way those strategic decisions are shaped. Those dimensions

actually belong to the following categories:

1. Characteristics of the SID itself,

2. External Corporate Environment,

3. Internal corporate environment (structure-systems),

4. Top management characteristics and personality,

5. Organizational Performance level,

6. Other company characteristics (e.g. size, field of activity, ownership).

A similar model was developed by Hambrick and Snow (1977). At this period of

time they concluded that:

'The model .... has not been tested in its entirety, it has been constructed from empirical studies dealing
with portions of the process. The model could be tested through studies involving in-depth field study
methodologies in which interviews and archival evidence could be pieced together to provide chronologies
and weightings of managers' values and perceptions of contestual elements bearing on strategic decisions.
In addition, the contestual model highlights some of the specific relationships in the strategic decision-
making process about which researchers know little. The effects of managerial values, internal power and
influence patterns, and current performance on strategic decisions especially warrant additional
conceptualization and testing. Evidence suggests that these are important factors in the strategic decision
contest facing the manage?.

In the following few paragraphs a brief analysis of the hypothesized impact of

each contextual dimension will be attempted. Chapters 6 to 11 will analyse in detail

the relevant literature and advance and test specific hypotheses.
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i. PERCEIVED DECISION CHARACTERISTICS

Significant interest has recently emerged in trying to understand decision making

cognition (e.g. Schwenk 1985; 1986; 1988; Cowan, 1986; Dutton and Duncan, 1987;

Haley and Stumph, 1989). Several research efforts focusing on strategic problem

formulation (e.g. Lyles and Mitroff, 1980; Ramaprasad and Mitroff 1984; Volkema,

1986; Lyles, 1987; Lyles and Thomas, 1988), on problem recognition/identification

(Cowan, 1986; Delbecq and Van De Ven, 1971), or on strategic issue diagnosis and

management (SIM or Sm, e.g. Dutton and Duncan, 1987; Ansoff, 1980) have

appeared in the international bibliography. Lyles and Thomas (1988) define strategic

problem formulation as "the process of sensing gathering information about, and

resolving the nature of strategic problems while strategic issue diagnosis and

management is defined by Dutton et al. (1983) as "the activities and processes by

which data and stimuli are translated into focused issues".

This comparatively novel line of research contributes to the theory and research

in organizational decision making. It contends that a great deal of what the traditional

models of decision making (e.g.rational, incremental, political etc.) say, seems to have

failed to adequately account for the significance of decision maker's cognition at the

very early stages of decision making. It accepts that managers, as human beings may

suffer from profound limitations e.g. information processing capacity limits, and

biases towards action and cognition. Furthermore, it contends that several

organizational and individual filters, may shape not only the way in which decision

makers perceive and interpret strategic issues, but also the subsequent actions taken

(Dutton et al. 1983; Milburn et al. 1983 a; b; Daft and Weick 1984; Hambrick and

Mason, 1984; Ramaprasad and Mitroff, 1984; Thomas and McDaniel, 1990).

The underlying assumption behind the attempt to better understand how decision

makers act, is that understanding action in organizations depends on knowing how

people interpret the organizational world around them" (Dutton et aL 1989). For

example, it is argued that the decision-making process is dependent upon the

complexity of the decision (Fahey, 1981). Complex decisions, or decisions with
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widespread impact on the organization, tend to attain a more rational/analytical

approach to decision making. Similarly, actions taken when making strategic

decisions motivated by problems, will be more rational than those taken in response

to opportunities, (Fredrickson, 1985). Moreover the categorization of SIDs as

threats or opportunities, significantly affects the decision making process followed

(Butler et aL 1979; Dutton and Jackson, 1987). In the same vein, many writers have

suggested that crises produce a centralization of authority (e.g. Herman, 1963; Hall

and Mansfield, 1971; Billings et aL 1980). Many more similar hypotheses will be

explored in chapter seven.

ii. CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT

There exists a voluminous body of literature on organizations and their

environments, since it is more than obvious that environments play a pivotal role in

the formation and evolution of organizations. The very essence of the open systems

theory considers environment as one of the major sources of influence into all

organizational processes (Daft and Weick 1984). Especially in the areas of strategic

management and organizational theory, there is an increasing recognition of its

importance. As Aldrich (1979, pp.61), put it "environments directly or/and

indirectly affect organizations through the process of making available or

withholding resources and organizational forms can be ranked in terms of their

efficacy in obtaining resources".

Pinpointing some proven relationships, we may contend that such environmental

characteristics as uncertainty, volatility, unpredictability and hostility influence the

rationality-comprehensiveness with which decisions are made. Similarly, it is

hypothesized that in dynamic environments enterprises are obliged to take quick, bold

in many instances decisions, relying on the available amount of information, without

making extensive search and analysis (Cyert and March, 1963; Mintzberg, 1973;

Fredrickson and Mitchel, 1984;).
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In the same vein, Lyles and Mitroff (1980) content that firms operating in

comparatively stagnant environments tend to have a clear and unconfusing picture of

events occurring. This implies that the external stimuli receive the same

interpretation by different people, thus contributing to a consensus building on the

nature of the problem and the way the decision making will have to proceed.

But it is worth noting that the opposite hypotheses have also been posed by other

researchers (Carter, 1971; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988). They content that the

greater the environmental turbulence, the greater the number of criteria which will be

sought to quide the strategic decisions and the more detailed and rational the

decision making process will be.

Certainly, it is worth further exploring the relationship between the environment

and the characteristics of the SDMP, in order to see which of the two allegations is

supported in the field of SIDs. Chapter eight deals with the role of corporate

environment in SB) making.

iii. INTERNAL STRUCrURE-SYSTEMS

The structure and systems of an organization to a great extent influence not only

the flow of information between the layers of hierarchy, but also determine the nature

and context of human interactions, specify the modes of coordination and allocate

power and responsibifity (Miller 1987; Bower 1970). Therefore one should expect both

organizational structure and systems to be among the dominant factors influencing

SB) processes (Fredrickson 1986). More specifically, we may expect formal

organization structure to heavily relate to rational decision making. Despite the

apparent reasonableness of this argument, there exists no coherent body of research

to support or reject it.
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Fahey (1981) argues that there is a noticeable absence, in the decision making

literature, of possible interactions between organizational structure/systems and the

different phases or characteristics of the DMP. It is also worth mentioning, that Stein

(1980) reported no statistical significant relationship between organizational structure

and SDMP characteristics. For example Stein supported the view that:

veiy little structural variations were relevant at the top level of management. Whatever structural
differences were markedly noticeable at the organizational unit level, they became greatly buffered when
they reached the chief executive office?.

Although not solidly supported, this argument gives us another fruitful path of

inquiry into some of the conflicting areas of literature. Chapter 9 deals with a

component of internal structure, the formal planning systems (FPSs) and investigates

their contribution to SID processes.

iv. TOP MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Cyert and March (1963) were among the first who argued for the significance of

managerial-behavioural factors in explaining decision making processes. This

tradition was further continued by Child (1972) with his theory of strategic choice.

But since then environmental and structural factors received great emphasis especially

during the seventies while the significance of the very actors of strategy, i.e. the

strategists remained rather unattended (Hambrick, 1988; 1989).

In the mid-eighties a dramatic shift in the research agenda took place. Hambrick

and Mason (1984), with their influential paper on 'upper echelons' redirected the

research in the area by stressing the importance of the empirical investigation of the

role of top managers on the strategy content and process. It seems that managers are

back in the strategy picture. Indeed, the current business press is replete with analyses

of charismatic leadership and with stories on how CEOs make strategic decisions and

bring about dramatic changes (e.g. Magnet, 1985; Lamb, 1987; Conger and Kanungo,

1988; Kotter, 1988).
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If strategic decisions incorporate a large behavioural component, then to some

extent they reflect the ideology, values, attitudes of decision makers. With respect to

these assertions we can hypothesize that "Different values, attitudes and ideologies of

the management team may lead to different decision making processes and

presumably to different decision outcomes" (Hambrick, 1984). This view has received

significant support, and specific managerial characteristics (e.g. risk-taking behaviour,

cognitive complexity, dogmatism) have been proposed to influence problem solving

approaches (Taylor, 1975). It is interesting though, to note that the counter-argument

has been also posed. According to Lyles and Mitroff:

"It is still not clear what influence managerial characteristics have on the organizational problem-

formulation process. The results of the study indicate that these characteristics were not significant. This

might indicate that the problem-formulation process is at an organizational rather than an individual level,

in which case individual managers might not have a strong influence on a process which was affected by

several or even many other people. Since there are strong reasons for eipecting individuals to influence the

problem formulation process, we hope that future studies will determine more precisely the relative

influence of individual and organizational characteristics". (Lyles and Mitroff, 1980 pp 117).

Chapter 10 advances specific hypotheses and explores the association between

TM characteristics and SID process characteristics.

v. CORPORATE PERFORMANCE

Theoretical speculations and empirical work has up to now validated the

relationship between organizational processes, strategy and performance. Thus far,

empirical results show that organizational processes directly influence performance.

By way of contrast, it is also interesting to note that the inverse relationship has also

been reported. Indeed, there is considerable evidence (Fredrickson, 1985), that

performance influences SDMPs to a great extent. It is certainly worth further

exploring Fredrickson's allegation. Using a controlled experiment he proved that

actions of poor performers in strategic decision-making processes will be more

comprehensive than those of excellent performers (Fredrickson 1985). Chapter 11

deals with the association between corporate performance levels and SlID processes.
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4.5. MAJOR RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Having defined the research model, the next step would be to specifically define

the major objectives of the present research. As has been stressed in chapters 2 and 3,

large-scale, integrative empirical research having a decision orientation is largely

needed. Thus, among the objectives of the present work is to contribute to the area by

adopting a different methodological approach in comparison to related works.

Chapter 5 further analyses methodological aspects of the thesis.

A second goal is to theoretical explore the salient characteristics which could

adequately and reliably describe SB) making processes. Chapter 3 reviewed the

literature on strategic decision making and shortly presented the major models

aiming to descibe SDMPs. Chapter 6 further explores the literature on SDM,

theoretically reveals specific dimensions/aspects of SB) processes, and empirically

derives a number of salient process characteristics.

A third goal is to develop and test an operational framework of the contextual

influence on the SDMIP. Chapters 7 to 11 first formulate and validate dimensional

representations of the relevant contextual domains (decision characteristics,

environment, top management charactersitics, formal planning systems and

performance levels). In each of these chapters the relevant research is analysed,

specific hypotheses concerning the association of the respective contextual domain

with the characteristics of the process are advanced and further tested.

Finally, the research aims to integrate the above mentioned contextual influence

into an overall model and to test the relative significance of each contextual domain

in determining strategic processes. Specific implications for theory and practice will

be advanced. The above constitute the fundamental objectives of the thesis. By

determining them we have set specific quidelines and avenues to be followed in

questionnaire construction, literature review, statistical techniques used, theory

building etc.
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Chapter 5

Methodological Issues
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This chapter deals with the methodological issues of the thesis. First, under the

heading 'why SIDs', it analyses why SIDs are selected to be studied. In conjunction

with this, the criteria for the selection of specific SIDs will be also dealt with in

section 5.2. A section on whether future research should focus on specific types of

SIDs follows. Section 5.4 evaluates the methodologies available to researchers

working in the field of strategic decision making and section 5.5 analyses the adopted

research approach. A section on population and sample illustrates the process

followed to determine the target population and to select the sample. This is followed

by section 5.7 dealing with other sampling issues. Section 5.8 further explores the

sources of data and the paths followed to acquire them. The next two sections describe

the rules followed in formulating the research instruments as well as their testing and

improvement procedures. Sections 5.11 and 5.12 intend to give the reader a grasp of

the questionnaire formation process, the rules followed and the reliabifity and validity

thoughts prevaffing the entire thesis. Finally, a brief description of the intended

process of data analysis is presented in section 5.13.

5.1. WHYSIDs?

As mentioned in chapter 4, only SuDs are studied, that is, decisions both

implying a commitment of resources (human and financial) and having a significant

impact on the firm as a whole, and on its long-term performance and viability. A

number of authors have pointed out the importance of SIDs not only for the

individual firm (e.g. Barwise et a!., 1986a,b; Woolridge and Snow, 1990), but also for

the allocation of resources in society (Cray et a!. 1988). Typical examples of SIDs

might be (Jemison 1984; Barwise et al. 1986a; b) investments in:

• major new products/services,
• markets,
• technologies,
• marketing,
• cost reduction,
• capacity expansion
• decisions to increase or reduce R&D investment;
• vertical integration decisions; and finally,
• joint ventures, acquisitions, or divestments
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The thesis has chosen to focus attention on S1Ds and not on other tactical and

operational decisions of the enterprise, not only because there is a lack of large-scale

empirical research (see sections 3.1.5 and 3.2), but also because SIDs offer certain

advantages to prospective researchers. First, they are usually significantly bounded in

time and thus can be easily tracked. This is extremely important since research needs

to follow the decision process for a significant period of time prior to formal

budgetary approval (Barwise et aL 1986a). Moreover, SIDs tend to be better

documented than most strategic processes (Cray et a!. 1988), thus making the task

comparatively 'easier'. Finally, we do have some foundations on which to build. The

proposed research aims to draw ideas and hypotheses from:

• aspects of what decision making and organizational theory say about

decisions and determinants thereof,

• aspects of what strategic management-strategic planning say about

strategy, strategy formulation approaches, and resource allocation methods,

• aspects of what modern finance theory says about capital investment

decisions.

Despite the extensive work conducted in all these fields, theory development and

testing has evolved almost in isolation. Indeed, financial economics concentrate on

formal techniques for analysing investment decisions, completely ignoring the power-

behavioural processes present in such processes (e.g. Marsh et a!. 1988 b). It is also

worth noting that only one of the large scale attempts cited in section 3.1.5 (Butler et

aL 1992) focuses on SIDs. It seems that somewhat less attention has been directed at

investigating how SIDs are made and the impact of various contextual factors on the

SDMP.

5.2. CRITERIA FOR THE SELECTION OF SIDs

Probably one of the most critical tasks initially encountered by this research

attempt was to determine certain criteria for the selection of SIDs. The question

which has arisen was: how are we going to identify SIDs? Should we use such criteria
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as percentage of annual budget devoted to the project, or should we use 'qualitative'

criteria, such as importance towards achieving corporate goals, or top management

direct involvement in the process? Almost all the researchers in the field of SDM

seem to have preferred qualitative criteria. According to Stein:

"The distinction between strategic and non-strategic decisions becomes less clear at an empirical level The

contribution of a single decision to organizational strategy can be argued only from a subjective point of

view. More appropriately, the terms strategic and non-strategic are useful to broadly distinguish between

two estremes of a continuum, with an underlying scale that measures the strategic nature of a decision.......

the operational criteria to determine whether a decision is strategic will be the relative importance, judged

by top management, of the decision compared to all other decisions made by the organization" (Stein, 1980

P1'24)•

Several other researchers have in the recent past attempted to study some aspects

of SDMPs. All of them seem to share the same view with Stein by adopting a very

broad definition of what SDs are. For example Jemison (1981), defines as strategic

decisions, "those decisions that profoundly affect the success and destiny of the

organization". Only a handful of others have tried to somewhat produce less

qualitative definitions. One such example is the work of Henderson and Nutt (1980).

In studying SIDs they selected as such "capital expansion projects that would increase

the production capacity of firms or the service capacity of the organization. A

capacity increase of 25% insured that the decision was viewed as having considerable

strategic importance", (Henderson and Nutt, 1980 pp 374).

In the following section an attempt will be made to build a framework for SID

identification, by integrating the criteria established by other researchers:

1. According to Chandler (1962), SDs are those decisions which involve a

commitment of large amounts of organizational resources for the fulfillment of

organizational goals and purposes through appropriate means,

2. The effects of SDs are long-term and difficult to reverse (Ackoff 1970,

Pearce and DeNisi, 1983). The decision considers the whole organization as a unit of

analysis (Shirley, 1982).

3. Top management usually plays a critical role in the decision making

process (Lorange and Vancil 1977; Hofer and Schendel 1978),
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4. SDs usually have a profound impact on many aspects and functions of the

organization and influence its direction, administration and structure (Ackoff, 1970;

Hambrick and Snow, 1977; Shirley, 1982; Cowan, 1991; Kriger and Barnes, 1992). In

many cases SDs involve strategic reposition or redirection of the firm (Bourgeois

and Eisenhardt, 1988). Moreover SIDs have an impact on its long term performance

and viability (Barwise et aL 1986a, Fredrickson, 1985),

5. SDs are impinged upon by environmental forces which create uncertainty

about strategic issues, and involve high stakes (Anderson and Paine, 1975;

Bourgeois, 1980; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988). Moreover, they are directed

toward defining the organization's relationship to its environment (Shirley,

1982; Cowan, 1991),

6. Usually, SDs are novel, ill-structured, complex sets of interdependent

problems facing the organization (Bower, 1970; Mintzberg et al. 1976; Dutton et aL

1983; Schweiger et al. 1986; Bateman and Zeithami, 1989).

As can be inferred from the preceding citations, in order to include a specific

SB) in our sample, it must fulfill the following criteria:

1. Involve strategic repositioning or redirection of the whole organization,

2. Imply a Long term time span of effects,

3. Imply high stakes and significantly affect organizational performance,

(ex post definition),

4. Involve as many organizational functions as possible, and

5. The specific SB) should be considered as representative of 'major'

decisions taken by the firm.

A similar, although less exhaustive framework for identifying SDs was used by

Dess and Robinson (1984).

5.3. SHOULD FUTURE RESEARCH FOCUS ON SPECIFIC TYPES OF Sj1)s?

The next methodological issue which had to be clarified, referred to the question

whether the research should focus on a specific category (or a small number of

categories) of SIDs. An equally plausible alternative was to let SIDs emerge in the

context of specific enterprises during interviewing. This dilemma can be 'resolved' by
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stating the advantages and disadvantages of either alternative. Advantages: Focusing

on specific categories of SIDs we succeed in attaining a solid description of these SID

processes. By tailor-making the research to the peculiarities and individualities of

these decisions, we may gain a richer insight into the decision making process.

The counterpoints to these advantages, however, are several:

a. Suppose we focus on only a specific topic e.g. new product introductions. The

first problem we may face, is that not all the new product introductions are "strategid'.

As Mintzberg has stated "No decision is inherently strategic; decisions are strategic

only in context. The decision to introduce a new product may be a major event in a

brewery, but hardly worth mentioning in a toy company" (Mintzberg et a!. 1976;

pp.60). Of course this problem can be remedied by introducing certain 'hurdle rates'

that have to be met in order to consider a new product introduction as a Sm.

b. Another confounding factor is that by choosing just one category of SIDs, we

eliminate several important sources of variability. Therefore, we could face the

possibility of being unable to detect some important sources of variability bearing on

the process.

c. Finally, by focusing on a very narrowly specified subset of SIDs we are, to

some extent, in direct contradiction with the stream of research on SDs which have

emerged during the last two decades. As is evident from table 3.3, all the research

efforts (with the exception of three cases), do not focus on a specific subset of SDs.

On the contrary, in an attempt to generalize about the decision making process, they

included different types of decisions into their final sample. After all, SDM is a

universal phenomenon applicable to all kinds of enterprises (small and big, private

and public, service and industrial).

Concluding these allegations, it seems reasonable not to focus on specific

categories of SIDs, but let our chosen SIDs emerge in the context of specific

enterprises during interviewing.
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5.4. METHODOLOGIES AVAILABLE

TO RESEARCHERS IN DECISION MAKING

Strategy research is notoriously difficult. Strategic issues are unique, context-

specific, ambiguous, complex, on-going, and intertwined with implementation;

(Barwise et aL, 1986b). The fact that strategic problems have in the past been

characterized as wicked, vexing, notorious, fluid, emergent, novel, openended,

collective, consequential (Ackoff 1974; Mintzberg Ct a!., 1976; Dutton et aL 1983;

Pen nings, 1985), should make researchers studying strategic decision making very

cautious in selecting their methodology.

Indeed, researchers of organizations have long wrestled with the problem of

finding the best possible methodology. And in fact there is a great number of available

research designs in the effort to approach and explain organizational processes

(Bailey, 1982; Chakravarthy and Doz, 1992). They can either utifise survey research

methods (e.g. questionnaires and/or interviews) or nonsurvey data collection

techniques (e.g. experiments, observation, document study, simulation and games). In

the following a short presentation of the advantages and disadvantages of each

method will be attempted.

5.4.1. SURVEY RESEARCH METhODS

The term survey implies gathering of data or other relevant information from a

sample or a specific population, usually by means of mailed questionnaires, personal

interviews or telephone-calls.

i. Mailed Questionnaires

The mailed questionnaire method is very popular due to its considerable money

and time saving. Moreover, it provides greater assurance of anonymity, and does not

'suffer' from the problem of interviewer bias. Among its major shortcomings is the

low response rate, which may sometimes be as low as 10 percent, and the fact that if

not properly designed they may produce biased information (Barwise et al. 1986a;b).
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Furthermore, the non-respondents are generally not a random selection of the sample

but have some biasing characteristics. Additionally, in the majority of the research

instruments several questions may remain unanswered, thus reducing considerably the

percentage of usable questionnaires. The major advantage of mailed questionnaires is

that they facilitate assessments of causality, "thereby enhancing the opportunities for

developing generalizable hypotheses and freeing the study from being tied to single

case narratives" (Crum and Derkinderen 1986).

ii. Personal Interviews

One of the major advantages of interview studies is the ability they offer

researchers to observe nonverbal behaviour and to assess the validity of the

respondent's answers. A significant part of the research in business policy and O.B.

chooses personal interviews as the primary method of data collection. This is true for

several reasons, one of them being that by means of interviews researchers can ensure

that all the questions are answered. Moreover, the interview approach permits the use

of more complex and lengthy research instruments, and if properly designed can

moderate such potential problems as ex post rationalization and ill-recall. Also, the

interviewer can repeat a question and explain its meaning if it is not properly

understood. Usually, studies based on interviews produce a higher response rate in

comparison to other methods (e.g. mail surveys).

Among the major disadvantages of interview-based methodologies is the high

cost they imply, the significant amount of time needed and the possible bias which the

interviewer may introduce.

iii. Case Study Research

The overriding characteristic of case study research is its powerfuliness as

research method and the fact that, when properly applied, can offer a significant

degree of reliability (Mintzberg et aL 1976). On the other hand, its major drawback

lies in the fact that it is time consuming and demanding in human and financial
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resources (Mintzberg et al. 1976). Other confounding characteristics are that case

studies tend to focus on the rather than on the y (Harrigan, 1983), they are

context constrained, and their findings are usually not generalizable.

5.4.2. NONSURVEY RESEARCH METHODS

I. Experiments

Experimentation is an alternative way, although much different, to correlational

analysis in establishing relationships between variables. Their major difference lies in

the fact that the correlational study offers the researcher limited control over the

research environment. On the contraiy, researchers utilising experimental designs are

present on the scene when data are collected and can manipulate the experimental

environment. Among the major advantages of experiments are that they enable the

researcher to study change over time by using longitudinal analysis. Presumably, the

main problem in using experimentation is that it takes place in an artificially created

environment and may not adequately reflect the circumstances under which decision

makers operate in actual situations (O'Reilly, 1982). Indeed, decision makers in

actual situations may be distressed, may confront extreme time pressure, may lack

reliable information, or may even seek multiple and conificting objectives (Mintzberg

et aL 1976; Janis and Mann, 1977).

ii. Observation

The observational method is the technique through which data on nonverbal

behaviour are collected. Its major advantage in studying decision making, over

methodologies based on questionnaires lies in the fact that it allows an in-depth study

of managers when making decisions, in their natural environment. Moreover, the

results of this body of research offer the advantages of 'real-time analysis' (Barwise et

a!. 1986 a,b), meticulous attention to detail, relevance to business practice, and "the

fact that their usually great level of detail enables the researcher to probe nuances of

the strategic context and determine how management reacted to external stimuli"

(Crum and Derkinderen, 1986).
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The observation is neither as restrictive nor as artificial as either the survey or

the experiment. Among the major disadvantages of observation are that (i) it is not

easy to quantify observer's perceptions in comparison to respondents perceptions in

survey research (ii) studies based on observation tend to use very small samples due

to the enormous investment in time they require (iii) observer's selective perception

and interpretation of observed behaviour may distort reality (iv) observer's ability to

witness all the relevant aspects of the phenomenon in question is limited. Those

disadvantages have forced a number of researchers to deliberately avoid clinical

research, observation and extensive case studies as methods of research.

iii. Document Study

Another major source of data in studying decision making behaviour is the

analysis of documents. By this term we mean any written materials that contain

information about the phenomena studied. Rarely is document study used as the

primary method in data collection about decision making behaviour. Usually it is used

in parallel with other methods like interviews or case study research. The major

disadvantage of documents is that they usually present an incomplete account of

events occurred to the researcher, by revealing a rational view of decisions. Thus,

seldom can they be taken at face value. Finally, this approach very often faces the

problem of lack of reliable traces, or even of the existence of misleading evidence in

the making of strategic decisions. This is reflected in the paucity of studies utilising

document study as their primary method.

iv. Simulation-Games-Laboratory Experimentation

Simulations, games and laboratory experiments although much criticized for

their artificiality are assuming an increasing importance in social sciences. Economy,

and control offered to researcher are their major advantages. Among their

disadvantages is that they very seldom deal adequately with contextual factors and,

therefore, may lead to unsupported and often ill-grounded extrapolations.
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5.5. ADOPTED RESEARCH APPROACH

In their excellent review of the strategic process research Huff and Reger (1986)

stress the need for careful large scale surveys, unobtrusive measures and other

methods not usually brought to bear within the stream of SDM. Moreover, in his

response and commentary to Pettigrew (1985), L Greiner (Pettigrew, 1985, pp 251)

points out the scarcity of multimethods for validity checking or for insight addition

and the excessive use of self-reported questionnaires. It is among the aims of the

thesis to try some comparatively new ideas, not adequately used in the majority of

research attempts, while capitalizing on existing knowledge.

La boratory experimentation was not considered at all, due to the desire to study

'real' SIDs. Moreover, laboratory experiments often fail to deal adequately with

contextual elements (Bouchard, 1976 p364), therefore, making themselves not

particularly suitable for the type of research pursued.

Direct observation was ruled out because of incompatibility with the basic aim

of this research to provide quantitative results. The clinical research is too time and

resource consuming, while at the same time does not provide statistical significant

results and may not sustain broad generalizations. Concerning data base methods,

there are two possible courses of action:

• data gathering through mailed questionnaires and

• semi-structured or unstructured interviews and/or questionnaire

completion.

Despite the considerable time required, in a methodology based on multiple

methods (semi-structured interviews, questionnaire completion, document

inspection) and multiple data sources (e.g. multiple informants, diverse document

sources and questionnaire completion), this type of data gathering approach was

preferred in the course of this research. The length of questionnaires and the detailed

analysis of SIDs followed prevented the study from using mail survey, and conduced in

using the interview method. This implied several things. First, a significant number of
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strategic decisions was studied. Second, each case study drew data from several

different organizational sources. The principal source of data about organizational

decision making stemmed from interviews and questionnaire completion by several

major participants from various organizational levels. Those data referred not only to

the firm and its environment but also to specific SIDs. Caution was exercised so that

data from other sources (organizational records, informal observation etc.), could also

be obtained when possible. Details about data acquisition can be found in section 5.8.

The next two sections deal with sampling issues.

5.6. TARGET POPULATION-SAMPLiNG FRAME

Before deciding on the sampling frame, it is useful to examine the sampling

frames used by other researchers in the field of SDM. In fact, most of them (refer to

table 3.3) seem to have used more or less convenient samples, comprised of many

different types of enterprises (industrial and service organizations, private and public,

small and big). Obviously, their aim was to examine SDM in various contexts. Only a

few of them (Axelson and Rosenberg 1979; Nutt, 1984) have chosen organizations

from specific sectors e.g. universities or health & service organizations. In conclusion,

the stream of empirical research neither seems to focus on specific categories of

enterprises, nor can we find any indication about the size of target enterprises.

According to them, SDM is a universal phenomenon applicable to all kinds of

enterprises (small and big, private and public, service and industrial) and their central

concern was to examine the process, irrespectably of type of enterprise or size.

On the contrary, in the course of this effort, it seemed reasonable to exercise

some control on certain characteristics. Among the main goals, was to pay particular

attention to sample design, by controlling for unwanted biases of size and type of

company, and to achieve the desired variation. Small-sized enterprises were excluded

from the sample so that some kind of size-homogeneity be reached. That is, only

industrial enterprises with more than 300 employees were incorporated in the final

sample. Moreover, very large, diversified multi-site corporations were also excluded.
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The average size of the companies in the sample is 730 in terms of full-time

employees. The final sampling frame is considered to be one of the strengths of the

research design, not only because it is representative of Greek companies, which are

small or medium-sized in their majority, but also because it differentiates itself from

most of the existing research in SDM which usually examines large, diversified, multi-

site, multi product corporations (see chapter 3).

We should stress that before selecting the industries studied a careful scrutiny of

all the industrial sectors in Greece has been made (e.g. number of companies, relative

size). The objective was to select those industrial sectors which accounted for a

sufficient number of industrial establishments which could meet the selection criteria.

The final sample was drawn from 3 different industrial sectors.

• Food industry,
• Chemicals
• Textiles,

These industrial sectors were selected with several criteria in mind. First, they

range from traditional industries (e.g. textiles) to emerging (e.g. chemicals). Table 5.1

presents some summary statistics of the population and the sample. As can be seen

the target population comprised 89 companies of which 38 finally participated in the

survey. The mean response rate achieved (approximately 43%) is extremely high

considering the type of research conducted and the fact that top management was

asked to devote several hours of its time. Appendix 3 presents further data on the

population and sample.

TARGET COMPANIES RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENT
SECTOR	 POPULA- PARTICI-	 RATE	 OF SIDs IN THE

TION	 PAlED	 STUDIED SAMPLE

1.FOODS AND	 38	 16	 42.1%	 30	 42.8%
DRINKS

2.CHEMICALS	 16	 11	 68.8%	 20	 28.6%

3.TEXTILES	 35	 11	 31.4%	 20	 28.6%

TOTAL	 89	 38	 42.7%	 70	 100%

Table 5.1: Sumary Statistics of Population and Sample
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Second, companies operate under different environmental circumstances (e.g.

competition, uncertainty) and face different threats and opportunities. Third, they

have several differences with respect to management style. The final sample includes

family owned businesses at the one extreme and professionally managed companies at

the other. Fourth, the population includes both successful and ailing firms. Finally,

having ownership in mind, there exist in the final sample both state controlled

enterprises and private owned businesses. For example 34% of the SIDs studied came

from subsidiaries of multinationals, 18% from state controlled enterprises and 48%

from private companies with Greek majority shareholding.

In order to verify the randomness of the final sample, respondent and non-

respondent firms were compared on the basis of three objective measures (number of

employees, total assets and return on total assets). Results indicated no statistical

significant differences between responding and nonresponding firms. Table 5.2.

presents t-values and significance levels for the three variables used.

With the aim to further explore sample characteristics, table 5.3 presents a

categorization of SIDs studied. As can be seen almost every possible Sit) category is

included in the final sample. It is worth mentioning that decisions referring to such

categories as new technologies (e.g. new product introductions, expansion of

production equipment, building of new factories) are the three most popular

categories in the sample. Next come decisions on takeovers and modernization of

existing production equipment. Decisions referring to mergers and joint ventures,

despite their popularity among researchers represent only 3.5% of the sample. It

seems that in the Greek economic context mergers and joint ventures may not be as

popular as in the U.K. or USA.

Table 5.4 adopts Hickson's et a!. classification of SDs and attempts to compare

the sample of the present thesis with the samples used by similar studies in the past.

Despite the fact that none of the presented works focuses on SIDs (thus making the

direct comparison rather inappropriate), there exist several points worth noting. First,

as is evident from table 5.4 all studies experience an unequal number of decisions
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faffing in each category. Due to its nature, the study as expected, does not include

decisions on personnels and inputs. Second, decisions referring to new technologies

represent the highest proportion in all the three studies compared, followed by

boundary and location decisions. Finally, decisions concerning new product

introductions, as expected, account for almost 17% of the sample.

t-VALUE	 DEGREES	 2-TAILED
OF	 PROBABI-

VARIABLE	 FREEDOM	 LIlY

1.NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES	 1.48	 79	 .144

2.TOTAL ASSETS (FOR THE	 .96	 79	 .341
MOST RECENT YEAR)

3.RETURN ON ASSETS (FOR	 - .11	 79	 .911
THE MOST RECENT YEAR)

Table 5.2: Differences Between Respondents and Nonrespondents

No.OF PERCENTAGE

	

TYPE OF STRATEGIC INVESTMENT DECISION: SIDs	 IN THE
SAMPLE

1. COMPANY BUYOUT	 9	 12.9	 %
2. NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION 	 12	 17.1
3. EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT	 14	 20.0
4. BUILDING OF A NEW FACTORY 	 14	 20.0
5. COMPUTERIZED STORING FACILITIES	 3	 4.3
6. REORGANIZATION	 1	 1.4
7. INFORMATION SYSTEMS 	 4	 5.7
8. MODERNIZATION OF PRODUCT.EQUIPMENT	 7	 10.0
9. MARKETING CHANNELS	 1	 1.4
10. MERGER	 2	 2.9
11. JOINT VENTURE	 1	 1.4
12. NEW COMPANY ESTABLISHMENT	 2	 2.9

TOTAL	 70	 100 %

Table 5.3: Types of SIDs studied
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CATEGIES OF	 PRESENT TNESIS P4511. 1984; HISON	 MIIffZBERG
STRATEGIC	 et al 1986; et al. 1976;
DECISIONS	 S.ETOPICS TOTAL

TEDICLOGIES	 EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQIJIPNENT 14/ (20%)

C04'tJTERIZED STCRING FPCILITIES 	 31(4.3%)

P4JOERNIZATION OF PRODUCTION	 71(10%)	 24	 17	 23	 8
____________ EQUIP?€NT	 (34.3%)	 (23.3%)	 (15.3%)	 (32%)

RE(R(NIZATIONS	 1	 4	 22
____________ ___________________________	 (1.4%)	 (5%)	 (15%) _________

CONTROLS	 4	 16	 19	 2
_____________ ______________________________	 (5.7%)	 (22%)	 (12.6%)	 (8%)

DONAINS	 1	 7	 18	 4
____________ ____________________________	 (1.4%)	 (9.6%)	 (12%)	 (16%)

SERVICES	 15	 16	 5
______________________________ _______________ 	 (20.5%)	 (10.6%)	 (20%)

PRODUCTS	 12	 ---	 12	 2
______________ _________________________________	 (17.1%) __________	 ( 8%)	 ( 8%)

PERSONNELS	 7	 12	 2
_____________ ______________________________ _______________ 	 (9.6%)	 ( 8%)	 ( 8%)

BOL4(RIES	 CVANY BUYOIJT	 91(12.9%)

MERGER	 21(2.9%)

JOINT VENT(.RE	 1/(1.4%)	 12	 ---	 11	 1
(17.2%) _________	 (7.3%)	 (1.4%)

INPUTS	 ---	 5	 9
______ _____________ ______ (6.8%) (6%) ____

LOCATIONS	 BUILD A NEW FTORY	 14/ (20%)

ESTABLISH A NEW CCWANY	 2/(2.9%)
16	 2	 8

_____________ ______________________________	 (22.9%)	 (2.7%)	 (5.3%) __________

Table 5.4: Saiple Caiparisons Beten Various Studies in Decision Making

*	 Nuthers In parentheses represent percentages
-- Pdif led frau Hickson et al. 1986;

5.7. OThER SAMPLING ISSUES

With respect to other matters, one salient theoretical issue deserves particular

attention. This has to do with the number of decisions to be studied in each company.

A large part of the literature views decision making processes as patterns of

behaviour and not as single distinguishable deliberations of a corporate attitude.

Several researchers have in the past argued that enterprises tend to follow consistent

patterns of behaviour when having to deal with decisions of a clearly strategic nature

(e.g. Miles and Snow, 1978; Weick, 1979; Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984; Fredrickson

and laquinto, 1989). They further contend that strategic decisions are made in a

observably consistent pattern despite the fact that new leadership may emerge, or

changes in the formation of the top management team may take place. Moreover,

decision processes at a given point of time are expected to be similar to decision
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processes several years later (Fredrickson and laquinto, 1989). A conclusion which

may follow from this reasoning is that there is no need to study the endless number of

strategic decisions, which have in the past formulated the corporate strategy. Instead,

it may be sufficient to study a small number, or even one major decision. Provided

that this line of argument is valid, we expect this one decision to accurately describe

the way major decisions take place in the specific company.

Despite this, there is strong support for the opposing line of argument, which

states that the way each strategic decision is made is influenced (among others), by

the characteristics of the decision itself (e.g. Fredrickson, 1983; Fredrickson and

Mitchell, 1984). Therefore, it might be more convincing and reliable if researchers

could obtain evidence from more than one decision in each specific company.

Following this line of argument two strategic decisions of an investment nature are

studied in each of the companies conducted. A list of participating companies as well

as the types of SIDs studied in each company is presented in Appendix 3.

5.8. DATA SOURCES-DATA ACOUISITION

As has been mentioned in section 5.5 the design of the whole research approach

is based on semi-structured interviews and questionnaire completion with key

participants in the DMP. The research design approximates what Eisenhardt

(1989a;b) calls embedded design, since multiple levels of analysis are employed. The

study included the following levels analysis: (1) in depth examination of individual

SIDs, (2) inclusion of characteristics of the CEO and the top management team

(3) objective and subjective performance considerations, (4) environmental and

organizational assessment. The major data sources include:

Initial CEO interview,

• Semi-structured interviews with key participants in the DMP,

• Questionnaire completions,

• Secondary sources (industry reports, internal documents, press cuttings,

informal observation) when available.
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The sequence of interviewing activities is depicted in figure 5.1. As is seen, the

process is divided into three distinct phases. This first phase comprises all the pre-

access activities, where two subactivities take place, aiming at: (i) securing access to

the company and (ii) collecting published data concerning the company, its markets,

strater, financial position and recent significant investments.

The attempt to secure access to top management and if possible the CEO or the

president was a particularly difficult, though much interesting, process. Several

researchers have noted the severe difficulties which may be encountered in

attempting to access 'managerial elites' (e.g. Pettigrew, 1992). Despite the difficulties

the challenge remained and the need for more intensive effort was anticipated.

Bearing this in mind, a list of the target companies was initially created.

The next step was to achieve some kind of "sponsorship". It has been argued that

sponsorship usually affects respondent's willingness to cooperate in a research

attempt by convincing him or her of the study's legitimacy and value. A kind of

"sponsorship" was established by finding individuals who through their personal or

institutional relationships, could offer me access to the target population's

corporations. The list of potential "sponsors" included:

• all the familiar academics who had links with the "real world",

• all the consultants known to me directly or indirectly,

• the director of the Hellenic Management Association (EEDE),

• several other individuals having links with the industry,

Access to the CEO's was secured by direct phone-calls asking for an interview. A

sample-call to a CEO named mr Tannes follows.

"GOOd morning mr Tannes, I am calling you in behalf of mr Mantes. My name is
Vassilis Papadakis and I am a doctoral student at London Business School, England.
Part of my dissertation is based on Greek companies and that is the reason why I am
visiting Greece for a short period of time.

My thesis examines the way significant investment decisions have been made in
the past. Since your company is in my sample, Mr Mantes (with whom I cooperate)
adviced me to communicate with you hoping that you can find some time to
contribute to my research effort. Mr Tannes, I communicate with you to ask for a
meeting. I know that your available time is very limited, but would it be possible to
have a short meeting any time this week?"
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Of course phone calls varied considerably since various 'objections' were posed

from call to call, and alternative 'strategies' were employed to persuade CEO's to

cooperate. In most cases 'sponsorship' seemed to be very effective in gaining access,

due to the very close relationships between the 'sponsor' and the CEO. Moreover, the

legitimacy of the research effort was facilitated by the fact that I was a doctoral

student at a University of the exterior conducting research in Greece (a rather rare

attempt). This very fact decisively helped in gaining access, to very high levels in the

hierarchy. Only in one case a more formal way of addressing letters to the CEO was

deemed appropriate, because he could not be approached by telephone. Unfortunately

in this single case, access was denied !! (see Appendix 3).

The second phase commenced as soon as access was secured. This phase

represented the heart of the whole data collection process. Action was triggered with

an initial interview with the CEO or the president. He was expected to provide us

with information about the company, its environment, structure, strategy, top

management characteristics, and other important organizational aspects. The

information collection activity materialized with a self filling questionnaire (see

appendix 2). Moreover, the CEO was asked to name the most critical investment

decisions which have taken place in the recent 3-5 years. A list of decision topics

similar to those appearing in table 5.4 was shown to the CEO to assist him in

identifying possible SIDs. Despite this, in most cases SIDs could be easily recalled

without aid.

It was made clear to the CEO that these investment decisions should have been

of great importance to the enterprise as a whole, in terms of actions taken, resources

committed, or precedents set (Mintzberg, et al. 1976). Clearly, it is an cx post search

for S1Ds, thus making their identification and selection much easier. More

specifically, in order to identify specific SIDs, the criteria previously laid down in

section 5.2 were used. If several SIDs satisfied our 'hurdle rates' it was left to the CEO

to select two of them. There was no attempt to influence the CEO's selection. In cases

where no SuDs were identified corporations were excluded from further examination
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(see Appendix 3). In few cases only one SB) was identified, since strategic decisions

are usually made in sporadic, occasional fashion (Hambrick and Snow, 1977).

Moreover, the selection of SIDs was not based on the success or failure of the

decision outcome. No such prerequisites were established. We may expect, however,

the sample to be somewhat biased towards comparatively successful decisions,

although there exist in the final sample some 'disastrous' decisions as well.

After the selection of two specific SIDs, CEO was requested to give a synopsis of

each decision and at the same time name all the key participants (a similar

methodology was used by Hickson et al. 1986).

Gain access to the
	

Collection of General
capany
	

Inforiitmon About the
Cai,any Using:
-Primary Sources
-Secondary Sources

Initial Intervi
with CEO

Identification of	 Identification of	 Ca,letion of General
Specific SIDs	 Key Participants	 Questionnaire

Analysis of	 Intervis with
Available Dociuents	 key Participants

and Questionnaire
ICcrpletion

Crosvalidatlon, Reliability Assesvent
of Cavpleted Questionnaires

Lk,reliable Questionna
Ansrs to Questionnaires Caiplet ion or Lad of
are Judged as Reliable
	

Certain Data Due to
Insufficient Infonit

Further Intervias with
At Least one Other Majo
Participant

Acjisitmon of
Sufficiently Reliable Data

End of Process-Final Version
of Questionnaire About a
Specific SID

Figure 5.1: Data Collection Process
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The second phase continued with semi-structured interviews with at least one

participant in each SID. These participants had to be major informants of the whole

process. Interviews typically lasted around 2 hours, but occasionally took as long as

three, or more, hours. In many cases more than one interview with each manager was

deemed necessary.

Following Bouchard's (1976) advice, the research followed the so called "funnel

sequence". According to this, the interview typically started with a semi-structured

discussion. The discussion was primarily based on a number of open-ended questions.

Such an approach was preferred for the following reasons:

(i) It aided the manager to conceptually reconstruct the whole process and its major

stages, together with other critical pieces of information prior to his answering the

more specific (closed-ended) questions which followed.

(ii) Such a perspective also helped me to better comprehend the level of

understanding of the respondent and to understand his/her conceptual language.

Moreover, I started to visualise the process and to collect some qualitative

information, personal views etc.

(iii) By answering spontaneously the initial open-ended questions, the respondent

has committed himself to a certain "reality" concerning the making of the decision

and thus it was much easier for me to make a validity check of responses on the

closed-ended questions that followed. A number of sources (e.g. Dohremvend 1970; as

quoted by Bouchard, 1976) argue that this type of approach to interviewing can

enhance the validity of data, while minimizing potential bias.

After completing this part, interviewees were handled the first questionnaire

designed to collect specific information about the process (it can be found in

Appendix 1). At this point the second phase ended and we entered the third and

final phase. This included the interpretation of the material collected. In cases where

significant deviations were spotted feed-back was sought to clarify inconsistencies. In

cases where respondents possessed insufficient information concerning the SID

studied, additional managers-informants were interviewed. Moreover, caution was
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exercised to cross-validate data and check for unreliable responses. After all necessaiy

corrections had taken place, the final version of the questionnaire was ready.

Considering that 43 companies were approached (38 finally participated and 5

were finally excluded), that at least three persons were interviewed in each company,

and that several managers were interviewed more that once, it is obvious that the total

number of interviews conducted by far exceeds the number of 200, in a time period of

more that 12 months. If we consider that about 2 months were needed to complete the

testing of questionnaires and the initial case studies, the whole fieldwork lasted

approximately 14 months. This implies a considerable amount of time and effort

devoted, but provided me with detailed material and rich insight into the actual

decision making processes followed in companies operating in Greece (for more

details on the number of managers interviewed refer to appendix 3).

5.9. INSTU1IJTIONAL vs QUESTIONNAIRE MEASURES

Historically, researchers in their study of organizational phenomena relied on

two basic measurement approaches. The first is based on information acquisition

through available documents, interviews or published financial statements. It relies

more on objective evaluation of organizational phenomena and is called the objective

or institutional approach to organizational measurement. The second approach is

primarily based on perceptions measured through a questionnaire. Usually

quantitative responses to a number of items are aggregated and the final composite

measure is used as an indicator of some composite variable (e.g. decentralization,

formalization, performance).

Researchers have long wrestled with the dilemma of choosing the one method

over the other (e.g. Downey et al. 1979; Boyd et al. 1993). Each approach has its own

limitations. The questionnaire method has been criticized for generating biased

information because it is based on subjective opinions of individuals (see Samuel and

Mannheim, 1970). On the contrary, the institutional approach despite its acclaimed

objectivityM does not always capture reality. Reliance on formal documents or other
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institutional sources may sometimes provide misleading information. Additionally,

interviews if not carefully designed may be plagued by severe interviewer bias. Sathe

(1978) proposes to avoid referring to the two sets of measures as uobjive* and

'subjective' respectively. Instead, considering each method's potential for error the

terms 'institutional' and 'questionnaire' should be used as descriptive labels.

The relationship between the two types of measures has been explored to some

extent, mostly in the areas of organizational structure and performance. Several

researchers have tried to find out whether institutional and questionnaire measures

tap the same dimensions, or whether the one type of measurement is preferable over

the other. Pennings (1973) used both approaches to measure dimensions of

organizational structure. On analysing the intercorrelations between institutional and

questionnaire measures of structure he found low convergence. He then concluded

that these measures tap different latent dimensions of structure and thus should not

be used interchangeably in research.

Ford (1979) and Sathe (1978) using somewhat different research designs more or

less confirmed Penning's findings. Dess and Robinson (1984) reached the same

conclusion by studying organizational performance measures. According to them,

researchers should be cautious in making comparisons between studies in which

different measures are used.

It should be stressed that none of the above cited research efforts supported the

contention that institutional measures are preferable to questionnaire. Nor have they

concluded that the one method is a convenient substitute for the other. This study,

because of its exploratory nature uses both types of measures in its attempt to

measure the contextual influence on strategic processes. Further analysis of the choice

to use objective or subjective measures is made in the respective chapters.

5.10. QUESTIONNAIRE FORMATION

As was mentioned earlier, two research instruments were used in the course of

this study. Full copies of both research instruments are presented in appendices 1 and
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2. The first questionnaire measures the various SB) process characteristics, while the

second deals with the contextual domains influencing decision making processes.

Both questionnaires incorporate several constructs modified from well-known

research efforts in the field of decision making or in related fields. For example

modified questions drawn from Fredrickson's (1986) comprehensiveness constructs

are employed, together with some constructs drawn from ideas developed from other

landmark works (Mintzberg et aL 1976; Lyles, 1981; Dutton, 1986; Hickson et a!.

1986). Moreover, several constructs measuring contextual dimensions were borrowed

or adapted from various works in the field [e.g. Steers and Brauenstein's (1976) need

for achievement scale, Khandwalla's (1977) competitiveness dimension]. The

description of the various dimensions as well as the sources from which they were

drawn are described in the respective chapters.

As can be seen from appendices 1 and 2, all dimensions are measured on five or

seven-point Likert-type scales. Most of the questions are of a closed-ended format,

allowing the respondent to answer items by indicating her/his perception on a five or

seven-point interval scale. This type of questions offers respondents ease of

completion, requires short response time, clearly specifies the frame of reference for

the subject and enables the researcher to easily score and code responses.

The five or seven points on the answer scale were selected after a careful

examination of the pertinent literature. If too few scale points are chosen the scale

cannot capture the discriminating capacity the respondent may possess, thus resulting

in a significant loss of information. The number of points on the answer scale must be

dependent on the respondent's experience with this type of research and the

complication of the topic under investigation. In general, researchers (e.g. Lissitz &

Green, 1975) argue for the use of five or seven scale points in research. Following this

line of argument both scales were used. The decision which one to prefer was decided

upon the nature of the question and the detail of information that was desired.

Moreover, when testing the questionnaire the respondent's reaction to the scale was

also noticed. This helped in the final decision about the number of anchor points
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suitable for each answer scale.

When constructing the scales two basic guidelines were followed. First, in all

cases boxes were available so that respondents could easily tick their choice. Second,

each box's precise meaning was clearly stated above it. Third, each box had a unique

number ranging from 1 to 5 or 1 to 7 indicating that the scale was intending to

measure on a continuum (thus approaching intervality). Cognitive psychologists (e.g.

Tversky and Kahneman, 1981) have recently documented that the structuring of

questions as well as their sequence influence the answers received. Finally, Bouchard's

(1976) suggestions were taken into account during the formulation and sequencing of

questions.

5.11. QUESTIONNAIRE TESTING PROCEDURES

After creating the first draft of both research instruments, they were subjected to

the comments and criticism of other academics and fellow PhD students before

testing them in a corporate context, studying actual SIDs. In total, four in-depth case

studies in two industrial companies were conducted. They were drawn from the

sectors of textiles and chemicals respectively. The two companies faced different

threats and opportunities and differed in ownership status, the one being a subsidiary

of a multinational and the other being a Greek-owned firm. There were also

significant differences in management style and in the internal systems used. I was

fortunate enough to have the unconditional support of top management in both

companies. This enabled me to conduct a large number of interviews with almost

every major participant in each decision process. Besides, I gained access to the ifies

(capital proposal, business plan, memoranda of meetings etc). The material selected

was invaluable for the purpose of my thesis and helped me to sharpen both

questionnaires.

It is quite conceivable that there existed many differences between the four

decision making processes and this very fact provided me with useful insight and

some new ideas. After having completed the four case studies and having revised both
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questionnaires, I started testing them with various managers inside both companies.

Both questionnaires were modified by at least 40%. The principal source of

modifications stemmed from the reactions of the managers interviewed. A good deal

of effort has been devoted to understanding their reactions to each of the questions. I

tape-recorded all the interviews and repeatedly listened to them afterwards.

a. The first questionnaire: The final version of the questionnaire is much

shorter than the previous versions. It is only 14 pages long while the previous

versions were much larger (about 22 pages). Second, I rephrased, simplified, or (in

certain cases) entirely omitted several questions that could not be easily

communicated. Despite the fact that the final version is much shorter it contains all

the major elements plus some new ideas emerged from further literature review, case

study experience or recommendations from my supervisor and others.

b. The second questionnaire: As far as the second questionnaire is concerned,

there have also been several fundamental changes. The changes are in some cases as

dramatic as those in the first questionnaire. Several unclear questions have been

modified or dropped and the final version now amounts to exactly 10 pages.

5.12. RULES FOLLOWED-RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY ISSUES

A study based on participant recall, though the dominant method of studying

decision making processes, may suffer from the familiar and somewhat inevitable

limitations characterizing such research approaches. Indeed, severe biases in the

representation of reality may occur. These biases usually stem from either the

interviewee or the interviewer. According to Huber and Power (1985) there are four

basic reasons to which this infidelity can be attributed:

1. Informants may sometimes be motivated to provide inaccurate data. It is not

uncommon to show a tendency to rationalize or simplify past actions (Lyles and

Mitroff, 1980; Huber, 1985; Schwenk, 1985) in order to project an image of rational

and efficient internal decision-making systems. It may sound as an exaggeration, but
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strategic level managers may invent stories in order to appear knowledgeable and may

inflate their significance while deflating the significance of others (Jervis, 1975).

2. The second source of inaccuracy in participant recall may be attributed to the

cognitive and information processing capacity limitations of strategic level managers.

They often suffer from memory failure, thus engaging in wishful thinking or showing

an understandable tendency to please the interviewer by inventing actions which

never took place (Duhaime and Grant, 1984). Additionally, according to Nisbett and

Ross (1980) managers tend to attribute greater significance to vivid information than

its objective content justifies, or to experience an inability to mentally retrieve the

criteria employed in evaluating the decision (Stahl and Zimmerer, 1984). Another

source of biased information is the attributiorial bias. By this term we define the

tendency participants usually show, to attribute decision outcomes to appealing but

rather inappropriate causes (Schwenk 1982) or to attribute favourable outcomes to

actions they have taken and unfavourable ones to exogenous, uncontrollable factors.

3. Strategic decisions usually involve several persons in different hierarchical levels.

This implies that the participants may possess partial or second-hand information. In

their attempt to conceptually reconstruct decision processes they are not fully aware

of, they unintentionally provide inaccurate responses.

4. Finally, the interviewer can also be an important source of bias. He sometimes

tries to rationalize or explain in simple linear terms complex, non-rational, nonlinear

phenomena (Duhaime and Grant, 1984). Moreover, interviewers may utilise

inappropriate techniques to elicit valuable information.

In the course of this thesis, validity and reliability issues were given much

thought even at the very early stages of the research planning. Several rules have been

followed in an attempt to alleviate possible biases. These rules were initially

established by Yin, (1984) and Huber and Power (1985), and were followed by a great

number of researchers (e.g. Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988).

First, all the discussions were recorded. This tactic enables the researcher to have

direct access to the original discussion and pay attention to any part of it, which may
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provide further insight into the intimacies of the decision making process.

Second, intei-view notes. impressions. remarkable points were given much

attention, and were written down during the first 24 hours after the completion of the

interview. This provided useful building blocks to improve my knowledge of the

process.

Third, when possible, archival records documenting the process and its

characteristics were collected. Obviously, in many instances they supported the

questionnaire and interview data and enhanced their reliability.

Moreover, particular caution was exercised to minimize distortion and memory

failure problems. This was attempted by selecting recently taken decisions (Mintzberg

et aL 1976), by interviewing only major participants having an intimate knowledge of

the process and by adopting the "funnel sequence" method (described in section 5.8)

in conducting the interviews. Moreover, the attempt to include when possible in the

interview schedule the sponsor of the whole project, that is the manager responsible

for it, guaranteed higher levels of consistency and reliability.

To secure higher reliability levels, and to compensate for memory failures and

distortions interview-derived information, when necessary, was cross-checked against

other major participants recollections. As Huber and Power (1985) content, an

interview with an additional participant usually "increases the researcher's

understanding of the issue, either by offsetting other informants biases or by reducing

errors through averaging or reconciling responses". This argument is in line with

Phillips (1981) who argues that the monomethod, single-informant approach to

measurement of organizational variables should be abandoned. Following these

allegations particular care was exercised, to reconcile, when possible, interview data

with other company sources available (e.g. documents, reports, minutes of meetings

etc.), so as to formulate a more comprehensive view of the whole process, the politics

behind it, etc.

Several other precautions were taken with the aim to enhance reliability levels.

For example, the same questions were posed to all the participants and the same entry
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and exit procedures were consistently utifised in each case (Yin, 1984; Bourgeois and

Eisenhardt, 1988).

An attempt was also made to motivate informants to wholeheartedly participate

in the research process. Since they were top level managers, financial incentives or

similar rewards played a minimal role in making them cooperate (Huber and Power,

1985). Instead, they were more concerned about their self-development or the training

of their own subordinates. For this reason several LBS's brochures referring to MBA

degrees and special executive training courses offered, were distributed to them,

something which proved to have helped a lot in gaining their subsequent full

cooperation. The willingness and sincerity with which top managers participated in

the research and the interest they showed during the interviewing process, provide a

sufficient reason to believe in the face validity of their responses.

5.13. DATA ANALYSIS

As explained elsewhere, the objective of this research is to identilS' and measure

the most significant characteristics of SID processes and to examine the way in which

context is associated with the making of these decisions. Such a research approach is

particularly recommended for fields of study which are still in the early stages of their

development. According to Day Ct al. (1990) and Blair and Boal (1991), the field of

strategy research is at such an early stage where theory testing and integration is

needed. Such an approach is also in line with Van De Ven's (1992, pp 169) definition

of the meaning of the process when designing research on the strategy process.

The study has employed two detailed questionnaires measuring process and

content dimensions and is a multivariate attempt to unravel a complicated and

dynamic set of relationships. It builds on a substantial literature in related fields, in

which reliable findings have been obtained using a research design which

systematically reduces an initially large number of variables derived from

questionnaires.
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The data analysis is divided into four consecutive phases. Figure 5.2 offers a

diagrammatic depiction of the data processing activities. In the first phase

descriptive statistics were used, both to verify that the SPSS/PC programme (Norusis

1990a;b) correctly read the research data, and to organize the responses. This

intimate knowledge of the data is important for the subsequent stages of the research.

Each Phase's (kitcose

1st
Phase

2nd
Phase

3rd
Phase

Descriptive Statistics

Data Reckicticm Phase

Exploration of lirIs Beten
process characteristics and
each one of the caposite
contextual dinEns ions

Intimete kncl&1ge
of the data

Build-ic of a rather
sell nurê,er of cai,osite

variables

Reliability Tests

Identification (through
correlation analysis) of
Contextual factors inf 1-
uencing the SID process

Further reckict ion of
variables used.
Selection of f proven
influential dimensions

4th
Phase
	

Testing of integrative medels
Based on Pltiple Regression
Analyses, trying to Exnine the
Influence of Certain Contextual
Factors on SID Making Processes

Figure 5.2.

Next, in phase two, an attempt will be made to reduce the data to a

comparatively small, and meaningful set of composite variables. The questionnaires

used in the course of this research, collect detailed information on company

characteristics and SID processes. Bearing in mind the initial number of questions

used, and the fact that 70 cases of SIDs are incorporated in the final sample, the need

to reduce the number of variables by building composite variables is apparent.
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The design of the research focuses on this task. Chapter 6 is an example of a

successful data reduction process which resulted in nine dimensions characterizing

SDM.Ps. It must be noted that, when possible, constructs (by the term construct we

define variables consisting of more than one scales) already used elsewhere were

preferred in designing the initial questionnaires. The virtue of such a choice is that

these constructs have already been checked for their levels of reliability and validity

and have subsequently been accepted by the majority of researchers in the area. The

inclusion of widely recognized constructs into the survey was made possible by

discovering them while reviewing the international bibliography, and sometimes by

directly receiving them from the authors upon request (e.g. Fredrickson, Bourgeois,

Eisenhardt).

By means of confirmatory factor analysis we can assure the reliability of the

constructs used (reliability coefficients like Cronbach Alpha, split-hall reliabifity

coefficients are used). The same logic will be applied to all the contextual constructs

used in the course of this study. Through this, the aim to compile a significant number

of variables into a small set of meaningful and reliable contextual dimensions will be

achieved.

The third phase of data analysis aims to establish, by means of correlation

analyses, the association between SID process characteristics and the

characteristics of each contextual dimension. This phase can be subdivided into

five empirical parts, each dealing with the characteristics of one contextual

dimension.

The final fourth phase aims to to integrate all the contextual dimensions into an

overall model depicting the contextual influence on SDMPs. By means of regression

models (chapter 12), the thesis attempts to detect not only the factors playing a

significant role in the way strategic decisions are made, but also to assess their

comparative significance against each other and their combinational effects on

process characteristics. It is obvious that Sn) process dimensions are treated as

'dependent' variables, while contextual domains will be the 'independent' variables.
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Chapter 6

Dimensions/Aspects of

Strategic Investment

Decision Processes
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6.1.DIMENSIONS/ASPECTS OF STRATEGIC

DECISION MAKiNG PROCESSES

In discussing the literature on strategic decision making, chapter 3 provided an

outline of the major research efforts in the area, where a substantial body of research

emerged in the recent two decades. Most of these research efforts attempt to describe

the process as a sequence of steps, phases or routes* (e.g. Mintzberg et al. 1976; Janis

and Mann, 1977; Nutt, 1976; 1984; Fredrickson, 1984). A comparatively small number

of others adopts a narrow set of decision characteristics/aspects instead (e.g. Stein,

1981b; Miller and Friesen, 1983; Hickson and Associates, 1986; Miller, 1987; Lyles,

1987; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988). They contend that the decision making process

is far from being an iterative well defined and sequentially evolving set of activities.

Thus, instead of using step by step models of decision making they attempted to

approach the phenomenon by creating different dimensions/aspects of the process

and attaching variables to them. Such a framework provides an extensive

characterization of the decision making process, and enables the researcher to

categorize SIDs according to various dimensions (Van de Ven, 1992). Moreover, such

an approach of assigning specific dimensions frees the study from being tied to single

case narratives and synthesizes the character of the process comparatively. Finally, it

enables the researcher to test several hypotheses concerning possible

interrelationships between the dimensions of the decision making process and various

contextual factors.

The design of this research does not aim to follow a rational sequential

description of unstructured concepts. Instead, it aims to take advantage of a

number of generally accepted characteristics of the decision making process,

while building on the premises of relevant literature arguing for the existence

of certain steps in the process.

* Refer to section 3.1.4 for a presentation of various models on stages on decision making
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Indeed, there have been several attempts trying to "dimensionalize" the process

of making and integrating individual decisions. The vast majority of them found their

way in the international bibliography during the 80's. One of the earliest integrated

attempts belongs to the Bradford team (Butler et al. 1979). After studying the

literature in the area they made a tentative classification of process characteristics

into four unrelated dimensions (Table 6.1). The first, is the process occurrence and is

comprised of such sub-dimensions as frequency and regularity of appearance. The

second dimension characterizes the content of SDs and views them on the grounds of

two basic sub-dimensions: consequentiality and equivocality. The third, and more

conceptually interesting dimension focuses on the actions taking place during the

process of making the decision. They proposed the subdimensions of scrutiny and

centrality. The former examines the depth of analysis conducted, while the later deals

with the centralization aspect present in all decision making processes. The final

dimension deals with the efficiency of the whole process and establishes such criteria

as rapidity and continuity.

Certainly, it is worth following the evolution of the significant Bradford studies.

Seven years later after having concluded an extensive research, which lasted for more

than a decade (Hickson et al. 1986), they redefined their proposed dimensions. They

now adopt a three dimensional frame on which they view a decision process. The first

dimension is termed complexity and describes the intricacies and difficulties

surrounding the process. The second dimension focuses its interest on the political

aspect everpresent in such processes (a dimension almost overlooked in the earlier

attempt). Finally, the third dimension is comprised by several unrelated process

aspects like duration, disruption, formality, negotiation etc.
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TAYLOR and	 BUTI.ER et al. FAWY. 1981; STEIN. 1981b; LYLES ANO MITROFF ASTLEY et al. FREORI(XSON.
DLJ*CTTE,1974; 	 1979;	 1980;	 1982;	 1983;

• PREDECISION • PROCESS	 • FREQUENCY OF • NATI.RE OF MANN3EJ.ENT ATTI1U)ES • SUJTINY	 • I#ctive for
PROCESSES	 OCCtJRENCE	 OCCIPRENCE	 ANALYSIS	 TARD STRATEGIC	 • NEGOTIATION	 Initiation

- ftuiwit of	 - Frequency	 • NATLRE OF PROBLEM FORI&LATION: • DISCONTINUITY
Informetion - Regolarity • D(OREE OF 	 SOLUTION	 (1980)	 • CENTRALI-	 • Concept of

- Infonsstion	 CRITICALNESS • BREADTH OF • RATIONALITY 	 ZATION	 Geals
Processing • PROCESS	 SEARCH	 • NEED FCR INTUITION • DI.RATION
Rate	 CONTENT	 • INITIAL	 • FLEXIBILITY • SOLUtION CONCERN • OUTCCIIES	 • Relationship

- Itme Rating - Consequen-	 I#'ETUS	 OF APPRH • ENJOYNENT	 Beten
Accuracy	 tiality	 • 0LP	 • NEED FOR CERTAINTY	 Means and

- InfonMtion - Equivocality • INFORMATION	 BERAVIOIR • ETHICS	 DIJTTON et al.	 Enc
Retention	 TI-ERING	 • INNOVATION	 1983;

• DECISION	 • PROCESS	 • STANtRDI-	 • Analytic
POINT	 ACTION	 • N(J'ER OF	 ZATION	 Caprehensl-

- Latency	 - Scrutiny	 ALTERNATIVES • INDIVIDUAL LYLES & MITROFF,1985 • RECIJRSIVENESS veness
- Accuracy	 - Centrality	 vs OROIP	 'RETROCUCTI-
- Confidence • PROCESS	 • LENGTH OF • PREVIOUS • P'Y&R 	 VITY	 • Integrative
- Flexibility PERFORMANCE 	 TINE	 CONNITNENT • AVOI[VNCE	 • ICTERARCHY	 Caiprehensi-

- Rapidity	 • CREDIBILITY	 veness
- Continuity	 • PRESSLRE

HI(XSCN et al. 1986; 	 LYLES. 1987;	 MILLER. 1987; 	 CRAY et al. 1988; HAX & MAJ11F1988;

• COIQLEXITY	 • SUBJECTIVE	 • RATIONALITY	 • SCRUTINY	 (PROCESS OF STRATEGY
• POLITICALITY OF	 CRITERIA	 - Analysis	 - Expertise	 FORNILATION)

INTERESTS	 - Clarity	 - Future	 - Disparity	 • ROLE OF TNE CEO
- Pressure of Influence - Politicality	 Orientation	 - Externality • OPENESS AND BREADTH
- Intervention	 - Caiplexity	 - Explicitness	 - Effort	 TO C(MUICATE
- Itha lance	 of Strategy • INTERACTION	 STRATEGY
- Contention of	 • PROCESS	 - Scanning of	 - Infoniel	 • DE(EE OF

Objectives	 CHARTERISTICS	 Enviroment	 Interaction	 PARTICIPATION
• PROCESS ASPECTS	 - Fonsel	 • N(XJT OF CONSENSUS
- Duration Process Tine - Degree of Inquiry • INTERACTION 	 Interaction	 BUILT
- Duration-Gestation	 - Centralization	 - Consensus vs	 - Scope for	 • EXTENT OF FORMAL

Time	 - Probleii Definition	 Indivickial	 Negotiation	 PROCESSES USED
- Disrtption	 - Consensus-Disensus	 Decision	 • FL(7J	 • INCENTIVES PROVIDED
- Iepedance	 - Infonsetion	 Making	 - Dlsri4,tion	 FOR KEY PLANNERS
- Fornel Interaction	 Collection	 - Bargaining	 - Inpedance	 • LINKNE OF STRATEGY
- Infoniel	 >>	 • D(.RATION	 TO PAST ACTIONS
- Negotiation Scope	 • ASSERTIVENESS	 - Gestation Time • USE OF STRATEGY AS A
- Infonuetion Sources	 - Proactiveness - Process Tine	 FORCE OF CHANGE
- Autlirity	 - Risk Taking • CENTRALITY

EISENHARDT and NILLER,OROGE, LANGLEY.1990; C(LAN. 1991; 	 BUtLER et al. SCHILIT AND (INYER et
BOLRGEOIS. 1988; TOLLOUSE.1988	 1992;	 PAINE 1987; al. 1986;

• CONFLICT	 • RATIONALITY • QUANTITATIVE • PILTIPLE CUES	 • CC4'jJTATION • INITIAL	 (Exesination
-&a1 Conflict • CENTRALITY CONTENT	 • INFORMAL INFORMATION • JUDGENENT	 IMARENESS of Planning
-Policy Conflict	 • ORCANIZATIONAL GQALS • NEGOTIATION • OUP	 Systme
-Interpersonal Mallory et al • LENGTh OF • RLLES AND POLICIES • INSPIRATION ACTIVITY Characteri-
Disagreenent 1983;	 REPORT	 • MANANENT STYLES • DEFINITION • CONFLICT stics)

U DIP&IOSIS	 • INFLUENCE • 	 L
• PCYI(R	 • PRQTIVITY • TINE INPUt • OBJECTIVITY	 • TIMING	 PRECISION

• NRIZON	 REQUIRED	 • LTIPLE PEOPLE	 • DIRATION OF • ANALYTICAL
• SCAN	 • INVOLVEtLNT	 TIE PROCESS ROLE OF

• ALLIANCE	 • INTERACTION • N1*ER OF • INFORMATION SEARCH	 PLANNING
FORMATION	 VOLLIE	 ALTERNATIVES • POLITICAL B€HAVIO(R 	 • FORMALITY

• INTERACTION CONSIDERED • DISNEENENT/DEBATE 	 • STATUS
FORMALITY • C4'LEXITY • PRIORITY	 • DECENTRALI-

• STANtRDI- OF TIE	 ZATION
ZATION	 NETNCOOLOGY

• CENTRALITY
• DLRATION

Table 6.1: Research Efforts Using Dimensions/Aspects/Characteristic of Strategic Decision
Making Processes Instead of Sequential Steps
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Again, two years later the same team in another paper (Cray Ct aL 1988) appears

to adopt a somewhat different set of dimensions (i.e. Scrutiny, interaction, duration,

centrality, flow) which integrates ideas from the previous categorizations. Mallory et

aL (1983) in another joint-effort paper adopted a richer categorization of decision

making process figures. These different categorizations may on the one hand indicate

a certain degree of inconsistency, but on the other hand pinpoint a crucial element,

which is the fact that SDs are complex phenomena and can be viewed under many

different perspectives.

The same Ninconsistencyhl is also present in the work of Lyles and associates

(Lyles and Mitroff, 1980; Lyles 1987) as well as the work of Miller (Miller, 1987;

Miller et al. 1988). Different publications in the same decade view differently the

characteristics of the process.

Except from the very influential Bradford studies several other efforts adopting a

similar orientation appeared during the 80's. Table 6.1 clearly depicts most of them in

a comparative way. I will only give the flavour of one or two of them and then attempt

to focus on Fredrickson's important research effort. I will end this review by drawing

some conclusions regarding the state of the art in the area.

One of the initial attempts to dimensionalize the process belongs to Stein (1981

a; b). Despite the fact that he is probably the only researcher who fully examined SDs

in context, he adopted a narrow focus on selected process dimensions focusing more

on process elements like analysis, breadth of search, and standardization, than on

other subtle dimensions like poiticality of interests, power relationships or

assertiveness.

One of the most recent works belongs to Fredrickson (1983; 1984; 1985; 1986). In

reviewing the literature on SDM, Fredrickson, (1983), drew heavily from Janis and

Mann (1977) and Wrapp (1967) and identified six critical characteristics describing

the process. He, then, attempted to prescribe how these characteristics are presented

in rational and incremental decision making and classified them into the following

dimensions:
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1. motive for initiation,
2. concept of choice,
3. relationship between means (alternatives) and ends (goals),
4. comprehensiveness in making the decision (the degree to which the

organization has tried to be exhaustive or inclusive in making this specific
decision, Fredrickson, 1984 pp 402),

5. comprehensiveness in integrating the decision.

In studying strategic problem formulation Lyles and Mitroff (1980), resulted in

an interesting set of process characteristics, involving both the 'traditional'

dimensions of rationality, intuition, solution concern and some 'novel' dimensions

like enjoyment, and ethics which have received very sparse, if any, conceptual and

empirical treatment.

In summary, it is evident that SDMPs are not simply a matter of explicating and

evaluating alternatives. Several different dimensions may adequately describe process

characteristics. This makes obvious to the reader the difficulty involved in trying to

classil' SDs according to unrelated dimensions. On the other hand, such a framework

enables researchers to adopt more innovative, and pathbraking methodologies in

studying aspects of SDM. A study of table 6.1. makes apparent to the reader the

multiplicity of dimensions/aspects proposed. Strategic processes entail not only social

adjustment, bargaining and negotiations but also elements of rationality, duration,

and organization-wide communications. A meaningful but relatively parsimonious

categorization based on table 6.1 could result in the following indicative dimensions:

1. Rationality/Comprehensiveness dimension:

It is directly present as a solid dimension in the work of Lyles and Mitroff 1980;

Fredrickson, 1983; Miller, 1987; Miller et aL 1988. Moreover, elements of rationality

can be traced in most of the works presented in table 6.1. They can be found as

complexity of methodolo 4gy (Langley, 1989; 1990) degree of inquiry (Lyles, 1987),

scrutiny (Astley et al. 1982; and Cray et al. 1988), information gathering (Taylor and

Dunnette, 1974; Fahey, 1981; Cowan, 1991; Provan, 1991), and information

processing dimension (Miller, 1989).
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2.Group Behaviour Dimension:

-Politicality (March and Simon, 1958; Crozier, 1964; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1974;

Butler et aL 1977/78; Wilson, 1982; Pettigrew, 1985; Hickson et a!. 1986; Lyles

1987; Hendry, 1988; Shrivastava and Nachman, 1989; Butler et aL 1991),

-Negotiation/Bargaining (Pettigrew, 1973; Abell, 1975; Astley et a!. 1982;

Hickson et a!. 1986; Cray et aL 1988),

-Power (Narayanan and Fahey, 1982; Provan, 1989)

-Individual vs Group (March and Simon, 1958; Stein, 1981b)

-Consensus/Dissensus (Miller, 1987; Lyles, 1987; Hax and Majluf, 1988)

3.Centralization (Child, 1973; Pugh and Hickson, 1976; Astley et a! 1982; Mallory

et al. 1983; Lyles, 1987; Mifier 1987; Miller et al. 1988; Cray et a!. 1988),

4.Formalization/Standardization (Mallory et al.1983;Grinyer et a!. 1986),

5.Disruption, Impedance, Speedups and other Dynamic Factors (Mintzberg et

al.1976; Cray et a!. 1988; Hickson et a!. 1986),

6.Other Process Characteristics:

-Complexity of the Process (Astley et al. 1982; Hickson et a!. 1986; Lyles, 1987),

-Duration (Vroom, 1973; Fahey 1981; Hickson et aL1986; Cray et a!. 1988),

-Risk Taking Behaviour (Miller, 1987).

-Need for Intuition (Lyles and Mitroff, 1980; Butler et a!. 1992).

-Ethics (Lyles and Mitroff 1980).

6.2. ADOPTED DIMENSIONS/ASPECTS OF SB) PROCESSES

The current section addresses the issue of developing concepts reliably describing

dimensions/aspects of SI]) processes, which can be applied across the various

decisions of the sample. When designing this research most of the dimensions of SID

processes appearing in table 6.1 were measured, since a process may be seen both as a

'bargaining zone' where competing interests occur and an arena in which there is

room for rationality, hierarchy and other related notions. The following sections will

focus on these dimensions/aspects.
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i. ThE RATIONALiTY/COMPREHENSIVENESS DIMENSION

Undoubtedly, one of the most important (although highly criticized) dimensions

characterizing any decision process is the rationality-comprehensiveness dimension.

It is the central feature distinguishing between synoptic/rational and incremental

processes, with a prominent role in the decision making literature (e.g. Steiner, 1969;

Undblom, 1968; Allison, 1971; Andrews, 1971; Vroom, 1973; Hart,1992) since

rationality may be considered as synonymous to effectiveness. As Fredrickson and

Mitchell (1984) contend:

"Although the comprehensiveness construct is just one measure of the tent to which an organization's

strategic process approximates a rational model, its multifaceted nature makes it particularly valuable in

understanding the strategic decision making".

As Lyles and Mitroff (1980) contend, despite its importance only a handful of

empirical studies have attempted to operationalize the rationality dimension. For

example, Lyles and Socrats (1975), as well as Lyles and Mitroff (1980) used a multi-

dimensional construct operationalizing rationality as a component of three major

dimensions: emotional involvement, intuition, and use of mathematical techniques.

In the same vein, Janis' (1985) research highlights several criteria for assessing

the quality/rationality of decision making processes. According to him a process can

be characterized as rational when certain criteria are met:

• it covers a wide range of possible alternatives,
• it takes considerably into account all the objectives sought,
• it evaluates carefully the costs and benefits from each alternative,
• it uses extensive search for information,
• it remains alert to any new information and does not hesitate to seek expert

judgement concerning the issue on hand,
• it makes provisions for the implementation of the chosen course of action,

devises contingency plans covering possible deviations from expected
outcomes.

According to Lyles and Thomas (1988), good/rational problem formulations are

based, among others, on such characteristics as valuable past experience of events,

generation of multiple scenarios, strong discussions, action taking, tolerance of

ambiguity, decentralized communication channels, and the ability to vary inquiry

methods according to the nature of the problem.
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Fredrickson (1984), devised perhaps the most elaborate construct to measure

comprehensiveness-rationality of organizational decision making processes. He

adopted a four-stage model including such stages as situation diagnosis, alternative

generation, alternative evaluation and decision integration. For each stage he

constructed additive variables measuring comprehensiveness on seven-point Likert-

type scales. The characteristics distinguishing more rational from less rational

processes were:

• scheduled meetings in each stage
• assignment of primaryresponsibiity (one individual vs several

participants)
• degree of information seeking activities
• degree of systematic use of external sources for information seeking
• number of employees directly involved
• extent to which specialized consultants were used
• years of historical data review
• functional expertise of people involved

Capitalizing on Fredrickson's research framework and based on the discussion of

section 3.1.4, the thesis has adopted the following five stages: (i) the situation

diagnosis stage, (ii) the alternative generation stage, (iii) the alternative evaluation

stage, (iv) the making of the final decision, (v) the integration of the decision.

For each stage Fredrickson's eight rationality elements are measured, on a

Likert type scale. Then the rationality elements for each stage are summed to

construct five additive variables, each representing the rationality-comprehensiveness

dimension of the respective stage. Each variable was then divided by the total number

of items in the scale, so as to achieve scale homogeneity. Table 6.2. presents the way

in which the rationality constructs for each stage in the decision making process were

created. Moreover, the specific name of the variable used by the SPSS programme is

presented together with the location of the respective variable in the questionnaires.

We should note that both Fredrickson and Mitchell, (1984) and various other

researchers who have used similar constructs (e.g. Smith et a!. 1988; Wooldridge and

Floyd, 1990; Bahaee, 1992), have provided adequate validity checks to justify the

repeated use of these measures.
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STS IN TIE DECISION NING PROCESS AM) VARIABLES ASSIGNED
TO EMH STNIE

SITLTION	 ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE MAKING OF 	 DECISION
DIM3NOSIS	 GENERATION	 EVAL1iTION	 FINAL DECIS INTE(ATION

1.EXTEND OF SCIEDILED NEETINGS IN NeetOlag	 MeetGen	 MeetEva	 MeetDecl	 Meetlnte
EH STN	 (P. 351,Q.la) (P. 351,Q.lb) (P. 351,Q.lc) (P.351,Q.ld) (P. 351,Q.le)

2.ASSIGM(NT OF PRIMARY	 ResDiag	 ResGen	 ResEva	 ResDaci	 Reslnte
RESPONSIBILITY:	 (P.351. Q.2a) (P.351. Q.2b) (P.351, Q.2c) (P.351,Q.2d) (P.351, Q.2e)

3.DEGEE OF IIFNATION SEEKING InfoOlag	 Infen	 InfoEva	 -	 -
TIVITIES	 (P.351. Q.3a) (P.351, Q.3b) (P.351. Q.3c)

4.OE(EE OF SYSTEMTIC SEARCH F
INFMATION FR(J4 EXTERNAL 	 Extao lag	 ExteGen	 ExteEva	 -	 Extelnte
SOIRCES	 (P.352. Q.4a) (P.352, Q.4b) (P.352, Q.4c) 	 (P.352, Q. 4)

5.N1IER OF EWIOYEES DIRECTLY	 NeoOfag	 MenGen	 MenEva	 MenDed	 Menlnte
INVOLVED	 (P.352. Q.5a) (P.352, Q.5b) (P.352. Q.5c) (P.352,Q.Sd) (P.352, Q.5e)

6.EXTENT TO 1ICH SPECIALIZED 	 Con2Olag	 Ccsi2Gen	 Con2Evad	 Con2Evad	 Con2lnte
CONStITANTS RE USED	 (P.352, Q.7a) (P.352, Q.7b) (P.352. Q.7c) (P.352,Q.7c) (P.352. Q.7d)

7.YEMS OF KISTCRICAL DATA REVIEW EtN)iag	 EtlEva	 -	 -
(P.353, Q 8a)	 (P.353, Q 8b)

8.FLICTIONAL EXPERTISE USED IN 	 S1Il(EXPEDIAB) St1I(EXPEGEN) S!14(EXPEEVAD) S1II(EXPEEVAD SIJ4(D(PEINTE)
EACH STEP (*)	 (P.353, Q.9b) (P.353, Q 9c) (P.353. Q 9d) (P.353,Q 9d) (P.353. Q 9e)

NIJEER OF VARIABLES ADDED	 8	 7	 8	 5	 6

MAlE OF C .FOSITE VARIABLE	 CCVINi	 C3EN	 C(J[VA	 CONDECI	 COMINTE
REStLTED:

Table 6.2. Extraction of the Rationality/Caiprehenslveness Constructs

ii. FORMALIZATION/STANDARDIZATION OF ThE PROCESS

Another characteristic emerged from the literature review is the degree of

formalization of the process, or else the extent to which the management processes of

the enterprise are explicit, usually compiled in written form. Indeed, organizations as

social systems most of the time tend to introduce some type of formalization when

having to cope with significant issues. This ensures alignment between various layers

in the hierarchy or various units and functions in the organization. Formalization may

take the form of:

1. A formal screening process which helps in deciding whether a specific investment

decision should be further investigated (King, 1975a),

2. Written procedures. which guide decision processes and are strictly followed in

making the final decision (Avionitis, 1980),

* Functional expertise variables for each stage in the process are composite variables, each created by
adding the degree of expertise drawn from 5 different functional areas (marketing, production, engineering.
finance and personnel). See question 9, page 353.
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3. A formalized procedure which helps in the search for alternative courses of

action (King, 1975 a).

4. Some type of standard form or document assisting management to reach a final

decision (Avionitis 1980),

5. Certain hierarchy of approval (e.g. a specific list of top executives) through which

a proposal must proceed (King 1975 a).

6. A specialized department which evaluates new investment projects.

7. Pre-determined rules and techniques for the evaluation of new investment

projects (Avlonitis 1980),

8. Task forces, specially formed committees or liaison devices that exist to facilitate

decision making (Miller, 1987).

We may remind the reader that in measuring the rationality/comprehensiveness

dimension we modified the constructs utilised by Fredrickson (1984), since they have

earned a widespread acceptance in the literature. On the contrary, the various

elements of formalization/standardization have been derived from various authors

and we believe that we should let a factor analysis examination reveal possible

meaningful sub-dimensions.

In total seventeen Likert-type scales ranging from one to seven (where 1-

absolutely false and 7-absolutely true) are factor analysed to result in a model

revealing different dimensions of the formalization-standardization of the process.

Interestingly, as shown in table 6.3 the model resulted in a three factor solution.

The first factor measures the degree of existence of a set of formalized rules

followed during the process. The second, represents the existence of formalized ways

to exchange ideas and finally the third factor, measures what Miller (1987) names as

formal coordination devices, existing to help make the decision. Table 6.4 presents the

scales used to extract the final standardization/formalization constructs and their

location in the first questionnaire. The three finally created factors are principal

components (and not additive variables), derived through the facility available in the

SPSS/PC statistical package (Norusis, 1990b).
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VARIABLE
FRMALIZATION/	 NN€ USED
STAMRDIZATION	 FOR SPSS
DYACTERISTICS	 PROCESSING

I1TEN PROCEIXRE GUIDES PROCESS 	 (F(RWROC)
FORMAL PROCEDIRE TO IDENTIFY ALTERNATIVES	 (FORMALTE)
FORMAL SCREENING PROCEIXRES 	 (INVESTIG)
NIH DIII STANlRDS SET	 (MINSTAND)
FORMAL DOCLIENT GUIDES FINAL DECISION 	 (DOCIJENT)
PREDETERMINED EVALUATION CRITERIA	 (CRITERIA)
PRE-ESTABLISI-ED TECHilQLES FCR SID EVALUATIOH(EVARLLE )

FORMAL DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES (GENSCJED)
AINSTORMING	 (BRAINSTO)

A SPECIFIC DEPARTMENT 14A1(ES EVALUATION	 (SPECDEPT)
FORMAL MEETINGS AND$G TOP MANAGERS 	 (SCFEDUL2)
DELE6ATION OF RESPONSIBILITIES 	 (RESPONSI)
HIERARCIW OF APPROVAL	 (HIERAPRO)

SPECIALLY FORMED TASK FORCES 	 (TASKFCRC)
SPECIALLY FORMED INTERDEPARTMENTAL CCI4IIT. (CCP4IIT1
SPECIALLY FORMED LIAISON DEVICES	 (LIAISON

EIGENVALIE

PERCENTN OF VARIANCE EXPLAINED

CLI4J..ATIVE PERCENTAGE EXPLAINED

FACTOR	 LOADINGS: (1)

FACTOR 1: FACTOR 2: FACTOR 3:

SET OF	 FORMALIZED FORMAL
FORMALIZED WAYS TO	 COORDINATION
RILES	 EXCHANGE	 DEVICES
FOLLD	 IDEAS

.84724

.83807

.79636

	

.71732	 .35672

	

.67653	 .31835

.64599

	

.58453	 .53318

.81355

.77063

.70662

	

.34820	 .59795	 .27312

	

.25958	 .51292	 .38422

	

.43719	 .50283

.90986

.99905

	

.29294	 .76961

6.83	 2.00	 1.48

42.7	 12.5	 9.3

42.7	 55.2	 64.5

Table 6.3 : Factor Analysis Results of Formalization/Standardization of the Process

(1) Factor loadings less than .25 are not reported

LOCATION IN Tif FIRST 	 TOTAL NIJER	 MAlE OF
NAME OF FACTOR	 QLESTIONNAIRE (APPENDIX 1)	 OF ITEMS	 FACTOR

1.SET OF RILES FDILD FORROC PAGE 359, 0.5., ITEM 4
F(RMALTE PAGE 359, 0.5., ITEM 6
INVESTIG PAGE 359, 0.5.. ITEM 1
NINSTAND PAGE 359, Q.5., ITEM 3 	 7	 FORMAl
DOCIJENT PAGE 359, 0.5., ITEM 7
CRITERIA PAGE 359, 0.5., ITEM 2
EVMILE PN 359, Q.5., ITEM 10

2.FORMAL!ZED WAYS TO	 GENSCMED PNE 354. 0.2. • ITEM 2
EXCHANGE IDEAS	 BRAINSTO PAGE 354. 0.2., ITEM 4

SPECOEPT PAGE 359, Q.5., ITEM 9
SCIEDLL2 PAGE 357. 0.1., ITEM 2	 6	 FORMA2
RESPONSI PN3E 359, 0.5.. ITEM 5
HIERAPRO PN 359, Q.5., ITEM 8

3.FCRMAL COORDINATION	 TASKF(RC PAGE 357, 0.2., ITEM 2
DEVICES	 CCHIIT1 PAGE 357, 0.2.. ITEM 1 	 3	 FORMA3

LIAISON PAGE 357, Q.2., ITEM 3

Table 6.4. Extraction of the FonMllzation/Standardization Dimensions
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iii. DEGREE OF REPORTING ACTIVI11ES IN SUPPORT OF THE SD)

Another important aspect of each decision making process is the degree of

reporting and evalutative activities. During the recent 50 years we have witnessed

substantial strides in both financial theory and practice in terms of advancing a

number of techniques for evaluating investment projects (e.g. Weston and Brigham,

198 1; Davis and Pointon, 1984; Sharpe, 1985; Franks et al. 1985). Moreover, extensive

research has been conducted investigating the contribution of modem finance to

investment decision making (Lorange, 1972; Pinches, 1982; Pike, 1989). A significant

number of financial and other devices are available in the attempt of decision makers

to evaluate SIDs. Such devices may, among others, incorporate:

1. financial measures (e.g. cash flows, payback, NPV, IRR).
2. probabilistic assessment of the range of possible results for one or more cash flows.
3. detailed cost studies of each one of the alternatives.
4. proforma financial statements.
5. an explicit ranking of alternatives (e.g. Stein, 1980).
6. contingency plans for possible occurrences.
7. the assumptions on which the evaluation was based.

Despite the significant emphasis given by finance on this point, it seems that

such factors are seen to have less importance in 'real-world' decision making (King,

1975 a; Mintzberg et a!. 1976; Pike, 1983; Marsh et a!. 1988 b; Butler et a!. 1991). It is

worth quoting Butler et al. (1991) who contend that "the emphasis in the capital

budgeting literature on formal investment appraisal using discounted cash flow

methods is misplaced. Equally apparent is the relatively low priority given to risk

and uncertainty factor? (Butler et al. 1991 pp402). The initial data analysis, based

on descriptive statistics, corroborated this view. Nevertheless, it appears worth further

exploring this dimension of SB) processes.

Sixteen seven-point Likert-type scales are used to measure the extension of

formal reporting activities. As shown in table 6.5, when factor analysed they resulted

in two factors. The first factor incorporates variables relating to the reporting on

alternative ways of action. For example, the factor is consisted of such variables as:

• direct comparison of alternatives (ALTECOMP)
• explicit ranking of alternatives (RANKING)
• estimation of each alternative's success probabilities (SUCCESS).



.83675

.82921

.79136

.75421
• 73843
.72483
.69119
.65337
.62455
.62121

.26672

.38130

.53882

9.23

57.7

57.7

29415

.25851

.35267

.47071

.49985

.55926

.46261

.86534

.86265
82659

.79509

.60145

.55678

1.61

10.1

67.8
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On the second factor load all the variables measuring financial reporting

activities. This factor incorporates such variables as:

• use of Net Present Value (NPV) - Internal Rate of Return (IRR), or other
financial devices to evaluate alternatives (NPVIRR)

• incorporation of proforma financial statements (FINSTATE)
• in-depth cost estimations of each alternative (COSTS11JD)
• incorporation of the decision into company-wide financial statements

(COMPANAL)

FACTOR L(DINGS

REPORTING
ACTIVITIES

FACTOR 1:
REPORTING ON
ALTERNATIVE
WAYS OF
ACTION

FACTOR 2:
FINANCIAL
REPORTING

DIRECT CC*4'MISCN OF ALTERNATIVES 	 ALTEC(M')
EXPLICIT RAMING OF ALTERNATIVES 	 RAM(ING
ESTIMATION OF EPCH ALTERNATIVE'S SUCCES PROBABILITIES	 SUCCESS
DEPMTMENTS RKED 01ff LIST OF ALTERNATIVES	 LISTALT
RISK ANALYSIS-SPECIFIED ATIITWE T(JiARD RISK 	 RISKATTI
CONTINGENCY PLANS	 CONTIPLA
FEASIBILITY OF EACH ALTERNATIVE	 FEASIBIL
PROBABILISTIC ASSESSMENT OF TE RANGE OF POSSIBLE RESILTS PRO8ABIL
ESTIMATION OF EACH ALTERNATIVE'S CONSEQLENCES 	 CUNSIDE)
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 	 SENSITIV)

USE OF NPV-IRR PETNCDS 	 NPVIRR)
PROFORMA FINANCIAL STATEMENTS	 FINSTATE)
DETAILED LABOR REQUIREMENTS 	 HYPOTME)
EXPLICITNESS OF HYPOTMESES 	 COSTSTI()
DETAILED COST STIEIES	 CCI4ANAL
INCORPORATION OF SID INTO C .PANNIDE FINANCIAL PLANS 	 LABOR)

EIGENVALL

PCI OF VN

CtN PCT

Table 6.5 : Factor Analysis of Reporting ktivltles In Support of tha SID

* Factor loadings less than .25 are not reported.

LOCATION IN TPE FIRST	 TOTAL NIJIBER	 NN'f OF
NAME OF FACTOR	 Q(ESTIONNAIRE (APPENDIX 1) 	 OF ITEMS	 FACTOR

1.REPORTING ON ALTERNATIVE ALTECCW Page 356, 0.3.. ITEM 6
WAYS OF ACTION	 RAMUNG Page 356, 0.3.. ITEM 14

SUCCESS Page 356, 0.3., ITEM 13
LISTALTE Page 354, Q.2., ITEM 3 	 10	 REP(R1
RISKATTI Page 356. 0.3., ITEM 10
CONTIPLA Page 356, 0.3., ITEM 4
FEASIBIL Page 356, 0.3.. ITEM 3
PRO8ABIL Page 356, Q.3., ITEM 8
CONSIDE Page 356, 0.3.. ITEM 5
SENSITIV Page 356, Q.3., ITEM 11

2.FINANCIAL REPORTING	 - NPVIPR Page 356. 0.3., ITEM 1
FINSTATE Page 356. 0.3., ITEM 9
HYPOTME Page 356, 0.3., ITEM 2	 6	 REP(R2
COSTSTW Page 356, Q.3., ITEM 7
CC)IPANAL Page 357, 0.1., ITEM 6
LABOR Page 356, 0.3., ITEM 12

Table 6.6. Extraction of the Factors Measuring DinEnsions of Reporting
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The two beforementioned factors are finally used to measure the extensiveness of

reporting activities, the first measuring the extent of reporting on alternative wa

of action and the second the extent of financial reporting. Especially the second,

could also be interpreted as 'use of analytical techniques'. Table 6.6. presents the final

reporting variables created and the location of the original scales in the first

questionnaire. One might contend that both factors may be viewed as part of the

degree of rationality characterising SDMPs. We believe, that both represent

dimensions of rationality worthy of further exploration. Thus, we will introduce both

variables into the final factor analysis model and let specific patterns emerge.

iv. DECENTRALIZATION / PARTICIPATION

Central to most accounts of SDMs is the degree of centralization-

decentralization of the process (e.g. Child 1973; Butler et al. 1979; Astley et at. 1982;

Lyles 1987; Cray et al. 1988; Miller et at. 1988). Recent conceptualizations of strategy

formulation question the allegation that strategic decision making is a top

management prerogative. For example, Burgelman (1983; 1988) views strategy as the

outcome of internal corporate venturing, Mintzberg and Waters (1985) descibe

strategy as a pattern in a stream of deliberate and emergent decisions and actions,

Fredrickson (1984), recognizes that several individuals from various layers participate

in strategic decision making, and Schilit (1987) measures the significance of middle-

level managers' involvement.

Two forms of decentralization were taken into account in the course of the

present research i.e. hierarchical decentralization and departmental participation

(also found as lateral communication or cross-functional communication).

Hierarchical decentralization measures the extent of vertical decentralization of

decision making during all the phases of the process, while lateral communication

measures the extent of balanced participation of various departments in the decision

making process. In measuring hierarchical decentralization the approach initially

introduced by Tannenbaum (1968) was followed. It is based on the total amount of
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participation of various hierarchical levels and departments in each of the five phases

of the decision process, since each phase is likely to have a different level of

centralization-decentralization (Grinyer et al. 1986). Five hierarchical levels were

taken into account (i.e. Owner-Main shareholder, CEO, first level directors, middle

managers, lower level managers). Responses were taken on a five-point Likert-type

scale, anchored with 'l'no involvement at this stage, to '5'active involvement and

influence. By adding all the hierarchical layers for every stage in the process, five

additive variables were obtained. Each of them measures the degree of hierarchical

decentralization in the respective stage of the process. Each additive variable was

then divided by five so as to obtain five composite variables ranging from 1-5.

In a similar vein, the degree of lateral communication is measured for five main

departments (i.e. finance-accounting, production, marketing, personnel, and

purchasing). More details about the final variables created, can be found in table 6.7.

All items for both hierarchical and lateral communication were taken from

the first questionnaire, appendix 1, page 358, question 3.

STEPS IN ThE DECISION MAKING PROCESS:

LATERAL C(M4JNICATION	 SITUATION	 ALTERNATIVE	 ALTERNATIVE	 MAKING	 OF	 DECISION
DEPMTNENTAL DECENTRALIZATION 	 DINNOSIS	 GENERATION	 EVALL.IITION	 FINAL	 DECIS	 INTE(?iATION

l.FINANCE-NCOLI4TING	 Al	 Bi	 Cl	 Dl	 El

2.PROOUCTION AND EQUIVALENT DEPTs 	 *2	 B2	 C2	 02	 E2

3.WRKETING DEPMTNENT	 A3	 63	 C3	 03	 E3

4 .PERSOINEL DEPMTNENT 	 M	 64	 C4	 D4	 E4

5.PtRCRSING DEP*RTPENT 	 *5	 65	 C5	 05	 E5

N1IER OF VARIABLES INTO SCALE	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5

MAlE OF SCALE CONSTRUCTED 	 S1.Il(Al. .A5)/5 S1tl(Bl. .65)15 StJl(Cl. .C5)/5 StJI(Dl. .05)/5 StII(El. .E5)/5
DOCCDIMS	 DOCCGEN	 DUECEVA	 DOECOEC	 DUECINTE

SITUATION	 ALTERNATIVE	 ALTERNATIVE	 MAKING	 OF	 DECISION
HIERARCHICAL DECENTRALIZATION	 DINNOSIS	 GENERATION	 EVALUATION	 FINAL	 DECIS INTE(ATION

1 .(1JER-IN SHAREFCIDERS 	 Al	 B!	 Cl	 Dl	 El

2.CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 	 *2	 62	 C2	 02	 E2

3.FIRST LEVEL DIRECT(RS	 *3	 63	 C3	 03	 E3

4.MI0O1EMAIWRS	 U	 64	 C4	 D4	 E4

5.L(YI&R LEVEL MANRS	 *5	 65	 CS	 05	 E5

NLJ€ER OF VARIABLES INTO SCALE	 5	 5	 5	 5	 5

MAlE OF SCALE CONSTRUCTED	 SIJI(Al. .A5)/5 SJl(Bl. .65)/S Si1l(Cl. .C5)/5 SI.14(Dl. .05)/5 SLN(El. .E5)/5
ICCCDIN3	 I1CGEN	 I1)ECEVA	 I(CDEC	 ItCINTE

Table 6.7. Extraction of the (centra11zation Variables
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v. GROUP BEHAVIOUR DIMENSION

Another major dimension/aspect characterizing SDMPs is the group behaviour

dimension. Its importance has been well documented in the literature, because

through the social structure of the organization people acquire the needed power and

credibility to influence strategic decision making (e.g. Cyert and March, 1963; Bower,

1970; Quinn, 1978; Narayanan and Fahey 1982). The literature review part of this

thesis has shed some light on the political model of decision making, the issues

associated with the internal struggle for the acquisition and distribution of power and

authority, and the effort by various sets of political actors to scew the outputs of

decision making and get their positions accepted. The research instrument attempted

to approach several behavioural-political aspects of decision processes by using a

number of seven-point Likert-type scales measuring:

1. degree of coalition formation during the process. This measures the intrusion
of divergent constelation of interests and the formation of various coalitions.

2. degree of negotiation among participants (Pettigrew, 1973; Abel!, 1975;
Mintzberg et a!. 1976; Lyles and Mitroff,1980; Astley et al.1982; Hickson et a!.
1986; Cray et a!. 1988; Wensley et a!. 1989),

3. internal resistance to the decision (Mintzberg et a!. 1976),
4. degree of disagreement on the proper solution to the problem (Cowan, 1991;

Eisenhardt and Bourgeois, 1988),
5. degree of disagreement on the methodology to find a solution to the problem

(Butler et a!. 1991),
6. degree of disagreement on the objectives sought by the decision (e.g. Patchen,

1974; Butler et a!. 1991).

vi. OThER PROCESS DIMENSIONS

Finally, several other dimensions measuring specific aspects of the process are

used. They are:

1.Mintzberg et at. (1976) consider as significant characteristics of the process, what

they call dynamic factors. Such factors may include, among others, poor

coordination, emergence of new unexpected options, managerial turnover,

speedups, feedback delays, comprehension cycles etc. Lyles (1981) made an

excellent description of the cycles and recyles potentially encountered during the

making of strategic decisions. She identified several causes of recycle, including
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new events occuring managerial turnover and stalling tactics. The thesis attempts

to measure the extent of process interruptions (what Astley et a!. 1982 call

'discontinuities') encountered from various dynamic factors. The extent of process

interruptions is measured on a seven-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1= 'not

at all' to 7-'to a very great extent' (see page 360, B8, question no 1).

2.Gestation time, is defined as the time elapsed between the first recognition (what

Lyles 1981 calls 'creeping awareness') of a potential Sifi, to the first reference to a

deliberate action (Hickson et al. 1986; De Geus, 1988). Lyles (1981) reported that

in three quarters of the companies in her sample strategic issues remained at the

'incubation' period for more than a year, while in several cases the issue was

present for more than five years prior to taking any action. The results of the

present study (table 6.8) show that on average the gestation process time lasted for

31 months (about 2.5 years). The gestation process time is an important variable

since it indicates the ability of a company to sense and act on strategic issues.

3.Of particular interest to writers in decision making is another important

characteristic of SID processes: the duration process time (e.g. Mintzberg et aL

1976; Fahey 1981; Astley et aL 1982; Hickson et al.1986; Odiorne, 1986; Schilit and

Paine, 1987; Cray et al.1988; Sharp, 1990). Today's leaders are aware of the

difficulties present in decision making. Odiorne marks the beginning of a

remarkable slowdown in decision making since among others, "hundreds of people

may have a foot on the brake while only one or two can operate the accelerator"

(Odiorne, 1986; pp 34).

We follow Eisenhardt (1989a) and Hickson et a!. (1986) and define duration process

time as the number of months elapsed between the first reference to a deliberate

action, to the time when a specific commitment to act was made (see first

questionnaire, page no 348, question no 6). Both gestation process time and

duration process time are according to Mintzberg et a!. (1976) extremely important

factors in studying strategic decision making processes and they will be further

explored in the course of this study.
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4.Number of alternatives simultaneously considered by management in making the

decision (e.g. Fahey, 1981; Gemunden and Hauschildt, 1985; Langley, 1990; Judge

and Miller 1991). The rational model assumes that all possible alternative ways of

action are thoroughly analysed before the final choice is made. Indeed, the number

of alternatives has a marked influence on the rationality of decision making, as is

proven by Gemunden and Hauschildt, (1985). Despite this, there is enough

evidence to support the allegation that usually no more than four alternatives are

examined (Gemunden and Hauschildt, 1985) and in most cases only one

alternative is subjected to in-depth analysis (Mintzberg et al. 1976). Indeed,

managers usually draw ideas from their repertoire of experiences, are 'blinded' by

a built-in tendency to look at existing ways of doing things, and usually retrieve a

limited number of alternative courses of action (Mazzolini, 1980; Marmaras et aL

1992). Knowledge limitations, managerial experience, lack of time and reluctance

to provide resources are among the possible factors determining the range of

alternatives considered. Moreover, various authors have raised a concern that

insufficient attention is being paid to the process of alternative identification since

the number and quality of alternatives developed is among the significant factors

influencing decision quality (Alexander, 1979).

Table 6.8 presents descriptive statistics of all the variables used to describe SD

making processes. As is illustrated, the means of all the variables vaiy by .60 or more.

This variance is large enough to allow statistically significant differences to emerge in

subsequent data analysis.

6.3. FACTOR ANALYSIS OF SID PROCESS DIMENSIONS

Altogether, the dimensions/aspects of decision processes reported in section 6.2

are thirty. Undoubtedly, they provide a detailed categorization of strategic decision

process characteristics, but their great number is a major obstacle to the objective of

extracting meaningful results through a limited number of significant dimensions.
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In an attempt to achieve parsimony in all those 30 dimensions and with the aim

to reveal common patterns among them, all the aforementioned variables are factor

analysed. Factor analysis certainly provides a means of reducing the number of

variables without great loss of information. Moreover, it serves to identify the

important qualitative distinctions in the data. Table 6.9 presents the results of factor

analysis. Thirty variables are entered in the factor analysis model, which utffises

varimax rotation method together with Kaiser normalization. By using eigenvalues

greater than one, factor analysis results reveal the existence of nine meaningful

factors. Scree test also corroborates the existence of nine orthogonal factors

describing different dimensions of strategic decision making processes.

VARIABLE NN€
	

VARIABLE MAlE PEN STh NIH MAX NUIBER

USED BY SPSS
	

DEV	 OFITENS

C()'REIENSIVENESS IN DIAGNOSIS

C(WREFENSIVENESS IN ALTERNATIVE GENERATION

CCWREIENSIVENESS IN ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION

CCMREIENSIVENESS IN MAKING TiE FINAL DECISION

CfREIENSIVENESS IN INTE(ATING TIE DECISION

HIERARCHICAL DECENTRALIZATION IN DIAGNOSIS

HIERARCHICAL DECENTRALIZATION IN ALTERN.GENER.

HIERARCHICAL DECENTRAL. IN ALTERN.EVALUATION

HIERARCHICAL DECENTRALIZATION IN FINAL DECISION

HIERARCHICAL DECENTRALIZATION IN INTE(ATION

LATERAL C0+UIICATION IN DIAGNOSIS

LATERAL CCI+IMICATION IN ALTERNATIVE GENERATION

LATERAL C+UICATION IN EVALUATION

LATERAL CC+UIICATION IN DECISION

LATERAL CCI44JIICAT ION IN INTE(ATION

REPTING ON ALTERNATIVE WYS OF NTION

FINANCIAL REP(RTING ACTIVITIES

SET OF F(RMALIZED RILES TO BE FOLLC&D

FCMALIZED YS TO EXCHANGE IDEAS

FMAL CODINATION DEVICES

LITION FMATION

SCOPE OF NE60TIATION

INTERNAL RESISTNICE

DIRATION GESTATION TINE

DIRATION PROCESS TIlE

DISAlEE1ENT ON APPROPRIATE SOLUTION

DISMEE)ENT ON METIUDOLOGY TO BE F(LLD

DIS1EENENT ON TIE OBJECTIVE SOLXHT BY SID

NLMER OF ALTERNATIVES

EXTENT OF PROCESS INTERRLPTIONS

CIIMAG

CONGEN

CcIEVA

CICECI

C0IINTE

lCEDIN3

ICEGEN

ICECEVA

ICECOECI

ICECINTE

DOECDIN

DOECGEN

DOECEVA

IXJECDECI

DOECINTE
*

REP1
*

REPOP.2
*

FMA1
*

FRNA2
*

FMA3

aL 1110

NE60TIAT

RESIST1

GESTATIO

SLWTIME

MESOLU

NEflC

A4PLRPO

kTERN

INTERRLP

Table 6.8 : Descriptive Statistics of Initial Process Variables Entered into Factor Analysis

* Variables nrked with an asterisc represent factors (principal capcnertts)
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Several methodological precautions were seriously considered when conducting

this factor analysis. First, all the factor loadings are well above the criterion

established by Kim and Mueller (1978), (which is +/-0.46), thus strengthening our

confidence in the resulting factors. Moreover, the model appears to be particularly

strong by explaining 78.5 % of the total variance.

Several other statistical measures are considered with the aim to substantiate the

reliability of resulting factors. One of the most important is the Bartlett's test of

sphericity. It is used to test the hypothesis that the correlation matrix is an identity

matrix with diagonal terms equal to one and off diagonal terms equal to zero. It can

be seen from table 6.9. that the Bartlett test of sphericity is very large and the

associated significance very small, so it appears unlikely that the population

correlation matrix is an identity.

The Kaiser-Meyer-011dn measure of sampling adequacy (MSA), is also

computed. The MSA provides a measure of the extent to which variables belong

together and are thus appropriate for factor analysis. According to Stewart (1981), the

MSA is probably the best of the methods currently available to examine the

appropriateness of a matrix for factoring. As can be seen from table 6.9 the MSA is

near .70 which is very satisfactory.

Finally, taking into account the exploratory nature of the work, we followed

Stewart's (1981) advise and conducted an oblique rotation for comparative reasons.

As can be seen from table 6.10, the extracted factors are identical irrespective of

rotation method. Factor loadings are also very similar,further supporting the

orthogonality of the factors.

It is also worth mentioning that Lawley's and Maxwell's (1971) suggestion that

the sample should contain at least 51 more cases than the number of variables entered

into the model is marginally violated. Despite the comparatively medium-sized

sample, examination of table 6.9 reveals a factor structure so in accord with

expectations that it can be plausibly argued that our sample size was sufficient.
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However, following Dess and Beard (1984), we may contend that sampling error has

been minimized by achieving a sample approaching 45% of the actual population.

Moreover, despite this violation the model showed remarkable stability of results

when several variables were dropped and reentered, proving that results tend to

behave in a consistent way giving the same factors.

In trying to comply with Lawley's and Maxwell's (1971) sample size rule, table

6.11 presents the results of a reduced" factor analysis model, where selected process

characteristics are entered. Again factor structure shows remarkable stability

producing the same factors.

Surprisingly enough, despite the large number of variables entered, the model of

table 6.9 resulted in just nine factors, all reflecting distinct, easily interpretable and

internally consistent dimensions of strategic decision making processes. We explored

several alternative ways of treating the data. For example, we used the respective

facility provided by SPSS, in an attempt to reduce the number of factors resulted,

since we recognized that the last three or four factors contributed only about 16% of

the total variance explained. One idea was to 'cut' the last three factors of table 6.9 by

forcing SPSS to produce seven or even six factors. A great number of ideas were

explored and a great number of factor analyses were produced. Surprisingly, the factor

structure did not change significantly and the resulting factors were still easily

interpretable. Unfortunately, by this artificial elimination of factors we recognized

that potentially useful information was lost. For example, such dimensions as

duration-timing, formal coordination devices, and financial reporting were

incorporated in the initial factors. Since we did not want to loose this remarkably

clear and theoretically sound pattern of factors emerged in table 6.9, we preferred to

adhere to the original modeL

A final point to be discussed concerns the extent of intuition added to the whole

process. This dimension may be seen as being opposite to rational decision making

although this is not necessarily always true, since even the most rational decisions may

incorporate elements of intuition (e.g. Noel, 1989; Butler, 1991). For exploratory
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reasons a composite variable consisted of four items measuring degree of intuition

used during the various steps of the decision making process, was incorporated in

various factor analysis models. Unfortunately, this composite variable was highly and

negatively related to the variables measuring rationality and in various runs

'disappeared' into other rationality dimensions by loading high on the first factor.

Thus, it was preferred not to use intuition as a separate dimension, despite its

theoretical salience (e.g. Simon, 1987; Butler et al. 1992).

6.4.EXPLANATION OF FACTORS EMERGED

Each of the dimensions resulting in table 6.9 was given a specific name indicating

the meaning of the variables loading on that factor. Factor one, incorporates six

variables measuring rationality/comprehensiveness of the five steps in the process,

plus extent of formalized ways to exchange ideas. It is the main factor accounting for

44.6% of the total variance explained. Obviously it deals with the rationality!

comprehensiveness dimension of SID processes.

In factor two all five variables measuring hierarchical decentralization appear

to load highly.

Factor three incorporates four out of the five variables measuring the degree of

lateral communication plus the variable measuring the number of alternatives taken

into account. It explains 9% of the variance and measures the degree of lateral

communication. The appearance of a number of alternatives taken into consideration

in the factor measuring lateral-departmental communication, may indicate the role

and importance of various departments, or functional areas in contributing to SDM

by proposing specific alternative ways of action. Indeed, if we adopt the view of Astley

et al. (1982), that an organization's division of labour contributes to the development

of 'local perspectives' within the organization, then the loading of the variable

'number of alternatives' on the departmental communication factor enhances the view

that various 'local perspectives' and 'views of the world' are reconciled during the

making of SIDs.
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FACTOR	 LOADINGS:*

FNTOR 1: FMTOR 2: FNTOR 3: FACTOR 4: FACTOR 5: FACTOR 6: FACTOR 7 FACTOR 8 FACTOR 9
PROCESS RATIONALITY HIERARCHICAL LATERAL 	 POLITICIZA- PROBLEM TIMING-	 SET OF	 FORMAL	 FINANCIAL
CHRACTE-	 DECENIRALI- CaIMICA- lION	 SOLVING DIRATION FORMALIZED COORDINATION REPORTING
RISTICS	 ZATION	 lION	 DISSENSUS OF hf	 RLLES	 DEVICES

PROCESS

ONINTE
cc€VA

CIID(CI
C43EN
FORMA2

ICECEVA
ICECLCI
HDEcGEN
HOECINTE
FCECDIM

DOEGEN
DOECEVA
MALTERN
DOECOECI
D0ECDIN

C04L 1110
NEGOTIAT
RESIST1

NPIPPO
IETICOOL
NESOLU

St14'TINE
GESTATIO
INTERRLP

FORMAl
REPOR1

FORMA3

REPOR2
DOECINTE

.83330

.83800

.82939

.82809	 .25025

.82547

.72966

.89253

.85729

.83189

.82111

.80520

27704	 .30057
.38688

.45358	 .32487

.44337

37961

.42252

.39544

.27937

- .32806

- .27962

.80804

.71727

	

.65480	 .27703	 .26182
64945

	

.47559	 -.29443	 .34289

.86088

.75021

.73912

.87716

	

.74850	 -.34099

	

.26457	 .69463	 -.25167

.77502

	

.68402	 -.28679	 -.40541

	

.44243	 .56257

.74946

	

.31055	 .32035	 - .27016	 .54946

.81266

.61560

	

.43180	 -.54685

EIGENVALL.E	 9.26	 3.13	 2.70	 2.03	 1.74	 1.34	 1.23	 1.11	 1.01
PCI OF VAR	 30.9	 10.4	 9.0	 6.8	 5.8	 4.5	 4.1	 3.7	 3.4
CLII PCI	 30.9	 41.3	 50.3	 57	 62.9	 67.3	 71.4	 75.1	 78.5

Table 6.9 : Factor Analysis Results of Initial Dependent Variables

* Factor loadings less than .25 are not reported.
The vari,ux rotation i,etd vs used,
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkln ,naasure of sai'pl ing adequacy (MSA=. 68035)
Bartlett test of sphericity 1563 si,1ficance of 0.00000
There are 58 (6.7%) off-diagonal of AIC Matrix > 0.09
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*
FACTOR	 LOADINGS:

FMT(R 1: FNT(R 2: FMT(R 3: FNT(R 4: FACTCR 5: FPCT(R 6: FT(R 7	 FMT( 8	 FPCTCR 9
PROCESS	 RATIONALITY POLITICIZA- HIERMCHICAL PROOLEM 	 TIMING-	 SET OF	 FCJMAL	 LATERAL	 FINANCIAL
CHARTE-	 11011	 DECENIRALI- SOLVING	 DIRATION F(RNALIZED CO(RDINATION CCI+UIICA- REP(JTING
RISTICS	 ZATION	 DISSENSJ.	 OF lit	 RLLES	 DEVICES	 TION

PROCESS

C01IINTE	 .86578
C01SEN	 .82900
C01I)I	 .82273
CCMCI	 .81719
CC)€VA	 .78360
FRMA2	 .72028	 -.36515

CLITIO	 .87842
NEGOTIAT	 .73589
RESISI1	 .71827

I)ECEVA	 .88891
ICECOECI	 .87039
I4)EC(N	 .84437
ICECINTE	 .84156	 .28893
IOECDIM3	 .82492

NP1RP0	 .89035
NETNCOOL	 .73950	 - .31900
NESOLU	 .68976	 - .25162

S014'TD(	 .79178
(STATIO	 .66160	 -.29080	 -.38780
INTERRIP	 .38405	 .53485

F(RM1	 .73240
REP(R1	 .26963	 .30738	 -.26511	 .50840	 .25386

FCMA3	 .82482

DOECGEN	 .83359
DOECEVA	 - .26045	 .71982
I*ALTERN	 .27276	 .69968
DOECOECI	 .25738	 .61252
DOECDIM3	 .32165	 -.34378	 -.25608	 .42353	 -.36146

REP2	 .34323	 .60855
DOECINTE	 .29947	 .39202	 -.56295

EIOFNVALLE	 9.26	 3.13	 2.70	 2.03	 1.74	 1.34	 1.23	 1.11	 1.01
PCI OF VM	 30.9	 10.4	 9.0	 6.8	 5.8	 4.5	 4.1	 3.7	 3.4

Clii PCI	 30.9	 41.3	 50.3	 57	 62.9	 67.3	 71.4	 75.1	 78.5

Table 6.10 : Oblique Factor Analysis Results of Initial Dependent Variables

* Principal Caixwient Analysis (PCA) s us&J,together with Oblique Rotation (Oblimin) and Kaiser Nonselization.
Factor loadings less than .25 are not reported.
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FACTOR	 LOADINGS:*

SELECTED	 FPCTOR 1	 FPCTIR 2	 FPCTCR 3	 FPCTOR 4 FPCT(R 5
PROCESS	 RATIONALITY HIERARCHICAL LATERAL 	 FINANCIAL F(Rt4L
CHR.IERI-	 IICENTRALI- CC)4lLRICA- 	 REP(RTING COORDINATION
STICS	 ZATION	 lION	 DEVICES

I43EN
ONINTE

CI€VA
ccic€ci
RRMA2

ONDIN3
REPOR1

FCEEVA
IOECGEN
FCECINTE
ICD€CI
C(cDIN3

DOECEVA
D0€CGEN
DOECOECI
FORMAl
DOECDIN3
DOECINTE

REPR2

FORMA3

EIGENVALLE

PCI OF VAR

C114 PCT

.84130

.82455

.81192

.80451

.78684

.71891

.61277

.88514

.86000

.83639

.82472

.78788

• 27233	 .26249
.34788

.38463	 .38696

• 25759
.43172	 .33246

.26577

	

8.93	 2.56

	

44.6	 12.8

	

44.6	 57.4

.25532

	

.28619	 .29928
.27121

-.33964

	

.25783	 .43330

	

.31743	 -.30170

.80546

.75218

.70577
• 54485

	

.51002	 .50901

	

.50594
	

- .30801

.75312

J.83609 I

	1.45
	

1.20
	

1.03

	

7.2
	

6.0
	

5.1

	

64.7
	

70.6
	

75.8

Table 6.11 : Ccriflniiatory Factor Analysis with a aller Nuther of Process Characteristics

* Factor loadings less than .25 are not reported.

In the fourth factor three variables load highly. They measure the extent of

coalition formation, the degree of negotiation taken place among major participants

and finally the degree of internal resistance encountered. If we accept the definition

of Hickson et al. (1986 pp 59) that politicality is "the degree to which influence is

exerted through a decision-making process upon the outcome", then we should also

accept that the delicate tension maintained between various stakeholders becomes

more acute when negotiations among participants take place, coalitions are formed to

support different views or internal resistance is explicated with the aim to influence

the outcome of the decision making process. Thus, factor four is interpreted as

measuring degree of politicization of the process.
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Factor five incorporates three variables indicating problem solving dissensus.

The rational-normative strategic management literature as well as the incremental-

political perspective posits the importance of consensus, considering it among the

major characteristics of strategy formulation and strategic decision making (Ansoff,

1965; Allison, 1971; Andrews, 1971). Often, strategic decision making is seen as a

consensus-building process (Steiner, 1979; Nielsen, 1981; Hrebiniak and Joyce, 1984),

and Japanese management style considers consensus building as a key element

(Ouchi, 1981). The three items comprising the construct (i.e. disagreement on the

objectives sought by the decision, on the proper methodology to follow and on the

proper solution to the problem) more or less refer to the early stages of the decision

process, where ideas are exchanged, opinions are expressed and the first seeds of a

subsequent political process are planted. This explains the moderately high and

positive correlation coefficient revealed between the dissensus factor and the

politicization factor (see table 6.14). The problem solving dissensus construct,

although not the same, seems to be opposite to what Hambrick (1981) calls 'strategic

awareness' within top management teams, in the sense that it measures not the degree

of agreement but of disagreement among managers. It appears that in cases where

problem solving dissensus occurs at the early stages of the decision making process,

one expects the whole process to experience high politicization. Furthermore, it would

be very interesting to explore and contrast the relationship of these two seemingly

related variables with the various contextual elements treated in the subsequent

chapters.

It will be seen that factor six incorporates the two variables measuring the

duration of the process, i.e. duration gestation time and duration process time.

Together the two variables measure the duration-timing of the process from the

initial awareness of an emerging SID to the end of the process.

The seventh factor incorporates two variables measuring the existence of a set

of formalized rules to be followed and the extent of reporting on alternative ways of

action (which again, can be explained as a type of formalism). The first variable loads
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significantly higher than the second, and its factor loadings across factors show a

much clearer pattern. Only one variable loads on factor eight. This variable explains

4% of the total variance and measures the extent of existence of formal coordination

devices, which are an integral part of its organizational structure (e.g. Miller, 1989).

Finally, factor nine is explained as the extent of financial reporting (use of financial

techniques) during the making of the SIL).

In summary, the factor analysis model resulted in a number of meaningful and

independent factors showing a remarkable consistency of relating variables loading on

the same factor. Factor loadings for each separate factor are very high, thus enhancing

the reliability of the final model. Theoretical support to the resulting nine-factor

model is provided by Camillus (1982). He developed a framework for reconciling the

logical incrementalism and rational/synoptic schools of thought, and argued that three

dimensions (the analytical, the interactive and the temporal dimension) adequately

describe the process of strategic planning processes. The analytical dimension of

strategic processes is adequately captured in this study by the constructs of

rationality/comprehensiveness, financial reporting, set of formalized rules and formal

coordination devices. Camilus' integrative dimension is captured by the constructs of

hierarchical decentralization, lateral communication, politicization and problem

solving dissensus. Finally, elements of what Camillus (1982) characterizes as the

temporal dimension are captured by the dimension of duration and gestation process

time (duration-timing).

The nine-dimensional framework adopted is similar to that of Cray et aL (1988).

Indeed, the scrutiny dimension is captured by the rationality/ comprehensiveness and

financial reporting dimensions, the interaction dimension is captured by the

politicization and problem-solving dissensus dimensions, the centrality dimension is

similar to our hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication dimensions,

and finally the duration dimension is captured by both studies.
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6.5. TREATMENT OF VARIABLES

There are three ways in which one can treat the factors resulting from a factor

analysis modeL The first and most commonly used is the creation of an additive

variable by summing all the individual items loading on the factor and then averaging

by the number of items in the scale. This can be done only when the addition is

theoretically sound. Due to the very clear factor structure, and the very high Cronbach

Alpha reliabifity coefficients resulting, this method is generally prefered in the course

of this research (Cronbach, 1951; Cronbach and Meehl, 1955).

The second method is to use only the variable with the highest loading as

representative of the factor. In the course of this research this method is used only in

cases where one variable loads significantly higher than the others on the factor, and

the rest of the variables are highly binded conceptually with this variable, so as not to

loose important information. Finally, the third method is to create a factor out of the

principal components, by using the respective facility provided by certain statistical

packages like SPSS. This method was only used in creating the reporting and

formalization variables of tables 6.3 and 6.5, but was not prefered in subsequent

analysis due to the very clear structure of the factor analysis models.

More specifically, five out of the six variables loading on factor one measure

rationality-comprehensiveness for a particular stage in the decision making process.

These variables are highly correlated and exhibit considerable convergent validity.

Following Fredrickson (1984), we created an additive construct measuring overall

comprehensiveness by summing the five variables (addition of all the composite

variables of table 6.2) and dividing the output by 5.

Factor two is treated as an additive variable by summing up all the variables

measuring hierarchical decentralization in each step of the process and dividing the

output by five. The same method is followed in factor three by summing the five

variables measuring lateral communication and dividing by five. The variable

measuring the number of alternatives taken into consideration was deliberately

ommitted due to its very different measurement.
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Factor four is translated into one variable by adding the three variables loading

on this factor plus the scale measuring the degree of process interruptions

experienced. Again, the output was divided by the number of items (i.e. four). A

similar additive procedure is followed in factor five. In factor six only the first two

variables measuring the gestation time and the process duration respectively, are

added. The third variable (dynamic factors-process interruptions) is measured on a

seven point Likert-type scale which is very different and cannot be validly summed to

the other two. Table 6.12 presents the way in which factors four, five and six were

transformed into additive variables.

LOCATION IN TIE FIRST I'EASLREWNT OF INDIVIDUb1L VARIABLES	 NNIE OF
QUESTIONNAIRE	 C014'RISING TIE CONSTRUCT 	 C(M'OSITE
(APPENDIX 1)	 VARIABLE

POLITICIZATION

1.DECREE OF COALITION FCRMATION 	 PN3E 359, 0.5 ITEM 13 ALL VARIABLES ARE NEASLRED ON SEVEN
2.DECREE OF NEGOTIATION 	 PN3E 359. 0.5 ITEM 14 POINT SCALES RANGING FRON (1)ABSOLIffELY
3.INTERNAL RESISTANCE TO TIE SID 	 PM3E 360, 0.2 ITEM 8 FALSE TO (7)ABSOLUTELY TRUE (FIRST 1 	 POLITICI
4.D(CREE OF PROCESS INTERRIJ'TIONS	 PP& 360, Q.B 8.1	 ITEMS]. CR FRON (1)NOT AT ALL TO

EXPERIENCED	 (7)10 A VERY (PEAT EXTENT [ITEMS 3 & 4]

PROBLEM SOLVING DISSENSUS

1.DE(EE OF DISMEENENT ON 11€ PROPER SOLUTION PNE 350, Q.18 ITEM 1 ALL TIREE VARIABLES ARE NEASIRED ON

2.DE(EE OF DISEEt.ENT ON 11€ NETIGOOLOGY	 PN 350, Q.18 ITEM 2 SEVEN-POINT SCALES RANGING FRC*4
TO FIND A SOLUTION TO TIE PROBLEM 	 (1) ABSOLIJFELY FALSE TO (7) ABSOLUTELY DISSENSU

3.DECREE OF DISAGEE1ENT ON TIE OBJECTIVES 	 PN 350, Q.18 ITEM 3 TRUE
SOUSHT BY TIE DECISION

PROCESS TIMING - DIRATION

1.D&RATION GESTATION TINE	 PN 348, Questicx 5 BOTH VARIABLES ARE MEAS(.RED IN
2.DLRATION PROCESS TINE 	 PM 348, (iestion 6 NUER OF NDNTHS	 TIMING

Table 6.12. Extraction of CQiposite Variables out of Factors Four, Five and Six

In factor seven only the first variable was taken as representative of the factor

because it loads significantly higher than the second item, and also seems to better

represent formalization. Similarly, in factor nine the variable measuring financial

reporting is taken as representative of the whole factor.
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6.6. DISCUSSION

In summary, the study proposes that the process of making decisions of a

strategic nature may be reliably described by nine dimensions/aspects. These provide

an extensive, but by no means exhaustive, characterization of SB) processes. Table

6.13 presents some summary statistics of the final dependent variables, together with

the Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficients for each one of them. It is worth noting

that with the exception of the duration-timing construct, reliability coefficients are

extremely high, thus strengthening our confidence in the resulting dimensions. The

seemingly low Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient of the duration-timing variable

does not raise any concern about the appropriateness of the construct, since it is

composed of internally consistent variables measuring the number of months elapsed

from the first recognition of a potential SB) to the final committment to act.

Moreover, our concern about the reliability is completely waived if we consider that

the two variables are veiy broad, since they are measured in number of months.

Finally, evaluating the 0.45 Cronbach Alpha for this construct we should bear in mind

that since it resulted form the addition of two variables, it is within the acceptable

range of 0.45-0.60 set by Van De Ven and Ferry (1979).

Overall, the nine resulting factors are found to be internally consistent and

reliable. Reliability levels especially for the rationality construct are higher than those

achieved by Fredrickson and other researchers (e.g. Fredrickson, 1984; Smith et aL

1988). Furthermore, despite the fact that the finally resulted variables tap dimensions

of the same phenomenon (i.e. the strategic decision making process) as is evident in

table 6.14 they do not experience very high correlation coefficients. Most of the

process characteristics experience weak or moderately high correlation coefficients,

all of which are in the expected direction. For example the formalization construct is

positively and significantly related to the notion of rationality, an association argued

by several researchers (e.g. Langley, 1989).
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LABEl.	 VARIABLE NC.AN STD HIM WX ALPHA	 NCAII

0EV	 RELIABILITY INTER-ITEM

(IF SCALE) C(RRELATION

RATIONALITY IN (If STEPS	 RATIONAL 3.26	 .73 1.54 4.50	 .9389	 .7548
*

FINANCIAL REP(TIN6	 REP(R2	 -.00 1.00 -2.15 1.80	 .9004	 .6010

SET OF FORWLIZED RILES TO BE F0LLD F'A1 * -.00 1.00 -1.74 2.17 	 .8928	 .5433

FCMAL COC$DINATI0N DEVICES	 F(B43 * -.00 1.00 -1.33 2.71	 .8831	 .7157

HIERARCHICAL DECENTRALIZATION	 HIERDECE 2.77	 .54 1.36 4.04	 .9268	 .7170

LATERAL C+UICATI0N	 DEPADECE 2.23	 .56 1.35 3.80	 .8738	 .5806

POLITICIZATION	 POLITICI 2.97 1.34 1.00 6.50	 .7684	 .4533

PROBLEM SOLVING DISSENS&JS 	 DISSENSU 2.50 1.27 1.00 6.67	 .7134	 .4534

DI.RATION - TIMING OF TPE PROCESS 	 TIHING2 42.07 35.48 3.00 168.0	 .4523	 .2922

Table 6.13: Descriptive Statistics of Final Dependent Variables

* Variables merked with an asteri are factors (principal caonents) incorporated in the analysis

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8

1. RATIONALITY/	 1.00
CCIIPREIENSIVENESS
(RATIONAL)

2. EXTENT OF FINANCIAL	 .46	 1.00
REPRTING PCTIVITIES
(REPCR2)

3. SET OF F(INALIZED	 . 28	 .19	 1.00
RILES FOLLD(F(MA1)

4. FCPMAL CODINATION 	 .32*	 .19	 -.00	 1.00
DEVICES (FC1MA3)

5. HIERARCHICAL	 .42m	 .35	 .01	 .34	 1.00
DECENTRALIZATION
(HIERDECE)

6. LATERAL	 .62m	 .35	 .27*	 .45	 .54	 1.00
4ILIilCATION

(DEPADECE)

7. POLITICIZATION	 .31	 .10	 -.11	 .25*	 .14	 .07	 1.00
(POLITICI)

8. PROBLEM SOLVING	 -.01	 -.12	 -.14	 -.00	 .01	 -.08	 .27*	 1.00
DISSENSL5 (DISSENSLJ)

9. DIRATION-TIHING OF	 .10	 .14	 _.22* -.09	 .02	 -.05	 .19	 .04
TIL PROCESS (TIHING2)

Table 6.14 : Correlations Muig SID Process Dimensions

*	 SIGNIFICANT AT .05	 **	 SIGNIFICANT AT .01	 m SIGNIFICANT AT .001
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Chapter 7

Association Between

Project (SID) and

Process Characteristics
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7.1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 7 presents the empirical results exploring the association between

project (i.e. specific SB)) and process characteristics. First, under the heading of

'short bibliographical review' an attempt will be made to pinpoint some of the trends

of the literature on issue labeling and to identify gaps in the research. Furthermore,

section 7.3 identifies the various SID characteristics-labels, commonly used by

managers. The subsequent sections deal with the SID characteristics used in the

course of this research, advance specific hypotheses on the association between SI])

characteristics and processes followed, and present and discuss the empirical results.

7.2. SHORT BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REVIEW

Managers, especially those at the top positions of organizations, are constantly

bombarded by a tidal wave of ill structured situations events or trends. One of the

most critical tasks they face is to assign meaning and categorize these events into

comprehensible groups prior to taking any action. Indeed, significant interest has

recently emerged in trying to understand managerial cognition (e.g. Schwenk 1985;

1986; 1988; Cowan, 1986; 1990; Dutton and Duncan, 1987; Haley and Stumph, 1989).

This comparatively novel line of research adds to the theory and research in

organizational decision making. It contends that a great deal of what the traditional

models of decision making (e.g.rational, incremental, political etc.) say, seem to only

partially account for the significance of decision maker's cognition at the very early

stages of decision making. It accepts that managers, as human beings may suffer from

profound limitations e.g. information processing capacity limits, and biases towards

action and cognition. Furthermore, it contends that several organizational and

individual filters, such as cognitive frames, personal interests, limitations and anxiety

of decision makers, group dynamics, may shape the way in which decision makers

perceive and interpret strategic issues (Dutton et al. 1983; Milburn et at. 1983 a; b;

Daft and Weick 1984; Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Ramaprasad and Mitroff, 1984;

Starbuck and Milliken, 1988; Thomas and McDaniel, 1990).
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Indeed, the existing literature offers significant confirmation of the idea that

managers, in their attempt to better understand the world around them, tend to

classify the vast array of problems and issues faced into certain categories according

to the characteristics they posses, by means of assigning them linguistic labels

(Mintzberg et a!. 1976; Dutton and Jackson, 1987; Day and Lord, 1992). Such labels

may include notions of opportunity/crisis, ambiguity, uncertainty, controlabifity etc.

Current research has proved that the same internal or external stimuli may get

completely different interpretations from managers in different organizations or even

within the same organization (Dutton and Jackson, 1987). The most important

implication of this is that the categorization of an issue and the meaning attached to

it, is probably a vital step, not only in interpreting the issue but also in triggering

specific organizational responses. In other words, the way issues and decisions are

perceived by top management may influence the information gathered, the

alternatives considered, the stakeholders participating, and the arenas in which action

takes place (Mintzberg et a!. 1976; Stein 1981b; Dutton and Jackson 1987).

For example, it is assumed that when an issue is labelled as a crisis, actions taken

and responses experienced will be completely different from the case where the

decision is perceived as an opportunity (Milburn et a!. 1983 b; Dutton 1986; Dutton

and Jackson 1987; Jackson and Dutton 1988).

Despite these efforts, there still remain significant gaps in our understanding of

the impact of decision labeling on subsequent organizational actions. With few

exceptions (e.g Dutton et al.1983; Fredrickson, 1985; Dutton, 1986; Dutton Ct a!.

1989; Cray et al. 1991), the existing research has failed to provide an empirical

framework for explaining how perceived SB) characteristics may shape decision

processes. Much of the literature remains speculative, and untested, while most of the

empirical work done focuses on a narrow set of decision characteristics (e.g crisis,

opportunity), or on the influence of specific labels-characteristics on the early stages

of issue identification and issue diagnosis. Dutton et al. (1983) as well as Dutton and

Jackson (1987) stress the need for further empirical exploration.
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7.3. IDENTIFiCATION OF PERCEIVED SB) CHARACTERISTICS

One of the most thorough recent research efforts examining decision

characteristics belongs to the Bradford group of researchers (Hickson and

colleagues, 1986). They view SDs as consisting of mainly four broad characteristics.

The first (rarity) refers to the frequency with which decisions of the same nature

arise in an organizations history. The second characteristic deals with the

consequences the decision may imply for the whole company. More specifically, four

aspects of consequences are examined i.e. the radicallity of consequences, the

seriousness of consequences, the diffusion of consequences and the endurance of

consequences. The third characteristic (precursiveness), deals with the extent to

which the SID sets parameters for other decisions or actions within the company.

Finally, the fourth characteristic examines the complexity of involvements present.

This notion may account for the number and the diversity of interests involved and

the openness of various alternatives to action.

Stein (1981b), introduced another structural dimension called "ramifications of

a strategic issue". It attempts to distinguish between strategic decisions demanding a

single solution and decisions that involve many interdependent parts requiring

sequential-interrelated decisions. Another important characteristic is, according to

Stein, a decision's perceived intensity. This is measured by its degree of importance,

its degree of complication and its degree of influence on manager's own career.

Stein also introduced a third characteristic which refers to the judgement that

managers usually make about the easiness with which a given issue can be solved. This

judgement is hypothesized to have a direct influence on the formulation of the

problem, the search for alternative courses of action and the political behaviour.

In a theoretical approach to decision characteristics, Beach and Mitchell

(1978), divided them into two distinct groups: those inherent to a decision problem

(i.e. unfamiliarity, ambiguity, complexity and instabifity) and those referring to the

environment of the decision (i.e. irreversibility, significance, accountability, and

time and money constraints).
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Dutton et aL (1989), in a brief literature review classified the characteristics of

strategic issues into four distinct categories: the analytic dimensions, and the

dimensions of issue content, issue action and issue source.

Indeed, there is a large number of characteristics which can be attributed to a

decision. By using Dutton et aL (1989) classification, table 7.1 sorts out most of the

characteristics presented in the international bibliography, together with the sources

from which they are drawn. Next we briefly describe the meaning of some of the most

common decision characteristics appearing in table 7.1:

1. Rarity-novelty of the SB) is the frequency with which similar decisions arise in

the organization (Hage, 1980; DIO International Research Team, 1983; Hickson et

al. 1986). The research adopts the meaning attached to this notion by Hickson et

al. (1986), which implies that what is important in defining the term is not how

often decisions of the same topic-category (e.g. new product introductions) occur,

but how often decisions of the same nature (e.g. novel new product introductions)

appear.

2. Familiarity, measures the degree to which the decision in question is not foreign

to decision makers. On the contrary, they feel confident to posses the necessary

problem-solving experience through involvement with problems of the same

nature. This in turn, is expected to significantly influence the attitudes of managers

towards strategic problem formulation and general strategic decision making

(Taylor, 1974; Beach and Mitchell 1978; Marmaras et al. 1992)

3. Magnitude of impact: To what extent the consequences of the decision bear

significantly upon organization e.g. on cost, profit, sales, product range, quality, etc.

(e.g. Beach & Mitchell 1978; Stein 1981b; Schifit, 1987; Cray et al. 1991; Judge and

Miller 1991; Schneider and De Meyer, 1991)

4. Radicallity: Are the consequences of the ID perceived to radically change

things in the company? (Cray et a!. 1991)

5. How far ahead in the future people perceive that the consequences of the

decision wifi reach?
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6. Precursiveness: To what extent the decision sets parameters for subsequent

decisions?

7. Extent to which the sm is part of another more important decision taken in

the past.

8. Usually strategic decisions are triggered by many stimuli, originating both from

internal and external organizational sources. Mintzberg et al. (1976) reported one

case where stimuli were accumulated and studied over a time period of 25 years

prior to taking any deliberate action. Indeed, frequency and clarity of stimuli

leading to the decision, may be important characteristics of SIDs worthy of further

empirical examination (Mintzberg et al. 1976).

9. Studies of crises perception (e.g. Hermann, 1963) argue that time pressure (or

immediacy) to take a decision and pressure exerted on the whole organization

because of the decision, are among the most frequently cited dimensions of SDs.

Dutton et al. (1989) reported that immediacy should be one of the most significant

characteristics to be taken into account when managers sort out strategic issues.

10. Uncertainty-ambiguity, is according to Beach and Mitchell (1978) and

Thompson (1967), the extent to which the SD is not clear to the decision makers,

in terms of goals to be achieved, constraints posed, information to be collected,

actions to be taken.

11. Type of SID (e.g. new product introduction, capacity expansion, acquisition).

12. Consequentiality of the decision measures how serious the consequences

would be if something went wrong with the decision (Hickson et al. 1986; Butler et

al. 1992). This notion is close to what beach and mitchell (1978) call irreversibility

(i.e. the extent to which the outcomes of the decision are difficult to alter).

13. Locus of an issue (internal-external) is also considered as a characteristic

significantly influencing not only the search behaviour, but also the readiness with

which an issue was recalled by decision makers. According to Dukerich and

Milliken (1987) internal issues stay resident in the manager's mind and can be

recalled more easily than issues with an external locus.
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14. l'hree of the most commonly used labels to which significant attention has

already been paid, are those of crisis, threat and opportunity. (e.g Janis and

Mann, 1977; Stein 1981b; Dutton et al. 1989; Schneider and De Meyer, 1991).

According to Hermann (1963) three dimensions could accurately describe a crisis

situation: (i) it threatens high-priority values, (ii) offers a restricted amount of

response-time, (iii) is a completely unexpected issue to the organization. Billings

et al (1980) consider crisis situations as consisting of three major characteristics:

(i) the perceived value of possible loss, (ii) the probability that loss is going to

result, (iii) time pressure experienced. Stein (1981 b) considers as crises those

situations in which a great amount of time pressure to reach an immediate

decision is present and the solution is geared to the alleviation of present

imperfections. Mintzberg et al. (1976) categorize decisions into a continuum whose

two opposite ends are accurately depicted by opportunity and crises states

respectively. They conceive various issues, starting as opportunities, moving

through to problem states and finally when they are neglected by managers they

may end up in crises.

15. Instability is "the degree to which the criteria, goals and constraints of the

problem change during and after the decision, particularly if those changes are

difficult to predict" (Beach and Mitchell, 1978).

16. Decision Complexity according to Beach and Mitchell, (1978) is a composite

notion comprising several of the above mentioned terms and is explained by a

number of different components (e.g. the amount of relevant information, number

of alternatives, the number and diversity of criteria used, the degree to which

future decisions may be influenced by the decision in question). Gemunden and

Hauschildt (1985) attribute complexity such characteristics as perceived relevance,

impact, uncertainty, time pressure and freedom. Finally, complexity has been well-

documented by Thompson (1967) as lack of knowledge of cause-effect relationships

and by Astley et al. as "encompassing multiple unclear goals, is unprecedented

and lacks criteria by which it can be evaluated' (Astley Ct a!. 1982 pp 365).
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SI 0	 CHARACTER I STICS	 SOLRCE INTI-E INTERNATIONAL BIBLIO(APHY

I .AMLYTIC DIPNS IONS

1 .ABSTRICTNESS-CONCRETENESS 	 Dutton et al. 1989; Scheeiker, 1993;

2.NE OF ISStE. ISSE LIFE CYCLE	 Dutton et al. 1989;

3.1I(ERTAINTY. N€IGUITY 	 TPoscti,1967; Cohen at al. 1972; March and Olsen 1976;
Beach and Mitchell 1978; Lyles and Mitroff, 1980;

4.CCWLEXITY Beach and Mitchell 1978; Lyles and Tois. 1988;
Volk, 1983; Astley et al. 1982; Cn. 1986;
Geia,iden and Hauschildt 1985; Cray et al. 1991;

5.D(CISION MAKER'S INTEREST 	 Dutton at al. 1989;

6.DIRECTION OF DQNT (POSITIVE-NE(IATIVE, March and Olsen 1976; Mintzberq at al. 1976;
6AIN-LOSS)	 Dutton at al. 1989; Jackson ana Duttan. 1988;

7.DIVISIVENESS. LEVEL OF COUCT	 IAztton at al. 1989;

8 .FREQLENCY OF OCCI.RRENCE.	 Dutton at al. 1989;

9.LOCUS (INTERNAL - EXTERNAL) 	 DAerich and MillIken 1987; Lyles and Nitroff, 1980;
Dutton and Jackson 1987;

11.NlITWE OF 114'PCT	 Beach & Mitchell 178; Stein 1981bJuce & MIller 1991
Scliieider and De Meyer. 1991; Schi'iit, 1987;
Sinha, 1990

12.PREDICTABILITY	 Dutton et a. 1989; Sabhertl and Grover. 1989;

13.FAMILIARITY. 	 Beach and Mitchell 1978; Taylor,1974; Astley at al.1982
rt and Vertinski 1977 Cn, 1986; Manras at

al. 1992; Cray et a. 1991;
14.PERVASIVENESS. SCOPE. SPECIFICITY 	 Dutton et al. 1989;

15.RARITY. NOVELTY (opp. FREQIENCY)	 Butler et al. 1979; Hage 1980; DIO 1983; 	 rt and
Vertinsky, 1977; Astley at al. 1982;

16.OPP(TLI4ITY - TIIEAT - CRISIS	 Dutton and Jackson, 1987; Stein 1981b; Henvnn 1963;
Mintzberg at al. 1976; Billings at al. 1980 Ikitton at
al. 1989; ScI'meider & De Meyer. 1991; Hall It Mansfield
1971; Jurkovich. 1974; Milburn et al. 1983 a;b;

17.TII€ PRESSLRE. LRGENCY, 1J4€DIPCY	 Hen,m 1963; Beach and Mitchell 1978; ScFTleider and
De Meyer,1991 Dutton et al.1989; Dutton & Duncan 1987;
Billings et a. 1980; Geiunden and IIauschildt 1985;
Wright. 1974;

18.VISIBILITY	 Dutton et al. 1983; Dutton and Jackson, 1987;

19.FUT1RE D'frCT	 Ikitton et al. 1989;

20.STRATEGIC vs TMTICAL ISSUES 	 Ikitton et al. 1989; Ccsrian, 1988;

21.STABILITY-INSTABILITY	 Beach and Mitchell 1978;

22.IRREVERSIBILITY	 Beach and Mitchell 1978;

23JCC0(JNTABILITY	 Beach and Mitchell 1978;

24.NONEY CONSTRAINTS 	 Beach and Mitchell 1978;

25.SOLVABILITY	 Stein, 1980; 1981b;
26.CONTROLLABLE-UNCONTROLLABLE	 Jackson and Dutton, 1988;
27.IJJ4AN vs TECI$IICAL	 Cn, 1988;
28.FEASIBILITY	 Duttcxi and Duncan 1987
29.RESPONSIBILITY	 Dutton and Jackson 198k;
30.104)GENEITY	 Sabherwal and Grover, 1989;

II.ISS&E CONTENT

1 .GEO(APHICAL REFERENT	 Ikitton et al. 1989;
(INTERNATIONAL-NATIONAL)

2.TSSLE CONTENT (TECNNICAL,ECONCIIIC.
PCLITICAL, SOCIAL)	 ________________________________________________

II.ISSUE NTION

1.DECISION AS PART OF A LARGER DECISION Stein 1981b; Dutton at al. 1989; Lyles & Tois, 1988;
(interccwinecte&iess-rnifications	 Mallory and Cray 1982; Siison 1960;
precurs iveness)

2.EXPECTED PAYOFF FRON NTION	 Ikitton et al. 1989;

II.ISSI.E SOIRCE

1.E1€RGENCE TPROt.*3H FNAL PLANNING 	 Sinha. 1990;
SYSTENS

2 .CH)SEN vs EXTERNALLY INDLIID 	 [kitton at al. 1989;

Table 7.1 : SID Characteristics Reported In the International Literature
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17. The interconnectedness-interrelatedness, dimension is accurately described

by the extent to which the issue is significantly related with a number of other

issues in the company (Stein 1981b; Lyles & Thomas, 1988; Dutton et aL 1989).

According to Dutton (1986), interrelated issues derive more collective attention

from various interests in the organization.

18. Degree to which SW emerged through formal planning activities (outcome

of a deliberate strategic posture). It refers to the stage of project generation (e.g.

looking for a project to fill a particular gap) and not the later stages of fitting the

SID into the company's wider plans, before coming to a final go/no go judgement.

Butler et al. (1991) reported a remarkable unanimity among managers about the

considerable importance of achieving fit between the strategic decisions and

business strategy. Contrary to the widespread belief (e.g. Rudden, 1982; Wind and

Robertson, 1983) that SIDs are the outcome of a sound strategic plan, Marsh et aL

(1988 b) reported that this is far from being self-evident. In the 'real world'

specific SIDs may be the outcome of "a long and complex process of learning and

exploration, involving extensive concern with operational details" (Marsh et al.

1988 b, pp 15). Thus, it would be useful to examine the possible association of the

emergence of the ID with the subsequent processes followed.

7.4. sID CHARACTERISTICS USED

Most times perceptual rather than objective measures are used by the majority of

researchers in the area, when trying to quantify SID characteristics. Very few studies

have used objective measures, one of them being Judge and Miller's (1991) work

where in quantifying a decision's importance-magnitude of impact the absolute value

of the size of the investment divided by the total assets of the organization was used.

In the course of this study perceptual measures of decision characteristics are used.

Section 7.3 presented an extensive list of decision characteristics reported in the

international bibliography. Eighteen decision characteristics are used in the course of
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the present effort. Table 7.2 presents the descriptive statistics and a short description

of all the SID characteristics used, together their location in the first questionnaire.

In an attempt to achieve parsimony in the dimensions of SIDs used and reveal

common patterns among them, all the aforementioned different variables were factor

analysed. Certainly, factor analysis provides a reliable means for reducing the number

of variables without great loss of information and series to identify significant

distinctions in the data. The results of factor analysis are presented in table 73.

Varimax rotation method together with Kaiser normalization were followed and

seven meaningful factors resulted. Scree test (Cattell, 1966) also confirmed the

existence of seven factors describing different dimensions characterizing SIDs.

Several methodological precautions were taken into account when conducting the

factor analysis. First of all Lawley's and Maxwell's (1971) suggestion that the sample

should contain at least 51 more cases than the number of variables entered into factor

analysis was met. Additionally, all the individual characteristics exhibit factor loadings

well above the conservative criterion of + /-O.46 established by Kim and Mueller

(1978). The high percentage of variance explained by the factor model (72.9%)

together with the significant contribution of each individual factor increase the

reliability of the resulted factors.

It is also worth noting that all the factors reflect distinct, internally consistent

patterns underlying dimensions characterizing SIDs. A specific name is assigned to

each factor based on the interpretation of the variables loading. As can be seen from

table 7.3, five variables load on factor one. These variables measure radicallity of

changes because of the SID, effect of SD on corporate strategy, extent to which SB)

set parameters for subsequent decisions, extent of SD's impact on several areas in

the company (this is a composite variable), and finally seriousness of consequences if

something with the decision went wrong.
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STRATEGIC	 OPERATIONALIZATION 	 LOCATION IN	 IM	 SID No.OF
INVESTNT	 FIRST	 DEV ITEMS
DECISION	 QLSTIONNAIRE	 IN
CW.MTERISTICS	 (APPENDIX 1) - - SCALE

1.FREQ&ENCY	 One five-point Likert-te scale measuring h	 Page 348	 2.84	 .94	 1
(FREQ1)	 frequently decisions of the sane nature arise. It is Question No.7
(cpos.of RARITY) the reverse of variable RARITY	 ___________	 -

2.FNIILIARITY	 One five-point I.ikert-type scale neasurinq the 	 Page 348	 3.60	 .94	 1
(FAMILIAR)	 extent to shich the caipany is faiiiliar with 	 Question No.8

________________ handling decisions of this nature

3.PWSHITWE OF	 Caiijosite variable consisting of eight five-point 	 Page 349	 3.29	 .75	 8*
Likert-t,e scales measuring I such widespread the Question No.12

(IMPNT)	 decision s effect ware on: 1.profit 2.quality of 	 itena 1 to 8
prodects-serv ices 3. prodect Ion 4.cost 5. sales
6.nerket share 7.call for changes 8.organizatlonal

____________________ adjustment 	 ______________

4.RADICALLITY OF	 One five-point Llkert-tpe scale measuring the 	 Page 348	 3.76	 .79	 1
ChANGES (RADICAL) extent to shich the decision changed things. 	 Question No.9 - - -

5.PRECI.RSIVEN(SS	 One five-point L1kert-te scale measuring the 	 Page 349	 3.69	 .97	 1
(PRECLRSI)	 extent to shich the decision set paraieters for 	 Question No.14

__________________ subsequent decisions

6.SID AS PART OF One five-point Likert-tje scale measuring the 	 Page 349	 2.46 1.43	 1
ANOTFER DECISION extent to iich the decision was part of another 	 Question No.16
(PARTSID)	 iture Inportant decision taken In the past 	 Itøn No.1	 - -

7.NATL.RE OF ThE SID One five-point Likert-te scale measuring on a	 Page 350	 2.51 1.34	 1
-CRISIS ELEtENT continuije the extent to shich the decision was 	 Question No.17
(CRISIS)	 considered as an opportLzlity-problen-crisis 	 Iteii No.1	 - - -

8.FREQLENCY OF	 One seven-point Likert-type scale measuring the 	 Page 350	 5.84 1.09	 1
STII4JLI	 frequency of stinuli leading to the decision	 Question No.18
(STDLFRE)	 Itas No.5	 - - -

9.CLMITY OF	 One seven-point Llkert-type scale 	 Page 350	 6.19 .67	 1
STJJ4LI	 measuring the clarity of stinuli 	 Question No.18
(STDIJCLA)	 leading to the decision	 Iteii No.6	 - - -

10.TfREAT OF	 One seven-point Likert-type scale	 Page 350	 3.57 1.56	 1
POSSIBLE lOSS	 measuring the degree of threat of 	 Question No.18
(L0SSTIIE)	 possible financial loss	 Iten No.7	 -

11.TD( PRESSUE	 One seven-point Likert-type scale	 Page 350	 4.64 1.62	 1
(TINCPRE)	 measuring the degree of tine pressure 	 QuestIon No.18

to make the decision	 Iten No.11 - - -

12.PRESSIRE (IN 1W One seven-point Likert-type scale	 Page 350	 4.24 1.86	 1
QR6ANIZATION	 measuring the pressure on the organization because Question No.18
((APRE)	 of the decision	 It85 No.9	 -	 -

13.LRCERTAIN NATI.RE One seven-point Likert-type scale measuring the 	 Page 350	 2.59 1.47	 1
OF TIE DECISION extent to shich the caipany was obliged to redefine Question No.18
(SIDLINCER)	 its criteria, goals and constraints dee to the	 Itan No.8

decision's t,icertain nature

14.LINCERTAINTY	 One seven-point Likert-type scale	 Page 350	 2.63 1.59	 1
ABOUT TIONS TO measuring the extent of ixicertainty	 Questicel No.18
BE TAKEN(PCTIONtJI about the actions to be taken 	 Iten No.10	 - - -

15.IINCERTAINTY 	 One seven-point Likert-type scale	 Page 350	 2.11	 .96	 1
ABOUT INF(MATION measuring the extent of tsicertainty 	 Question No.18
TO BE COLLECTED concerning the information to be	 Itar No.12
(IM:OINCE)	 collected.

16.E1RGENCE	 One five-point Likert-type scale 	 Page 348	 3.81 1.08	 1
THCUSH FCRMAL measuring the extent to shich the 	 Question No.4,
PLANNING SYSTEMS SID anerged through formal plaming
(STRATSID)	 systeie (outcase of a deliberate strategic posture) ___________ - - -

17.SERIOUSNESS OF One five-point Likert-type scale 	 Page 349	 3.46	 .99	 1
CONSEQUENCES 	 measuring the seriousness of consequences 	 Quest ion No.11
(SERIOUS)	 if saething with the decision want wrong	 __________

18.SIDs INFLUENCE One five-point Likert-type scale 	 Page 349	 3.51	 .93	 1
ON CCRP(RATE	 measuring the extent to shich the	 Question No.15
STRATEGY (SIDSTRA decision influenced business strategy 	 ____________

Table 7.2 DescrIptive Statistics and Reliability Measures of SID Characteristics used

*	 Words in parentheses indicate the name of the variable used in the statistical analysis conducted.
Impact is a composite variable. Its Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient is .20.
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As regards to the first factor, all five variables loading highly measure the

"magnitude of impact" of SID on the whole company. The study has chosen to use

the composite variable measuring the extent of SW's impact on several areas in the

company, as the variable better approximating this notion. This composite variable

consists of the following eight five-point Likert-type variables, measuring the impact

of SID on the following organizational areas: (i) profit, (ii) quality of

Products/services, (lii) total production, (iv) cost, (v) sales, (vi) market share,

(vii) call for changes in existing programs (e.g. sales, production) (Delbecq, 1974),

(viii) organizational adjustment required to serve the decision (Delbecq, 1974).

Two variables load on factor 2, measuring frequency and clarity of stimuli leading

to the decision. This factor measures the presence of clear and frequent stimuli

leading to the commencement of the decision process.

Factor three, indicates the uncertainty surrounding the decision. This may take

the form of uncertainty about actions to be taken, general uncertainty surrounding the

Sm, or uncertainty concerning the information to be collected.

Factor four, indicates the extent of pressure exerted either on the organization

or the time pressure felt by the participants in the SID.

The fifth factor measures the frequency of occurrence/familiarity. Three

variables load highly on this factor. The first is the reverse of the rarity of the SW (i.e.

frequency of occurrence), the second is the familiarity of the SID to the company and

the third the extent to which the Sn) was part of another major decision.

Two variables load on factor 6. The first measures the extent to which the ID i

perceived as a crisis situation, as opposed to an opportunity situation, and the second

measures the threat of financial loss. Smart and Vertinsky (1984) expressed the view

that a crisis situation is defined as an unexpected event that threatens major

corporate goals and offers a limited response time. Billings et al. (1980) consider

crisis situations as consisting of three major characteristics: (i) the perceived value of

possible loss, (ii) the probability that loss is going to result, (iii) the time pressure

experienced.
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Following the definition of crisis provided by Smart and Vertinsky (1984) and

Billings Ct al (1980), one might expect that all the variables loading on factors four and

six, should form a separate factor measuring the extent of perceived crisis. Here,

however, results show that they form two separate and positively correlated factors

(see table 7.4). We may assume that the sixth factor stresses the crisis content of the

decision, while the fourth measures pressure, not translated by managers as

necessarily involving threat/crisis of large magnitude. The contention expressed by

Milburn et aL (1983a), that crisis is not necessarily combined with a threat or negative

outcome, but may also imply time pressure or pressure to take advantage of an

opportunity, is interpreted as supporting the emergence of two separate factors.

Finally on factor seven only one variable loads. This variable measures the extent

to which the SID emerged through some type of formal planning effort. The

specific variable is very important in many aspects. First, it loads highly (factor

loading .87) on just one factor and no one else. Second, the factor explains a

significant portion of the overall variance explained (almost 6%) and scree tests

consistently indicated the existence of this variable as an independent factor. Finally,

this specific variable has up to now received no empirical treatment in the

international bibliography. Only Sinha (1990), has recently tried to approach the

contribution of planning systems on the formulation and implementation of decisions.

Thus, it seems worth exploring its impact on the processes followed.

Table 7.4 provides descriptive statistics, reliability coefficients (Cronbach, 1951)

and intercorrelations among the resulting composite decision characteristics. All

composite variables resulted by adding the respective scales loading on the same

factor and averaging by their number. Results reveal the following interesting

associations between independent variables:

a. the greater the magnitude of impact of the decision the more possible it is

that the decision emerged through some type of formal planning effort. l'his

corroborates the popular view which stresses that much of the strategy and decision

making emerges through formal planning systems.
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b. The exercise of time pressure and pressure on the organization is associated

with decisions involving crisis and decisions implying a significant magnitude of

impact.

c. emergence through formal planning seems to have a negative association with

perceptions of uncertainty.

As is evident from table 7.4, all the associations are in the expected direction and

all bivariate correlation coefficients among SB) characteristics are comparatively low

(lower than 0.42), thus revealing no unwanted extremely high correlations.

7.5. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SID CHARACTERISTICS

AND SID MAKING PROCESSES

This section attempts to theoretically approach the association between project

and process characteristics. Certain hypotheses are advanced, based on relevant

literature in the area. What should be stressed, though, is that given the exploratory

nature of this chapter and the very sparse conceptual and empirical treatment of the

inter-relationships investigated, several hypotheses advanced are rather speculative

and deserve further testing.

I. Magnitude of Impact

As Stein (1980b) suggested, a decision's magnitude of impact is one of the

major explanatory variables of decision making behaviour. It may be conjectured that

decisions with widespread impact on the organization, tend to be taken in a more

rational/analytical mode (Fahey,1981). Again, SIDs with widespread impact on the

organization may be expected to follow more formalized processes including financial

reporting procedures. This contention is further supported by the empirical findings

produced by Sinha (1990), which show that when decisions are perceived to be of

importance, formal strategic planning systems are extensively utilised and formal

analysis is conducted both in formulating and in implementing the decision.
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SID	 FACTOR	 LOADINGS:*

cWRMTE-
RISTIcS:

FNTR 1: FNTR 2: FMT 3: FNT 4: FPCTIR 5: FNTOR 6: FPCTR 7:
lITWE STIPI.LI	 IJCERTAINTY PRESSJ.RE FREQIENCY- 1WEAT/ SID AS A REStLT

OF DI'NT	 FAMILIMITY CPISIS 	 OF F(JMAL PLANNING

SIDSTRA	 .77720
R1L)ICAL	 .77123
DI'iT	 .76373	 .44978
PREC&RSI	 .75099	 .27588
SERIOUS	 .62404	 .30076

STIM.FRE	 .80607
STIMXLA	 .69309

SIIXJCER	 .80712
NTI0N1t	 -.38425	 .60411
INFO(IICE	 -.46884	 .51445

TINCPRES	 .91503
(RGAPRES	 .33571	 .73377

PMTSID	 .73023	 .32859
FREQ1	 -.35696	 .66629	 -.37472
FNIILL4R	 -.35774	 .58540	 .34467

()USIS	 .86605
LOSSIFRE	 .26206	 .30692	 .34642	 .67834

STRATSID	 .86619

EIGENVALLE	 3.76	 2.53
	

1.89
	

1.62	 1.22	 1.08	 1.02

PCI OF VM	 20.9	 14.1
	

10.5
	

9.0	 6.8	 6.0	 5.7

C&141. PCI	 20.9	 35.0
	

45.4
	

54.4	 61.2	 67.2	 72.9

Table 7.3 : Factor Analysis Results of SID Characteristics

* Alpha factoring nthed s used, together with Varinx Rotation and Kaiser Nonielization.
Factor loadings less than .25 are not reported.
Kaiser-Ne)er-Olkin Measure of Sepling diuiy. .688
Barlet Test of Sphericity - 424 Siificance = .00000

Dutton (1986) contends that issues with high interconnectedness (and it follows

logically that issues with great magnitude of impact imply high interconnectedness

with other relevant issues) attract more collective attention as various parties would

like to contribute. More contribution may mean greater hierarchical decentralization.

Moreover, when management anticipates that the SID is going to influence several

organizational functions it is very possible to involve in the process all the affected

departments, thus resulting in higher lateral communication.
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CORRELATION	 COEFFICIENTS

0ECISI(I	 (AN STD CRONBH No. OF

CHARPCTERISTICS	 0EV ALPI'A	 ITEMS	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

1.PWlITWE OF	 3.29	 .75 .8055	 8	 1.0

DI'ftCT (IIcPT)

2.TlEAD/0US!S 3.04 1.26 .6765	 2	 .09	 1.0

((ISIS3)

3.STD(LI	 6.01	 .74 .5528	 2	 .28*	 .28	 1.0

(ST11411)

4.LICERTAINTY	 2.44	 .98 .5645	 3	 -.16	 .01	 -.2	 1.0

(UNCERT2s)

5.FREQLENCY	 2.97	 .80 .5416	 3	 .03	 .13	 -.10 _.25*	 1.0

(FREQLEN)

6.PRESSI.RE	 4.44	 1.53 .7016	 2	 .33	 .3O	 .07	 .03	 .05	 1.0

(PRESSI.RE)

7.E)€RGEPCE	 3.81 1.08	 -	 1	 .42*	 .10	 .17 -.30	 .20* .13 1.0

TFROUGH FORMAL

PINNING

*¼ . O5	 P<.01 ***p<fl

Table 7.4: Correlations, Means, Standard Deviations and Reliability

Coefficients of SID Characteristics

Lyles and Thomas (1988) argue that strategic problems may cause varying views

about the proper ways in which they should be resolved. To extend this argument we

might expect that a Sifi's magnitude of impact would be positively associated with

politicization, as it seriously affects the various stakeholders involved.

Moreover, a SID having a significant magnitude of impact is very probable to

lengthen the decision making process, because the consequences of such a decision

are greater and often difficult to reverse (Hickson et al. 1986; Judge and Miller 1991).

Based on the above the following tentative hypotheses will be advanced:

H(p) A,1,. The greater the SliD's magnitude of impact on the whole organization the

more rational approach to decision making is to be expected.
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H(p) A,2,. The greater the magnitude of impact of the decision on the whole

organization, the more formal reporting will be present, together with more formal

coordination devices.

H(p) A,3,. The greater the Sifi's magnitude of impact the more hierarchical

decentralization and lateral communication are expected to be found.

H(p) A,4,. The greater the SID's magnitude of impact, the greater the politicization

and dissensus evident in the decision making process.

H(p) A,5,. The greater the SID's magnitude of impact, the larger its process

duration.

ii. Opportunity- Threat-Crisis

The underlying assumption behind the categorization of an issue as a crisis,

threat or opportunity, is that managers tend to react in a completely different manner

when having to respond to an opportunity situation than when having to cope with a

crisis (Mintzberg et al. 1976; Dutton, 1986; Nutt 1984; Stein 1981b). The hypothesized

different responses shape the processes followed during the making of the decision

(Butler et al. 1979; Dutton and Jackson, 1987; Schneider and Dc Meyer, 1991).

Jackson and Dutton (1987), indicated that opportunities have clear positive

connotations, while threats/crises are seen as negative issues. When facing an

opportunity, managers believe that they deal with positive issues, which imply

possible gains, are comparatively easy to resolve, and offer them choice whether to act

or not. More importantly, managers feel that they are qualified to deal with

opportunity issues. On the contrary, threats are seen as involving possible personal

loss from acting, and their resolution seems unlikely to happen. Several other factors

may constrain managerial actions and lower the perception of control, thus making

them feel not sufficiently qualified to deal with these issues.

As Dutton (1986) argues, centralization of authority is the expected outcome of

crises, since two opposite forces clash. First, managerial elites undertake the

responsibility of the whole effort to divert the crisis. Second, middle managers feeling

that the issue might be 'too heavy' for them to deal with, voluntarily quit. This is not
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altogether unexpected since usually crisis situations involve high personal stakes, and

career implications for those dealing with them. Hermann (1963) introduced the term

'contraction of authority' to describe the shift of power to higher levels in the

hierarchy together with the reduction in the number of managers participating in

crisis processes.

On the contrary, when decision makers label issues as opportunities, involvement

in the process of resolution will be greater and participation will take place at lower

levels of the organization, compared to when issues are labeled as threats (Dutton and

Jackson, 1987).

Extending this argument, many writers have supported the view that crises lead

to what Burns and Stalker (1961) called 'mechanistic shift'. This implies centralization

of authority, tighter control and more restricted flow of information (e.g. Hermann,

1963; Hall and Mansfield, 1971; Billings et al. 1980; Milburn et a!. 1983 b). Support to

this argument was offered by Staw and associates (1981), in their study of threat-

rigidity situations.

In the same vein, Fredrickson (1985) attempted, by using two different samples

consisted of students and managers, to establish links between decision motive (e.g.

problem, opportunity, crisis) and rationality of the process. His major hypothesis was

that actions taken in decisions labelled as problems/crises, wifi be more rational

than those taken when decisions are labelled as opportunities. Moreover, he

expected managers to demand more explicit analysis and give greater emphasis on

alternative generation and evaluation.

Results pertaining to the student group generally supported the hypotheses

raised, but the group of experienced managers appeared to be relatively unaffected by

decision motives. These rather unexpected results were attributed to the fact that

managers probably tend to behave as coalition members and to adjust their opinions

and actions more to the values of the dominant coalition than to the stimuli raised

from opportunity, threat or crisis situations.
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In general, one might argue that when adversity looms everyone might want to

interpret and explain the situation in as rational a manner as he/she is able to.

Moreover, top management is likely to protect its illusion of control and

meaningfulness of action in the eyes of both internal and external stakeholders by

relying on more rational reactions. Such a behaviour is likely to result in multiple

explanations and argumentations about the issue and the alternative ways of action,

and thus, lead to more rational decision making (Chaffee, 1985; Dutton, 1986).

Furthermore, in its attempt to become rational, management may demand

deeper financial reporting (since crises usually involve the possibility of a significant

financial loss), but at the expense of formality, since during crises we expect formal

rules to get relaxed, or even abandoned.

Finally, crisis situations will usually intensify conflicts among participants and

foster political behaviour, since, pre-crisis political attitudes are heightened during

the resolution of the crisis (Hermann, 1963). Indeed, the emergence of a crisis most of

the time calls into question the efficacy with which the dominant coalition has acted

in the past to preserve organizational interests, and threatens the power-base of

managerial elites (Dutton, 1986). It is not at all unexpected to witness what Hermann

has called 'factionalism' (i.e. various units or departments favour opposite views about

the proper reaction to the S)

From the previous analysis the following hypotheses are advanced:

H(p) B,1, SIDs loading higher on the crisis component will tend to follow more

rational/comprehensive approaches to decision making than SIDs labelled as

opportunity situations.

H(p) B,2 Crises situations will tend to attain more extensive formal financial

reporting procedures.

H(p) B,3 When decision makers label SIDs as threats/crises involvement in the

process will be limited and participation will take place at higher levels of the

organization, thus resulting in less hierarchical decentralization and lateral

communication.
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H(p) B,4 The larger the crisis content of a decision the less likely is it that group

behaviour will be homogeneous. We expect crises to result in greater politicization

and problem solving dissensus.

H(p) B,5 The larger the crisis content of a decision the less likely it is that

formalized rules will be followed.

111. Stimuli

When all possible SID characteristics were factor analysed (see table 7.3), clarity

and frequency of stimuli leading to the decision resulted in a distinct factor.

Unfortunately, the existing body of theory and research provides us with insufficient

information about the impact of the various stimuli leading to a decision, on the

processes followed. We may hypothesize, though, that when the stimuli leading to the

commencement of a decision process are frequent, clear and unambiguous, the

process is likely to be more rational and perhaps to experience less politicization and

less problem solving dissensus, as time smooths out disagreements. This may be

attributed to the fact that stimuli may cause early resolution of conifict, resulting in

the same interpretation by various participants, thus eventually contributing to

consensus building and to less political behaviour.

Moreover, we may expect that processes triggered by clear and unambiguous

stimuli to reach a final decision within a comparatively short time period, thus

resulting in less gestation and duration process time. But these are nothing more than

plausible speculations. Thus, we will let the results reveal possible interrelationships

instead of arguing for speculative associations.

iv. Frequency of Occurrence/Familiarity

Frequency of occurrence/familiarity of an issue are also important

characteristics. Managers usually search for familiar ways of acting based on their

previous experience. A positive previous experience with an issue might reopen 'tried

and true' decision routes, since solution attempts and their positive or negative
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outcomes are cognitively stored and retrieved when needed (Taylor, 1975). Mintzberg

et aL (1976) classified strategic problems into four categories (given, ready-made,

custom-built and modified) with respect to the degree of effort devoted to arrive at a

solution. Hence, when a strategic issue is considered familiar, decision makers search

in their available repertoire of solutions and use standard solutions that have been

developed in the past.

It is not clear what relationship is expected to be found between

frequency/familiarity of a SID and the rationality of the subsequent processes. By one

line of reasoning familiarity may be associated with less rational approaches to

decision making (Marmaras et a!. 1992). According to this reasoning, in cases of

familiar SIDs the search for information and for alternative ways of action is likely to

be more narrow and specific, thus contributing to less rational decision making. On

the other hand famifiarity with the issue in question may facilitate the identification,

the intelligence, the search for alternatives and the choice of the best solution, thus

contributing to more rational decision making processes. Sabherwal and Grover

(1989) assume that frequency/familiarity might favour the use of either

rational/analytical or political/bargaining modes of decision making.

Although there exists no consensus as to the impact of frequency-famifiarity on

the rationality of the processes followed, consensus has been emerging on its impact

on the standardization, and formalization of the process (e.g. Astley et aL 1982).

Decisions occurring frequently are expected to set up standard and routine decision

making procedures (Astley et a!. 1982), since the formal structure already build from

previous strategic decisions of the same nature is there for managers to use. On the

contrary, when companies have to deal with novel issues they usually exhibit little

reliance on formal analytical techniques despite the fact that such techniques may be

available to them (Burgelman 1983). Instead, unique projects are likely to experience

innovative, informal processes.

Frequency/famifiarity facilitates the problem-formulation process and may help

in eliminating problem solving dissensus during the initial stages of the decision
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making process. Finally, we expect frequency/famifiarity to bear fairly directly upon

the duration/timing of the process. It seems sufficient to state that frequent/familiar

SIDs may guide the process into ready-made solutions, with effect the significant

reduction of the duration of the process (Mintzberg et al. 1976; Sabherwal and

Grover, 1989).

The following tentative hypotheses will be advanced for further testing:

H(p) D,1,.When issues are familiar to the organization (e.g. arise at frequent

intervals), less rational analysis is expected to be used.

H(p) D,2,.When companies deal with familiar issues greater formalization and more

reporting activities take place.

H(p) D,3,.Famffiar decisions tend to be delegated and thus to attain more

decentralized decision making processes.

H(p) D,4,.The more frequent/familiar an issue is, the more probable it is that less

time will be needed to reach a final decision.

v. Pressure

When analysing the results of table 7.3, the emergence of factor four (pressure)

was interpreted as supportive of the view that crises are not necessarily conceptually

binded with negative connotations (as factor 6 implied), but may be associated with

time pressure or pressure on the organization to take advantage of an opportunity. In

that sense factor four was interpreted as being similar to factor six (refer to table 7.4

for corroboration of the statistical significant positive association between the two)

but assumed that they may have certain differences as to their content and intensity of

impact. Nevertheless, accepting the definition of crisis given by Billings et aL (1980),

we may admit that both factors, despite their differences in content, express

dimensions of a threat/crisis situation. Their positive association enhances this

allegation. Thus, we might expect that both crisis and pressure situations will

experience the same pattern of associations to process characteristics, with qualitative

rather than substantive differences.
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vi. Uncertainty

As previously mentioned SIDs, among others, are usually characterized by a high

component of uncertainty (Pfeffer et a!. 1976). This uncertainty may take the form of

general uncertainty surrounding the decision, or uncertainty about actions to be taken

or information to be collected. It should be made clear that the factor taps the

dimension of uncertainty surrounding the SID and not, for example, the perceived

environmental uncertainty (PEU) present in the corporate environment. The latter

has attracted the attention of empirical research and chapter eight deals, among

others, with the association between PEU and SB) making processes. We should also

add that uncertainty surrounding a SB) and PEU are two variables sharing a positive

though insignificant relationship.

Lyles (1981), based on case evidence raised the assumption that uncertainty

about the definition of the problem may raise politicality in the problem formulation

process. Indeed, when differences in opinions exist about the actions to be taken and

information to be collected one may expect to find both a divergence of opinions

during the initial stages of problem formulation, and a surge of political activities

during the issue resolution process, unless a subsequent consensus is achieved.

Thompson (1967 pp 134) contends that in cases where uncertainty emerges

managers act in an 'inspirational' manner, by making obsolete any formal reporting

systems usually followed. According to this view, it is not altogether unexpected to

find 'non-decision' processes in extreme cases. In such cases one can only speculate

that high uncertainty about the decision may, contrary to rational expectations, result

in more intuitive processes, together with use of less reporting activities and less

formalized rules. Astley et a!. (1982), are in line with this view, by assuming that in

situations where existing structure cannot cope with an issue, the routine is bypassed

and the decision is directed to the top layers of the organization, thus resulting in less

formality, less reporting and higher centralization.
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Based on previous discussion the following tentative hypotheses will be tested:

H(p) F,1,.SIDs surrounded by uncertainty will result in less rational processes.

H(p) F,2,.In making uncertain decisions fewer rules are expected to be followed

together with less financial reporting activities.

11(p) F,3,.SIDs surrounded by uncertainty result in more centralized processes.

11(p) F,4,.SIDs surrounded by uncertainty will raise political debates as well as

problem solving dissensus.

vii. SID as a Result of Formal Planning

The final factor resulting from the factor analysis model of table 7.3 refers to the

extent to which a SID is a result of a deliberate strategic posture or not. This occurs

when the SID emerged through some type of formal planning activities of the

company and not through ad hoc informal channels. King (1983) was among the first

to recognize that much of the strategic decision making is made outside the formal

planning systems. On the contrary, important decisions are taken by top managers,

based on intuition, personal judgement etc. As previously mentioned, to the best of

our knowledge, it is the first time that the impact of this variable on decision

processes is explored. It might be interesting to speculate on expected associations.

By definition, SIDs emerging from formal planning are likely to attain more

broad hierarchical participation and lateral communication. It is interesting to note

that SIDs seen as mission related tend to attract the attention of management (Dutton

et aL 1989). Following this reasoning we may expect that the more a SID is a direct

result of any type of planning activities, the more rational and formal the process will

be. This in turn may imply that less politicization together with less problem solving

dissensus will be evident. We will let the empirical results to reveal possible

significant associations.

Table 7.5 gives a summary of hypotheses about the association between process

and decision characteristics. The signs + /- indicate an expected positive or negative

association between variables, while questionmarks indicate unclear expectations.
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PROCESS	 CHARACTERISTICS

	

RATIO- F4AL	 SET	 F4AL HIERMCH LATERAL POLITICI- PROBLEM TIMING

DECISION	 MLIII FINANCIAL FC1#AL CO(DIN. DECENTRA C)IUI ZATION	 SOLVING

CWRMTERISTICS	 REPCRTING Ri.LES DEVICES LIZATION CATION 	 DISSENSUS

1.IREE

OFDI'PCT + + ? + + + + + +

2.TFREAD/ISIS -i-- 	 -I--	 -	 7	 -	 -	 -f--	 -f-

3.STI*LI	 7	 7	 ?	 7	 7	 7	 7	 -	 -

•FRQ	 - + ± + + ± 7 7 -

5.PRESSLRE	 7	 7	 7	 7	 7	 7	 -i-	 -i--	 7

6.LICERTAINTY - - - 7	 - - + +	 7

7.Et€RGENCE

++ + -

Table 7.5: S&amiary of Hotheses about the Association Beten
Process Characteristics and Decision Characteristics

7.6. CORRELATIONS-DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table 7.6 presents the correlation results between decision characteristics and the

characteristics of the processes followed. Pearson correlation coefficients provide a

gross indication of the degree of association between the two. A quick inspection of

table 7.6, reveals that in total 28 out of the 63 relationships provide statistical

significant associations, at a level of 5% or less. That is, about 45% of the total

relationships are statistical significant at a level of p <.05 or less. Moreover, 10

correlation coefficients out of 28 (16% of the total number of relationships) provide

statistical significant results at level of p <.001 or better. In general, the results tend to

confirm a significant association between project and process characteristics,

supporting most of the previously advanced hypotheses.
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Magnitude of Impact

We may start the analysis of the results by examining the association between

SD's magnitude of impact and the characteristics of the process followed. Five

correlation coefficients seem to provide highly statistical significant results. The

greater the magnitude of impact of the Sm, the more rational the decision making

process is expected to be and the greater the financial reporting.

Moreover, S1Ds with greater magnitude of impact result in more hierarchical

decentralization and lateral communication. Especially lateral communication seems

to be highly correlated with magnitude of impact. The results corroborate with Fahey

(1981). Overall, they support hypotheses H(p) A,1,2,3.

Surprisingly, there seems to be no statistical significant relationship between the

magnitude of impact and such dimensions as politicization and/or problem-solving

dissensus. Especially problem solving dissensus appears to have a small though

insignificant negative association with decision's magnitude of impact. This may

implies that sizable decisions do not necessarily result in what Astley et al. (1982) call

'cleavage' of interests at the initial steps of the process.

Although the association between perceived magnitude of impact and duration

process time is positive, as expected, the findings provide weak statistical support, at a

level of significance of p <.10. This does not corroborate previous research (Hickson

et aL 1986; Judge and Miller 1991) suggesting that magnitude of impact is associated

with slower, more deliberate and time consuming decision making processes.

It is also worth noting the negative (though insignificant) association between

magnitude of impact and set of formalized rules followed. This may mean that in very

important SIDs and despite the fact that certain formal coordination devices are

provided, the process does not necessarily follow formal paths. This may again imply

that when the magnitude of impact on the whole organization is high, companies

seem to follow extensive financial reporting activities and form coordination devices

to tackle the issue, but they may tend to bypass any formalized rules during the

process.
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DECISION	 CHARACTERISTICS

HN3NITWE TPREAT- STIMLLI LNCER-	 FREQLENCY- PRESS&RE E1€RGENE

OF IMPPCT (RISIS	 TAINTY	 FN4ILIMITY	 TIRO(JGH

PROCESS	 F(RWiL

D4IRNTERISTICS	 PUNNING

RATIONALITYI	 .42**	 .22*	 .08	 -.15	 .11	 .28	 •43m

aJcREIENSIvE,(SS

(RATIONAL)

EXTENT OF FINANCIAL	 .36m	 .30*	 .14	 _.26*	 .20*	 .29	 47***

REPONTING PCTIVITIES

(REP(R2)

SET OF FMALIZED	 -.02	 -.10	 -.10	 _.26*	 .20*	 .12	 .38m

RILES F(1LD

(F(RMA1)

FCRMAL COIRDINATION 	 .20*	 .18	 -.07	 .02	 .26*	 -.08	 .23*

DEVICES

(F(RMA3)

HIERARCHICAL	 .38	 .07	 .19	 -.03	 .18
	

-.06	 35**

DECENTRALIZATION

(HIERDECE)

LATERAL IR	 .62	 .06	 .16	 -.14	 .22*	 .11	 47***

(ROSS-FIJCTIONAL

C(JIIIICATION (DEPADECE)

POLITICIZATION	 .07	 .22*	 .02	 .36	 -.17	 .10	 -.03

(POLITICI)

PROBLEM SOLVING	 -.09	 .16	 .11	 .54	 -.19
	 21*	 _.28**

DISSENSUS

(DISSENSU)

TIMING OF 1W PROCESS .16	 .01	 .29	 .03	 -.28
	

02	 -.03

(TIHING2)

Table 7.6 : Correlatics,s Beten Process and Project Characteristics

*	
PC.05	

**	 PC.01	 *** 
PC.001
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Threat/Crisis

As far as threat/crises situations are involved, the results of table 7.6

predominantly support three allegations. In threat/crises situations not only more

rational decision processes appear to be followed, but also they tend to be supported

by formal financial reports and the issue in question may become a vehicle for the

political battles among participants. It is also worth noting that crisis situations seem

to elicit more formal financial reporting activities within the company, as the highly

positive correlation coefficient reveals.

The correlation coefficients between both hierarchical decentralization and

lateral communication and the extent of crisis are positive though insignificant. This

result appears counterintuitive, since several researchers (e.g. Dutton 1987) supported

the contention that crises tend to produce a centralization of authority. Unfortunately,

the empirical results do not seem to verify this relationship. Hermann (1963) offered

a potential explanation to such an apparently counterintuitive result. He reported that

the .relationship between crisis and decentralization of authority is curvilinear. Thus,

under situations which are characterized as "mild crises" one may observe

decentralization of authority and more lateral communication. On the contrary, when

crises become acute authority centralization is certainly found. Further investigating

the descriptive statistics of the variable measuring the extent of perceived crisis, we

may see that the variable is measured on a five-point scale and has a mean of 2.51

which implies rather moderate crises.

Lanzetta (1955) as well as Milburn et al. (1983 b), lend credence to such insights

by reporting that although centralization was the immediate outcome of crises, the

actual intermediate response was decentralization of authority. This may be explained

by the fact that if we admit that the source of vital information is middle

management, centralization deprives top management of extremely useful data.

Furthermore, Lanzetta goes one step further to suggest that when the crisis begins

from the outside, then decentralization is very appropriate.
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Finally, despite the fact that this is at odds with what conventional managerial

wisdom (e.g. DeGeus,1988) would propose, empirical results have showed no

statistical significant relationship between the extent to which a SID is considered as

a crisis and the timing (gestation and duration) of the process.

Pressure

Results of table 7.6 indicate that SIDs exerting pressure on the whole

organization attend more rational processes together with formal financial reporting.

In parallel, SIDs of this nature put strain on the process of resolution of the issue, thus

resulting in higher problem solving dissensus. However, a different although not

significant pattern of interaction emerged between degree of pressure and lateral

communication. It seems that although not supported, decisions exerting pressure

may experience a less hierarchically decentralized process.

A more in-depth examination of table 7.6 leads us to several conclusions. As

argued in the previous sections, two of the examined decision characteristics, i.e.

crisis component and amount of pressure exerted, are related. But crises situations

may affect the decision making process differently than pressure situations. As is

evident from table 7.6 crisis situations may lead to higher politicization of the whole

process of issue resolution, despite the fact that at the initial stages of the decision,

problem solving dissensus may not be significant. On the contrary SIDs exerting

pressure may produce some initial problem solving dissensus among participants but

they do not necessarily lead to higher politicization. It may be that despite the initial

dissensus among decision makers, the tension relaxing mechanisms of the dominant

coalition may take effect and mitigate political activities. This can be achieved either

by successfully diverting the pressure or by other 'negative control mechanisms' as

self-censorship, direct pressure to members who question procedures or illusion of

superiority of unanimity (Smart and Vertinsky, 1977).
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Stimuli

Clarity and frequency of stimuli which lead to a Sf1) provided us with just one

statistical significant relationship: a negative coefficient with decision

duration/timing. This, however, happens to be counterintuitive, in the sense that it

indicates that the more clear and frequent the stimuli are, the more time consuming

the process will be. No other statistically significant associations have emerged,

probably indicating that this variable may not bear on the Sf1) making process.

Uncertainty

Based on the results of table 7.6 we may also argue that in uncertain situations

the following are evident. First, higher politicization together with higher problem

solving dissensus may take place. Both results are statistical significant at a level of

p<O.001 or lower, thus showing a very strong relationship. This can be justified

because in situations where uncertainty prevails, "heated" discussions and

contradicting interests are expected to be found.

Moreover, results support the hypothesis that in situations where high

uncertainty of actions to be taken and of information to be collected exists, rigid rules

and typical processes may be ignored or bypassed. Indeed, results show that lower

formalization of the process as well as fewer typicallities concerning financial

reporting activities obtain.

Although most of the relevant literature (e.g. Hermann 1963) supports the

existence of a negative association between uncertainty and decentralization,

empirical data failed to provide a statistical significant confirmation of such a

relationship. Correlation coefficients are insignificant and negative. This may suggest

that lateral communication and hierarchical centralization may not be related to

uncertainty.
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Frequency

If we examine the influence of the frequency/familiarity on the processes

followed we may contend, at a 5% level of significance, that issues appearing more

frequently tend to be resolved comparatively more quickly (negative correlation

coefficient), tend to attract interests from various departments in the company

(correlation coefficient statistical significant at p <0.05 level) and also tend to result in

more formalized processes together with more financial reporting formality.

Results support (though at a 10% level of significance), that frequent/famifiar

issues tend to experience less political activities and less problem solving dissensus.

This may be attributed to the fact that famifiar issues tend to follow formal,

established procedures within the company, and usually cause less challenge and

"heated" discussion among participants. Moreover, it is not surprising to find out that

familiar issues may not establish strong links with more rational approaches to

decision making. Despite the fact that the correlation coefficient is positive, it does

not support the view expressed by Marmaras et al. (1992) that familiarity leads to less

rational processes. Finally, results confirm the allegation that frequent decisions are

taken in a comparatively short time period.

Emergence through formal planning

And last but by no means least comes the examination of the association between

Sm's emergence through some type of formal planning activities and the

characteristics/aspects of the process followed. Results offer strong support to the

contention that when SIDs are the outcome of a deliberate strategic posture, far less

dissensus concerning the solution of the problem may occur (negative pearson

coefficient significant at p<O.Ol). Moreover, SIDs of this nature tend to attain more

rational processes together with more extensive financial reporting. It is according to

our hypotheses that SIDs of this nature also involve more interests both from various

departments and from various levels in the hierarchy. Indeed, results indicate that

both hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication are experienced.
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7.7. CONCLUSIONS-IMPLICATIONS

To summarize, the above results seem to provide support to the following

relationships:

(i) SID's magnitude of impact, extent of crisis, amount of pressure, and

emergence through some type of formal planning, are associated with more intensive

use of rational-analytic processes.

(ii) More extensive financial reporting activities take place when SIDs have great

magnitude of impact, appear comparatively frequently, are a result of formal planning

activities and exert pressure on the organization. Again, when SIDs are perceived as

involving threat/crises, more financial reporting activities obtain. On the contrary less

formal reporting activities take place in cases of high uncertainty as regards action

and information.

(lii) Decentralization (hierarchical and lateral communication) occurs when the

SID's magnitude of impact is extensive, when SIDs of the same nature take place at

frequent intervals and finally when SIDs are the outcome of deliberate strategic

planning.

(iv) Two major characteristics contribute to higher politicization: the extent to

which an issue is perceived as crisis and the extent to which the SID involves high

uncertainty.

(v) More problem solving dissensus is evident when we deal with uncertain

situations and when SE) exerts pressure on the organization. On the contrary, less

problem solving dissensus appears when the SID is the outcome of formal planning

activities.

(vi) Finally, frequency of occurrence/familiarity contributes to quicker decisions.

In conclusion, the results of this chapter, though exploratory in nature, do provide

empirically supported insights into the association between perceived decision

characteristics and decision processes followed. Results show particularly strong

relationships, confirm the majority of the hypotheses advanced, and allow us to

contend that lD characteristics and process characteristics are inextricably linked.
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Policy Implications

What becomes evident from the above mentioned, which corroborates with much

of the existing research, is that the perceived characteristics attributed to strategic

decisions, to a significant extent may determine decision-maker's responses to issues

and trigger cognitive and motivational processes that direct the process into

predictable paths. This once again stresses the significance of what Pfeffer suggested

when he claimed that the management of language, and in particular issue labeling,

has symbolic as well as instrumental value (Pfeffer, 1981).

Several important implications of the aforementioned can be explored, the most

important of which being that "management can actively manipulate the meaning of

strategic issues and subsequent organizational responses by making certain issue

attributes salient" (Dutton and Jackson, 1987 pp 85). Moreover, organizations should

direct attention to the manner in which strategic issues are categorized within the

organization by top managers. Understanding categorization and labeling of issues,

may help in understanding subsequent organizational responses (Cowan, 1988).

First, paying attention to Strategic Issue Management (SIM) systems, top

management should recognize their vital importance in interpretating various issues,

since what may seen as a threat by a specific SIM system may be seen as an

unmatched opportunity by another. If we accept the position that 'knowledge is

power', people involved with such functions as SIM systems, or environmental

scanning units may act as 'gatekeepers' who filter information and may play a vital

role not only in issue interpretation but also in controlling the information collected,

the alternatives generated, and the arenas in which action takes place (Dutton and

Ottensmeyer, 1987).

Moreover, boundary scanning and SIM systems may act as filters who direct

information to the appropriate individuals or groups in the company, by judging who

is likely to deal more effectively with it (Aldrich, 1979; Dutton and Jackson, 1987).

For example, knowing that the handling of crisis is likely to be a 'top management

prerogative', while the management of opportunities is likely to involve middle
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managers as well, they could 'sell' crisis related information to 'strategic elites' and

opportunity related information to middle managers.

Second, top management may 'manipulate' the information provided from SIM

systems to serve its own goals. For example, Dutton Ct aL (1989) reported a case

where managers when trying to encourage interest in an issue called it an opportunity,

while when they wanted to dampen interest called it a threat. l'his is explained by the

understandable human tendency to avoid involvement in threat/crises issues which

may jeopardize their career. On the contrary, it is expected that in such situations

managers may choose to let others tarnish their reputations or carry the burden of a

wrong decision.

Moreover, based on the strong negative association between problem solving

dissensus and the extent to which a ID is the outcome of formal planning processes,

which emerged from our data, we may speculate that managers may attempt to

eliminate dissensus by launching very important commitments of resources through

the available planning processes, thus securing more hierarchical decentralization and

lateral communication, together with more rational and formalized approaches.

Additionally, based on the strong positive relationship between politicization and

uncertainty we may speculate that by presenting issues as clear and unambiguous,

management may achieve to eliminate political conificts and problem solving

dissensus among participants.

Third, extending the role of SIM systems to planning systems as well, we ought to

refer to what Dutton and Jackson, (l987,pp 80) contend:

wFhe role of formalized systems in labeling and categorizing strategic issues should not be underestimated.

Formal planning and environmental scanning systems act to codify the interpretation of issues and to

perpetuate their initial categorization. Thus, although the categorization of issues by individual decision

makers may be modified wer time, the aystallization of issue categorizations in bureaucratic processes

makes issue reclassification less likely. It is assumed that the initial categorization of a strategic issue as a

threat or an opportunity persists cwer time, leaving the question of how frequently issues are reclassified

for future research.
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Fourth, a further important implication for SIM systems designers is that since it

has been empirically verified in this chapter that perceived project characteristics

influence the subsequent processes followed, one might argue that the design of

strategic issue diagnostic systems or boundary spanning systems should be tailored to

different types of issues.

Lastly, but perhaps most important, if we accept the argument that different

managers not only tend to attend to different strategic issues, but also tend to attach

quite different meaning to these issues, then the area of strategic management and

management training should probably have to formally recognize this potential bias

and modify both current theory on managerial cognition and action, and current

management training programmes.

These are only a few of the possible policy implications stemming from the

results. Undoubtedly more empirical research is needed in the area before any solid

conclusions can be drawn. Most of the literature on managerial cognition focuses

attention on the structure of cognition, while there is a lack of large scale empirical

research examining the impact of context on strategic decision making processes

(Dutton, 1986; Dutton et al. 1989). Therefore, it may prove fruitful to examine the

impact of other contextual elements such as corporate environment, structure, top

management characteristics and to assess the comparative influence of each one of

them on the processes followed.

The present chapter has supported the contention that perception of Sifi

characteristics is significantly associated with managerial action. What is also needed

is empirical research to broaden our understanding about what causes the same

internal and external stimuli to acquire different interpretations. The recent work of

Thomas and McDaniel (1990), arguing that the strategy and the information

processing capacity structure play a vital role in issue interpretation, sheds some light

and paves the way for further empirical research in the area.
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Chapter 8

Association Between

Environmental Characteristics

and SID Processes
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8.1. INTRODUC11ON

This chapter explores the association between SJD process characteristics and

various dimensions of corporate environment. As background, section 8.2 reviews a

small number of major research efforts on environmental characteristics, which the

thesis aims to replicate and extend. Section 8.3, presents the various environmental

dimensions utilised in the course of this study. Our intent is to develop a more

elaborate typology of environmental dimensions, and to test the existing body of

constructs available in measuring organizational environments. Section 8.4 explores

the literature on the impact of corporate environment on SDMPs and advances

specific hypotheses. Section 8.5 presents and discusses the results of correlation

analysis. Finally, section 8.6 discusses their implications for strategic decision making.

8.2. LITERATURE ON ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

A succession of conceptual models have been constructed to describe the

relationship between the enterprise and its environment. It would be two space and

time-consuming to in-depth analyse the literature in the area of environmental

analysis and classification. Instead in the following few paragraphs the results of five

representative works will be examined, a brief comparative analysis between them and

the rest of the literature in the area will be attempted, and the major characteristics

and limitations of existing research will be pinpointed.

Among the first who tried to classify organizational environments were Emery

and Trist (1965). Based on the degree of interconnectedness and change present in

the environment they produced a classification of organizational environments into

the following four taxonomies arranged in ascending order of change and uncertainty:

(i) the placid, randomized environment (in which goals are relatively stable and

randomly distributed), (ii) the placid, clustered environment (in which some type of

clustering takes place), (lii) the disturbed-reactive environment (in which more

than one similar companies exist in the same task environment) and finally, (iv) the

turbulent fields (characterized by dynamic processes and rapid changes).
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A few years latter Duncan (1972), produced one of the most significant works in

the area. By distinguishing between internal and external environments, he attempted

to identify the major environmental characteristics influencing the Perceived

Environmental Uncertainty (PEU) experienced by decision makers. The internal

environment refers to the forces operating within a given organization, while the

external environment refers to all aspects being outside it. The next step was the

creation of two major dimensions. The first, the simple-complex dimension deals

with the degree to which the environment comprises of few in number and similar in

nature components or of a large number of heterogeneous components. The second,

the static-dynamic dimension indicates the degree to which the factors of the

decision unit's internal and external environment remain the same over time or are in

a continuous process of change.

After making an exhaustive review of the relevant literature, Aldrich (1979),

produced the following six environmental dimensions: (i) environmental capacity

(conceived as the relative level of resources available within the enterprise's domain),

(ii) environmental homogeneity (the degree of similarity between various elements

of the population), (iii) environmental stability (measured by the degree of turnover

in the environmental elements), (iv) environmental concentration-dispersion (the

degree to which resources are evenly distributed over the range of the environment or

concentrated in particular locations), (v) domain consensus-dissensus (the degree to

which other organizations dispute or recognize an organization's claim to a specific

domain), (vi) environmental turbulence (the degree to which environments are being

disturbed by increasing environmental interconnection).

Dess and Beard (1984), conceptualized environments both as sources of

information and as a poo1 from which companies draw resources. Accepting Aldrich's

(1979) six environmental dimensions as a starting point and using industry-level data,

they managed to reduce, by means of factor analysis, a great number of objectively

measured environmental characteristics into a set of three dimensions i.e.

muniference, dynamism, and complexity. Muniference is seen as the extent to which
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growth and stability can be sustained by the environmental forces. Dynamism is

defined as the rate of change that is hard to predict and that boosts uncertainty faced

by decision makers. Complexity is seen as the "heterogeneity of a range of an

organizations activities" (Child, 1972).

Achrol and Stern (1988), extended Aldrich's (1979) taxonomy by adopting

seven perceptual environmental dimensions. These are: (i) environmental diversity

(the degree of dissimilarity between various elements of the population),

(ii) environmental dynamism (the rate of unpredictable change in the environment),

(iii) environmental concentration (the degree of concentration of market resources

to the hands of few organizations), (iv) environmental capacity-muniference (the

richness of the environment, or else the extent to which the environment can assure

sustained growth and permit the organization to generate enough slack resources),

(v) environmental interconnectedness (the linkages among relevant organizations),

(vi) environmental conflict (the level of abnormal competitive stress) and,

(vii) environmental interdependence (the sensitivity to moves made by competitors).

The above described five research works cover a time frame of more than three

decades. For reasons of parsimony, the attempt was to describe a tiny but

representative fraction of the existing body of research and to highlight some of the

major dimensions characterizing corporate environments. From a casual inspection of

the various dimensions proposed, some of the potential limitations of research in the

area become evident right from the outset. We will quote Dess and Rasheed (1991) in

their attempt to elucidate some of the limitations inherent in the analysis of corporate

environments:

"environment remains a loosely defmed concept that has led to three interrelated problems: namely, (a) a
lack of consensus as to the relevant dimensions of the environment, (b) disagreement concerning how these
dimensions should be measured, and (c) uncertainty as to the effects each dimension has on organizational
strategiez structures processes or outcomes. (Dess and Rasheed, 1991 pp 701).

The forthcoming few paragraphs will analyse the first two issues raised, while

section 8.4 will deal with the third.
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i. LACK OF CONSENSUS AS TO ThE RELEVANT DIMENSIONS

A striking point characterising the above examined research efforts is that each

of them adopts a quite different set of dimensions describing organizational

environments. In fact they offer a range of almost 17 different dimensions. To extend

and support this argument, table 8.1 presents in chronological order 22 of the relevant

research efforts. What is evident from this table is not only the significant

development characterising the area, but also the fact that every research uses its own

peculiar elements.

For example, there seem to be some very popular and widely used characteristics

such as perceived environmental uncertainty (e.g. Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967;

Duncan, 1972; Downey et a!. 1975; Bourgeois, 1978), muniference/hostility (e.g.

Khandwalla 1977; Aldrich, 1979; Miller and Friesen, 1983; Dess and Beard 1984;

Achrol and Stem 1988; Keats and Hitt 1988; Castrogiovanni 1991), complexity (e.g.

Thompson 1967; Child 1972; Jurkovich 1974; Tung 1979; Lindsay and Rue 1980; Stein

1981 b; Dess and Beard 1984; Keats and Hitt 1988; Sharfman and Dean 1991),

dynamism (e.g. Miller and Friesen 1983; Dess and Beard 1984; Achro! and Stem

1988; Sharfman and Dean 1991).

Except from these characteristics there exists a number of others which are

peculiar to individual research efforts. For example Jurkovich (1974), in his attempt

to build a core typology of organizational environments identified the dimensions of

(i) routineness or nonroutineness of problems-opportunities offered by the

environment, (ii) extent of organized-unorganized sectors representing the easiness

with which an organization can come to grips with them, and (iii) directness-

indirectness of the various sectors to a specific organization. Others, like Bourgeois

and Eisenhardt (1988), adopted the dimension of environmental velocity to describe

turbulent environments.
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Another point worth looking at, is that there exists a great number of different

terms which are used to describe closely related or even identical environmental

characteristics. For example:

a. heterogeneity is seen as the degree of perceived dissimilarity between various

elements of the population (Thompson, 1967; Aldrich, 1979; Miller and Friesen, 1983;

Achrol and Stern, 1988) or as the range of an organization's activities (Child, 1972),

or as "the differences in competitive tactics, customers tastes, product lines, channels

of distribution etc across a finn's respective markets" (Miller and Friesen 1983).

Moreover, heterogeneity seems to be very close to what Jurkovich (1974) defines as

complexity (i.e. the range of activities relevant to an organization), or to what Achrol

and Stern (1988) define as diversity (i.e. the degree of perceived dissimilarity

between various elements of the population).

b. the dynamism dimension has often been mentioned as instability(e.g. Aldrich,

1979; Keats and Hitt, 1988), change rate (Jurkovich, 1974), or turbulence (Aldrich,

1979). For example Miller and Friesen (1983) define dynamism as the rate of change

and innovation in the industry, as well as the uncertainty or unpredictability of the

actions of competitors and customers. Instability is, according to Stein (1981 b) the

degree of socioeconomic and technological change faced by the company. Bourgeois

and Eisenhardt (1988), by the term "high velocity environments" characterized

environments where "changes in demand, competition and technology are so rapid

and discontinuous that information is often inaccurate, unavailable or obsolete"

(1988; 816). The term velocity is very similar to environmental dynamism except that

high velocity implies discontinuous change.

c. the muniference dimension (Khandwalla, 1977; Dess and Beard, 1984; Keats

and Hitt, 1988) has often been referred as capacity of the environment (e.g Aldrich,

1979; Achrol and Stern, 1988), richness (e.g Aldrich, 1979), illiberality (e.g. Child,

1972), hostility (Miller and Friesen, 1983) or even restrictiveness (e.g. Stein,

1981 b). Various other labels such as resource scarcity, resourcefulness, or industry

attractiveness have been used alternatively, enhancing the conceptual ambiguity.
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NNf OF Tif	 ENVIROtKNTAL DDENSIOI6 USED:
RESEMQ€RJ(s)	 ________________________

1.EERY & 1RIST.1965; -Placld,Ranthnized	 -Dlsturbed,Reactive
__________________ -Placld,Clustered 	 -Turbulent Fielde

2.LAENCE and	 -thcertalnty
LORSCH. 1967;	 -Dynnin

__________________ -Diversity

3.T104'ScIl, 1967	 4kiw*neity/Heterogeneity
-Stabi 1 ityIrJynnisn

4.cHILD. 1972;	 -IlilberalIty
-Variability

__________________ -Caiplexity

5.DUKAN. 1972;	 -P.E.U. (Perceived Enviromiental Lkicertainty
-Sieple/Caiplex

____________________ -Static/Dynaiiic

6.JIPYJ)VIO1, 1974; 	 -Caivlexlty	 -Chan9e Rate
-Routineness-nonroutineness -Stabi 1 ity-Instabl 1 Ity

___________________ -Organ ized-Lkiorgan ized

7.KHAN[MALLA,1977; 	 -Coipetition
and 1976;	 -44ziiference

___________________ -Tectiiological Change

8.PFEFFER and	 -Concentration
SALANCIK. 1978; 	 -Interconnectethiess

9. BOIRGEOIS, 1978; -Lk,certainty

10. ALIICH. 1979;	 -capacIty (ReaclVlean)	 -Concentration-Dispersion
-Haioeneity-Hetero9eneity -Daiiein Consensus

___________________ -Stability-Instability	 -Turbulence

11.1111G. 1979;	 -Caiplexity
-Nevent
-Routineness of Proble,V0pporttsiity States
-Perceived Enviroriiiental Ikicertainty (Duncan.1972)

12.STEIN, 1981 b;	 -Volatility	 -Cciipetitive Pressure
-Heterogeneity/Caiplexity -Restrictiveness

___________________ -Stability

13.SNYD(R and	 -Enviroanental Volatility
GLIECK. 1982;

14.MILLER and	 -Dilsm/Lkicertainty
FRIESEN, 1983; 	 -Hetero9eneity

-)bsti 1 ity

15.DESS and BEARD	 -44rlference	 -Caiplexity
1984;	 -D,iasise

16.SMART and VERTINSKY -Turbulence	 -Predictability
1984;	 -kcuracy	 -Routinization

__________________ -Dependency	 -Sinplicity

17.(INYER, BAllAZ	 -Stable Market Envirormient
and ARDEMI, th86; -Vulnerability of Core Tecliiology

-Corporate Need for Coordination and Control
-Rate of Prodect and TeciTlological Change
-tual Dependence

18.ftCIf01 & STERN, 	 -Diism	 -Concentration
1988;	 -Capacity (I4iniference) -Diversity

-Conflict	 -Interconnecte&iess
____________________ -Interdependence

19.BOIRGEOIS &	 -Hii Velocity
EISENHARDT, 1988;

20.KEATS arid HIlT, 	 -ziiference	 -Caiplexity
1988;	 -InstabIlity

21.B&JTLER, 1991;	 -(truess	 -Variability
-Miguity	 -Heterogeneity

___________________ -Lbilcieness	 -Interdependence

22.SHARFNAN and DEAN, -Caiplexity
1991;	 -Caipetitive Threat

Table 8.1. Chronological Representation of Research Efforts
Dinensionalizing Envirorriental Characteristics
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In summary, it seems that much of the empirical research in the area has failed

to unambiguously conceptualize organizational environment and the elements

comprising it. Achrol and Stem (1988) note that despite the voluminous literature

existing mostly in developing taxonomies of organizational dimensions, the systematic

specification and testing of the structure of organizational environments has attracted

very little empirical validation. Researchers focus on a few dimensions at a time while

ignoring other potentially more significant. The previously attempted review of

various environmental dimensions clearly indicated that environments are

multifaceted and thus only by using a multidimensional typology is it possible to

approach the phenomenon. Finally, the use of a great variety of concepts and

constructs seems to have made the comparison of results across research efforts a

particularly difficult exercise (Sharfman and Dean 1991).

ii. MEASUREMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSIONS

Another significant issue revolves around the debate on how the chosen

dimensions should be measured. The adoption of objective vs perceptual measures of

corporate environment is one of the major dilemmas in the area (e.g. Boyd et al.

1993). This perspective has led to a flurry of empirical research works utilising either

objective measures (e.g. Tosi et al 1973; Dess and Beard,1984; Keats and Hitt, 1988;

Sharfman and Dean 1991) or subjective measures (e.g. Starbuck, 1973; Khandwalla

1977; Miller and Friesen, 1983; Javidan, 1984; Miller,1987; Dutton and Jackson 1987).

Proponents of the objective view believe that each organization is embedded

within a given environment which develops independently of the single organization.

The proponents of the perceptual view still believe that environment remains real but

argue that information processing limitations and incomplete knowledge of decision

makers force them to adopt views of environment possibly different from its objective

characteristics. As Child (1972) and Hambrick and Snow (1977) argue, the critical

link between corporate environment and organization is the perception of the former

adopted by key decision makers, perception which in turn influences their choices.
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Both empirical and theoretical studies have not yet reached a consensus on

whether it is the objective environment itself or the perceived environment that

determine organizational processes. Probably, both have an impact, but several

research efforts (e.g. Tosi et aL 1973) have argued for lack of association between the

two. Moreover, several writers have noted the failure of empirical work to consistently

compare perceptual and objective measures (e.g. Tosi et aL 1973; Boyd et aL 1993).

Anderson and Paine (1975 p 831) contend that in strategy formulation and in

strategic decision making one should rely more on perceptions of environment than

on objective properties. Indeed, it is possible companies acting within the same

objective environment to have markedly different perceptions of environmental

characteristics (e.g. change, PEU). Others may perceive continuous change and others

stable environments (Starbuck, 1973). Thus, the reactions to the same environmental

challenges are expected to be vely different.

These apparently contradictoiy approaches to measuring environmental

characteristics must be taken by researchers as a warning signal of the difficulties

inherent in studying organizational environments (Boyd et al. 1993).

8.3. OPERATIONALIZATION OF FINALLY CHOSEN

ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSIONS

The present research assumes that environments are neither munificent nor

hostile, but they are simply perceived differently by key decision makers. Decisions

and actions are not influenced by environmental dimensions not recognized by

managers, but instead responses are expected to vary according to the perceptual

image of the environment created in the mind of the decision maker and not

according to what actually exists. Hence, in the course of this study, definitions of

various environmental dimensions are measured using perceptions of top managers.

This is in line with Boyd et al. (1993), who argue that researchers studying decision

making may benefit more from the use of perceptual measures.
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Since considerable consensus appears to have been emerging among researchers

to, more or less, adopt Aldrich's categorization of environmental phenomena, the

present research intends to follow this trend, but at the same time benefit from a

number of previous works (e.g. Achrol and Stem, 1988; Khandwalla, 1977). Table 8.2

briefly describes the finally adopted environmental dimensions.

As is evident from both table 8.2 and the preceding literature review four

concepts/characteristics of the environment seem to prevail. These are: the

environmental heterogeneity (or else complexity, diversity), the dynamism (or else

instability, velocity, speed of change, turbulence), the hostility (or else capacity,

illiberailty, richness-restrictiveness), and finally the PEU.

(I) Heterogeneity: A number of different constructs have been utilised in

the past in an attempt to operationalize heterogeneity-complexity. Khandwalla (1976),

for example, used a perceptual construct measuring diversity in markets, customers,

products and services. Stein (1981 b) used two scales measuring the number of

significant competitors and the diversity of markets, customers, products-services,

production methods etc. altogether in one scale. The present study adopts Miller and

Friesen's (1983) construct of environmental heterogeneity (see table 8.2. for its

operationalization and reliability levels).

(ii) Dynamism: Stein (1981b) operationalized dynamism as a composite

variable consisted of three items measuring influence of technical personnel in

significant decisions, intensity of competition for technical manpower and rapidity of

technical, economic and cultural change. We adopted the operationalization used by

Achrol and Stem (1988), who define dynamism as the degree of perceived

unpredictable change in the environment (refer to table 8.2 for its operationalization

and reliability levels).

(iii) Hostility: In the course of this study Khandwalla's (1977)

operationalization was preferred (see table 8.2). This construct views hostility as

adequately described by three dimensions i.e. environmental riskiness, stressfulness

and dominance over the company.
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(iv) Perceived Environmental Uncertainty (PEU): Duncan (1972) has

probably developed the most comprehensive measure of PEU by describing it as

bearing three major components: the lack of information concerning the determinants

of the decision situation, the lack of information concerning the outcome of the

decision and finally the instability to declare by assigning probabilities how

environmental forces may influence the success or failure of the decision.

Bourgeois (1978) used a modified version of Duncan's construct and treated

PEU as one of the various environmental characteristics. Bourgeois studied strategic

decisions, but used only the external organizational components of Duncan's

instrument, omitting the internal ones. This study, as can be seen from table 8.2, is

based on Bourgeois modified version of Duncan's construct, using only 6 of his

initially adopted 12 factors, as presented in page 366 of the second questionnaire. The

adoption of a more parsimonious set of factors was deemed more appropriate,

because managerial time is always at a premium.

(v) Competitiveness: Dastmalchian (1986), measured market competition by

adding CEO's evaluations of price, quality, delivery and innovation as competitive

forces, measured on three-point scales. Stein (1981 b) also used a construct consisted

of three different elements of competition (i.e. competition in promotion, quality and

price) to measure competitive pressure. The present study adopted Khandwafla's

(1977) index of competitive pressure as is presented in table 8.2.

Attention also focused on the reliability of the constructs measuring

environmental dimensions. Two statistics are important in evaluating the internal

consistency of each construct (i) the mean inter-item correlation coefficient and the

Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient. A very low mean interim coefficient implies

the existence of a broad construct with limited reliability, while a very high one

suggests that some elements of the construct may be redundant. Table 8.2 presents the

mean inter-item correlation coefficients and the Cronbach Alpha reliability

coefficients for each construct.
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ENVIRO*ENTAL	 OPERATIONALIZATION *
	

LOCATION IN	 VMIABLES	 No.OF EAN	 (RON8ACH
DD(NS IONS	 11€ SECOND	 DERIVED FROM: ITEMS INTER- ALPHA

Q(ESTIONNAIRE	 IN	 ITEM
(APPENDIX 2) 	 SCALE C(RREL.

1.ENVIROt*€NTAL	 Cavosite variable consisting of four Page 365	 Miller &	 4	 .60	 .86
ETEROGEI(ITY	 five-point Likert-type scales imasu- Question No.10 Friesen,
(or else conple- ring s1iificant diffwes between itene 1 to 4 1983;
xity. diversity) the prvr.Iicts/services offered in

relation to (i) custceers' buying
habits (ii) the nature of caetition
(iii) marlet dyiesieu (iv) narket
iscertainty.

2.ENVIRONENTAL	 Cosposite variable consisting of 	 Page 365	 khrol &	 8	 .35	 .81
DYNAMISM	 eit distinct measures referring	 Question No.9, Stern 1988;
(or else	 to three derived siA,constructs 	 Itete 1 to 8
Instability.	 (1) dynanise in nerketing practices
velocity, speed (2) caçetitor dynenien and
of change,	 (3) custaner dynanime. Each scale
turbulence) was measured in a seven point Likert-

type scale ranging frau 1 (no change
to 7 (very frequent changes)

3.ENVIRO*FNTAL	 Caiposite variable consisting of	 Page 365	 Khanclla,	 3	 .43	 .69
UJNIFERENCE-	 three five-point Likert-type scales Question No.8 1977;

FOSTILITY	 measuring the degree of	 Itens 1 to 3
envirornental (1) riskiness
(2) stressfulness and (3) cbiinance
over the calpany

4.PERCEIVED	 n	 I * (A +	
Page 366	 Nodif led fran Due to the nature of

ENVIROIKNTAL	 PEU4 E	 The final	 Duican, 1972; the construct
LIICERTAINTY	 ' 1=1	 n4	 variable was and Bourgeois no interim analysis
(P.E.U.)

	

	 based on all 1978;	 can be performed.
j=caTonent considered (e.g. custaner the questions.

stçpl Icr)
n.No.of factors within caTponent j
I-Inortance of Factor i
A 1-Informat ion kiequacy on factor I

Pi=Predictability of factor i's
reaction to fires decisions

5.INOEX OF	 Ccm,osite variable consisted of:	 Page 364	 ModIfied	 Due to the nature of
CIETITIVE	 a.Four five point Likert-type scales QuestIon No.7, frau 	 the construct
PRESSLRE	 measuring the perceived Intensity Itans 1 to 4. Khandealla, no interim analysis

of caupetition in (1) price	 1977;	 can be perforesd.
(2) prod.ict characteristics
(3) prauution and distribution
and (4) procurenent of irçuts

b.Four other five point Likert-type
scales measuring the degree of
inportance of each of the above
mentioned types of caupetitlon

NOTE: The final index of caupetitive
pressure was extracted by
nultiplying the intensity of each
fonui of caupetition by the rating
of its inportance. The four nuthers
resulted were aggregated and the
outcaue was divided by 20 in order
to result in one index ranging
fran 1 to 5.

Table 8.2 Envirorunental dimensions utilised In the course of the study

* All cauposite variables ware averaged by the nuther of scale-iteuus in the construct so as to result in
constructs ranging frau 1-5.
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The competitiveness index was computed by multiplying the intensity of each

form of competition by the rating of its importance. Thus, this index, did not lend

itself to interim reliability analysis. Reliability coefficients for the remaining

dimensions ranged from .69 to .86, which by any standard are more than satisfactoiy.

Table 8.3 presents the descriptive statistics and pearson correlation coefficients

among environmental variables. As expected, there exist some intercorrelations

among environmental variables. Their examination seems to give us some interesting

statistical significant results, all being in the expected direction, and none of them is

unduly high (all correlation coefficients are below .43).

tEN	 STDDEV	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5ENVIROIIIENTAL
DIP€NS IONS

1. IETEROGENEITY
(Keterog)

2. DYNAMISM
(Da)

3. IQSTILITY
(ibsti ii)

4. UNCERTAINTY
(Lkcert2e)

5. CEWETITIVENESS
(Caet1t)

	

2.7143	 .9347

	

3.1679	 .8652

	

2.9381	 .7406

	

2.5143	 .5184

	

2.5200	 .8395

1.0000
p-.

.43651	 1.0000
P. 000 2 p

	

-.1725	 -.3200

	

P- .077	 P .003

	

.2179	 .3339

	

P-.035	 P=.002

	

.0379	 .3658

	

P. .378	 P. .001

1.0000
P..

- .0690
P.285

-.1895
P=.058

1.0000
P..

	

.1167	 1.0000

	

P=.168	 P-.

Table 8.3. DescrIptive Statistics and Intercorrelatlons anng Enviromental Variables

1 (CorrelatIon CoefficIent)	 2 (Level of Sli1ficance)

8.4. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL DIMENSIONS

AND PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

A significant body of literature exists on the impact of organizational

environment on various organizational processes. A number of these research efforts

attempts to relate the nature of the environments to the content of strategies followed

(e.g. Lindsay and Rue, 1980; Bourgeois 1980a), or to the characteristics of long range

planning systems (e.g. Lindsay and Rue, 1980; Javidan 1984; Grinyer et aL 1986). But

significant criticism (e.g Miller and Friesen, 1983; Sharfman and Dean, 1991; Dess

and Rasheed, 1991) has been levelled at this body of work for the little attention

which it has devoted in finding out possible linkages between dimensions of corporate
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environment and the process or outcomes of strategy making. If we consider that only

through effective strategy making processes it is possible to arrive at meaningful and

appropriate strategies, we come to the conclusion that particular emphasis should be

devoted to exploring potential linkages between the process of strategic decision

making and environment. The rest of section 8.4 will concern itself with this

exploration based on the five environmental characteristics adopted in section 8.3.

A. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL HETEROGENEITY

AND Sn) PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

Rationality-Financial Reporting

Lindsay and Rue (1980), examined the impact of various environmental

characteristics on the comprehensiveness-completeness of FPSs. They found out that

as environmental heterogeneity/complexity increases one would expect the

development of more complete long range planning processes. In the same vein,

Khandwalla (1976) reported that managers who perceive their corporate environment

as complex tend to employ more comprehensive strategies. This may be attributed to

the fact that companies create the necessary internal processes to deal with

environmental diversity. To extend their argument, one might also expect that more

heterogeneous environments may also lead to more thorough analysis in SDM in

order to account for the diverse constituencies in the environment (Smart and

Vertinsky, 1984). Miller and Friesen (1983), by comparing groups of successful and

unsuccessful companies reached the conclusion that relatively to poor performers,

successful firms are expected to show a positive association between increases in

environmental heterogeneity and increases in analysis in decision making.

A similar pattern of association is expected to be found between heterogeneity

and extent financial reporting. According to Jurkovich (1974) the complication caused

by environmental heterogeneity coupled with the limited processing capacity of

organizations and persons leads to the creation of specialized units dealing with

information collection and processing. Consequently they argued that higher
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environmental heterogeneity is expected to be associated with more elaborate

financial analysis and related reporting systems.

A significant number of researchers in the area (e.g. Child 1972; Bobitt and Ford,

1980; Keats and Hitt, 1988; Sharfman and Dean, 1991) also argued for the existence of

close linkages between environmental complexity and role specialization, claiming

that the monitoring of a highly heterogeneous environment increases the need for

greater role specialization, and requires the development of specialized knowledge

within the company with the aim to manage interdependencies. It seems to follow

logically that if environmental heterogeneity results in the creation of specialized

knowledge within the company, we may argue that more formal financial reporting

will also be an outcome of environmental heterogeneity.

Thus, the following hypotheses may be advanced:

H(p) A,1,. Companies operating in heterogeneous environments will tend to resort

in higher rationality when making decisions of a strategic nature.

H(p) A,2,. Companies facing heterogeneous environments are expected to use more

advanced financial reporting systems when making SuDs.

Set of Formalized Rules-Coordination Devices

According to Aldrich (1979 pp 66) a corporate environment characterized by

great heterogeneity may not reward standardized ways of action. Very recently,

Sharfman and Dean (1991), argued that in heterogeneous-complex environments

companies resort in fewer standardized rules and favour the presence of a more

relaxed internal structure. Smart and Vertinsky (1984) also argued that environments

characterized as highly routine stimulate the development of formalized operating

procedures. In line with the reasoning laid out above, the following proposition might

be set forth:

H(p) A,3,. Greater environmental heterogeneity is expected to be negatively

associated with both rule formalization and use of formal coordination devices.
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Hierarchical Decentralization-Lateral Coninunicat Ion

A central assumption of the study of Lindsay and Rue (1980) was that

environmental heterogeneity may be associated with more hierarchical

decentralization, more lower-levels involvement and generally use of 'open systems

approaches' in planning and decision making. Empirical results also corroborated

their assumption as far as larger companies were involved. On the contrary smaller

enterprises appeared to experience a negative association between environment and

hierarchical decentralization. This may be attributed to the fact that smaller

enterprises may not have clear hierarchical structures.

In the same vein, Bobbitt and Ford (1980) suggested that environmental

heterogeneity exerts a significant influence on the structuring of an organization, thus

resulting in the development of specialized knowledge and decentralized decision

making authority.

Miller and Friesen (1983), studied the effects of various environmental forces on

strater making behaviour. Their research results broadly suggested that an increase

in perceived environmental heterogeneity is expected to complicate the

administrative task, thus resulting in subsequent changes in structure (e.g. more

lateral communication), rather than to modify the depth of analysis (e.g. rationality)

in strategy making. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that greater environmental

heterogeneity will imply greater contribution and more responsibility from various

departments, thus resulting in greater lateral communication (Miller and Friesen,

1983).

The previous discussion provides the foundations for specifying the following

hypotheses.

H(p) A,4,. Environmental heterogeneity is expected to be positively associated with

hierarchical decentralization when deciding on SIDs.

H(p) A,5,. Environmental heterogeneity will be positively associated with lateral

communication.
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Politicization - Dissensus

Environmental complexity, in general, may induce different group members to

adopt different tactics in deciding on the solution to a given problem. Indeed, as the

work of Dess and Origer (1987) and Bourgeois (1980a;b) revealed there is an inverse

relationship between environmental complexity and consensus on organizational

goals, since complexity gives rise to more possible points of conifict among top

managers and makes consensus more difficult to achieve. Aldrich (1979, pp 66), lent

credence to this view by arguing that heterogeneity in an enterprise's environment

may lead to intraorganizational conflict. These patterns may suggest the following

hypothesis.

11(p) A,6,. Higher heterogeneity in the corporate environment may tend to increase

problem solving dissensus as well as political debates during the making of SIDs.

B. RELA11ONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL DYNAMISM

AND SID PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

Rationality-Financial Reporting

Despite the large number of research efforts that attempt to elucidate links

between environmental dynamism and rationality of decision making processes,

results of this body of research are rather fragmented and contradictory. For example,

there is one stream of research (e.g. Cyert and March, 1963; Mintzberg, 1973;

Anderson and Paine, 1975; Nutt, 1976; Fredrickson, 1984; Fredrickson and laquinto,

1989; Hart, 1992) which contends that companies operating in stable environments

more or less follow rational-comprehensive processes in making and integrating

strategic decisions. According to this line of thought, incremental processes are more

suitable for companies operating in unstable environments. Stein (1981 b) also

hypothesized that companies operating in highly dynamic environments may tend to

employ both less extensive search and less explicit analysis of alternatives.
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The argument behind this contention is that strategists usually find it difficult to

resort in formal financial analysis, in depth study, and rational processes when having

to deal with unstable, high velocity environments characterized by information

scarcity, and rapid change. Instead, they are obliged to take quick, bold decisions in

many instances, relying on the available amount of information. In the same vein,

companies operating in stable environments rarely face significant opportunities and

thus when having to deal with such a situation they employ more rational processes.

Unfortunately, there remains much confusion and contradiction in the literature,

and no consensus has emerged. A relatively recent line of inquiry has cast doubt on

the validity of these hypotheses. For example, the results obtained by Grinyer et al.

(1986), in a study of long range planning processes, are n interpreted as supportive

of the above mentioned stream of inquiry. They found out that stable market

environments were not associated with more comprehensive planning processes. A

similar pattern of interaction was reported by Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988). By

studying strategic decision processes in high velocity environments they concluded

that effective firms follow the rational model in decision making. They argued

convincingly that: "as the speed of environmental change accelerates, effective

executives deal with their extremely uncertain world by structuring it. This is done by

employing a thorough analytic process" (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988; pp 826).

Jurkovich (1974 pp 390) seems to share the same view, arguing that in dynamic

environments companies attempt to reduce unpredictability in order to achieve a

more complete picture of the situation. This can usually be achieved by means of

internal systems contributing to more rational/analytical decision making

Another relatively recent work has lent credence to the above mentioned

argument. Miller and Friesen (1983) found that good performers tended to show more

positive correlations between increases in environmental dynamism and increases in

formal analysis. This was attributed to the fact that companies adapt themselves to the

growing challenges posed by dynamic environments by seeking a greater number of

criteria to guide strategic decisions, by searching for more detailed information and
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thus by making more rational decisions. We should also mention Khandwalla (1976),

who lends credence to this line of thought by arguing that managers who perceived the

environments in which their companies operated as dynamic, were using more

comprehensive or multifaceted strategies. Finally, a surprising lack of any statistical

significant relationship was reported by Smith et aL (1988).

The previous research has, indeed, produced apparently conflicting results

regarding the directionality of the relationships in question. In the course of this

research the results of the second line of research will be adopted, thus assuming that:

H(p) B,1,. Higher environmental dynamism will be associated with more rational

processes and with more financial reporting activities.

Formalized Rules-Coordination Devices

Aldrich (1979) suggested that environmental stability favours the development of

formal-standardized sets of routines for dealing with organizational issues. Keats and

Hitt (1988) also suggested that firms operating in unstable environments developed a

simpler structure, based on low diversity, and high relatedness among organizational

units.

Still a different wave of pertinent research (e.g. Sharfman and Dean, 1991)

contrary to expectations reported that environmental dynamism produced a positive

and statistical significant relationship with the use of written rules. This was

attributed to the fact that firms operating in volatile environments may sometimes be

expected to respond with rigidity to external threats and develop formal written rules,

procedures, coordination devices (Shariman and Dean 1991; Bourgeois et al. 1978).

Despite the apparently conflicting concepts outlined above, we may risk to support the

hypothesis that:

H(p) B,2,. Higher environmental dynamism will be positively associated to use of

written rules, and to the existence of coordination devices.
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Hierarchical Decentralization

The effect of environmental dynamism on the centralization-decentralization of

SDMPs is subject to contrasting interpretations. As Grinyer et aL (1986) contend,

environmental stability favours the delegation of authority to lower levels in the

hierarchy, during the planning process. On the contrary unstable-dynamic environments

limit decision making to the ranks of higher-level managers, thus resulting in

centralization of planning and decision making. This takes place not only because in

dynamic environments such issues are critical to the viability of the company (thus

contributing to centralization), but also because the speed of decision making is of vital

importance (thus only involvement of the most senior executives may be deemed as

necessary).

On the contrary, Burns and Stalker (1961), reported that dynamic environments

favour the participation and the flow of information among organizational layers, thus

resulting in greater decentralization. Jurkovich (1974 pp 389) seems to share the latter

view, by arguing that under unstable conditions "subordinates demand more

responsibility in the form of contributing opinions". Thus, we may hypothesize that:

H(p) B,3,. Dynamic environments wifi be positively related to hierarchical

decentralization when making SIDs.

Lateral Communication

Child (1972) has introduced the term environmental variability to describe

environments characterized by frequent and irregular changes. According to him, the

more the variability experienced, the more lateral communication is expected to take

place, in order to support a flexible and adaptive structure. This variability dimension

seems to be closely related to our dynamism-instability construct. Thus, extending

Child's argument we may hypothesize that:

H(p) B,4,. Environmental dynamism is associated with more lateral communication

during decision making.
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P01St Iclzation-Dissensus

Lyles and Mitroff (1980) as well as Lyles and Thomas (1988) contend that finns

operating in comparatively stagnant environments tend to have a clear and

unconfusing picture of events occurring. l'his implies that the external stimuli receive

the same interpretation by different people, thus contributing to consensus building

and to less political activities on the nature of the problem and the way the decision

making will have to proceed.

Dess and Origer (1987) argued for an inverse relationship between

environmental dynamism and consensus on organizational goals. Jurkovich (1979

pp 390) also reported that the potential for conifict is expected to be higher in

environments characterized by rapid change and unpredictability. Despite the

apparently conificting evidence we are inclined to adhere to the second line of

thought and hypothesize that:

H(p) B,5,. Dynamic environments will tend to result in greater politicization during

the making of strategic decisions.

H(p) B,6,. Dynamic environments are expected to be associated with higher

dissensus among participants.

Gestation and Duration time

Environmental dynamism has also been claimed to influence the speed of

decision making. Here, research has consistently shown that there is a positive

relationship between speed of decision making and environmental dynamism (e.g.

Judge and Miller, 1991). Fredrickson (1984) corroborates these findings by showing

that successful firms in unstable environments seem to make decisions quickly

without significant attempt to integrate them into an overall strategy. Stein (1981 b)

also hypothesized that rapid change-instability is expected to lower the gestation and

duration time. These lead us to hypothesize that:

H(p) B,7,. A negative association is expected to be found between environmental

dynamism and gestation and duration process time.
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C. RELA11ONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL HOSTILITY AND

SW PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

Rationality-Financial Reporting

Miller and Friesen (1983) reported that successful firms in their sample tended

to show more positive relationship between increases in environmental hostility and

increases in depth of analysis conducted during strategic decision making. Moreover,

it is worth mentioning that Mifier and Friesen also found that when adversity loomed,

unsuccessful firms experienced a panic reaction and considerably reduced the level of

analysis conducted. Stein (1981 b), in his attempt to describe hostile environments

introduced the term 'environmental restrictiveness'. He then reported that as the

environmental restrictiveness increased, companies tended to show less extensiveness

in their search for alternative ways of action. In line with the research laid out above,

we might hypothesize that:

H(p) C,1,. Environmental hostility may be negatively associated to rationality and

financial reporting activities.

Rule Formalization -Coordination Devices

In environments characterized as hostile it may be expected that along with lack

of rational analysis and financial reporting activities, we may also witness the lack of

rule formalization as well as the inexistence of coordination devices in the making of

SUDs. Thus, the following tentative propositions might be set forth:

H(p) C,2,. Environmental hostility may be negatively associated with formalized

rules and coordination devices.

Hierarchical Decentralization-Lateral CoIrh,,unication

A structural consequence of environments characterized as hostile may be a

tighter centralization in decision making and a restrained flow of information

between various departments, thus leading to both hierarchical centralization and
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minimized lateral communication. This view is supported by Child (1972) in analysing

environmental illiberality, a term which closely relates to the notion of hostifity

examined here. Thus, we may hypothesize that:

H(p) C,3,. Environmental hostifity may cause tighter hierarchical centralization and

may minimize lateral communication.

P01/tic izat lon-Dissensus

Dess and Beard (1984) offered strong support to the contention that munificent

environments function as a means of conflict resolution. On the contrary, Dess and

Origer (1987), argued that organizations competing in munificent environments face

fewer resource constraints and therefore managers are offered the discretion to

pursue divergent goals. In so doing they are expected to strengthen a positive

relationship between environmental muniference and dissensus. Stein (1981 b) also

hypothesized that environmental restrictiveness (synonymous to hostility) is expected

to unite management attitudes and views during the making of strategic decisions.

However, his empirical results did not support this hypothesis. It seems that effects

can be either way, and thus no specific hypothesis is advanced.

Duration -Timing

Despite the lack of empirical data on the association between environmental

hostility and duration-timing of S processes logic suggests that in order not to face

the possibly grave consequences of inadequate responses to hostile environments

companies may be expected to make SIDs more rapidly. But one could also support

the opposite line of argument by assuming that companies operating in hostile

environments may be reluctant to quickly decide on strategic decisions thus resulting

in delayed decision making. We will let the empirical results reveal possible statistical

significant associations.
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D. RELA11ONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL UNCERTAINTY and

Sn) PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

Rationality - Financial Reporting

Milliken (1987) supported the opinion that when managers are confronted with

uncertainty they normally spend more time and resources on scanning and

forecasting. In general one might use the same arguments advanced in previous

sections for environmental heterogeneity. Thus, the following proposition might be

set forth.

H(p) D,1,. Perceived environmental uncertainty (PEU) may be positively related to

rationality and financial reporting activities.

Set of Formalized Rules-Coordination Devices

Bums and Stalker (1961), as well as Hage and Aiken (1967), were among the first

to contend that companies operating in environments characterized by low

uncertainty face decisions having a more or less routine nature and thus the

information gathering and processing needs are expected to be rather limited. Such a

context favours the development of specific rules and procedures, thus allowing for a

greater standardization and formalization of decision processes. On the contrary,

environments characterized by high uncertainty require more flexible, novel and ill-

structured processes in making and integrating strategic decisions. This implies that

standardization and formalization are expected to be kept at a minimum (Keats and

Hitt, 1988). These patterns may suggest that:

H(p) D,2,. Environmental uncertainty is expected to be related to less formalized

rules and procedures during the making of SIDs.
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Hierarchical Decentralization-Lateral Coritnunication

When PEU increases, greater participation in decision making (both hierarchical

and lateral) is to be expected. This happens because the approaches followed in

resolving strategic issues under circumstances of high perceived uncertainty, are

rather novel and ill-structured, thus calling for a variety of different approaches.

H(p) D,3,. Higher PEU will be associated with more hierarchical decentralization

and lateral communication.

Politicization-Dissensus

Environments characterized by low uncertainty-unpredictabifity usually tend to

present clear and unconfusing stimuli to decision makers. This implies that external

phenomena are expected to get the same interpretation by participants in the decision

making process, minimizing the potential for political behaviour and dissensus (Lyles

and Mitroff, 1980; and Lyles and Thomas 1988). On the contrary, high PEU is

expected to be associated with more politicization and problem solving dissensus.

H(p) D,4,. Higher PEU may result in higher politicization and more problem

solving dissensus among participants.

E. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL COMPETITIVENESS

AND SB) PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

Rationality-Financial Reporting

In their comparative study of managerial practices in five different countries,

Negandhi and Prasad (1971), proposed that intensive market competition contributes

to the development of more comprehensive long-range planning systems. Stein

(1981 b) also hypothesized that if competitive pressure is intense, decision makers

cannot afford the costs of taking a wrong decision, thus pursuing more explicit

financial analysis and more extensive search for alternatives. But the empirical results

provided by Stein, did not support this hypothesis. Coefficients of association
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although in the correct direction did not provide any statistical significant

relationships between competitive pressure and either explicitness of analysis or

extensiveness of search. Nevertheless, the following tentative hypothesis will be

advanced:

H(p) E,1,. Competitive pressure may be associated with more rationality as well as

more extensive financial reporting in the making of SIDs.

Formalized Rules-Coordination Devices

In situations of high environmental competitiveness firms should recognize the

need to adapt and respond to challenges. Thus, one might expect that in environments

characterized by competitive threat, firms are expected to resort to fewer rules and

formal procedures. Sharfman and Dean (1991) advanced a similar hypothesis, but

surprisingly their empirical results produced an insignificant correlation between

presence of rules and competitive threat while producing an unexpected highly

positive and significant correlation among the use of written rules and the

competitive threat faced.

Pfeffer and Leblebici (1973) hypothesized a positive association between

competition in the environment and internal coordination and control devices. This

was attributed to the fact that in cases of highly competitive markets companies

cannot afford the luxury to make strategic mistakes. Hence, they develop coordination

and control devices to minimize this possibility. Despite the apparently conflicting

concepts outlined above, we may suggest that:

H(p) E,2,. Environmental competitiveness is expected to be associated with the

existence of fewer formalized rules and coordination devices when making SIDs.

Politicization-Dissensus

Dastmalchian (1986) reported that increased environmental competition

produced a more favourable climate and closer relationships between managers, thus

resulting in lower politicization and in the development of an atmosphere of
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responsiveness and creativity. On the contrary, Stein (1981 b) hypothesized that

increased competitive pressure is expected to influence decision makers behaviour in

the direction of more heterogeneous behaviour, and create a more politicized

atmosphere. But his final research results did not statistically verify his contention.

Despite this, we are inclined to adopt the latter view and hypothesize that:

H(p) E,3,. Higher environmental competitiveness may be associated with more

politicization and probably more problem solving dissensus during the making of

SIDs.

Gestation and Duration Time

Despite the lack of empirical data on the association of environmental

competitiveness and duration of SD) processes, logic suggests that enterprises in

order to take advantage of opportunities and achieve an edge over competitors, may

be inclined to quickly decide on issues of a clearly strategic nature. Thus, we may

expect that:

H(p) E,4,. Competitive environments may favour the shortening of decision

processes and conduce to more snapshot decision processes.

SUMMARY OF HYPOTHESES ON THE ASSOCIATION

BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AND SD) PROCESSES

The preceding discussion has (i) synthesized research pertaining to the

association between environmental characteristics and strategic decision making

processes, (ii) highlightened the sometimes inconclusive or even conflicting results

appeared in the area and (iii) advanced specific hypotheses to be tested.

Table 8.4 offers a summary of hypotheses about the association between process

and environmental characteristics. The signs + / - indicate expected positive or

negative associations between variables, while questionmarks indicate unclear

expectations about possible relationships.
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8.5. CORRELATIONS - DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table 8.5 presents the correlation results between environmental characteristics

and the characteristics of the processes followed. Given the nature of the variables,

Pearson correlation coefficients provide a means for establishing the degree of

association between the two. A quick inspection of table 8.5, reveals that in total 16

out of the 45 relationships provide statistical significant associations, at a level of 5%

or less. That is, about 35% of the total relationships are statistical significant at a level

of p <.05 or less. The specific relationships suggested are in line with our hypotheses,

with some minor exceptions. More specifically:

ENVIROI*€NTAL CHARICTERISTICS

SID PROCESS	 FETERO- DYNNIISM lUSTILITY UNCERTAINTY C($'ETITION
CHARTERISTICS	 GENEITY

1 .RATIONALITY	
+	 +	 -	 +	 _..I-.

-f-	 -f-	 -	 -I-	 -f-REPRTING

3.SETOFF(JNAL	 -	 -j-	 -	 -	 -RILES

4. FMAL
CO(RDINATION	 -	 -f--	 -	 -	 -DEVICES

5.HIERMCHICAL	 -I-	 -f-	 -	 -F-	 7
DECENTRALIZATION

6.LATERAL	 -j-	 -f-	 -	 7
CLM4JIICATION

7.POLITICIZATION	 -f--	 -F-	 -f-	 -F--

8.PROBIEN SOLVING	 -f--	 -f-	 7	 -f-	 -F--DISSENSUS

9.GESTATION AND	 7	 -	 7	 7	 -
DIRATION 111€

Table 8.4.: Stunery of Hypotheses about the Association Beten
Process Characteristics and Enviromental Characteristics

Rational i ty- Comprehensiveness

Regarding the degree of rationality-comprehensiveness of strategic decision

making processes, significant positive effects were found for environmental

heterogeneity and dynamism, while a strong negative association was obtained

between rationality and environmental hostility. On the contraly, perceived

environmental uncertainty (PEU) and degree of competitiveness failed to produce

statistical significant results.
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The strong positive relationship between heterogeneity and rationality is in line

with relevant research arguing that heterogeneous environments may drive companies

to create the appropriate internal analytic processes in their attempt to deal with the

challenge of diversity (e.g. Khandwalla, 1976; Lindsay and Rue, 1980; Miller and

Friesen 1983).

As mentioned in the hypotheses generation section of this chapter, there exists a

significant debate concerning the association between rationality in decision making

and degree of dynamism in the environment. The resulting positive association offers

strong support to the line of thought which claims that when managers are confronted

with dynamic environments characterized by rapid change, they concentrate their

efforts in trying to structure and control their world. This is achieved by employing

more thorough, analytic processes and multifaceted strategies (e.g. Khandwalla, 1976;

Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988), or by trying to achieve a more complete picture of

the situation through introduction of planning systems (e.g. Jurkovich, 1974; Miller

and Friesen, 1983).

Concerning the companies in the sample, it is true that most of them (especially

those in the foods and drinks as well as in the chemicals) due to the European

integration and the 1992 challenge, faced in the recent years increasingly dynamic

environments, characterized by rapid change in the elements comprising dynamism

(e.g. changes in marketing practices, competitor dynamism and customer dynamism).

Results support the opinion that they reacted by being more rational when making

SIDs.

On the contrary, results indicate that environmental hostility may have a

significant negative interaction with analytical/rational processes. This is in line with

our hypotheses, which argue that when companies consider their environments as

hostile they tend to show a panic reaction and considerably reduce the levels of

analysis in their decision making.
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The final two environmental characteristics (uncertainty and competitiveness) do

not seem to produce any statistical significant results. Correlation coefficients,

especially for the competitiveness dimension, are rather weak and provide no support

to the contention that intensive market competition is associated to more rational

decision making.

Financial Reporting

Only one out of the five pearson coefficients relating environmental

characteristics with financial reporting provide statistical significant results. This

significant coefficient indicates that environmental dynamism is associated with more

extensive financial reporting activities. The other four relationships between financial

reporting and heterogeneity, hostility, PEU and competitiveness, though in the

correct direction, do not produce any statistical significant results.

Set of Formalized Rules

Particularly strong seem to be the effects of corporate environment on the

existence of a set of formalized rules guiding the process. Except from the "oddTM

positive associations between formalized rules and environmental heterogeneity and

uncertainty, which deviate from our hypothesis, all other correlation coefficients are

in the expected direction.

In particular, there is a positive association between environmental dynamism

and set of formalized rules. As discussed in the hypotheses section, there are two

opposite views on the interaction between formalization and dynamism. The results

lend support to the view of Sharfman and Dean (1991), and Bourgeois, (1978) who

contend that firms operating in volatile environments may try to respond to the

change rate by trying to structure their internal world through introduction of formal,

written rules and procedures.
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	PERCEIVED	 ENVIRON N EN TA L:

lETEROGENEITY	 DYNNIISN I1)STILITY	 UCERTAINY CLPFETITIVENESS

	

(lETEROG)	 (DYNNIISN) (I()STILI)	 (LJICZRT2e)	 (CC)cETIT)

RATIONALITY, 	 .2464	 1	 .2048	 -.2815	 .1066	 -.0137

C()cREIENSIVEIESS	 p. .oeo	 2	 P. 045	 p. 009	 P. .190	 P. .455

(RATIONAL)

FINANCIAL	 .1280	 .3002	 -.1887	 .0364	 -.0650

REPTING	 P. .146	 P. .006	 P. .059	 P. .382	 P. .296

(REP(R2)

SET OF	 .3239	 .2959	 -.2819	 .2166	 .0176

FCcALIZED RILES	 P. .003	 P. .006	 P. .009	 P. .036	 P. .443

(FMA1)

F(RNAL CO(RDINATION	 -.1240	 .1774	 .0183	 .1260	 -.0114

DEVICES	 P. .153	 P. .071	 P= .440	 P. .149	 P. .463

(FCMA3)

HIERARCHICAL	 .0670	 .0748	 .0470	 .0709	 -.1524

DECENTRALIZATION	 P. .291	 P. .260	 P. .350	 P. .280	 P. .104

(HIERDECE)

LATERAL	 .1593	 .3439	 -.3160	 .3036	 .1055

C014'UIICATION	 P. .094	 P. .002	 P. .004	 P. .005	 P. .192

(DEPADECE)

POLITICIZATION	 .0331	 -.0641	 - .0897	 .0590	 -.1422

(POLITICI)	 P. .393	 P. .299	 P. .230	 P. .314	 P. .120

PROLEN SOLVING	 -.2060	 -.2744	 .1071	 .2977	 -.1970

DISSENSUS	 P. .044	 P. .011	 P. .189	 P. .006	 P. .051

(DISSENSU)

GESTATION AND	 .0065	 -.1452	 -.0212	 -.1749	 -.2823

D11ATION PROCESS	 P. .472	 P. .115	 P. .431	 P. .074	 P. .009

TINE (TINING2)

Table 8.5. Correlation Results Beten Envirori,estal and SID Process Variables

1 (Correlation Coefficient) 	 2 (Level of Siiificance)
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It is also interesting to note the significant positive relationship between

formalization and environmental heterogeneity, which comes in direct contradiction

with what Aldrich (1979) and Sharfman and Dean (1991) content about the existence

of a more relaxed structure and the presence of fewer written rules when the

environment appears to be heterogeneous-complex. One possible interpretation of

this apparently unexpected correlation may come if we extend Sharfman and Dean's

(1991) argument for environmental dynamism, and hypothesize that as firms in

dynamic-volatile environments introduce formalization in order to structure their

changing world, the same may take place in heterogeneous environments.

Furthermore, two other relationships bear attention, due to the highly statistical

significant results they provide. Both the negative association between environmental

hostility and formalization, and the positive association between PEU and

formalization are statistical significant at a level lower than 5%. From these two

associations only the first is consistent with relevant literature pointing out that

companies operating in hostile environments require more flexible, novel and ill-

structured procedures in making and integrating decisions of a strategic nature (e.g.

Bums and Stalker, 1961; Keats and Hitt, 1988). The positive association between PEU

and formalized rules is rather unexplainable.

Finally, market competition failed to produce any statistical significant

relationship with formalization, despite the suggestions of the relevant literature (e.g.

Sharfman and Dean, 1991) which states that companies operating under intense

competition cannot afford to make a wrong decision, which may offer competitors an

edge. Hence, they resort in explicit analysis and extensive search for alternatives.
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Formal Coordination Devices

The existence of formal coordination devices does not seem to bear any

association with the characteristics of corporate environment. All correlation

coefficients are in the expected direction, as hypothesized, but are statistically

insignificant. It seems that the existence of such devices may be more a matter of size

of the organization and sophistication of internal structure, than of the characteristics

of corporate environment. Chapter 12 (the final integrative chapter) will attempt to

shed further light into potential associations.

Hierarchical Decentralization-Lateral Coninunication

Despite the fact that the association between environmental characteristics and

both hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication, is not very strong

(only three out of ten correlation coefficients are statistical significant), the direction

of correlation coefficients are in line with our hypotheses and could stimulate further

discussion. For example environmental heterogeneity, dynamism and uncertainty

(although not statistical significant) seem to contribute to more hierarchical

decentralization, an indication which is in line with the suggestions of Bobbitt and

Ford (1980), and Burns and Stalker (1961). On the contrary, results for hostility and

competitiveness appear rather inconclusive, providing weak negative or positive signs.

As regards to lateral communication, results indicate a positive association with

heterogeneity, dynamism and uncertainty. These results corroborate the prevaffing

view that heterogeneity, dynamism and uncertainty in the environment act as catalysts

and contribute to more lateral communication among various departments (Child,

1972; Miller and Friesen 1983).

On the contrary, environmental hostility shows a negative association with lateral

communication. In particular, results offer support to the hypothesis that lateral

communication is expected to be suppressed in hostile environments. As far as

environmental competitiveness is concerned results are statistically insignificant.
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Political Behaviour - Dissensus

Another set of interesting relationships revolves around the notions of political

behaviour and problem solving dissensus and their association with the adopted

environmental characteristics. As presented in table 83, three out of the ten possible

relationships provide statistical significant, results.

Contrary to our hypotheses, it was somewhat surprising to find that

heterogeneity, dynamism and competitiveness are negatively related to political

behaviour and problem solving dissensus. Empirical results offer statistical significant

evidence that both environmental heterogeneity and environmental dynamism lead to

less problem solving dissensus in decision making. Moreover, correlation coefficients

between competitiveness on the one hand and politicization and problem solving

dissensus on the other hand (although nearly statistically significant), have a negative

sign indicating that competitiveness tends to be associated with less political

behaviour and more consensus among managers.

These results are in direct contradiction with the prevaffing view that in dynamic

or heterogeneous environments managers tend to perceive differently the various

environmental stimuli, thus contributing to the creation of a political atmosphere and

to more dissensus during decision making (Aldrich, 1979; Jurkovich, 1979; Lyles and

Mitroff, 1980; Stein, 1981b; Dess and Origer, 1987; Lyles and Thomas, 1988).

Despite the apparent reasonableness of the prevaffing view, we are inclined to

adopt the opposite view expressed by Dastmalchian (1986). This quite 'erratic' view

contends that increased environmental competition or dynamism, instead of acting

like a catalyst separating managers, may act as a 'binding glue' which favours the

development of a climate supporting cooperation and closer relationships, in order to

confront with changing environments and increased competitiveness. Indeed, our data

seem to lend credence to this view. This argument is further supported by the positive

relationships revealed between dynamism and heterogeneity on the one hand and

lateral communication on the other hand.
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A second set of interesting relationships shows a positive association between

politicization and problem solving dissensus and such environmental dimensions as

hostility and uncertainty. In particular the empirical results support our hypotheses

that uncertainty about the environment is related to higher politicization and higher

problem soMng dissensus. The results are in line with pertinent empirical research

claiming that munificent environments function as a means of conifict resolution and

are expected to lower politicization and dissensus (Stein, 1981 b; Dess and Beard,

1984; Dastmalchian, 1986).

Overall, the results show that there is a tendency of dynamic, heterogeneous and

competitive environments to lower politicization and dissensus, while hostile and

uncertain environments tend to enhance both politicization and dissensus.

Gestation and Duration Time

The final characteristic of SDMPs is the gestation and duration time. Only one

correlation coefficient provided statistical significant results. All the other

relationships, except from the relationship between dynamism and timing, proved to

be very small and insignificant. Overall, table 8.5 suggests that only environmental

competitiveness contributes to quicker decision processes, while the relationship

between dynamism and timing is in the correct direction though insignificant. Both

correlations are in line with our hypothesis, and with the relevant literature claiming

that companies in competitive and/or dynamic environments tend to take quick

decisions (Stein, 1981 b; Fredrickson, 1984; Judge and Miller, 1991). Mintzberg et aL

(1976) contend that in competitive and hostile environments a researcher should

expect to find a greater incidence of speedups and delays. One may hypothesize that

in highly competitive environments managers may want to overcome the competitors

by taking quick and in some instances bold decisions. Of course, in several other

situations managers may want to 'buy time' in order to monitor the developments in a

hostile or even dynamic environment, thus resulting in lengthier decision making

processes. This fact may offer an explanation for the inconclusive results.
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8.6. CONCLUSIONS - IMPLICATIONS

In conclusion, the results of the present study do provide some insight into the

association between environmental dimensions and process characteristics. Moreover,

they suggest that environmental characteristics can be significant predictors of Sil)

making processes. In general terms, the results of this chapter suggest that the

following relationships hold true:

(i) The existence of more heterogeneous and/or dynamic environments favour

rational decision making, together with more financial reporting and more rule

formalization. On the contrary, hostile environments contribute to less comprehensive

decision making, less formality, and presumably less financial reporting activities.

(ii) the results concerning decentralization and environment are rather

inconclusive. What becomes evident is that environmental dynamism and uncertainty

favour lateral communication, while the effect of environmental hostility on lateral

communication is rather detrimental. It seems that as far as hierarchical

decentralization is concerned, the external control model does not receive much

support. It remains in chapter 12 to test the comparative influence of various

contextual factors on the centralization of the process and see whether the external

control model achieves greater significance.

(ill) More consensus on problem solving is achieved under heterogeneous or

dynamic environments, while environmental uncertainty is associated with more

political behaviour and more problem solving dissensus.

(iv) Finally, only competitive pressure is associated with shorter decision making

processes.

Some broad implications of potential importance to theory development in SDM

may be drawn from these results. Firstly, results establish that the characteristics of

SID processes are systematically related to a number of environmental factors.
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Secondly, the chapter attempted to contribute to the theory in the area, since

several researchers in the recent past (Miller and Friesen, 1983; Dutton, 1985;

Langley, 1990; Dess and Rasheed 1991; Sharfman and Dean, 1991) have contended

that there is no coherent theory on the impact of environment on strategic decision

making processes. The results prove that different perceptions of environmental

dimensions affect differently the characteristics of the processes followed, when

making decisions of a strategic nature. The relationships found could lead to a much

richer and integrated framework of the interaction between environment and decision

processes. The very few counterintuitive results should not be considered as 'noise' or

'errors', but as diagnostic information that could further efforts to integrate various

perspectives and to stimulate further research in the area.

It should be stressed, however, that the relationships examined, the hypotheses

advanced and the results obtained, may suffer from the same limitations from which

most of the research in the area suffers. These limitations have to do with the

conflicting results evident in the area and ultimately with the lack of conceptual clarity

about the meaning and interrelationships of environmental variables. According to

Dess and Rasheed (1991), the conificting results can be attributed to (i) incorrect

hypotheses (ii) inadequate measures (iii) non-representativeness of the sample or

(iv) a combination of the first three reasons.

A promising line of further research could consider the development of a

generally accepted and unambiguous conceptualization of the environment as well as

the development of a set of environmental dimensions in order to eliminate the

fragmentation and contradiction. It is not important whether they will be objective,

perceptual or mixed as long as they meet the previous criteria. Research along these

lines would help to remove the doubt cast on the efficiency and practical usefulness of

this body of theory and inquiry.
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Chapter 9

Association Between

Formal Planning Systems

and SID Processes
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9.1. INTRODUCtiON

The literature on strategic planning is replete with studies arguing that formal

planning systems (FPSs) are essential tools for managers, since they are designed with

the aim to improve managerial decision making and contribute to more rational

decision making (e.g Kudla, 1976; Armstrong, 1982; Langley, 1988; Pike, 1989;

Duncan, 1990). Mintzberg (1981) articulated this line attributing to planning four

tentative characteristics: planning as future thinking, as programming, as integrated

decision making, and finally as a formalized procedure and articulated result. This

argumentation, together with the conventional management wisdom that planning

significantly contributes to strategic decision making, may lead us to support the

existence of a close link between FPSs and SID processes.

But the opposite line of argument also exists, understating the contribution of

FPSs to strategic decision making. It has been convincingly argued that much of the

actual decision making may take place outside formal planning systems (e.g. Hall,

1973; King 1983; Sinha, 1990), since it is managers who make strategic decisions and

not FPSs. Hall (1973) was among the first to contend that most of the formal planning

models do not seem to significantly influence the actual strategy formulation

processes. This mismatch, he argued, may be attributed, among others, to such factors

as: ill-grounded views about the process of strategic planning, inadequate

consideration of the role of a model in the planning process, disassociation of FPSs

from the arenas in which actual decision making takes place, irrationality of

managers, inadequate 'institutionalisation' of FPSs, and finally an overarching

emphasis on normative, theoretical frameworks, rather than on the actual processes of

strategy formulation.

More recently Sinha (1990) validated the assumption that CEO or top

management may make important decisions outside FPSs or without taking into

account the input from FPSs. Empirical testing, generally supported the argument that

the way FPSs were used, were not seen as indispensable by top managers. Based on

this, Sinha argued that formal planning tends to be concerned more with the
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administration of the planning process, than with shaping decision making processes

and actual decision behaviour within the firm.

This apparent contradiction in the literature is far from being resolved. Indeed,

despite the plethora of normative studies which take as granted the linkages between

FPSs and strategic decision making processes, the area is almost devoid of large scale,

empirical research providing specific quantitative results. With few exceptions (e.g

Sinha 1990; Foster 1986), empirical research has been scanty. Identifying

relationships between dimensions of FPSs and characteristics of the process of

making SIDs would be an interesting and potentially fruitful line of research in this

rather unexplored area.

The present chapter aims to shed some light into the association between certain

key dimensions of FPSs and the characteristics describing strategic investment

decision processes. The chapter is organized as follows: sections 9.2 and 9.3 deal with

the nature and dimensions of FPSs and make a quick review of the literature on FPSs,

while section 9.4 briefly evaluates the literature on planning. Section 9.5 specifies the

finally chosen planning dimensions. Next comes a theoretical examination of the

association between FPSs and SID making processes. Finally, sections 9.7 and 9.8

report the empirical results and discuss on the conclusions and implications.

9.2. NATURE AN]) DIMENSIONS OF FPSs

Armstrong (1982 pp 198) defines the term Formal Planning System (FPS) as

wan explicit process for determining the firm's long-range objectives, procedures

for generating and evaluating alternative strategies, and a system for monitoring

the results of the plan when implemented". Bazzaz and Grinyer (1981) identified the

following seven types of contributions of FPSs in an organization: problem awareness,

identification of strengths and weaknesses, information and communication, resource

allocation, coordination and control, morale and industrial relations, and

quantification.
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Ramanujam et a!. (1986) and Ramanujam and Venkatraman, (1987), developed a

more elaborate classification of FPS characteristics i.e. system capability, functional

coverage, use of analytical techniques, resources given to planning, attention to

internal facets, attention to external facets and finally, resistance to planning. Two

years later, Langley (1988) identified four roles of FPSs: public relation role,

information providing role, group therapy role (communication of strategic vision and

participation in it by various managers), and finally direction and control role.

In general, formal planning is seen by various researchers (e.g. Chambers 1984;

Ramanujam and Venkatraman, 1987; Veliyath and Shortell, 1993) as a multi-

dimensional set of activities serving multiple of objectives, which acts as a integral

framework within which decision making takes place. Despite that, empirical research

for reasons of convenience usually utilised a rather simplistic classification of firms

into planners and non-planners.

Table 9.1 attempts a representation of selected research works appeared in the

literature, together with the types of dimensions used by each of them. For reasons of

space conservation no thick descriptions of this body of research are to be attempted.

Instead, more attention will be devoted to delineating the various clusters of research.

9.3. RESEARCH STREAMS ON FFSs

The existing body of empirical work on FPSs can be divided into the following

research streams: (i) examination of the research question of whether formal

planning leads to superior performance, (ii) exploration of the impact of corporate

environment (e.g. PEU, hostility) and other contextual dimensions (e.g. age of the

firm, size, divisionalization, diversification) on FPSs, (iii) association between the

content of strategy and FPSs, (iv) association between FPSs and strategic decision

making processes, (v) finally, integrative research incorporating several contextual

elements. The following paragraphs will briefly analyse each of these streams of

research:
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I 'Does Planning Lead to Superior Profitability?'

Much of the empirical research on planning systems revolves around the question

of whether 'planning pays' (Ansoff et aL 1970). In other words, this research stream

strives to find out whether the existence of FPSs contributes to the achievement of

superior profitability. A veiy helpful analysis of the literature on FPSs and

performance was initially attempted by Armstrong (1982). He concluded that

empirical results in 10 out of the 15 studies supported the contention that planning

leads to superior performance.

NN( OF 1FF	 CHNPCFERISTICS OF FCRMAL PLANNING SYSTEM (FPS)
RESEMC}ERJ(s) ______________

1.LANGE and	 Creativity and Control
VANCIL.1977 ; _______________________________________________________

2.(RANT and KING Reliance on Analytical TecIiiques

3.MINTZBLRG. 	 -Future thirldng
1981;	 -Progrmnng

-Integrated Decision Making
-FonMlized Proceckire and Articulated Result

4.BAllAZ and	 -Problen areness
(INYER. 1981; -Identification of Strengths and aknesses

-InfonMtion and Connjnication
-Resource Allocation
-Coordination and Control
-Marale and Incistrial Relations
-Quantification

5.LINDSAY and RIE -Planning Ccipleteness	 -Planning Revi Frequency
1980;	 -Planning Process Developiient -Imiediacy of Goals

________________ -Planning Tine Span	 -Open Systeie Use

6.KING, 1983;	 Resources Provided for Planning

7.ROBINSON and	 Planning Fonielity Scale
PEPRCE II, 1983

8.JAVIDAN. 1984; -Extensiveness of long-range planning effort
-Decision Making 1-brizon
-Value of Long-range Planning

9.RHYNE 1985; -Planning Opmeness
and 186;	 -Planning brizon

10.RAMANWN4 et	 -Use of Tectniques	 -Fizctional Coverage
al. 1986;	 -Attention to Internal Facets -Resistance to Planning

-Attention to external Facets
-Resources Provided to Planning

11.LAN&EY. 1988; -Poblic Relation Role
-Infonietion Providing Role
-6rot Therapy Role
-Direction and Control Role

12.SINHA, 1990;	 -Contribution to Foninilation and Inplenentation
of Decisions

13.PLL, 1992;	 -Planning Skills

14.Veliyath and	 -Planning Iiv,le,entatlon	 -Staff Planning Assistance
Stortell. 1993; -Market Research Caietence 	 in Strategic Planning

______________ -Key Personnel Involveient -Innovations of Strategies

Table 9.1. Chronological Representation of Selected Research Efforts
on Foniel Planning Systen Characteristics/Roles
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Overall, an analysis of the current literature on the planning-performance

relationship provides mixed and controversial results. A significant part of this

research stream corroborates the hypothesized positive association between planning

and performance (e.g. Ansoff et aL 1970; Ramanujam et aL 1986; Rhyne, 1986;

Bracker and Pearson, 1986; Pearce et aL 1987), thus strengthening the argument that

formal planning is an effective method in the attempt to improve financial

performance. On the contrary, another part has failed to verilS' a statistically

significant relationship (e.g. Kudla, 1980; Robinson and Pearce II 1983) or even

reported a surprising negative relationship (Fulmer and Rue, 1974). Thus, the

establishment of a relationship between FPSs and performance remains highly

speculative, and open to debate.

ii Research on Planning and Context
Another line of inquiry (e.g. Lindsay and Rue 1980) focuses on the examination

of external environment, and enterprise characteristics such as firm size, and age as

contingent variables that have to be considered in designing long range planning

systems. Findings, in general corroborate the existence of a strong positive

relationship between environmental uncertainty and planning among large

organizations, but failed to support the same association for the population of small

firms (e.g. Lindsay and Rue, 1980).

Boulton et aL (1982) based on the constructs developed by Lindsay and Rue

(1980), attempted to assess the impact of environmental characteristics (specifically

PEU and PE) on the completeness of the long range planning process. Overall, they

found that PEU moderates the relationship between environmental characteristics

and industry groupings but does not significantly affect strategic planning. This line of

research is continued by Javidan (1984), who states that PEU does not significantly

influence long-range planning activities. On the contrary, the influence of PEU seems

to be moderated by the perceived value of long range planning and the perceived need

for internal change.
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Grinyer et aL (1986) were among the first who attempted to relate the planning

systems characteristics with a significant number of contextual variables within which

the FPSs operate. They reported that size, environmental hostifity, diversification and

divisionalization are associated with various planning dimensions, but vulnerability of

the core technology is the most important single determinant of corporate planning

processes. Surprisingly, two years earlier in a similar study Javidan (1984) reported

that size had no significant impact on long-range planning.

Generally, this body of research seems to provide very interesting though

equivocal results concerning the association between environment and other

contextual variables on FPSs.

III Research on Planning and Content of' Strategy

This body of research has indeed received very sparse empirical treatment.

Pearce et at. (1987), one of the few who examined the association between grand

strategy and planning formality reported results that indicate no significant

differences in planning formality among the planning groups adopted.

iv Research on Planning and SDM Processes

As has been stressed in the beginning of this chapter, conventional management

wisdom, that formal planning contributes to decision making may lead us to support

the existence of a close link between planning and decision making. Otherwise, far

less empirical attention has been directed towards the actual linkages between FPSs

and strategy formulation or strategic decision making processes (Nahavandi and

Malekzadeh, 1993). Section 9.6 of the present chapter further sheds some light into

this association and discusses the serious questions which have been raised about the

usefulness of FPSs for strategic decision making (e.g Armstrong 1982; King 1983;

Sinha 1990). But regardless of which argument one accepts, one might be tempted to

ask whether FPSs contribute at all to the making of SIDs, and if so which dimensions

of decision making processes are influenced by the existence of FPSs.
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v Integrative Research

Robinson and Pearce (1988), as well as Nahavandi and Malekzadeh (1993),

acknowledged the lack of integration of research pertaining to FPSs and attempted to

bridge this gap by simultaneously examining such factors as content of strategy

followed, planning sophistication and corporate performance. Results broadly verified

the hypothesis that firms with high-to-moderate sophisticated FPSs, which at the

same time followed a consistent strategic orientation, tended to perform high. But

planning does not seem to act as a panacea since FPSs sophistication does not

enhance performance of firms with inconsistent or unsupported strategies (Robinson

and Pearce, 1988). Several other research efforts (e.g. Rhyne, 1985) attempt to

integrate such elements as corporate environment, planning sophistication,

information systems and to advance our knowledge concerning the matching of

various contextual factors influencing FPSs.

9.4. EVALUATION OF THE LITERATURE ON PLANNING

The previously attempted brief review of the planning literature, indeed,

persuades the reader about the existence of some apparently confusing and

contradictory results. This explains why this body of research has attracted severe

criticism on various grounds.

First, severe criticism has been leveled at the poor theoretical grounding, the

inappropriate and simplistic operationalization of variables measuring planning

systems characteristics, and the use of constructs not having sufficient discriminating

power (e.g. Kudla, 1980; Robinson and Pearce, 1983; Ramanujam and Venkatraman,

1987; Powell, 1992). Indeed, the initial wave of empirical research in the area (e.g.

Fulmer and Rue, 1974; Kudla, 1980; Lindsay and Rue 1980) limit their efforts in

classifying firms into two or three categories according to whether they are planners

or non-planners or whether they engage in no formal planning, some formal planning

or sophisticated planning. Wood and Laforge, (1981) were among the first who

attempted to use more sophisticated scaling procedures (i.e. Guttman Scales) in their

attempt to operationalize planning formality.
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Second, the research has also been criticized for insufficient attention to various

contextual factors (e.g inter-industry differences, and market conditions) moderating

the planning performance relationship (Kudla, 1980; Robinson and Pearce, 1988)

Third, it seems that sampling frames were biased towards large firms (Lindsay

and Rue, 1980; Robinson and Pearce, 1983)

Fourth, only performance data are usually taken into consideration (Armstrong,

1982). On the contrary, other issues which emerge of greater potential importance to

the organization are rather neglected in the literature. For example, Langley (1988)

and Rhyne (1986), have noted that there is a remarkable lack of research emphasis on

the roles FPSs really play within organizations and the extent to which they contribute

to strategy formation and to strategic decision making.

Finally, it can also be alleged that most of the existing research does not establish

any form of causality. Is it formal planning that leads to better performance, or is it

the slack resources available to good performers that favour the development of

formal planning systems? (Armstrong, 1982; Rhyne, 1986).

9.5. SELECFED DIMENSIONS OF FPSs

As noted by several authors (e.g. Chambers 1984; Ramanujam et al. 1986;

Ramanujam and Venkatraman, 1987) FPSs should be seen as multi-dimensional,

serving a number of objectives and acting as an integral framework within which

decision making takes place. The present exploratory in nature study, however, will

deliberately limit attention to only three dimensions and their interrelations with Sifi

processes, rather than exploring all possible dimensions.

The fj intends to measure the degree of development of formal planning

within the company. It does so on five of the most popular domains of planning:

production, sales, procurement, budget, and long range business plan. More

specifically, it measures the existence of forward planning in each of these areas by

means of five-point Likert-type scales (table 9.2). The scales are taiormade, taking

into account the reality of the Greek business context and the possibifity that a
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number of the FPSs studied might be rather rudimentary. Indeed, we expected to find

a number of companies in our sample where no formal planning effort takes place, as

well as cases where extensive planning is conducted covering almost every domain of

business activity. The measurement scale in this particular dimension ranges from

'1' for companies which do not prepare a respective written plan to '5' when the time

frame of the specific plan exceeds 3 years.

The second dimension considers the depth with which selected analyses may

take place in the course of the formal planning effort (if any). The study uses a

composite construct consisting of seven items, in a scale ranging from '1' (not at all

analysed) to '7' (analysed in great depth). Items include demand analysis, alternative

growth scenaria, SWOT analysis etc. Refer to table 9.2 for an explanation of the

operationalization of the variable and the presentation of the variables used.

STRItTIPAL	 OPERATIONALIZATION	 LOCATION IN	 VARIABLES	 No.OF SEAN	 CRONBACH
DD€NSIONS	 1W SECOND	 DERIVED FRON: ITEMS INTER- ALPF

QLESTIONNAIRE	 IN	 ITEM
SCALE CCRREL.

1.DEVELOP(NT OF Cai,oslte variable consisting of four Page 368	 Ideas	 5	 .467	 .814
FONMAL PLANNING five-point Likert-type scales neasu- Question No.16 expressed by

PUNNING	 ring the tine frne if any) covered itens 1 to 5 Mintzberg,
IIRIZON	 by the follcing fornel plans	 1981;

prockiced in written fran: 	 Quinn, 1980a;
1. prodection plan 2. sales plan	 Rhyme, 1986;
3. procurenent plan 4 budget	 Lindsay and
5. long range business plan.	 Rue, 1980;
The scale ranges fran '1' 	 cki not	 Javidan,1984;
repare such a written plan to	 Kudla, 1976;
5'thetinefrneexceeds3years.	 Paine&

Anderson, 1977

2.DEPTH OF	 Caposlte variable consisting of	 Page 368	 Key	 7	 .87	 .979
ANALYSIS	 seven distinct seven-point scales	 Question No.17 Stçporting
IN PUNNING	 measuring the depth with t,1th the	 Itans 1 to 7 LIterature:

folllng analyses take place In the
long range planning effort if an ):	 Ikifer and
1 pareveters influencing	 Schendel,1978
2 alternatIve grth scenaria	 Grant and
3 paransters Influencing cost	 King, 1979
4 strategic cheices and alternative 	 Rhyse. 198;

solutions (5) business risk
(6) threats and cportiriitles
(7) strengths and aknesses. The
scale ranges fran 'inot at all

_____________ analysed to 'l'analysed to great depth __________ __________ - _____ ______

3.FCRtLIZATION Ca1oslte variable conslstinq of 	 Page 368	 Adapted fran	 7	 .525	 .886
IN PLANNING	 seven five-point scales ranging fran Question No.18 od and

'l'strongly disagree to 5'strongly	 Itans 1 to 7 Laforge. 1981;
agree. The scales measure extent of:
1 fornel ftictional area planning
2 actIve departmental participation
3 fonmilation of quantified goals
4 fonealization of cavpany jecti-

yes (5) existence of planning groi.
or department (6) developnent of a
favorable planning clinete, and
(7) existence of detailed action plans ___________ __________ - _____ ______

Table 9.2. Dimensions of FPSs utilised In the course of this study
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Finally, the third dimension refers to the formalization of the planning effort.

It has been suggested by various researchers (e.g. Grinyer et al. 1986) as one of the

most prominent characteristics of FPSs. The specific construct used, is adapted from

the work of Wood and Laforge (1981). It measures the corporate planning formality,

by means of Guttman scales. This offers the advantage of assuring better

reproducibility and consistency of the measures, compared to other scaling methods

(Wood and Laforge, 1981; Pearce et aL 1987). The specific scale has been extensively

used and its appropriateness for use in manufacturing firms has also been confirmed

(Pearce et a!. 1987; Robinson and Pearce, 1988). We have adopted only seven of the

initial eighteen dimensions proposed by Wood and Laforge (1981). These seven

dimensions were preferred because they refer more to the long-term planning

conducted rather than to short term budgeting practices. When factor analysed the

seven dimensions produce only one factor, further verifying the appropriateness of

the modified scale used.

As is shown in table 9.2 the finally constructed scales for the selected FPSs

dimensions achieve high reliability levels. Moreover, as shown in table 9.3 all three

dimensions of FPSs are highly correlated with an average Pearson correlation

exceeding 0.8. This means that the three constructs used may measure dimensions of

FPSs with high covariance, i.e. all exist in similar degrees in a firm.

ICAN	 S.D.	 PLANNING	 DEPTh OF PLANNING

(RIZON	 ANALYSIS FNALITY

PLANNING

IDUZON

(Fc$PLANS)

11Pm OF

ANALYSIS

(XPAML)

PLANNING

FTPMALITY

(PIANcLIM)

3.1171	 .7275	 1.0000

P.

3.4143 1.9803	 1	 10000

	

P-.000 2	.

3.0347 1.1328	 .7954	 .8585	 1.0000

	

P. .000	 P-.000	 P=.

Table 9.3 : Intercorrelations king Plaming Variables

1 (CorrelatIon CoefficIent) 	 2 (Level of Sl9rllflcance)
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9.6. HYPOTHESES

a. FPSs and Dimensions of Rationality, Reporting and Formality

As has been mentioned in the beginning of this chapter strategic planners view

FPSs as essential tools for managers, since they are designed with the aim to

contribute to more rational decision making (e.g. Kudla, 1976; Armstrong, 1982;

Langley, 1988; Duncan, 1990). Moreover, it is alleged that one of the main

contributions of the FPSs is towards increased creativity and control (Lorange and

Vandil, 1977). This may be partly achieved by emphasizing future thinking, integrated

decision making and formalized procedures (Mintzberg, 1981). Planning systems

through their control and monitoring orientation are expected to be positively

associated with more formal reporting activities (Grant and King, 1979; Mintzberg,

1981). In the same vein, Grinyer et a!. (1986 pp 8) content that FPSs may experience

positive associations with reporting and control activities. Moreover, there is enough

evidence suggesting that formal planning systems may be also associated with more

rule orientation during the making of strategic decisions.

Thus, in cases where FPSs are characterized by a long time-span, depth of

analysis and formalization, the decision-making process in SIDs may be expected to

be characterized by more rationality, more financial reporting activities and more

extensive use of formal rules. At first, this may sound as a tautology, since by

definition FPSs are expected to experience strong positive associations to all the

above mentioned characteristics SD) processes. But ilwe accept the view that much of

the actual decision making may take place outside FPSs, then we may pursue the

opposite line of reasoning, arguing for lack of association or for a weak association

between dimensions of FPSs and SD) processes.

Based on the above, the following tentative hypotheses are advanced.

H(p) 9.1,. FPSs dimensions are positively associated with more rational decision

making processes.

H(p) 9.2,. FPSs dimensions are positively associated with financial reporting and

rule formalization, during sID making.
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b. FPSs and Decentralization-Lateral Coninunicat Ion

Another alleged contribution of FPSs to SIDs is by fostering greater

participation. Quinn (1980a) based on a study of 10 large firms concluded that the

most important contribution of FPSs was on influencing the process, by creating a

network of information sharing and communication, and by imposing a future

orientation. Indeed, FPSs are often used by various organizational actors as a vehicle

through which ideas are articulated, a vision to the future is communicated, and

personnel development is accelerated (Kudla, 1976; Bazzaz and Grinyer, 1981; Tregoe

and Tobia, 1991). Thus, it is not surprising to contend that the existence of FPSs may

foster participation and decentralization within the company (Kudla, 1976; Bazzaz

and Grinyer, 1981), since organizational actors are expected to view FPSs as means

through which they could effectively 'sell' ideas and visions and influence decision

making (Langley, 1988).

H(p) 9.3,. FPSs will foster hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication

during SB) making.

c. FPSs and Political Behaviour-Dissensus

Another set of interesting questions revolves around the association between

FPSs and political behaviour in SB) processes. Langley (1988) raised the assumption

that the planning process may be seen not only as a rational-analytic way to formulate

plans and visions but also as a political-social process, where various stakeholders

participate. If managers perceive planning systems as a means through which personal

views are communicated, political aspirations take effect, corporate change is

accelerated, and a congealing of ideas occur (Rhyne, 1986), then we might contend

that formal planning may be associated with higher levels of political activities, since

in cases where FPSs act as open fora we might expect that the political dimension will

come into full play.
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On the contrary, since FPSs may draw internal boundaries within which political

actors operate, it is expected that problem solving dissensus, especially at the initial

stages of the strategic decision making will be reduced. That is, a negative association

is expected to be found between FPS characteristics and problem solving dissensus.

Robinson and Pearce (1988) lend credence to this view by arguing that comprehensive

strategic planning acts as a monitor of consistent organizational behaviour. This may

in turn mean that conificting objectives especially at the initial stages of decision

making may be minimized or that a better initial coordination is expected to be

achieved.

Of course there exists the opposite line of thought, arguing that the initial stages

of the decision making process are crucial in the subsequent actions taken and

resources committed (Dutton et al. 1983; Thomas and McDaniel, 1990). Given the

importance accorded to the shaping of the decision in its initial stages one should

expect a positive association between planning characteristics and problem solving

dissensus, since every stakeholder is expected to 'skew' the output of the initial stages

in his/her preferred direction. In view of this dichotomy, we wifi let the empirical

data reveal possible interrelationships. Based on the preceding arguments, we will

only advance the following hypothesis.

H(p) 9.4,. FPSs are expected to foster political behaviour during the making of

SIDs.

d. FPSs and Decision Duration

There is no literature on the expected association between FPSs and speed of

decision making. One line of reasoning postulates that since FPSs contribute to more

rational decision making then all the available information may be analysed more in-

depth, alternative scenaria may be build, formal documents may be produced etc. This

again, leads us to argue that FPSs may cause a delay in making SDs.

An opposite line of thought could argue that since FPSs may lead to systematic-

effective decision making it may also lead to more shortened, though still rational,
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decision processes. We will let the empirical results to reveal possible

interrelationships.

9.7. CORRELATIONS - DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table 9.4 presents the correlation results between FPSs characteristics and the

characteristics of SB) processes. Given the nature of the variables used, Pearson

correlation coefficients provide the proper statistical technique for establishing the

degree of association. A quick inspection of table 9.4, reveals that in total 16 out of

the 27 relationships provide statistical significant associations, at a level of 5% or less.

That is, about 60% of the total relationships are statistical significant at a level of

p <.05 or less. Overall, results support the view that FPSs are strongly associated with

the making of strategic decisions. The specific relationships found are in line with our

hypotheses. More specifically:

Regarding the degree of rationality-comprehensiveness of strategic decision

making processes, significant positive effects were found for all three dimensions of

FPSs. The strong positive relationship between rationality and FPS's characteristics is

in line with theoretical speculations arguing that FPSs are primarily designed with the

aim to contribute to more rational/comprehensive decision making (Kudla, 1976;

Armstrong, 1982; Langley, 1988; Duncan, 1990).

Moreover, all three correlation coefficients between FPSs characteristics and

financial reporting proved to be statistical significant. This indicates that the

examined FPSs characteristics are associated with more extensive project specific or

sID specific financial reporting activities.

Particularly strong seem to be the effects of planning characteristics on the

existence of a set of formalized rules guiding the process of strategic decision

making. All correlation coefficients are positive and in the expected direction. Also,

the existence of formal coordination devices seem to relate significantly with the

characteristics of FPSs. All correlation coefficients are in the correct direction and

two out of the three are statistically significant.
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The association between FPSs characteristics and both hierarchical

decentralization and lateral communication, appears to be quite strong (four out of

six correlation coefficients are statistical significant), and the direction of correlation

coefficients are in line with our hypotheses and could provide interesting suggestive

evidence. An examination of table 9.4 reveals that FPSs significantly contribute to

higher lateral communication, i.e. communication among various departments in the

organization.

As regards to hierarchical decentralization, results indicate a positive although

not always statistical significant association with dimensions of FPSs. Only the

planning formality dimension provides statistical significant confinnation of the

hypothesized relationship. at a level lower than P <.05. This result corroborates the

prevaffing view that planning systems may act as catalysts by fostering greater

hierarchical decentralization (Kudla, 1976; Quinn, 1980a; Langley,1988; Tregoe and

Tobia, 1991).

Another set of interesting results revolves around the notions of political

behaviour and problem solving dissensus and their association with the adopted

FPSs characteristics. As presented in table 9.4 only one out of the six possible

relationships provide statistical significant results. Despite this, the direction of the

association raises several interesting research questions.

First, empirical results offer statistical significant evidence to the positive

association between the constructs of planning formality and politicization of the

decision making process. The correlation coefficients between politicization on the

one side and depth of analysis and planning horizon on the other, although not

statistical significant, are in the same direction. This association is in line with the

widely announced view that planning, through greater participation and more open

exchange of ideas, may positively associate with overall political behaviour (Rhyne,

1986; Langley, 1988).
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Second, it was somewhat surprising to find that FPSs characteristics seem to be

negatively related to problem solving dissensus. Indeed, all three coefficients between

dimensions of FPSs and problem solving dissensus are negative though marginally

insignificant, indicating that FPSs tend to lower the dissensus during the initial stages

of the decision making process. We should remind the reader that the problem solving

dissensus construct consists of three scales measuring the degree of agreement on the

proper solution to the decision, the proper methodology for developing a solution and

on the objective sought by the decision. By examining in greater detail this result, we

come to the conclusion that when a strategic decision is under examination it seems

that the existence of FPSs leads to increased consensus on the methodology, the

objectives and the appropriate solution. This is in line with Robinson and Pearce

(1988) who contend that FPSs act as a monitor of consistent organizational behaviour.

We should stress that this may be true concerning the boundaries within which

decision makers act, the framework within which organizational actions takes place,

but as far as the whole process of decision making is concerned, results corroborate

the view that overall FPSs lead to greater political activity (Langley, 1988).

Finally, surprisingly little, is revealed by the association of FPSs to the duration

of SDs. None of the three correlation coefficients in table 9.4 provided any statistical

significant coefficients, but it is interesting to note the consistently negative although

insignificant association between dimensions of FPSs and duration-timing of the

process. This association warrants further empirical attention since it may point to a

tendency of FPSs to speed the making of SIDs, e.g. by providing a framework against

which SIDs are easier to evaluate.
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FNAL PLANNING SYSTEMS (FPSs) CIIARfrCTERISTICS

PLANNING	 DEPTH OF	 PUNNING

SID	 KRIZON	 ANALYSIS	 F(MALITY

PROCESS

CI4ARMTERISTICS

RATIONALITY/	 .5565 1	 .5367	 5859

CCH'R(NVfl(S5	 p.	 2	 p. 000	 p. .000

(RATIONAL)

FINANCIAL	 .2494	 .2446	 .2393

REP(RTING	 p. .019	 p. .021	 p. .023

(REP(R2)

SET OF	 .3818	 .5192	 .3365

F(RMALIZED RILES	 p. .001	 p. .000	 p. .002

(FMA1)

FCIMAL COIRDINATION	 .1684	 .2168	 .2734

DEVICES	 p. .062	 p. .036	 p. .011

(FCMA3)

HIERARCHICAL 	 .0913	 .1392	 .2494

DECENTRALIZATION	 p. .226	 P= .125	 p. .019

(HIERDECE)

LATERAL	 .4628	 .4897	 .5515

C(MLIIICATION	 p. .000	 p. .000	 P. .000

(DEPADECE)

POLITICIZATION	 .1406	 .1382	 .2126

(P0LITIcI)	 p. .123	 p. .127	 p. .039

PRO6LEM SOLVING	 -.1222	 -.1642	 -. 0621

DISSENSUS	 p. .157	 p. .067	 p. .305

(DISSENSU)

(STATION AND	 - .0596	 - .0677	 -.0272

D1.RATION PROCESS	 p. .312	 p. .289	 p. .412

Tfl( (TINING2)

Mean	 3.1171	 3.4143	 3.0347

Standard Deviation	 .7275	 1.9803	 1.1328

Table 9.4 : Correlations Beten FPSs Characteristics

and SID Process Characteristics

(Correlation Coefficient)	 2 (Level of Siiificance)
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9.8. CONCLUSIONS - IMPLICATIONS

Strong associations are found between certain attributes of the system employed

in forward planning and the decision-making process used in handling strategic

choices. Specifically, the FPS of each enterprise is characterised on three dimensions:

the time-span covered, the depth of analysis and the extent of formalization. In place

of the vague assertion encountered in the literature, that much of important decision-

making may occur outside FPSs, the research shows that where the enterprise's

planning system is relatively formal, the decision-making process in a SID was

relatively systematic (mainly characterized by rationality, strong lateral

communication, and systematic reporting). Despite the fact that Pearson correlation

coefficients as well as the nature of the variables used do not allow us to jump into

causal inferences, we may risk to speculate that especially decisions of a clearly

strategic nature may tend to be the focal point of FPSs and to receive much support

from them. This, again, may imply that FPSs exercise a selectivity in their

contribution to decisions, by contributing more to strategic decisions than to tactical

or operational ones. A similar assertion has been raised by Sinha (1990).

The main implication of our empirical results for planners (provided that we

assume some type of causal linkage between FPSs and ID processes), is that they

verify their important role in influencing the making of SIDs. We should stress for

one more time that this significant influence does not necessarily mean that FPSs

produce strategy, but results indicate that they may influence the way in which

strategic decisions are taken, and thus to an extent, strategy itself (Mintzberg et aL

1976). Indeed, by influencing SID-specific formal reporting activities, coordination

devices and lateral communication, FPSs seem to act as input to strategic decision

making. Again this finding does not necessarily mean that FPSs act as a substitute for

strategy making. Certainly, they can be of value to management as they contribute to

more rational decision making and provide "a forum for announcing selling

negotiating rationalizing and legitimizing strategic decisions" as well as a forum for"

input into and communication of strategic visions" (Langley, 1988 pp 49).
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Need for Further Research

As pointed out by several researchers (e.g. Sinha 1990; Foster 1986; Armstrong,

1982; Langley, 1988; Rhyne, 1986; Powell, 1992) the field of strategic management has

been characterized by an overarching emphasis on exploring the impact of formal

planning systems on financial performance. On the contrary, it is time to start

examining the process benefits of planning (Ramanujam and Venkatraman, 1987) and

to explore the role of formal planning systems on the making of decisions (Sinha, 1990

pp 480) or even look beyond simple statistics and examine the impact of planning

systems on strategy formulation (Langley, 1988).

The empirical findings of this chapter indicate that there exists a fruitful line of

inquiry in the exploration of the possible impact of FPS on the strategic decision

making. We believe that future research should direct its attention to examining

whether specific planning characteristics as those analysed here or other, are

associated with specific SID process characteristics, and whether one can influence

the decision making by manipulating various FPS characteristics.

Moreover, future research might also pay attention to whether specific FPSs

characteristics contribute more or less to specific categories of SIDs like

modernisation of production facifities, or major new product introductions (Sinha,

1990). Our sample was rather small to deal reliably with such distinctions in the

present research.
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Chapter 10

Association Between

Top Management Characteristics

and SID Processes
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10.1. INTRODUCI1ON

The present chapter investigates the role and significance of the strategic choice

model in SE) making. As has been stressed in chapter 4, the strategic choice model

emphasizes the role of decision makers and centres around the fact that strategic

choices incorporate a large behavioural component and hence reflect the

idiosyncrasies of decision makers (March and Simon, 1958; Child 1972; Bourgeois

1984; Noel 1989). The chapter follows three primary aims: first to conduct a brief

literature review on the 'upper echelons' perspective, second to advance specific

hypotheses concerning the association between top management characteristics and

SD making processes, and third to test these hypotheses and discuss the empirical

results.

10.2. LITERATURE REVIEW ON TOP MANAGEMENT

Is not within the primary objectives to in-depth analyse the relevant literature,

since the research on leadership is vast and ever expanding by drawing and

integrating aspects from various disciplines, like sociology, organizational behaviour,

cognitive psychology, political studies, agency theory, and game theory (Hambrick,

1989; Pettigrew, 1992). Instead, attempt will be made to selectively delve into theory

and research on top management, and to delineate the major streams of research

characterizing the area without becoming submerged in vast theoretical debates.

Several terms have been used in the past to describe these actors and the process

through which change emerges. Such terms include top management, (e.g. Bantel and

Jackson, 1989; D'Aveni, 1990; Mazzolini, 1980; Shrivastava, 1986), managerial elites

(Hage and Dewar, 1973; Pettigrew, 1992), decision makers or dominant coalition

(Cyert and March, 1963; Child, 1972; Norburn and Birley, 1988), upper echelons

(Hambrick and Mason, 1984), strategic leadership (Hambrick, 1989; Shrivastava and

Nachman, 1989), executive team (Fredrickson and laquinto, 1989). In the course of

this efforts these terms will be used interchangeably to describe top management

teams.
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Pettigrew (1992) divided the literature on managerial elites into six broad

categories: (1) interlocking directorates, (2) study of boards and directors, (3) chief

executive compensation (4) chief executive selection and succession (5) the

composition and correlates of Top Management Teams (TMTs) (6) studies of

strategic leadership, decision making and change. The present thesis concerns itself

with streams 4,5 and 6 which center around the characteristics of individual managers

and TMTs and are trying to relate them to various other organizational processes and

outcomes. In order to take a closer look at the developments in these three streams we

will attempt to reclassify them into seven sub-streams. The following few paragraphs

will attempt to pinpoint their major characteristics.

i. TM and Corporate Strategies

This line of research centres around the content of strategies and examines the

extent to which top management personality and demographic characteristics are

associated with specific organizational strategies (e.g. Gupta and Govindarajan,1982;

Miller and Toulouse, 1986; Gupta, 1986; Finkeistein and Hambrick, 1990), or

deliberate strategic change (e.g. Greiner and Bhambri, 1989). It is largely based on the

premise that different strategies pose different task demands. Thus, in order to

successfully implement specific strategies, companies need to hire managers with

appropriate personalities, skills, values and competencies (Gupta and Govindarajan,

1982; Leontiades, 1982; Gupta, 1984).

For example, Miller and Toulouse, in an empirical investigation of 97 firms,

revealed that CEO's flexibility may be associated with niche strategies, CEO's need

for achievement (NACH) with marketing oriented strategies and CEO's locus of

control with strategies of product innovation. Finkeistein and Hambrick (1990)

revealed that TMT tenure is associated with persistence in the content of strategies

followed, and reduction in the use of novel or unique strategies.
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This research path has been further preoccupied with the issues of whether and

how a company can select the appropriate managers to implement given strategies,

what are the needed managerial qualities (e.g. personality traits, skills, behaviours) to

successfully implement a given corporate mission (e.g. Szilagyi and Schweiger, 1984;

Gupta, 1986; 1984), and finally whether companies instead of selecting managers who

fit strategies use the alternative method of internal management development (e.g.

Kerr and Jackoficy, 1989).

Ii. TM and Innovation

The focus of this research stream is innovation and personality properties which

foster innovation within organizations (Hage and Dewar, 1973; Keller and Holland,

1978; Miller and Toulouse, 1986; Bantel and Jackson, 1989; Romano, 1990). Miller

and Toulouse (1986) reported that specific CEO characteristics (e.g. internal locus of

control) may be associated with the pursuit of more innovative product strategies.

Keller and Holland, (1978) reported that personality characteristics and not

demographic characteristics were associated with innovative behaviour, and Hage and

Dewar (1973) found that the values of the TMT are more important predictors of

innovation than the values of the CEO alone, both being statistically significant. Khan

and Manopichetwattana (1989) in studying small firms reported no correlation

between innovation and locus of control (LOCON).

In an effort to explain the relative significance of various antecedents of

innovation Meyer and Goes (1988), found that demographic characteristics of top

managers (i.e. education, tenure) generally were not as important predictors of

innovation's assimilation as were other contextual variables, and variables pertaining

to characteristics of the specific innovation. Finally, Bantel and Jackson (1989)

reported that executive educational levels were positively associated with

organizational innovation. Undoubtedly, this is an interesting research stream in

which substantial research is under way.
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II!. TM and Performance

This stream of theory and research is mainly an extension of the research on fit

between managers and strategies; it posits that organizational processes and outcomes

(e.g. choices, performance levels) may be predicted and attributed, among others, to

the characteristics of top managers (e.g. Child, 1974; Gupta and Govindarajan, 1982;

Begley and Boyd, 1986; Norburn, 1986; Norburn and Birley, 1988; Eisenhardt and

Schoonhoven, 1990). One of the first attempts in the area belongs to Lieberson and

O'Connor (1972). They supported the argument that leadership has but limited effect

on organizational indicators such as profits, due to inertial forces. Two years later

(Child, 1974) reported weak relationships between managerial variables and

organizational performance, but attributed this to inadequacies in the measurements

or in the choice of variables which were investigated.

From then on a significant stream of research efforts attempted to discard this

hypothesis and re-emphasize the role of upper echelons. For example, Gupta and

Govindarajan (1982) attempted to explore the impact of risk behaviour, tolerance for

ambiguity and experience background on the overall corporate performance.

Hambrick and Mason (1984) advanced specific hypotheses concerning the impact of

CEO's level of education, age, experience, functional track and financial position on

corporate performance. Norburn and Birley (1988), reported that managerial

demographic characteristics to some extent predicted performance variations within

industries and across industries. Begley and Boyd (1986) attempted to associate

specific personality dimensions with financial performance but with rather poor

results. Finally, Finkelstein and Hambrick (1990) proved that organizations with long-

tenured TMTs exhibited organizational performance closely adhering to industry

average. Others have examined the association between performance and such

characteristics as TMT's consensus, tenure, heterogeneity and structure (e.g. Murray,

1989; Priem, 1990). In general, despite some inconclusive evidence research supports

the contention that top managers do make a difference.
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Iv. TM and Organizational Structure

Focusing on CEO personality dimensions this stream attempts to associate

managers with specific structural configurations and prove that personality may be

among the major determinants of organizational structure (Miller and Droge, 1986;

Miller and Toulouse, 1986).

To give but a few examples, Miller and Toulouse (1986) provided empirical

support to the contention that CEO flexibility is expected to be associated with more

informal structures, and CEO need for achievement with more formal-sophisticated

structures. Furthermore, Miller and Droge (1986), found that CEO's NACH was

strongly associated with organizational centralization, formalization and integration.

v. TM and Strategic Decision Making Processes

If we adopt the view of Shrivastava and Nachman (1989), that strategic leadership

emerges in strategic decision-making processes, where the process becomes the

vehicle for individuals and groups to shape organizational strategies, then it seems

extremely important to further explore the association between characteristics of the

strategic leadership and the process.

Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge very few empirical research efforts

exist (e.g. Stein, 1981a; b), attempting to offer quantitative support to the

hypothesized linkages between top management characteristics and decision making

processes of a clearly strategic nature. Almost two decades ago Taylor and Dunnette

(1974) recognized the existence of limited knowledge on the association between

decision maker characteristics and decision making processes, and attributed this to

the difficulties of assessing multi-stage processes and decision characteristics. Indeed,

the literature on organizational decision making, especially during the seventies, has

been remarkably devoid of models which incorporate the impact of personality into

the process (Mc Milan, 1980; Hambrick, 1988; 1989).
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Among the recent research efforts in this stream is the work of Fredrickson and

laquinto (1989) which explores the impact of executive team tenure on strategic

decision making processes, and the work of Miller and Toulouse (1986) relating

several personality characteristics to various decision making dimensions like

analysis, liaison devices etc.

Using a scenario approach to decision making and based on the Jungian typology

Nutt (1986 b; c), provided support to the hypothesis that decision style of top

executives influences choices in simulated action taking. Section 10.4 further explores

the association between selected TM characteristics and SID processes and advances

specific hypotheses.

vi. Integrative Research

Recently we have seen enough evidence of a deeper research interest on the

existence of variables moderating the relationship between top management

characteristics and organizational processes and outcomes. Such efforts include for

example the search for the impact of setting variables (e.g. structure, environment) on

the association between top management characteristics and performance (Gupta and

Govindarajan, 1982; Hambrick and Mason, 1984). Recently, Finkelstein and

Hambrick (1990) examined the role of managerial discretion as a potential moderator

of the association between executive characteristics and organizational outcomes,

with veiy encouraging results.

Overall, we may argue that research on upper echelons has obtained a

considerable momentum. Significant research is currently on the way and it seems

that upper echelons have already started to receive a fair share of attention in the

strategic management literature (Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven, 1990).

10.3. COMMONLY USED MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

As previously mentioned, a significant number of characteristics have been used

in the attempt to approach and quantify managerial elites. For example, Hambrick
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and Mason (1984) emphasized the need to shift attention to such observable

managerial demographic characteristics as age, tenure, functional background,

education, socioeconomic roots, financial wealth, and ownership position. They

stressed the lack of empirical literature and considered the use of demographic

measures as more suitable to personality characteristics especially during the initial

steps of this emerging research stream. Weick (1969 pp.31-32) layed his emphasis on

what he called 'observable individual behaviours' to encourage the use of

demographic variables in the study of top managers. Again, Pfeffer (1983)

emphasized the theoretical and empirical value of demographic measures over such

aggregated perceptual measures as commitment, con ifict, aspiration levels etc. In

general, demographic variables are seen as possessing the necessaty qualities to

influence various intervening variables and processes and to prescribe organizational

outcomes (e.g. Norburn and Birley, 1988).

By contrast, Lawrence (1991) puts into dispute Pfeffer's view about the validity of

demographic characteristics in predicting organizational processes and outcomes, and

considers such an attempt as quite simplistic, because it "moves researchers further

and further away, both empirically and theoretically, from the actual mechanisms

underlying observed relationships" (Lawrence, 1991; pp 21).

Further support to Lawrence's view is offered by Haley and Stumpf (1989), who

argued that demographic characteristics of top managers such as age, education,

experience, and socioeconomic status, despite their objectivity and ease of

acquisition, are not likely to directly influence decision making processes. They

viewed personality dimensions as much better predictors of decision making

behaviour, since they make individuals to express a different behaviour in gathering

information, generating and evaluating alternatives.

Indeed, several research efforts (e.g. Miller et a!. 1982; Sturdivant et a!. 1985;

Miller and Droge, 1986) have provided sufficient evidence that personality variables,

borrowed from related areas, may be considered as especially useful in predicting

both business level strategies and decision making processes. Dutton and Jackson
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(1987), went one step further to propose specific personality characteristics (e.g. locus

of control) that might influence SDMPs. In general, a number of personality measures

such as risk proneness, tolerance of ambiguity, NACH, leadership style, have been

proposed as suitable for studying decision making (e.g. Gupta, 1984; Begley and Boyd,

1986; Miller et aL 1988; Sabherwal and Grover, 1989; Langley, 1990).

Finally, Jungian personality typologies are considered as providing the ground on

which to build theories between managerial cognitions and strategic decision making

(Nutt, 1986 b,c; Haley and Stumpf, 1989; Sabherwal and Grover, 1989). Their major

advantage over single personality dimensions is that they provide a more integrated

method in assessing 'strategic elites'.

On the other hand personality measures have been accused for being too much

time consuming and since managerial time is usually at a premium, top managers may

be reluctant to participate in psychological batteries (Hambrick and Mason, 1984).

Table 10.1 presents a number of research efforts using various top management

characteristics. Such characteristics include team heterogeneity (e.g. Hambrick and

Mason, 1984; Wiersema and Bantel, 1992), team size (Hage and Dewar, 1973), team

tenure (Meyer and Goes, 1988; Fredrickson and laquinto, 1989; Usdiken, 1992), team

continuity (Fredrickson and laquinto, 1989), top management awareness

(Hambrick, 1981) level of education (Keller and Holland, 1978; Hambrick and

Mason, 1984; Wiersema and Bantel, 1992; Usdiken, 1992), skills-experiences ( Gupta

and Govindarajan, 1982; Gupta, 1984), personalities (Budner, 1962; Rotter, 1966;

Eysenck and Wilson, 1975; Steers and Brauenstein, 1976; Sturdivant et a!. 1985; Miller

and Toulouse, 1986; Miller and Droge, 1986; McCrae et a!. 1986; Hodgkinson, 1992),

values (Hage and Dewar, 1973; Palmer et al. 1981), cognitive styles (Taylor and

Dunnette, 1974; Nutt, 1986 b,c; Hurst et aL 1989; Haley and Stumpf, 1989;

MacCrimmon and Wehrung, 1990), organizational familiarity (Gupta, 1984),

In summary, it seems that two different types of measures are commonly used to

assess TM: (i) demographic characteristics and (ii) personality characteristics.

Again, these measures may be applied to CEOs or individual members of the TMT.
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NN€ OF hf RESEMO(R (s)	 VMIA8IES UTILISED

1.BWWER. 1962;	 -Tolerance of hthignity

2.ROTTER. 1966; 	 -locus of Ccritrol

3.RIZZO. et al. 1970;	 -Role Conflict	 -Role Mtiaity

4.EYSENCK, and 	 -khievnt Orientation
WILSON. 1975;	 -Risk AttittKie

5.STEERS and AIJENSTEIN. 1976; -Need for Pchieveent -Need for Autonaiiy
-Need for Affiliation -Need for ininance

6.K11ANIYALLA. 1977;	 -Coianys Risk Taking Philosophy

7.HAYNES et al. 1978;	 -Type A Behaviour

8.NIGHTINCLE. 1981; 	 -AttItude tcsiards Change
-Camithnent to the Organization

9.ETfI.IE. and O KEEFE. 1982; 	 -Imovativeness

lO.NILLER and TO1tO(JSE. 1986; 	 -Flecibility of Personality	 -Internal Locus of Control
-Need for ?chievewnt

11.IIALEY and STLIfF. 1989; and	 Jtaigian Personality Types
HIRST et al. 1989;

12.6L1'TA and GOVINtVRAJAN, 1982; -Risk Propensity - 	 -Experience Backgrou,d
-Tolerance for 1,iiguity

13.FREORICKSON and INUINTO,1989; -Executive Teen Tenure
-Level of Teen Continuity

14.GLPTA. 1984;	 -Organizational Faniliarity	 -Willingness to take risk
-Industry Experience	 -Self vs Other Directecfress
-Fii-ictional Backgrouid	 -Interpersonal Orientation

15.lELAND. 1961;	 -Need for khieve,ent

16.STLRDIVANT et al. 1985;	 -Conservatien

17.BEGLEY and BOYD. 1986; 	 -Need for Ach1eveint 	 -Tolerance of M*lguity
-locus of Control	 -Type A Personality
-Risk Taking Propensity

18.TAYL and DIW*4ETTE. 1974;	 -Age	 -Dtlen
-Experience	 -Risk taking Propensity
-Intelligence	 -Cognitive Ccsiplexity
-Potivation	 -Vocational Interests

______________________________ -Personality traits

19.HeCRAE. R.R. et al.. 1986;	 -Neurotisien	 -Agreeableness
-Extraversion	 -Conscientiousness
-s

20.JMXSON, 1976;	 Contains a Nuther of Personality Characteristics Including
-Mxiety	 -Risk Taking	 -Confonnit
-Breadth of Interest -Self Estees 	 -Value Ort
-Imovation	 -Tolerance	 -Social

____________________________ -Responsibility 	 -Value Orthodoxy Participation

21.NecCI#VN and I1IG, 1990; -Risk Return 	 -Business Utility
-Dtht Gethling	 -Risky Assets

22 .KHAN and HANOPIDETWATTANA. 1989 -locus of Control	 -Education
-Years at Fine	 -Age

23. SCIIEID(R and DeIEYER. 1991; 	 -Age	 -International Experience
-Years of Educat ion -Years Abroad
-Years of Experience

24.PRIEN. 1990;	 -TNT Nusogeneity	 -TNT Processes
-TNT Structure

25.BANTEL and JfrCKSON, 1980; and -TNT Age	 -TNT Heterogeneity
WIERSEA and BANTEL. 1992;	 -TNT Tenure	 -Hiier adenic Training

-TNT Education

26.IflXINSCN. 1992;	 -locus of Control

Table 10.1. Indicative Top Managenent Characteristics Reported in the International Bibliography
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10.4. OPERA11ONALIZATION OF FINALLY CHOSEN

MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

The recent stream of research triggered by Hambrick and Mason (1984), in its

attempt to achieve better results, initiated a new approach to studying strategic elites

by focusing on the whole TMT instead of individual managers. There exists, till now,

rather limited empirical evidence as to whether it is the CEO or the TMT which

better predicts organizational processes and outcomes (Hambrick, 1988). Hage and

Dewar (1973), reported that the characteristics of the TMT (the elite as they named

it) as a whole, are better predictors of innovation compared to characteristics of

individual managers. Cyert and March (1963) also argued about the influence of the

dominant coalition on corporate goal structure.

Thus, we need to focus on a number of significant characteristics that can

accurately describe both CEO and TMT personality. Hage and Dewar (1973)

identified three different ways in which one may approach characteristics of the

dominant actors in organizations. The first is to measure the characteristics of the

leader alone, the second to measure the characteristics of the 'strategic elites' (e.g.

TMT) and the third to measure the characteristics of the 'value climate' (i.e. values of

the dominant coalition usually participating in SDM, irrespective of position in the

chain of command). The thesis will attempt to measure all three categories of

characteristics despite the fact that the attempt to approach the characteristics of the

real dominant coalition is a quite complicated task posing further methodological and

other problems.

Both personality and demographic characteristics will be used. Moreover,

various constructs will be used to measure both CEO characteristics and

characteristics of the top management team. This will help us find out whether it is

the CEO, the top management team or both that play an important role in the making

of strategic decisions. The research by no means aims to develop comprehensive new

measures of personality. Instead, attempt will be exercised to select broadly used

dimensions.
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I CEO's Personality Characteristics

Several personality characteristics have been used in the past in an attempt to

reliably measure managerial personality. Miller and Toulouse (1986), and Miller and

Droge (1984) have chosen CEO's flexibifity, CEO's need for achievement, and CEO's

LOCON because they have been found to be strongly associated with organizational

processes and outcomes. Four CEO personality characteristics are incorporated in the

present work: NACH, tolerance of ambiguity, LOCON, and risk attitude.

NACH is, according to several writers, one of the basic characteristics positively

associated with entrepreneurial success (Mc Cleland 1961; Gough, 1976). In the

course of this study Steers and Braunstein's (1976) scale is used (see table 10.2 and

the second questionnaire) not only because it requires minimal completion time by

subjects but also because the authors of the original study have shown that the

instrument exhibits acceptable levels of discriminant, predictive and convergent

validity, as well as reasonably high levels of test-retest reliability and internal

consistency.

A seven-point Likert-type scale was preferred with options categories ranging

from (1) never to (7) always. The response format reflects an active attitude towards

decision making and personal goal setting. The six items selected for the scale

provided a coefficient Alpha of 0.70, which is highly acceptable given the type of

measure, and is comparable to the coefficients obtained from other studies (e.g.

Steers and Braunstein, 1976; Begley and Boyd, 1986).

The risk attitude is among the major personality dimensions and is found to be

associated with various strategic configurations. Risk attitude is a psychological

disposition of individuals to show valying degrees of risk taking behaviour. In the

course of this study fifteen, five-point Likert-type scales measuring

disagreement/agreement were drawn from the Jackson's Personality Inventory (1976;

1977) and from Eysenk and Wilson (1975). Particular care was exercised to select

items approximating the reality of business situations and represent what Jackson et

al. (1972) call 'monetary risk'. Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient for the resulting
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construct is 0.73 (refer to table 10.2), which is marginally lower than the respective

reliability coefficient reported by Jackson (1977).

The characteristic locus of control (LOCON) expresses an individual's

perception of how much control he is able to exert over the events of his life. LOCON

is among the most popular measures of personality and is of major significance in

understanding the nature of learning processes in different kinds of situations. The

internal person believes that the consequences of his behaviour stem from his own

efforts, while the external believes that the events of his life are beyond his control

and attributable to chance or fate (Rotter, 1966). Nine items (including two fillers)

drawn from the original Rotter scale were used and some minor modifications were

attempted so as to focus on business issues rather than general life events (refer to

table 10.2 and the second questionnaire). Alpha reliability coefficient was a rather

moderate .50.

The final personality characteristic is tolerance of ambiguity. It expresses the

ease with which a person deals with ambiguity. The nine items used were drawn from

Budner (1962). Again, reliability obtained from the scale is moderately high (see table

10.2), but comparable to the alpha coefficients reported by other research efforts (e.g.

Budner, 1962; Begley and Boyd, 1986).

ii CEO's Demographic Characteristics

Several observable demographic characteristics have been reported as reliably

describing characteristics of 'managerial elites'. Such characteristics include tenure,

number of years in the same position, age, functional background, experience,

educational status, socioeconomic roots and financial position (e.g. Keller and

Holland, 1978; Pfeffer, 1983; Volkema, 1983; Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Finkelstein

and Hambrick, 1990). Education is considered as particular important since recently

Hitt and Tyler (1991), found that the type of academic education influenced the

modes of strategic decision making followed. Tenure has also been proved to have a

profound influence on organizational processes and outcomes (e.g. Finkelstein and
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Hambrick, 1990). The present research has used three variables (i) length of service

in the company (number of years with the company), (ii) length of service in the

same position (number of years in the same position) and (iii) level of education.

TOP MANAI€NT	 OPERATIONALIZATION AND SOLRCES OF	 LOCATION IN	 No.OF 0ONBfrCH
CHARMTERISTICS: VARIABLES: 	 SECOND	 ITEMS ALPHA

QIESTIONNAIRE	 IN
SCALE

1.CEO's NEED FCR	 Steers and Brauenstein 1976; and	 Pages 369-370	 6	 .70
PCHIEVEI(NT	 Eysern* and Wilson, 19)5; 	 Question No.28
(NN)l)	 itei 1 to 6

2.CEO's RISK	 Frau Jackson's Personality Inventory Page 370 	 15	 .73
PROPENSITY	 (3 out of 8 itai) and Eysenck and Question No.29

Wilson's Risk Propensity Scale	 Itau 1 to 15
_________________ (12 itei) 	 _______________	 _______

3.CEO's INTERNAL	 Nodified fran Rotter, 1966; 	 Page 371	 (1) 7	 .50
LOCUS OF CONTROL	 QuestIon No.30

1teu 1 to 7,10

4.CEO°s INTOLERANCE Nodified fran BucMer, 1962; 	 Pages 371-372	 9	 .56
for AMSIGLJITY	 Question No.3 2

Iteu 1 to 9

5.CEO's NLIER OF Ideas dre fran: Pfeffer, 1983; 	 Page 369
YEARS WITH TFE Hevbrlck and Mason, 1984;	 Question No.24	 1	 -
CQANY	 Fredrickson and Iac!Jinto, 1989;	 _______________ - _______

6.CEO's N11ER OF Ideas dramu fran: Pfeffer, 1983;	 Page 369
YEARS IN flE	 Hthrick and Mason, 1984; 	 Question No.25	 1	 -
SN( POSITION	 Fredrickson and Iajinto, 1989;

Fnaldson and Lorsch, 1983;	 _______

7.CEO's LEVEL OF	 Ideas draw' fran: Hathrlck and Mason, Page 369
ED([ATION	 1984; Haley and StuuIf, 1989; 	 Question No.26	 1	 -

Keller ancllblland, 1978;	 ____________ - ______

8.TOP MAt4NEP'ENT's Mapted fran Khanclla, 1977; 	 Page 372	 3	 .70
PCRESSIVE	 Question No.32
PHILOSOPHY	 Itens 1,4.5

9.TOP MAt4AGENENT	 Page 369	 - ______
TEAM's LEVEL OF	 Question No.23	 1	 -
EDLAT ION

Table 10.2. Operatlonallzation and Reliability of Top Managensnt CharacterIstics

1. Itens 8,9 on page 371 of the second ciestionnalre are according to Rotter (1966) fillers,
and hence are not used in the construction of the scale.

2. Iten 10. on page 372 of the second c!iestiormaire s auuitted for reliability reasons.
3. All caosite variables re averaged by the nuther of itens in the scale, so as to

result in scales ranging fran 1-5 or 1-7.

iii TNT Characteristics

This research adopts two variables in order to approach this rather complicated

issue. The first, attempts to measure the degree of aggressiveness of what Hage and

Dewar (1973) call 'behavioural elite group' (i.e. the CEO and all those participating

in major decisions). The second, approaches the level of education of what Hage and

Dewar (1973) name as formal elite.
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The first variable was drawn from Khandwalla (1977), and Stein (1980) and

attempts to measure the attitude of the TMT as a whole and not the attitude of the

CEO alone. Khandwalla, by using a six-item scale attempted to measure top

management's inclination towards risk. Stein (1980) also attempted to measure top

management's aggressive behaviour by means of a construct partly drawn from

Khandwalla. This construct approached aggressiveness as a component of active

search for new opportunities, strong emphasis on innovations and diversification of

products and services.

In the present research top management's aggressiveness was measured by a scale

comprised of three items. The first item measures top management's innovative

behaviour, the second the degree of 'undo-the competitors' attitude, and the third the

top team's risk propensity. When factor analysed the three items provide one factor

explaining 62% of total variance. The variable measuring innovative attitude loads

significantly and is followed by 'undo the competitors' attitude and by risk seeking

behaviour of top management. The combination of these three items is explained as

top team's aggressive attitude towards innovation, competitors, and investments. The

reliability of the resulting three-item scale (Alpha = .70), is considered as very

satisfactoiy (Van De Ven and Ferry, 1979).

The second variable is an objective one and attempts to capture the percentage of

managers, down to the level of departmental heads, who are university graduates.

Pettigrew (1992) refers to the question of how one can determine the members of the

TMT. Is top management consisted by the executives on the board of directors, or the

two highest executive levels, or the team consisted of the players participating in

crucial decision making? In operationalizing this variable, we followed Hage and

Dewar (1973) and considered only the CEO and departmental heads as participants

in the TMT.

Table 103 presents the intercorrelations among TM characteristics. As is shown

the various dimensions selected do not experience high correlation coefficients. This

may mean that the nine variables selected tap different managerial dimensions.
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TOP	 MANAGEMENT	 CHARACTERISTICS

	

CEO'S PERSOMLITY CWTERISTICS	 CEO's 0EJ4XAPHIC TOP NANA&MENT TEAM's
RPCTERISTICS	 CHAR.TERISTICS

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9

1. CEO's NEED	 1.0000 1
FcR HIEVE?€HT	 .	 2
(NNCH)

2. CEO's RISK	 -.0130	 1.0000
PROPENSITY	 P. .458 P.
(RISKY)

3. CEO's INTERNAL	 -.1163	 382Z	 1.0000
LOCUS OF CONTROL P. .169 P. .001 P.
(L)

4. CEO's INTOLERANCE	 .0314	 -.2651	 -.3626	 1.0000
OF NIGUITY	 P. .398 P. .013 P. .001 P.
(INTOLERA)

5. N1PER OF YEARS	 - .0728	 - .2568	 -.1539	 .2643	 1.0000
WITh 1W CONPANY P= .275 P= .016 P. .102 P= .014 P=
(YEPRaW)

6. YEARS IN 1W	 .1439	 .0155	 .0736	 .0647	 .5941	 1.0000
SN( POSITION	 P= .117 P= .449 P. .272 P= .297 P= .000 P=
(POSITION)

7. CEO's LEVEL OF	 .0543	 .1689	 -.0341	 -.2187	 -.3937	 -.3456	 1.0000
EDLCATION	 P= .327 P= .081 P. .390 P= .034 P= .000 P= .002 P.
(ET)

8. PERCENTN OF	 -.4270	 .1880	 .0016	 -.0851	 -.0045	 -.1368	 .1702	 1.0000
LR4IVERSITY	 P. .000 P. .060 P. .495 P. .242 P. .485 P. .129 P. .080 P.
(ADLTES

9. TOP MANNWNT	 .1193	 .4360	 .1827	 -.0976	 .0082	 .1105	 .1557	 .2088	 1.000
TEAM'S AG(ESSIVE P .163 P. .000 P. .065 P .211 P. .473 P. .181 P. .099 P. .041	 P.
PHILOSOPHY

NEAN	 2.150	 3.138	 .787	 2.984	 18.142	 8.742	 3.357	 85.014	 3.352

STAN(WD DEVIATION	 .627	 .563	 .195	 .544	 10.252	 7.653	 .885	 16.611	 1.176

Table 10.3 Intercorrelations Ancng lop Manageiient Characteristics

1 (Correlation Coefficient)	 2 (Level of Siiificance)

10.5. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TM CHARACTERISTICS

AND SID PROCESSES

As has been mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, if strategic decisions

incorporate a large behavioural component, then to some extent they may reflect the

ideology, values, and attitudes of decision makers. With respect to these assertions we

can hypothesize that different values, attitudes and ideologies of managerial elites

may lead to different decision making processes and to different decision outcomes

(Hambrick and Mason, 1984).
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Despite the reasonableness of this argument, it is interesting to note that the

counter-argument has also been posed. For example, Lieberson and O'Connor (1972),

provided support to the contention that leadership, due to inertial forces, has but

limited effect on organizational indicators such as profits. Several theoretical papers

argue that in larger organizations the impact of CEO upon organizational variables

may be minimal (e.g. Hall, 1980; Hannan and Freeman, 1977) Further empirical

support is provided by Lyles and Mitroff. They argue that:

• It ii still not clear what influence managerial characteristics have on the organizational problem-
formulation process. The results of the study indicate that these characteristics were not significant. This
might indicate that the problem-formulation process is at an organizational rather than an individual
level, in which case individual managers might not have a strong influence on a process which was
affected by several or even many other people. Since there are strong reasons for expecting individuals to
influence the problem formulation process, we hope that future studies will determine more precisely the
relative influence of individual and organizational characteristics". (Lyles and Mitroff, 1980).

Finally, Stein (1980; pp 332) lends empirical support to this view by contending

that: 'it seems that leadership does not constitute a meaningful contextual domain

influencing strategic procedure?. But one should exercise great cautiousness in

accepting the view that management characteristics may not play an important role in

shaping SDMPs. Nevertheless, the contribution of Lyles, Mitroff and Stein is

considered as important because it provides an alternative approach to the 'upper

echelons' perspective.

The following paragraphs will attempt to analyse the literature with respect to the

adopted management characteristics and advance specific hypotheses.

10.5.1. CEO PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS AND SDMIPS

I. Need for Achievement (NACH) and SOuP

According to several writers the need for achievement (NACH) is one of the

basic characteristics positively associated with entrepreneurial success and superior

performance (e.g. Mc Cleland 1961; Begley and Boyd, 1986). Moreover, it has been

shown to have very broad consequences for decision making modes. Miller and
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Toulouse (1986) argued that CEOs with high NACH are dominated by a desire to

influence and control the context in which they operate. Thus, they prefer to act upon

and not to react to significant organizational issues. Following this line of reasoning

we may hypothesize that being in dominance they will exert their influence and power

to carefully monitor and analyse strategic issues, thus resulting in an analytic/rational

mode of decision making.

Moreover, CEOs characterized by high NACH are expected to require control

over the organization, better monitoring of performance and coordinated actions

(Miller and Droge, 1984). This again, may favour more formalized ways of decision

making, and more financial reporting activities. In their attempt to achieve

coordination and control high achievers will favour organizational specialization and

offer a significant role to formal coordination devices (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967;

Miller and Toulouse, 1986).

Another consequence of such a dominant personality may be the centralization of

authority, in the hands of the CEO or a small team of decision makers (Miller and

Droge, 1984; Miller and Toulouse, 1986). Such a centralized management provides

adequate information to the CEO and makes him feel in absolute control.

Following this line of reasoning, we may also speculate that CEO domination

over organizational issues is expected to minimize politically riven decision-making

together with problem solving dissensus. Finally, decisions may be expected to be

taken fairly quickly, resulting in less decision duration (Miller and Toulouse, 1986).

The previous discussion provides the foundations for specifying the following

hypotheses:

H(p) 10,1,. CEO's characterized by high need for achievement are expected to

influence SIDs in the direction of more rationality and financial reporting activities.

H(p) 10,2,. CEO's with high NACH will be involved in more centralized processes

(both hierarchical centralization and lack of extensive lateral communication).

11(p) 10,3,. CEO's characterized by high NACH will minimize politicization and

dissensus in decision making and contribute to shortened decision duration.
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Ii. Risk Attitude

The risk attitude measures the willingness of a CEO to take risks. l'his

personality characteristic is considered to be among the most important in predicting

organizational processes and outcomes (Gupta. 1984; Gupta and Govindarajan, 1982;

Nahavandi and Malekzadeh, 1993), although empirical results were sometimes

inconclusive or even insignificant (e.g. Brockhaus, 1980).

Taylor and Dunnette (1974) in their examination of individual decision maker

attitudes, reported that high risk taking propensity was typical of individuals who

made rapid decisions. Extending this finding to organizational decision making we

may hypothesize that CEOs characterized as risk takers may influence the process in

the direction of more rapid decision making. Moreover, risk prone executives may be

based on limited search when making decisions of a strategic nature, be reluctant to

delegate decision making authority and generally be based on intuition, instead of

rational analysis.

Of course there also exists an opposite line of argument which argues that risk

takers do not necessarily rely on limited evidence. Taylor and Dunnette (1974)

reported that risk takers were found to extract as much value as possible from the

normally limited search for information they conducted. Due to the inconclusiveness

of the available research, instead of advancing specific hypotheses we will let the

results reveal possible significant associations.

iii. Locus of Control and SOFIP

One of the most widely used personality dimensions (Jennings and Zeithami,

1983) is the extent of perceived internal/external control or else locus of control.

LOCON has been mostly used to predict organizational performance (e.g. Brockhaus,

1982; Begley and Boyd, 1986; Miller and Toulouse, 1986) as well as innovative

behaviour (Durand and Shea, 1974; Brockhaus, 1975; Miller and Friesen, 1982)

providing consistently positive relationships. Despite its extensive use in the relevant

research, it has been accused of not adequately capturing the sequential and
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processual elements in decision making (Haley and Stumpf, 1989).

It has been found that CEO's with an internal locus of control are more likely to

favour decentralization in decision making and more organic structures (Runyon,

1973; Miller and Toulouse, 1986). They may also engage in more proactive strategies

and more planning and rational decision making (Miller et aL 1982). This again may

imply the lack of extensive formal rules to be followed during the making of strategic

decisions (Miller and Toulouse, 1986). This hypothesis may be further supported by

the fact that internal executives have been found to be more resilient in their

behaviour (Begley and Boyd, 1986), thus favouring more relaxed, less formalized

processes.

Begley and Boyd (1986) reported that external locus of control was found to be

associated with powerlessness. Reversing this line of reasoning we may contend that

internal CEOs wifi have much power within the organization, which again is expected

to function as a mechanism of minimization of political behaviour within the

company. Hence, we expect companies having CEO's with higher internal locus of

control to experience less problem solving dissensus in attacking strategic issues and

less politicized SID making processes. This hypothesis is further supported by the

work of Goodstadt and Hjelle (1973) who reported that externals are more likely to

utilise a coercive power base, while internals were more likely to rely on persuasive

forms of power. In line with the research and reasoning laid out above, the following

propositions might be set forth:

H(p) 10,4,. Internal CEO's are more likely to favour rational decision making

processes, together with more financial reporting activities.

H(p) 10,5,. Internal CEO's are expected to favour the existence of more organic

structures and less formal rules.

H(p) 10,6,. Internal CEO's are more likely to favour decentralization (both

hierarchical and departmental).

H(p) 10,7,. Internal CEO's are more likely to exercise their persuasive power and

minimize dissensus and political behaviour in SID processes.
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iv. Intolerance of Ambiguity

Tolerance of ambiguity expresses the ease with which a person deals with

ambiguity. The opposite, intolerance of ambiguity, is the tendency of decision makers

to perceive ambiguous situations as threatening (Budner, 1962). This characteristic is

considered to be among the major personality characteristics predicting

organizational processes and outcomes since the way a manager deals with ambiguous

information may, in turn, distort not only the process but also the outcome in a case of

a SID. A person characterized by a high tolerance of ambiguity is expected not only to

be able to cope with novel, ill-structured SIDs, but also to seek novelty and ifi-

structuredness. CEO's tolerance of ambiguity has been found to favour the strategies

of innovation, since these incorporate and create ambiguity (Gupta and

Govindarajan, 1982).

Intolerance of ambiguity has been also associated with stereotypic categorization

of novel stimuli. The views of rigid-intolerant persons are often undifferentiated from

situation to situation and since they are not prone to recast their response repertoire,

they recognize fewer possibilities for action (Begley and Boyd, 1986, pp 155).

Intuitively, it would follow that when an intolerant CEO is confronted with an

ambiguous situation (such as a Sm), his anxiety level would increase. To reduce this

anxiety, he might seek as much information as possible (Phillips et al. 1983). This will

lead him to conduct rational analysis, to seek as much financial information as

possible and to delegate power and responsibility to others so that they can provide

assistance. Since very little is known about the actual strategic behaviour of top

managers with high or low tolerance of ambiguity, we will let the empirical results

reveal possible important relationships instead of engaging in speculative

assumptions.
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10.5.2. CEO's DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND SDMP

I. CEO's Tenure (Years of Inside Service

and Years In the Same Position)

Based on the 'socialization' argument advanced by Thompson (1967), and

Tushman and Romanelli (1985), we may argue that the longer time executives stay

with a company the more likely it is that they start getting inculcated in the company's

way of thinking and acting. This management longevity fosters a shared understanding

of issues by managers, a common vocabulary, a reliance on 'true and tried' decision

practices and the like (Cyert and March, 1963; Staw et al. 1981; Katz, 1982). Indeed,

organizational tenure has been found to be associated with higher commitment to the

status quo and to the values of the finn, as well as with reluctance to change (Staw and

Ross, 1980).

CEO's tenure may also have a profound impact on the communication patterns

with subordinates, favouring standardized ways of communication (Katz 1982), and

developing greater levels of social integration and more effective patterns of

communication (Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). Over time, TMT members become

adept at getting or sharing input and facifitating productive debates and discussions

(Zenger and Lawrence, 1989; Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). Moreover, based on the

theory of CEO discretion (Finkeistein and Hambrick, 1990), one may hypothesize

that through the years he/she will try to form a TMT of his/her choice thus

minimizing political debates and dissensus. In the same vein, O'Reilly et al. (1989)

showed that tenure homogeneity was positively related to social integration at a TMT

level, which again implied less politicization.

Such a climate of common beliefs among managers that evolves through time,

except from the possible positive effects that may come from more decentralized,

participative decision making, may also function in a detrimental way by becoming a

substitute for thought in strategic decision making (Tushman and Romanelli, 1985).

This again may imply that, unless there exists an extremely efficient TMT,

management tenure may be associated with less rational-comprehensive decision

making processes and restricted information processing (Katz, 1982).
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Indeed, tenure either in the company or in the CEO position has been assumed

to relatively limit the perspectives of executives. As Hambrick and Mason (1984;

pp 200) contend:

"eseaitives who have spent their entire careers in one organization can be assumed to have relatively
limited perspective& In treme cases where the entire top management team has risen solely through the
organization, it ii likely that it will have a veiy restricted knowledge base from which to conduct its limited
searchu.

Recently, Miller (1991), found that firms with long-tenured CEOs were less likely

to have produced strategies and structures which successfully matched environmental

requirements. It is also possible that through the years the dominant coalition

enlarges and incorporates more decision makers from various functions, thus

resulting in greater hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication, at least

among departmental heads.

Contrary to these arguments, Fredrickson and laquinto (1989), based on

empirical data from two different industries, supported the opposite line of argument.

They found that change in executive team tenure as well as the level of TMT's

continuity were positively and significantly associated with change in

comprehensiveness for both industries. These results seriously questioned the

applicability of various theories of organizational socialization (Thompson, 1967) and

group decision making (Janis, 1972) in the context of SDM, and suggested that several

theories have to be refined and reconceptualized before they can be applied at the

strategic apex.

The previous discussion provides the foundations for specifying the following

hypotheses:

H(p) 10,8,. CEO's tenure may be associated with less rational SB) processes, and

less financial reporting activities.

H(p) 10,9,. CEO's years of inside service may be associated with more hierarchical

decentralization and lateral communication.

H(p) 10,10,. CEO's tenure may be associated with less politicization and dissensus

in making strategic decisions.
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ii. CEO's Level of Education

Level of education as a demographic characteristic is seen as an indicator of a

person's cognitive preferences and values. The specific variable has also been used in

the past as a variable attempting to explain organizational performance, the amount

of innovation and the receptivity to new ideas (e.g. Keller and Holland, 1978;

Hambrick and Mason, 1984; Bantel and Jackson, 1989; Romano, 1990). Only a

handful of studies on education examine the impact of the amount of education on

SDMPs.

Hambrick and Mason (1984) believe that the major impact of a well-educated

CEO might be in the formation of the dominant coalition by placing in managerial

positions educated managers. The correlation coefficients among TM variables

presented in table 10.3 further support this argument by revealing a statistical

significant relationship between CEO's education level and percentage of top

managers being university graduates.

High levels of education are found to be associated with high capacity for

information processing and more analysis and search for information (Schroder et a!.

1967; Doffinger, 1984). Thus, it is assumed that the higher the CEO's level of

education the more rational-comprehensive decision making processes are expected

to be found. This may be attributed to the fact that well educated managers are found

to demand more detailed information in resolving issues (O'Reilly, 1982). This may

further imply that education might tend to positively associate with need for more

financial reporting, more coordination devices, and probably more participation.

Further extending this line of argument, we may expect well educated CEO's to be

more powerful, thus minimizing political behaviour and dissensus when making

strategic decisions.

But we should mention the opposite line of findings (Nutt 1986 b) which reports

that executive educational level has a modest effect on decision making, by lowering

the perception of risk and enhancing the project adoption rate.

Thus, the following propositions might be set forth:
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H(p) 10,11,. The higher the CEO's level of education the more we expect to witness

rationality, financial reporting activities and formal coordination devices in making

strategic decisions.

H(p) 10,12,. Well educated CEOs are expected to foster hierarchical

decentralization and lateral communication.

10.5.3. TMT CHARACTERISTICS AND SDMPS

I Top Team's Level of Education

The same arguments and hypotheses with those advanced when examining CEO's

level of education may be advanced for the level of education of the TMT, but here we

expect the associations to be much stronger since a team of well educated executives

wifi be oriented toward organizing and rationalizing (Hambrick and Mason, 1984),

and show an inclination toward innovativeness and strategic change (Wiersema and

Bantel 1992).

When top managers are well educated we expect to find a professional team

which again may, according to Hambrick and Mason (1984; pp 201), have a profound

effect on the "administrative complexity and sophistication (thoroughness of formal

planning systems, complexity of structures, coordination devices, budgeting detail) of

firms". Moreover, well-educated managers may be expected to show higher levels of

knowledge and ability to perform better, thus contributing to more rational

approaches to decision making and more creative solutions to complex problems

(Bantel and Jackson, 1989).

The existence of many well educated executives may also represent multiple

sources of power and expertise, possibly having varying views about organizational

phenomena. Thus, we may expect well educated individuals to heavily bear on the

process of SID making in an attempt to skew the outputs of the process in their

preferred direction, thus causing politicization. A counterargument to this would be

that a TMT consisted of well-educated managers may be efficient enough to quickly

reach the optimal solution, thus minimizing political processes.
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Several studies (e.g. Wagner et aL 1984; Michel and Hambrick, 1992) support the

contention that TMT homogeneity aids communication and collaboration and may be

positively associated with consensus in the making of strategy. The greater the

percentage of managers who are university graduates, the higher the homogeneity of

the TMT concerning this allegedly important demographic characteristic. Thus,

irrespectively of the degree of political behaviour during the process of SID making.

we may expect to witness less problem solving dissensus among strategic elites as to

the basic objectives sought by the specific SID. These patterns may suggest the

following:

H(p) 10,13,. The greater the percentage of university graduates within TM ranks

the more we expect to witness more rationality and more financial reporting activities

in making strategic decisions.

H(p) 10,14,. Well educated TMTs are expected to foster broader hierarchical and

departmental participation.

H(p) 10,15,. TMTs consisted of well educated managers are expected to encounter

more political activities in the making of SIDs.

H(p) 10,16,. Well educated TMTs will experience less dissensus in II) making.

II TMT's Aggressive Philosophy

Intuitively, one may be tempted to link TM1"s aggressive philosophy towards

competitors, innovative actions and risky projects with bold actions based on intuition

and limited search. On the contrary, an aggressive TMT is hypothesized (e.g. Stein,

1980) not only to make more explicit analysis of alternative ways of action, but also to

take advantage of more rational analysis and more financial reporting during the

making of SIDs.

To follow an aggressive strategy top management may need all the available

information. If we consider that middle management and individual departments are

particularly good sources of specialized information it is obvious that top managers

may want to take advantage of such sources. This again may imply greater
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hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication. The creation of a formal

structure capable of providing the needed information may be among the primary

objectives. Thus, an aggressive philosophy may be positively associated with the

existence of some type of formal structure to aid decision making.

Moreover, in order to achieve its offensive goals, management may seek to keep

political debates and destructive problem solving dissensus at a minimum. As Stein

(1980) contends, aggressive top management will tend to dominate group processes,

resulting most frequently in consensus behaviour and less poiticality on the part of

decision making groups.

Finally, aggressive TMTs are expected to utilise every source of sustainable

competitive advantage. Shortened decision processes, which do not lack rationality at

the same time, may offer top management the competitive edge to overcome

competitor's actions and to dominate the market. Thus, we may expect aggressive

behaviour to be associated with less decision duration.

The concepts outlined above suggest many propositions. Five of these are:

H(p) 10,17,. Aggressive management behaviour is expected to be associated with

more rational analysis and more financial reporting activities.

H(p) 10,18,. Aggressive management behaviour is expected to be associated with

the existence of formalized rules when making SIDs.

H(p) 10,19,. Aggressive TMT attitude is expected to be associated with more

hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication.

H(p) 10,20,. Aggressive management behaviour is expected to be associated with

less politicization and problem solving dissensus.

H(p) 10,21,. Aggressive management behaviour is expected to be associated with

shortened Sifi processes.
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10.6. CORRELATIONS - DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table 10.4 presents the correlation results between top management

characteristics and the characteristics of the processes followed. Given the nature of

the variables used, Pearson correlation coefficients provide the proper means of

establishing the degree of association between the two groups. A quick inspection of

table 10.4 reveals that in total 15 out of the 81 relationships provide statistical

significant associations, at a level of 5% or less. That is, about 19% of the total

relationships are statistical significant at a level of p <.05 or less. At first sight it

seems that empirical data establish a rather weak association between the two groups

of variables. Because the research evidence provides support for some hypotheses

while not doing so for others, it is important that the results be carefully interpreted

for both managerial and future research purposes. It therefore seems reasonable to

analyse separately CEO's personality characteristics, CEO's demographic

characteristics and TMT's characteristics.

I CEO's Personality Characteristics

As is evident from table 10.4 CEO's personality characteristics appear to be

particularly loosely related to variables describing sID making processes. Only two

out of thirty-six possible associations proved to be statistical significant at a! level of

5% or less. In particular, none of the three hypotheses advanced for NACH has been

confirmed by our empirical data. All correlation coefficients proved to be

insignificant. Also note the general absence of significant correlations between CEO's

locus of control and SB) processes.

Concerning CEO's risk attitude, only one relationship is supported by empirical

data. This relates to the tendency of risk-prone CEO's to favour lateral

communication among various departments during the decision making processes.

Surprisingly, this comes in direct contradiction with the prevailing view that risk

takers are normally associated with personally received, rapid decisions (Taylor and

Dunnette, 1974). Moreover, as has been expected risk prone CEOs are associated with

less formalized rules (statistical significant relationship at p <.10).
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Finally, intolerance of ambiguity produces only one statistical significant

association and this happens to be counterintuitive. More specifically CEO's

intolerance of ambiguity appears to be negatively associated with the existence of

formal coordination devices.

In general, results indicate that CEO's personality characteristics are rather weak

predictors of SID making behaviour. Despite the existence of a few significant

associations we cannot take them at face value. There is always the possibifity, since

we do not witness any significant pattern in the associations, (only 6% of the possible

associations proved significant) that these few statistical significant relationships are

due to chance.

ii CEO's Demographic Characteristics

It can be noted from table 10.4 that several significant associations exist between

CEO's demographic characteristics and SB) processes. As far as the rationality notion

is concerned, it seems that neither tenure, nor CEO's level of education play an

important role. Thus, hypotheses H(p) 10,8, and 10.11 do not receive empirical

support.

On the contrary, we may contend at a 10% level of significance that CEO's

number of years in the company may be associated with less financial reporting

activities (thus offering partial support to the second part of H(p) 10,8). Similarly,

CEO's level of education appears to be positively associated (at a 10% level of

significance) with more financial reporting activities. Also note the general absence of

significant correlations between rule formalization and either tenure or level of

education.
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TOP	 MANAGEMENT	 CHARACTERISTICS

	

CEO'S PERSONALITY CIAR?CTERISTICS	 CEO's DE*)APHIC	 TOP MAI4A3EWNT TENI's

CHARACTERISTICS	 CHARNTERISTICS

CEO's	 CEO's	 CEO's	 CEO'S	 No.OF YEARS No.OF	 LEVEL OF PERCENTN TNT'S

SID	 NEED F(R	 RISK	 INTERNAL INTOLERANCE WIN TIE	 YEARS IN EDLCATION OF TOP *s 	 ESSIVE

PROCESS	 MHIEVEWNT PROPENSITY LOCUS OF OF NeIG(JITY CC14'ANY	 1W SN€	 LIIIVERSITY PHILOSOPHY

CHARACTERISTICS	 CONTROL	 POSITION	 (ADUATES

RATIONALITY/	 -.0249 1	 .1409	 .133.0	 -.1470	 .0612	 .1114	 .1068	 .3903	 .3920

W4'REIENSIVENESS P. .419 2 P. .122 P. .136 P. .112	 P. .252	 P. .179	 P. .189	 P. .000	 P. .000

FINANCIAL	 -.1496	 .1185	 .0619	 -.1528	 -.1592	 -.0651	 .1954	 .2532	 .2624

REP(RTING	 P. .108	 P. .164 P. .305 P. .103	 P. .094	 P. .296	 P. .053	 P. .017	 P. .014

SET OF F(14ALIZED	 .1399	 -.1583	 .0002	 .0592	 .0498	 -.1010	 -.0436	 .1931	 .2580

RILES	 P. .124	 P. .095 P. .499 P. .313	 P. .341	 P. .203	 P. .360	 P. .055	 P. .016

FCRt4AL COCRDINATION .0913	 .0887	 - .0433	 - .3682	 .0625	 .2202	 .2443	 .0376	 .1788

DEVICES	 P. .226	 P. .233 P. .361 P. .001	 P. .304	 P. .033	 P. .021	 P. .379	 p. •9

HIERARCHICAL	 -.1234	 .0615	 -.0753	 -.0333	 .3748	 .3634	 -.1498	 -.0049	 .2043

DECENTRALIZATION P. .154	 P. .307 P. .268 P. .392	 P. .001 P. .001 P. .108 P. .484 P. .045

LATERAL	 -.0003	 .2291	 .0221	 -.1681	 .1160	 .1886	 .0980	 .2225	 .6197

CC44JIICATION	 P. .499	 P. .028 P. .428 P. .062	 P. .169 P. .059 P. .210 P. .032 P. .000

POLITICIZATION	 -.0581	 - .1198	 -.0778	 -.1024	 -.0102	 .0731	 -.0727	 .2147	 -.0946

	

P. .316	 P. .162 P. .261 P. .200	 P. .467 P. .274 P. .275 P. .037 P. .218

PROBLEM SOLVING	 -.0760	 -.0236	 .0263	 -.1829	 .0288	 .0800	 .0049	 -.1377	 -.0678

DISSENS&JS	 P. .266	 P. .423 P. .414 P. .065	 P. .406 P. .255 P. .484 P. .128 P. .288

GESTATION AND	 -.0180	 .0650	 .1552	 -.1122	 .1243	 .0790	 -.1333	 -.0640	 -.1832

DIRATION PROCESS P. .441	 P. .297 P. .100 P. .177	 P. .153 P. .258 P. .136 P. .245 P. .064

TINE

Table 10.4 CorrelatIons Beten Top NanagelEnt Characteristics and SID process Characteristics

1 (Correlation Coefficient) 	 2 (Level of Si,ificance)

Two particular relationships raise some issues that bear further discussion. First,

it emerges from the data that CEO's tenure is strongly associated with the existence

of more formal coordination devices to help in making specific SIDs. This result is in

line with what Katz (1982) argues about the association of tenure with standardized

ways of communication. Second, CEO's level of education has also been found to be
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associated with the existence of formal coordination devices. This again, is in line

with Hambrick and Mason (1984) who argue about the formal establishment of the

dominant coalition, as well as with Schroder Ct al.(1967) and Dollinger (1984).

Perhaps the most noteworthy finding concerning CEO's demographic

characteristics is the consistency with which tenure is associated with more

hierarchical decentralization. This is in line with the argument that CEO's tenure has

a profound impact on the communication patterns with subordinates, favouring

standardized ways of communication (Katz 1982), and fostering greater

decentralization, and more effective patterns of communication and input sharing

(Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). Results concerning lateral communication support the

same association but at a 10% level of significance. On the contrary, CEO's level of

education does not seem to bear any association with any form of decentralization

during decision making.

Finally, political behaviour, dissensus and decision duration do not seem to

experience any consistent association with CEO's demographic characteristics.

iii TMT Characteristics

We have so far examined the association between CEO's characteristics and SE)

processes, with rather poor results. On the contrary, if we focus on TMT

characteristics, it seems that the whole picture is reversed. Indeed, nine out of the

eighteen possible relationships provide statistical significant results at least at a 5%

level of significance. Again, if we consider statistical significance at a level of 10% the

percentage of significant associations approximates 70% of all possible relationships.

This is perhaps the most noteworthy finding visible in table 10.4, indicating the vital

importance of the TMT as a whole in the formation and making of SIDs.

In particular, TMTs aggressive philosophy appears to be strongly associated with

rationality, financial reporting, as well as rule formalization and to some extent with

the existence of formal coordination devices. Thus, hypotheses H(p) 10,17, and

H(p) 10,18, receive support at least at a 10% level of significance.
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Another noteworthy finding is that top team's aggressive philosophy is associated

with both hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication when deciding on

SIDs. The lack of any relationships between top team's aggressive philosophy and

political behaviour is rather surprising. The correlation coefficient although in the

correct direction is insignificant.

A final noteworthy association exists between TMTs aggressive behaviour and

decision duration. As is seen from table 10.4 aggressiveness is associated (at a 10%

level of significance) with shortened decision duration. This association is in line with

our hypothesis and supports the contention that the pursuit of competitive advantage,

when linked with aggressive behaviour, is expected to be associated with quicker

decision making processes, which do not lack rationality.

Concerning TMT's level of education the results reveal some interesting

relationships. As has been hypothesized the percentage of university graduates in TM

ranks appears to be strongly associated with rationality, financial reporting, as well as

rule formalization and to some extent with the existence of formal coordination

devices. Thus, H(p) 10,13, advanced is supported. These findings are in line with

Hambrick and Mason (1984), Wiersema and Bantel (1992) and Bantel and Jackson

(1989). Another noteworthy finding is that TMT's level of education is positively

associated with more lateral communication, as well as with more politicization

during the making of SIDs. If we adopt the assumption that expertise resulted from

formal education brings power, then the existence of many well educated managers in

the top management team may imply a division of knowledge and power, which again

may be associated with higher politicization.
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10.7. CONCLUSIONS - IMPLICATIONS

The main thrust of the present chapter has been to examine the extent to which

certain characteristics of the CEO and the TMT are likely to be associated with

specific decision making behaviour. According to Gupta (1984), the crucial question

is not whether managers matter but how much do they matter. The results of the

present research supported the view that individual managers viewed under two

different conceptual lenses (i.e. personality characteristics and observable

demographic characteristics) do not seem to be significantly associated with the way

SIDs are made.

The emerged lack of significant association between specific CEO personality

characteristics and SID processes is not surprising. Several other studies (e.g. Phillips

et aL 1983) have also reported that neither locus of control nor tolerance of ambiguity

affected behaviour towards the use of such contextual variables as communication

networks. The findings of this research are also in line with Schneider and DeMeyer

(1991), who reported that individual demographic characteristics do not seem to play

a significant role in affecting both interpretation and responses to strategic issues.

On the contrary, results do not seem to be in line with Miller and Toulouse

(1986) who have argued that CEO personality characteristics, are related to aspects of

strategic decision making processes. The findings also differ from those of Norburn

and Birley (1988), who contend that age, years of experience and function influence

risk-attitude, innovativeness and corporate performance. This emerging lack of

association may be plausibly explained by the fact that in larger organizations CEOs

and other influential actors do not perform in absolute freedom. They rather act

within the constraints and limitations posed by the setting in which they operate.

Indeed, in larger organizations power and influence may escape from the hands of a

single organizational actor and may be shared to a number of executives, all of which

form the dominant coalition.
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This again may imply that we should be extremely cautious when arguing on the

impact of personality and/or demographic variables on SDMIPs. Initial correlation

results indicate that such characteristics do not seem to provide a reliable base for

explaining actual strategic decision making behaviour.

The theory concerning the association between managerial demographic

characteristics and performance is based on the assumption that managers directly

influence the making of strategic decisions, which in turn may shape the content of

strategy and that strategies ultimately may affect corporate performance. Instead of

studying all these complex relationships most of the researchers in the area simply

associate CEO's characteristics with performance, or innovativeness (e.g. Khan and

Manopichetwattana, 1989). Results, are rather equivocal.

Based on the results of this chapter, we see that there exists no significant

association between the characteristics of individual managers (e.g. CEO) and SID

processes. This again may question the soundness-appropriateness of the above

mentioned chain of relationships. One then may be tempted to ask whether it is

fruitful to explore such complicated relationships, and infer causal and direct

relationships. This research by no means intends to negate the significance of the

contribution made by various research efforts in the area. It merely aims to highlight

the numerous difficulties and caveats in untangling and identiiing the determinants

of corporate processes and outcomes. Moreover, we should not jump into quick

condusions before analysing the results of chapter 12, which integrates all the

contextual domains into a number of regression models.

On the contrary the particularly strong association between TMTs characteristics

and SID processes lends itself to various explanations. First, results support the

upper echelons perspective of Hambrick and Mason (1984), and Hambrick, (1988)

who content that the characteristics of the elite inner circle are more important than

those of the CEO or any other individual manager in predicting strategic decision

processes. Thus instead of examining individual managers' characteristics research

should be directed at examining the characteristics of TMTs.
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Indeed, our data seem to imply that in todays rapidly changing conditions

strategic decision making tends to be a shared effort and not a one-man show. Similar

results were obtained by Gupta (1988), who suggested that a stronger relationship

with strategy will be found if top management teams, rather than individual managers

or CEOs, are analysed. Moreover, results corroborate with recent empirical research

efforts (e.g. Norburn and Birley, 1988; Bantel and Jackson, 1989; Murray, 1989)

suggesting that TMT characteristics outweigh CEO characteristics in predicting

organizational processes, innovativeness, performance etc.

Results also lend empirical support to the small-sample clinical research

performed by Barwise, Marsh and Wensley (e.g. Barwise et a!. 1986 b; Marsh et aL

1988 b) in large diversified corporations. They have stressed the fact that top

management is not just a ritual when SIDs are made. On the contrary, top

management directly intervenes in the process by questioning assumptions, testing for

commitment, setting limits and deadlines, imposing project-specific criteria,

appointing managers and protecting its interests. In that sense the TMT should be the

focus of subsequent research in the area.

Second, the results of this investigation directly question a part of the empirical

literature (e.g. Lieberson and O'Connor, 1972; Hannan and Freeman, 1977; Lyles and

Mitroff, 1980; Stein, 1980) which contends that leadership variables account only for a

relatively small fraction of the explanation of actual decision behaviour, and that

leadership does not constitute a very useful dimension contributing to the explanation

or prediction of the selection of a strategic decision approach. The results of the

present chapter suggest that TMT may decisively influence the direction of firms

through their strategic decision making processes.

Third, this chapter provides encouragement to those interested in pursuing the

'upper echelons' perspective introduced by Hambrick and Mason (1984). We found

that certain TMT characteristics, as opposed to characteristics of individual

managers, are associated with SI]) processes. To the extent that these results can be
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generalized for various contexts, a fruitful line of inquiry would be to focus our

attention on TMTs instead of limiting our scope of effort on individual managers.

l'his approach has recently received much thought (e.g, Gupta, 1986; Eisenhardt and

Schoonhoven, 1990).

Finally, it should be pointed out that despite the very interesting relationships

revealed in this chapter, one should be very cautious in establishing any form of

causality, since results are based on cross-sectional data and no direction of causality

can be supported.

10.8. NEED FOR FURThER RESEARCH

Concluding this chapter we would like to point out several ideas. First, in the

beginning of this chapter we have delineated research in the area. Particularly we

have stressed the lack of large-scale empirical research examining the association

between top management characteristics and SDMPs, since the majority of research

concerns itself with tactical decision making, or with performance implications of TM

characteristics. A systematic attempt to map the relationships between CEO or TMT

characteristics and SB) making processes offers a potentially fruitful direction for

research, which will help to better understand how important decisions are made and,

hopefully, how they can be made more effectively.

Second, it should also be noted that this chapter has focussed on only a few

variables describing the association between CEO and top management with Sil)

making processes. The use of alternative personality and/or demographic

characteristics, probably more suitable in examining SE) making processes, might

produce different results and merits further systematic empirical examination. The

formation of multidisciplinary research teams in studying top teams has also been

suggested (Hambrick 1989).
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Chapter 11

Association Between

Business Performance

and SID Processes
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11.1. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PERFORMANCE NOTION

Undoubtedly corporate performance is in itself a complex and multidimensional

phenomenon which dominates the strategic management theory and practice (Dess

and Beard, 1984). One may examine performance by using three different lenses: i.e.

theoretical, empirical and managerial. Both performance and effectiveness are at the

centre of strategic management theory (e.g. Hambrick and Snow, 1977; Cameron and

Whetten, 1983). Empirically, the majority of researchers consider performance as the

ultimate criterion and the end test of every new concept and theory developed (Keats,

1988). For example, Schendel and Hofer (1979), suggested that theories of all kinds

focusing either on process or on content issues should deliberately seek to explain

differences in performance. Finally, there is no need to underscore the importance of

performance for managers since performance is the usual basis for their evaluation.

11.2. BRIEF LITERATURE REVIEW ON PERFORMANCE

A selective review of the current literature may persuade us about the role and

significance of Business Economic Performance (BEP) in the strategy area. More

specifically, a large number of research works attempts to investigate performance in

relation to:

a. Strategy: (e.g. Snow and Hrebiniak, 1980; Phillips and Buzzel, 1983; Anderson

and Zeithaml, 1984; Pearce et al.1987). According to Hambrick (1980), BEP is the

most frequently used dependent variable in research on the content of strategies. A

typical question in this stream of research is: what are the recommended strategic

postures which lead to superior performance?.

b. Planning: (e.g. Robinson and Pearce 1983; Rhyne, 1986; Robinson and Pearce,

1988). A typical question might be: Does planning pay?. Chapter 9 has explicitly dealt

with this stream of research.

c. Strategy formulation: (Miller, 1987; Dess, 1987) This stream of research,

usually normative in nature, suggests ways to formulate strategy with the aim to

enhance performance.
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d. Structure: To what extent, if at all, does organization structure influence

performance? or is it performance which influences structure? These are among the

major research questions found in this research stream. Results are supportive of the

close association between structure and performance, although there seems to be no

single link between the two, since several intervening variables (e.g. strategy,

environment) may act as moderators (Pugh, 1973; Bobbitt and Ford, 1980; Len; 1981;

Prescott, 1986).

e. Environment: By assuming that organizations are both products of their

environment and agents of change in their environment (e.g. Len; 1981), this line of

research attempts to link performance with various environmental characteristics and

to investigate possible interrelationships (e.g. Burns and Stalker, 1961; Bourgeois,

1985; Keats and Hitt, 1988).

f. Leadership: This area of research focuses on the question of whether leaders

have any impact at all on corporate performance (Norburn, 1986; Thomas, 1988).

Chapter 10 has analysed the results of this line of research.

g. Finally, several other individual research efforts deal with the association

between performance and such notions as market share (e.g. Buzzell and Gale, 1987).

Even more complicated relationships such as strategy-strategy formulation-

performance: (e.g. Miller, 1989), strategy - planning - performance: (e.g. Robinson

and Pearce, 1988) have been examined. This stream of research (e.g. Len; 1981),

attempts to integrate and evaluate findings drawn from various research traditions on

the determinants of organizational performance, or to decompose the determinants of

organizational performance into broad sets of factors (e.g. Hansen and Wernerfelt,

1989).

To summarize, the above mentioned streams of research corroborate the

allegation that performance has been at the focus of both strategy content and strategy

process research. Strategy content researchers usually link competitive and/or

resource positioning to performance, while process researchers seem somewhat less

preoccupied with performance considerations. Such considerations nevertheless are
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evident because if strategy making processes are faulty, performance is likely to be

impaired (Schendel, 1992). In that sense the notions of strategy content, strategy

process and performance seem inextricably linked.

Despite the dominant role of BEP in strategy research, with the exception of few

empirical studies (e.g. Fredrickson and Mitchell, 1984; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt,

1988; Eisenhardt 1989a) there exists no significant body of research examining the

association between performance & decision making processes based on individual

strategic decisions (e.g. SIDs). Aaording to Schendel (1992), it would be a challenge

to suggest whether specific processes are linked to good or bad performance not only

ex post but also ex ante. The aim of this chapter is to shed theoretical light into these

linkages, test specific hypotheses and present some quantitative evidence.

11.3. ISSUES ON PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

The literature in the area, among others, raises two major issues that bear further

discussion. The first pertains to the lack of consensus as to the relevant dimensions of

performance that should be used in empirical investigations, and the second pertains

to the adoption of objective vs subjective performance measures.

I. Lack of Consensus as to the Relevant Dimensions

Despite the fact that performance is the most critical and most frequently

employed variable in strategy research (e.g. Hambrick and Snow, 1977), its theoretical

aspects have not been adequately developed and tested (Keats, 1988). Strategy

research has up to now showed a preference on the narrow domain, termed as BEP

(Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1987), or Organizational Performance (OP, Dess and

Robinson, 1984), but little agreement has yet emerged on how it should be measured

(Cameron and Whetten, 1983; McCrory and Gerstberger, 1992). Table 11.1 presents a

number of research efforts together with the performance measures which they have

used. A quick look at table 11.1 makes apparent the use of a great number of different

performance measures, ranging from pure financial measures to measures of overall

effectiveness. It also indicates that sales growth, profit growth, ROl, ROA ROS, and
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other conventional referents of performance, are among the most widely used

measures, although enough criticism has been recently leveled against them (e.g

Chakravarthy, 1986).

NN€/(s)	 VARIABLES USED

1.ANSOFF et al. 1970;	 -Sales	 -Dividends /Share
-Earnings	 -Stock Price
-Earninqs/Share	 -Debt/Equity
-Total Assets	 -Camtn Eciulty
-Earnings/Equity	 -Earnings/Total Equity

________________________ -Divids/Earnings 	 -PIE Ratio

2.ARGENTI, 1976; 	 -rk1ng Capital/Total Assets
-Retained Earnings/Total Assets
-Earnings Before Interest & Taxes/Total Assets
-Market Value of Equity/Both Value of Total Debt
-Sales/Total Assets

3.B0l.RGEOIS,1978	 -ROT	 -Grvth In EPS
-6rcth in Capital	 -Grth in Profit Margin
-Grcvth in Net Earnings

4.CFIUSTENSEN & ICNTG()ERY, -Sales Grth 	 -Grth in Earnings Per Caimn Share
1981;	 -Risk justed Return	 -Return on Assets

-Return on Invested Capital 	 -Return on Equity

5.GIPTA, 1982;	 -Sales Grth Rate	 -Return on Investment (ROT)
-Market Share	 -N Proclict Deve1opint
-Operating Profits	 -Market Developnent
-Profit/sales ratio	 -R&D ktivities
-Cash Flc fran Operations	 -Cost Redictmon Prograie

-Personnel Developient

6.MILLER AND FRIESEN. 1983; -Grth in sales
-Grcavth in ROE

7.)0 AND WILLARD, 1983; 	 -Return on Investment	 -Direct Cost Relative to Ccetitors
-Return on Sales	 -Proclict RId)
-Grth in Revenues	 -Process R&D
-Cash Flc/Investnent	 -Variations in ROT
-Market Share	 -Percentage Point Change in ROT
-Market Share Gain	 -Percentage Point Change in Cash
-Prockict (iality Relative	 Flv/Investhient
to CoIetitors

-N Prodict ktivities
Relative to Cavetitors

8. DESS AND ROBINSON, 1984;	 -Sales Grmth	 -ROl
-Net Incane Grth	 -RQ

9.C1*RAVARTHY.	 -Cash Fl/Investment	 -rking Capital /Sales
1986;	 -Sales / Total Assets	 -Dividend Payeut Ratio

-RId) / Sales	 -Sales per Enployee
-Market to Both Value	 -Debt /Equity

10.PEMCE et al. 1987;	 -After Tax return on total Assets
-After-Tax return on Total Sales
-Finn Total Sales Grth over past 5 Years
-Overall Finn Perfonvence/Success

11.RO6INSON and PEARCE II. 	 -Profit Marg in	 -Loan Gra4h
1988 and 1983;	 -Return on Assets	 -Return on Equity

12.INYER et al. 1988;	 -Average Operating profit leargin for a five-year period
-Average Return on Total Assets for a five year period
-Grth of Real Sales for a five-year period, standardized by average
Sales for the Period

________________________ -Average kinual Change in Exports/Sales for a five-year Period

Table 11.1. Selected Research rks Utilising Various Perfornence Measures.
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ii. Objective vs Subjective Measures
Another significant issue revolves around the debate on how the chosen

dimensions should be measured. The adoption of objective vs perceptual measures of

corporate environment still is a major dilemma. This perspective has led to a flurry of

empirical research works utilising either objective (e.g. Robinson and Pearce, 1983;

Daft et al. 1988), or subjective (e.g. Pearce et a!. 1987; Robinson and Pearce, 1988;

Wooldridge and Floyd, 1990) measures of performance.

Dess and Robinson (1984), as well as Robinson and Pearce (1988), evaluated the

correspondence between objective and subjective assessments of performance and

reported that the two approaches produced closely related results. Therefore, both

studies concluded that perceptual evaluations are convenient substitutes for objective

data whenever accurate objective data are unavailable.

In a third study, Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1987), examined the

convergence between two different approaches to measuring performance. Results

corroborated the existence of a strong convergence between objective and perceptual

measures. They concluded that researchers should not treat any one particular

method as superior over the other, and that perceptual measures of BEP tend to be

much more reliable than most organizational researchers believe.

11.4. OPERATIONALIZA11ON OF FINALLY CHOSEN

PERFORMANCE DIMENSIONS

The incorporation of elements of organizational effectiveness in a research

studying strategic decision making processes might be a challenging task and a fruitful

line of research (e.g. Connolly et al. 1980; Hoy et aL 1984; Cameron, 1986; Lewin and

Minton, 1986). Despite this, for the purposes of this thesis we deliberately decided to

adopt a narrow focus on BEP.

Both objective and subjective evaluations of performance will be explored in an

attempt not only to test a broader scheme for studying alternative approaches to

measuring BEP, but also to examine the degree of convergence between the two
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approaches. Thus, we set out to measure notions of BEP drawn from 'factual' reports

(e.g. P&L accounts) and from perceptual assessments and evaluations made by the

CEO.

Especially subjective assessment of performance enables researchers to collect

data that are in the format required (e.g. direct comparison of performance to that of

major competitors, or estimation of performance levels relatively to stated

organizational goals). Perceptual assessment of performance by the CEO allegedly

provides reliable results since the CEO is not expected to show serious functional bias

(Huber and Power, 1985, Venkatraman and Ramanujam, 1987).

i. Subjective Performance Measures
Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986; 1985) proposed a threefold classification of

performance. At the centre lies the focus on what they call financial performance

measures. In this category they incorporate both growth indicators (e.g. sales growth)

and profitabifity indicators (e.g. return on assets, return on equity, earnings per

share). Despite the 'unease' one may feel about mixing growth measures with pure

financial measures, the adoption of such a framework implies the acceptance of the

dominance of the outcome-based financial goals in the overall firm goal-structure.

The second layer represents a broader conceptualization of performance. It

incorporates elements of operational performance (e.g. market-share, new product

introduction, product quality) and represents an attempt to depart from the 'black

box' approach to performance and broaden the framework by taking into account key

success factors that might eventually influence financial performance. These, however,

may be 'means' to the end-goal achievement. Finally, the third layer extends itself to

the sphere of organizational effectiveness, which includes various dimensions of

performance beyond those of goal achievement.

In the course of this research we employ several dimensions of BEP, providing

indications of corporate preparedness. Financial performance provides an indication

of past and present organizational ability to adapt or to meet overall goals, while
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operating performance indicates an organizations' ability to proact and transform

itself in the face of various external challenges (Keats and Hitt,1988). Although it is

not within the primary aims of this work to extend itself beyond the boundaries of

financial performance, in an attempt to enrich our framework, we will incorporate two

elements of operational performance (i.e. market share, new product introductions).

Market share as well as increase in market share are considered to be among the

major determinants of profitability (Buzzell et al.l975Anderson and Zeithaml, 1984).

Six dimensions of perceived performance are finally incorporated in this

research, i.e. operating profits, return on assets (ROA), market share, increase

in market share, profit growth and revenue growth. Several other dimensions of

corporate effectiveness are included in page 373 of the second questionnaire (e.g.

innovativeness, abifity to attract managerial talents), but since we deliberately decided

not to extend our investigation beyond the limits of BEP, they are not included in our

framework.

The CEO was requested to evaluate corporate performance for each of the six

finally adopted elements of performance, not in absolute terms but relatively to

major competitors. Such a framework for assessing performance was also used by

Dess and Robinson (1984) and Robinson and Pearce (1988) with satisfactory results.

Moreover, the CEO was requested to evaluate the importance of each of those

elements for her/his company. In operationalizing the performance variables, each

performance element was multiplied by its perceived importance so as to take into

account its relative significance. Such an operation alization has received much credit

(e.g. Miller and Toulouse, 1986) since it takes into account the specific goal-structure

of the firm in relation to perceived corporate performance. Thus, each of the six

resulting performance elements was computed as follows.

Cathined Perceived	 Perceived Perfonønce 	 Perceived Inrtance

PerfonMnce	 - i E1nent I	 X of E1vent I

Ccxicernlng Elenent I	 R&ative to Caietltors 	 for the Cavpany
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Conceptually, the six weighted elements form three distinct dimensions of

performance. The first two elements (operating profits and ROA) represent the

profitability dimension. Revenue growth and profit growth are expected to form the

corporate growth dimension. Finally, market share and market share increase

constitute the relative market position dimension. Such an 'enlarged' framework

departs from pure financial evaluations of performance and is in line with

recommendations advanced by various researchers (e.g. Keats, 1988).

A related framework was proposed by Woo and Willard (1983). In their attempt

to dimensionalize performance they used 14 indicators and produced a fourfold

classification of organizational performance. Dimensions included profitabifity,

relative market position, change in profitability and cash flow and finally growth in

sales and market share. The authors concluded that measures of profitability despite

their limitations are important measures of organizational performance. l'his

framework resembles our adopted framework since our data provided three

dimensions measuring profitability, relative market position and corporate growth.

In the same work (Woo and Willard, 1983), it has also been found that the

profitability factor explained the higher factor magnitude (17.7 percent of the

variance) and significantly exceeded the importance of the second factor, notably

relative market position which explained 10.7 percent of the variance. Results are

similar to our results and stress the fact that financial performance is an essential

dimension to the comprehensive representation of performance.

To summarize, three additive scales were created. The first, measures corporate

profitability and was created by summing the combined perceived performance

elements of operating profits and return on assets. The second, measures relative

market position and was created by summing the combined perceived performance

elements of market share and market share increase. Finally, the third dimension

measures corporate growth and was created by summing the combined elements of

perceived growth in revenues and growth in profits. All three dimensions theoretically

ranged from 2-50. Thus, each was divided by 10 so as to obtain a continuous scale
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ranging from approximately zero to 5. The resulting three dimensions provided veiy

high Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficients, ranging from 0.85 to 0.87 (refer to table

11.2).

11. ObjectIve Performance Measures

In addition to the subjective performance measures, several objective BEP

measures are incorporated. As can be seen from page 373 of the second questionnaire

(appendix 2) the financial data collected offer us access to a rich data-base. Two of the

most popular measures of BEP are return on Assets (ROA) and Growth in sales

(Dess and Robinson, 1984; Hambrick and Schecter, 1983; Grinyer et aL 1988).

ROA is viewed as an operational measure of the efficiency of a firm with regard

to the profitable use of its total asset base (Ansoff, 1965; Bourgeois, 1980 b), and is

probably the most consistent measure of profitabifity across the sample of

manufacturing firms in the study. Similarly, growth in sales provides another

significant measure of BEP reflecting the extent of 'fit' between the organization and

its environment (Hofer and Schendel, 1978). It is frequently stressed that sales growth

is among the primary managerial objectives. Apart from these, two other objective

measures were also considered. These are: return on sales (ROS) and growth in

profits.

ROA and ROS were averaged for five years (1985-1989), to decrease the chance

of a one-year aberration influencing results (Daft et a!. 1988). The 5-year average not

only seems appropriate but also is consistent with previous strategy studies (e.g.

Grinyer et al. 1988; Christensen and Montgomery, 1981; Hansen and Wernerfelt,

1989). Similarly, percentage change in growth in sales and growth in profits over a

five-year period is also computed (similar measures were used by Fredrickson, 1984).

Another consideration was to control for industry variability in performance

measures, since previous research (e.g. Beard and Dess, 1979) has provided reliable

evidence that the industrial sector significantly influences variations of profitability
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across firms. Since three different industrial sectors are represented in the sample, it

seemed appropriate to control for sectoral influences. This was achieved by dividing

each of the adopted BEP measures by the mean value of the respective sector. A

different but similar approach was used by Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1987) who

subtracted from each firm's ROA the average industrial sector ROA.

Table 11.2 presents the intercorrelations between performance variables. As is

expected the various measures are correlated since they tap dimensions of the same

phenomenon, but the correlation coefficients are not unduly high.

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7

1. PERCEIVED (C)dTH	 1.0000 1

(CMTH7)	 P..	 2

2. PERCEIVED PROFITABILITY	 .6812	 1.0000

(PERPROF7)	 p. .00á	 P..

3. PERCEIVED MARKET SHNE	 .5616	 .3898	 1.0000

(WRSH6R7)	 P= .000	 P= .000	 P=.

4. REIIRN ON ASSETS	 .3714	 .5731	 .3008	 1.0000

(R_SECT)	 P. .001	 P. .000	 P. .006 P.

5. RETI.RN ON SALES	 .2638	 .4601	 .1932	 .9463	 1.0000

(ROSALE_S)	 P. .014 P. .000 P. .055 P. .000 P.

6. WTH IN PROFITS	 .3599	 .3192	 .2618	 .1218	 .0924	 1.0000

((PR0F_S)	 P. .001 P. .004 P. .014 P. .158 P. .223 P.

7. (MrH IN SALES	 .4323	 .2927	 .5043	 .1068	 .0865	 .2703	 1.0000

(SALE_S)	 P. .000 P. .007 P. .000 P. .189 P. .238 P. .012 P.

lUll	 3.01	 3.04	 3.33	 .9965	 .9873	 1.286	 1.00

STAN04RD DEVIATION 	 1.10	 1.08	 1.15	 3.386	 5.582	 5.38	 .599

CRON6PCH ALPW. 	 .85	 .876	 .86	 -	 -	 -	 -

Table 11.2 Intercorre1atics Beten Perfonnce Variables

1	 (Correlaticti Coefficient) 	 2 (Level of Siiificance)
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11.5. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN BEP AND

ID MAKING PROCESSES

The following paragraphs review the literature on the process-performance

association and advance specific hypotheses.

1. Performance and Rat tonality-Financial Reporting

The association between performance and comprehensiveness-rationality in

SDM has attracted enough theoretical attention. Hambrick and Snow (1977)

advanced a model of interaction between current and past performance and strategic

decision making processes. At this period of time (end of the seventies) they reported

that the effects of performance on strategic decision making (and vice-versa), were

not well articulated and the existence of insufficient evidence prevented the creation

of specific theories.

Management practice suggests that high levels of performance provide sufficient

resources beyond what is needed for business transactions (e.g. to pay suppliers, hire

managers, cover short term liabifities). Those excess resources which allow an

organization to successfully adapt to internal or external pressures for changes, have

been called slack resources (Bourgeois, 1981; pp 30). Previous research has claimed

that slack resources may foster organizational stabifity in tough times (Cyert and

March, 1963), may facilitate innovativeness and creative behavior (Bourgeois, 1981),

or may even positively influence strategic risk taking behavior (Baird and Thomas,

1985).

Unfortunately, little consensus has emerged as to the role of performance on SDs.

Conventional wisdom suggests that high levels of performance are expected to

produce enough resources to help in the making of better, more rational decisions,

based on extensive information search and elaborate analysis. Again, better financial

performance has been said to be associated with the use of more information

processes (Grinyer and Norburn 1977/78; Dess and Origer 1987).
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Empirical confirmation of a positive relationship has also been provided by

Smith et aL (1988). They found that for both small and larger firms, comprehensive

decision making consistently out-performed less comprehensive. Finally, a series of

publications on hospital integration strategies (e.g. Morrisey et aL 1990; Blair et aL

1990), found that comprehensive strategy formulation processes contributed to

increased success with hospital strategic ventures.

If we adopt this line of reasoning we may hypothesize that good performers are

expected to make more rational decisions. However, as Fredrickson (1985; pp 824)

argues:

"firms usually do not use slad generated by excellent performance to pay the costs of seeking optimal

solutions; instead resources are absorbed as sub-optimal decisions are made. This phenomenon may help

explain why managers in historically successful firms sometimes make a series of what appear to be

inadequately considered, intuitive decisions that in combination have significant negative consequences".

Three decades ago, Cyert and March (1963) reached the same conclusion, i.e. that

superior performance is expected to lower the intensity with which organizations will

'search' for and analyse information. In the same vein Bourgeois (1981), Litschert and

Bonham (1978), March and Simon (1958), have also suggested that slack resources

offer organizations the 'luxury' of being able to resort on more 'satisficing', and

suboptimal decision making behavior. The above arguments lead us to hypothesize

that excellent performance may be associated with less rational decision making.

Of course research has produced a variety of explanations of the issue. For

example, it seems to follow logically that poor performance does not provide sufficient

resources. This lack of basic funds is expected to exert pressure on management

during the making of decisions of great importance. Indeed, a wrong decision may

drive the firm out of business. Thus, since management has less margin for erroneous

decisions they may have strong incentives to follow rational-comprehensive processes

(Cyert and March, 1963; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988). As Fredrickson (1985)

suggests, managers of poorly performing firms may hire consultants, seek advice from

various sources, and conduct extensive financial analyses. Such actions are taken with
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the expectation that a successful decision may positively influence performance levels.

Fredrickson, (1985) by means of a controlled experiment has reached the conclusion

that actions of poor performers in strategic decision-making processes will be more

comprehensive than those of excellent performers (Fredrickson 1985). Following this

stream of reasoning one may hypothesize that the actions of poor performers during

the making of strategic decisions will be more rational than the actions of excellent

performers.

Further advancing of the performance-rational decision making linkage was

attempted by Fredrickson and Mitchell, (1984), Fredrickson (1989), Fredrickson and

laquinto (1989). Their major conclusion was that comprehensive decision processes

are expected to result in superior performance in a stable environment, while a

noncomprehensive process, with its speed and flexibility, is expected to have a similar

effect in an unstable environment. Thus, according to this view environment

moderates the rationality-performance relationship.

Contrary to what Fredrickson and his colleagues contend, Bourgeois and

Eisenhardt (1988), studying strategic decision making processes in high velocity

environments, reached the opposite conclusion. They contend that in high velocity

environments, the more analytic the strategic decision making process, the better the

performance of the firm. The authors explained this relationship arguing that the

stress caused by fast-paced environments forces managers to order their world by

using rational processes in identifying goals, setting priorities, collecting information,

and generating and evaluating alternatives in order to gain a sense of controL

if one attempts to recapitulate the above mentioned results one certainly cannot

reach a firm conclusion. Research seems to have produced apparently contradictory

results and no consensus seem to have yet emerged. Despite the apparently conificting

concepts outlined above, we may advance the following tentative proposition for

empirical testing:

H(p) 11,1,. Superior performance wifi be associated with more rational decision

making processes, together with more financial reporting activities.
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II. Performance and Formalization-Coordination Devices

Another interesting association exists between SID process formalization and

performance. Chapter 9 has shed some light into a similar relationship (i.e. planning

formalization and performance) and concluded that despite the research suggesting a

positive association the establishment of an unambiguous positive relationship

between planning formalization and performance is highly speculative and open to

debate.

If we adopt a decision making perspective instead of a planning perspective we

may point out that a number of studies have reported that higher financial

performance may be associated with the use of more formalized information

processes as well as the use of informal channels (Grinyer and Norbum 1977/78; Dess

and Origer 1987). Thus, the following tentative proposition might be set forth for

empirical testing:

H(J)) 11,2,. Higher performance is associated with more formalization in the

making of SIDs.

iii. Performance and Decentralization
Recent conceptualizations of strategic decision making processes (e.g.

Burgelman, 1983; Mintzberg and Waters, 1985; Schilit, 1987) have stressed the

importance of participation, especially of broader middle level management

involvement in SDM. In examining the impact of broader participation in the

budgetary process, Govindarajan (1986), reported that greater participation

contributes to managerial performance in high-uncertainty environments, but

hampers performance in low uncertainty environments.

For the sake of argument we should also note that numerous considerations, (i.e.

information leaking, need for rapid response, potential political conificts) have been

said to limit the desirabifity of broader involvement, and that strategy most of the

time has to remain vague with limited involvement of other than top managers

(Wrapp, 1967; Vroom and Yetton, 1973; Quinn, 1980 a; Wooldridge and Floyd,
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1990). Despite this argumentation, our knowledge about the possible effects of

broader participation on organizational performance still remains limited (Bourgeois

and Eisenhardt, 1988; Wooldridge and Floyd, 1990).

We assume that greater participation (especially by middle managers) may have

a direct and positive impact on corporate performance by triggering two parallel

mechanisms. The first mechanism implies that the involvement of more people in SID

making increases the level of consensus on strategy among managers, produces a

common understanding of the joint task, creates a climate of shared effort, and

facilitates smooth implementation of SIDs. The expected smooth implementation

vitally contributes to higher performance (Wooldridge and Floyd, 1990). On the other

hand, minimal involvement of employees other than 'strategic elites' in the SID

making process has been found to create severe implementation problems, and even

to produce events of sabotage (Guth and MacMillan, 1986).

The second mechanism posits that in todays rapidly changing environment,

management's ability to sense the emergence and meaning of various challenges

encountered, is a critical strategic capability. Unfortunately, most of the time

managers, as human beings, may suffer from profound limitations being less and less

able to fully understand the world around them. The contribution of other managers,

especially middle managers may be of significant importance since they act as

monitors of information. Moreover, they are usually the first who sense potential

threats and opportunities in their own particular domains (Pascale, 1984), and

sometimes act as internal corporate venturers (Burgehnan, 1983). Thus, strategy in

successful firms may, to an extent, be more a product of a shared effort, or a pattern in

a stream of major decisions (Mintzberg et al. 1976), than a one man deliberation.

The results presented by Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988) are interpreted as

supportive of the above mentioned arguments. They have reported that the more

power to make strategic decisions is delegated to the functional and divisional

executives, the higher the performance of the firm. On the contrary the existence of

emasculated managers was associated with low performance. The previous discussion
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provides the foundations for specifying the following two hypotheses:

H(p) 11,3,. Greater hierarchical decentralization in the making of SIDs is expected

to be associated with superior performance.

H(p) 11,4,. Greater lateral communication in the making of SIDs is expected to be

associated with superior performance.

iv. Performance and Politicization-Dissensus

Consensus is the agreement of all parties to a group decision. Conventional

wisdom supported by much of normative literature on SDM, posits that firms follow a

number of sequential steps in formulating strategy. This evolutionary process suggests

that firms prescribe corporate objectives before searching for alternative ways of

action. Such a process attributes great significance to the homogenization of

perceptions and to goal consensus, which is assumed to be critical to economic

performance (Bourgeois, 1985).

Despite the profound importance attributed by normative literature to the

performance-consensus association, it seems that this relationship has not received

enough empirical investigation (Dess, 1987; Dess and Origer 1987; Priem, 1990).

Child (1974 pp 9) was among the first who proposed that homogeneity among

the members of the TMT as to the major objectives, contributes to higher

performance. In a similar vein, Bourgeois (1981) argues that organizational slack

functions as a source of conifict resolution. After all, when the company follows a

'winning track' everyone prefers to be identified with the winner and there is less

place for political activities and long debates over goals and priorities (Dess, 1987).

Similarly, a high level of consensus is expected to lead to higher performance

"because during periods of resource scarcity a 'unified direction' for the organization

becomes of primary importance" (Dess, 1987; pp 266). A significant number of

studies (e.g. Bourgeois, 1980 b; Hrebiniak and Snow, 1982) corroborated the

existence of a positive relationship between top management team consensus and

organizational performance.
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But we should mention that the opposite line of argument has also been posed. It

has been found that a high degree of internal consensus may lead to disfunctional

outcomes such as reduced receptivity to information which contradicts the views of

the dominant coalition, despite the fact that such information may be vital for the

quality of the final decision (Whitney and Smith, 1983). Thus, the pressure for

consensus postulated by normative approaches to SDM may produce negative results.

For example, investigating the performance-consensus relationship, Grinyer and

Norburn (1977-78) reached the conclusion that the highest performing firms

experienced a negative association between performance and consensus. Thus, they

hypothesized that high levels of cohesiveness may be disfunctional and that

disagreement among members of the TMT may be an internal strength associated

with superior performance. In a similar vein, DeWoot et al. (1977-78) using a sample

of Belgian firms found that in successful firms there existed a positive relationship

between dissensus and performance. In the same vein, Schweiger et a!. (1986), using

an experimental design found that case recommendations and assumptions were of

significantly higher quality when generated under conifict (dialectical inquiry or

devil's advocate), than when generated under consensus. Finally, contrary to the above

mentioned streams of results, Wooldridge and Floyd (1990) reported no significant

association between consensus and organizational performance.

l'his excursion into the performance-consensus research has convinced us about

the existence of conificting results. This may be attributed to differences in units of

analyses, to differences in methodologies and research questions (Dess and Origer,

1987), or even to the nature and stage of the strategic process which may affect the

scope, content and degree of consensus (Wooldridge and Floyd, 1989). More

interestingly, a possible lack of any significant association may be attributed to the

coexistence of two opposite effects. Which of the two dominates will show in the

positive or negative results found by empirical testing. Insignificant results may mean

that the two effects practically cancel out. Thus, the following two tentative
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propositions might be set forth:

H(p) 11,5,. Low performance will be associated with more political activities.

H(p) 11,6,. High problem solving dissensus during the making of SIDs will be

associated with low performance levels.

v. Performance and Decision Duration

Previous analysis of the research on SDM has presented evidence of conificting

results. The relationship between decision speed and performance is not an exception.

Two major perspectives attempt to predict this association. The first suggests that the

pursuit for greater rationality, which aims at superior performance, may slow SB)

making processes. The rational model, (despite its alleged superiority in considering

more alternative ways of action, seeking more information sources, and pursuing

more extensive analysis), may require more time to arrive at a decision. Thus,

indirectly the higher performance, which is supposed to be achieved by rational

decision making is associated with more duration-time of SB) making processes

(Janis, 1972; Mintzberg, 1973; Nutt, 1976; Schweiger et a!. 1986).

The second perspective posits that rationality does not necessarily imply more

time-consuming decision processes. Hence faster decisions which at the same time

may be characterized by high degree of rationality would be associated with higher

levels of performance. More specifically, Eisenhardt (1989a) and Bourgeois and

Eisenhardt (1988) supported a tenuous although much interesting contention, that

there exists a positive relationship between BEP and decision speed in high velocity

environments. This may happen in cases where top managers learn to act quickly but

comprehensively in their attempt to improve their firms financial position (Bower

and Hout, 1988; Judge and Miller, 1991). Judge and Miller (1991) attempted to

explore this linkage across various corporate environments and found that fast

strategic processes are not associated with superior profitability. On the contrary,

when they divided their sample according to industrial sector they witnessed a strong

positive relationship between speed and performance in high velocity environments,
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thus corroborating the hypothesis advanced by Eisenhardt (1989a). Despite, the

apparently conificting concepts outlined above we may suggest that:

H(p) 11,7,. Superior BEP is not associated with faster strategic decision making

processes.

11.6. CORRELATIONS - DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table 11.3 presents the correlation results between BEP and Sifi process

characteristics. Pearson correlation coefficients provide a gross indication of the

degree of association between the two. A quick inspection of table 11.3, reveals that

23 out of the 63 relationships (i.e. about 37% of the total relationships) provide

statistical significant associations, at a level of 5% or less. Moreover, 6 correlation

coefficients (10% of the total number of relationships) provide statistical significant

results at a level of p <.001 or better. In general, the results reveal the existence of a

notable association between SID process characteristics and performance, suggesting

that the hypotheses advanced have received a considerable amount of support. More

specifically:

i. Performance and Rationality-Financial Reporting

Both rationality and extent of financial reporting seem to be highly associated

with superior performance. More specifically, seven out of the 12 correlation

coefficients provided statistical significant results at a level of significance of 5% or

less. Four more correlation coefficients provided statistical significant results at a

level of 10%. Overall, the empirical results support a strong positive association

between BEP and rationality, the perceived measures of performance being more

correlated to rationality than their objective counterparts.

Results seem to corroborate the stream of research suggesting that high levels of

performance are expected to produce enough resources to help in the making of

better, more rational decisions, or that more rational decisions may lead to better

performance (Grinyer and Norburn 1977/78; Dess and Origer 1987; Smith et a!.
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1988). On the contrary, results seem to reject the opposite school of thought

suggesting that superior performance may lower the extent with which organizations

engage in rational decision making (March and Simon, 1958; Cyert and March, 1963;

Bourgeois, 1981).

OBJECTIVE PERFCPMANCE EASLRES

ADJUSTED F(R INDUSTRIAL SECT(R

	

RETLRN	 RETLRN	 GdTH	 I3TH

ON	 ON	 IN	 IN

	

ASSETS	 SALES	 PROFITS	 SALES

	

.1916	 .1630	 .2299	 .0721

	

P. .056	 P. .089	 P- .028	 P= .277

	

.1997	 .1136	 .1870	 -.0134

	

P. .049	 P .175	 P. .061	 P. .456

	

.0137	 -.0622	 .2426	 .0894

	

P. .455	 P. .304	 P. .021	 P. .231

	

.0322	 .0222	 -.0225	 -.0285

	

P. .396	 P. .428	 P. .427	 P. .408

	

:3694	 .3620	 - .0523	 - .0593

	

P. .001	 P. .001	 P. .334	 P. .313

	

.2464	 .1991	 .1008	 .2315

	

P. .O20	 P. .049	 P. .203	 P..027

	

-.0633	 -.0492	 .1493	 -.2429

	

P. .301	 P. .343	 P. .109	 P..021

	

.0499	 .0669	 .0868	 -.1033

	

P. .341	 P. .291	 P. .237	 P. .197

	

-.0096	 .1261	 .1305	 -.0878

	

P. .469	 P. .149	 P. .141	 P. .235

PERCEIVED PERFMANCE MEASRES

SID	 CCRPCRATE CP(RATE RELATIVE

PROCESS	 ()dTH	 PROFITA- MARKET

CHARACTERISTICS 	 BILITY	 POSITION

RATIONALITY! 	 .2422	 1	 .2576	 .2167

C04'REIfNSIVENESS	 P= .022	 2 P. .016	 P= .036

FINANCIAL	 .2679	 .2634	 .1659

REP(RTING	 P= .012	 P= .014	 P= .085

SET OF FC$MALIZED	 .2666	 .4367	 .2958

RLLES	 P .013	 P. .000	 P= .006

FNAL CODINATION	 .0520	 -.0389	 .0488

DEVICES	 P. .335	 P. .375	 P. •344

HIERARCHICAL	 .1194	 .2265	 .0088

DECENTRALIZATION	 P .162	 P. .030	 P= .471

LATERAL	 .4222	 .3729	 .3630

CC)+LIIICATION	 P. .000	 P. .001	 P .001

POLITICIZATION	 -.0619	 - .0503	 -.1982

	

P=.305	 P. .340	 P=.050

PROBLEM SOLVING	 - .0653	 - .0062	 -.1406

DISSENSUS	 P. .296	 P- .473	 P. .123

(STATION NC	 -. 0957	 -.1274	 - . 2453

IIRATION PROCESS	 P. .215	 P. .147	 P. .020

111€

Table 11.3 Correlations Betveen Perfontence Variables and SID Process Characteristics

1 (Correlation Coefficient)	 2 (Level of Siificance)

Considering the results of this later stream, the emerging strong positive

associations in the present research may be viewed as 'odd' or unexplained. An

explanation may be sought in the idiosyncrasies of the Greek industrial context; we
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may argue that the emerging close process-performance linkage does not imply a

direct association; it may simply mean that high performers are 'offered the luxury' to

invest in better planning and other internal systems, attract more managerial talents

and thus in the medium or long-term be able to make more rational decisions,

characterized by extensive financial reporting. On the contrary, poor performers may

lack these slack resources, may underinvest in internal systems and may resort in pure

intuition, or may use partial information in the making of SIDs. Moreover, poor

performance may not allow respective firms to hire expensive professional managers

and to invest in internal systems. This is a tentative argument since no direction of

causality can be supported.

Ii. Performance and Formalization-Coordination Devices

Results reveal that rule formalization, especially when subjective measures of

performance are used, seems to be highly correlated to superior performance. On the

contrary, objective BEP measures provided only one statistical significant

relationship.

The other variable, formal coordination devices seems to be unrelated to BEP.

This challenges us to sustain that the role of liaison committees and other

coordination devices may not be as critical as postulated in contributing to higher

performance. Perhaps, these devices may be more relevant to large multi-divisional

companies than to companies similar to those of our sample.

iii. Performance and Decentralization

Both dimensions indicating greater participation seem to be highly associated to

superior performance. It is noteworthy that results indicate a consistently positive

relationship between the two. More importantly, nine out of twelve possible

coefficients proved statistical significant at a level of 5% or less.
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Empirical results lend credence to the view that broader participation and

enhanced middle management involvement in strategic decision making contributes

to superior performance (e.g. Burgelman, 1983; Mintzberg and Waters, 1985; Schilit,

1987; Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988). Moreover, the correlation coefficients are

about the same magnitude as those observed by Wooldridge and Floyd (1990). Thus,

one may condude that there is significant support for the hypothesis that both

hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication in SID making are positively

associated with organizational performance. Especially, lateral communication

appears to show a particularly strong association.

But results should not be interpreted as supportive of the inappropriateness of

the autocratic decision making style (e.g. Vroom and Yetton, 1973) for making snap

decisions. As Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988) suggest, effective firms should be able

to utilise both decentralized and centralized decision making styles simultaneously, in

their pursuit for superior performance through improved strategic decision making.

Especially, in the Greek economic context which is dominated by a significant

number of rather small industrial settings, the average strategic decision making

process may be more centralized than in other countries, providing room to

entrepreneurial actions. Support to this contention is provided by Schneider and

DeMeyer (1991), who report that usually Latin European managers prefer more

centralized and formalized processes. Results, however, suggest that it pays for Greek

entrepreneurs to move to more decentralized configurations.

iv Performance and P01 it icizat ion-Dissensus

In contrast to the previously presented associations, no significant pattern of

associations between performance and politicization-dissensus is evident. Despite the

normative assumptions of an alleged positive association, empirical results appear

inconclusive. In particular, only two of the possible 12 correlation coefficients are

statistical significant, those for growth and market share. Both coefficients point to a

negative association between the degree of internal political activities and market
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share as well as growth. The remaining correlation coefficients provide either weak

positive or weak negative associations.

These two associations indicate that companies having high market share appear

to face less politicized decision processes. Considering objective performance

measures also less politicization is found for companies with the highest growth in

sales. The question is whether satisfactory growth together with market dominance

act as mechanisms eliminating politicization.

The results are similar to those of Wooldridge and Floyd (1990) and imply that

the specific association may be more complex than believed, since several intervening

variables may moderate the performance-dissensus relationship.

v. Performance and Decision Duration

Empirical results, with the exception of one negative association provide no

significant associations between decision duration and performance. Only market

share appears to be significantly associated with quick decisions. Could this mean that

superior market position relative to competitors is a characteristic of snap decision

makers? This is difficult to postulate since the rest of the associations appear to

provide weak positive or negative signs.

Overall,results seem to support neither the line of thought which posit that fast

strategic decision-making is associated with superior profitability (Eisenhardt,

1989a), nor the line of thought that slow-rational processes are associated with

profitability. On the contrary, results corroborate Judge and Miller (1991), arguing

that if we do not take into account differences in corporate environments and/or

other intervening variables, the timing of SB) processes is not associated with

superior performance.

11.7. CONCLUSIONS - METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES- EXTENSIONS

In conclusion, the results of the present chapter do provide some insight into the

association between BEP and ID process characteristics. In particular, they suggest

that higher performance is strongly associated with (i) more rational decision making
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processes, characterized by extensive financial reporting activities, (ii) more rule

formalization during the making of SIDs, (iii) broader participation both in terms of

departments and in terms of hierarchical levels. The remaining process characteristics

(i.e. formal coordination devices, politicization, problem solving dissensus, and

duration process time) provide some interesting correlations with individual

performance measures, but overall are not significantly associated with performance.

These may be less relevant characteristics of SIDs, as regards effect on performance.

A major question stemming from the results is whether the present research

design 'legitimizes' us to draw causal inferences. The research design has measured

performance over a five year period and the specific SIDs studied took place at about

the end of this period. This may empower us to argue that since performance was

given at this period of time, it is the performance which has influenced the decision

making processes and not the other way around. The fact that we study SIDs having

substantial medium or long-term impact on various aspects of performance, further

strengthens our position.

But despite the apparent reasonableness of such an argument we have offered a

flavour of the complex network of interdependent elements in which words as 'cause'

and effect should be approached with extreme caution. For example one may argue

that SIDs last for several years and thus they may follow processes prescribed several

years before the duration process time (as we define it) has started. Thus, our results

are subject to the usual debate of causality versus association. The answer

substantially depends on the model chosen for interpretation of results. One should be

careful in assigning directionality to such bivariate associations. The results of this

chapter should be interpreted as an effort to shed some light into the process-

performance relationship since only partial and disjointed patterns have up to now

emerged on how decisions affect the BEP or vice-versa (Hambrick and Snow, 1977;

Fredrickson, 1984; Eisenhardt, 1989a).

A second issue concerns the moderators of the process-performance

relationship. Previous research (e.g. Lenz 1980), suggested that corporate
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performance derives from a constellation of diverse factors such as environmental,

structural, managerial etc. For example Dess (1987), in studying the consensus-

performance relationship, argued that one of the major limitations of current research

in the field is:

....the tendency to disregard the heterogeneity of the environments in which organization managers make

their strategic decisions. The conflicting results obtained in previous field studies on the relationship

between consensus and performance may be partially due to samples consisting of firms facing different

industzy environments. Selection of a sample which is heterogeneous with respect to a characteristic that

affects the phenomena of interest poses a threat to statistical conclusion validity. That is only by controlling

for characteristica (i.e. industiy contact) believed to inflate the variance explained in regression analysis can

we be confident that negative results reflect the rejection of a theoq (Dess, 1987; pp 261).

In the same vein, Judge and Miller (1991) reported no statistical significant

relationship between decision speed and performance for their total sample. But when

they controlled for differences in corporate environment they witnessed an impressive

positive association for companies operating in high velocity environments. Similarly,

Priem (1990) proposed TMT homogeneity and structure as antecedents to the

consensus performance relationship. This chapter concerns itself with simple

associations, but chapter 12 intends to control for a number of the potential elements

of influence on SID processes (e.g. environmental, organizational, managerial).

A third point for discussion pertains to the conflicting results between

performance and other organizational variables. For example, one can find many

reports arguing for the inexistence of a relationship between consensus and

performance, as well as other reports supporting a negative or a positive one. This

variability may be attributed to the lack of commonality of performance measures

across studies (Keats, 1988) and to differing methods like field studies or laboratoiy

experiments (Bourgeois and Eisenhardt, 1988).

One of the most noticeable points regarding the results of this chapter is that

subjective performance measures seem to provide better results by being more

highly correlated to characteristics of SB) processes than objective measures. This
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may be due to the fact that three different industrial sectors are represented in the

final sample, and the adjustment of the objective measures with industry averages may

not control adequately for industry effects.

The better results provided by subjective measures may be attributed to the fact

that they are designed with the ann to measure the relative significance of each

performance dimension to the specific company. Indeed, strategic management

researchers have long stressed the existence of multiple, often conificting

organizational goals, and the potential impact of top management's self interest

(Bettis, 1981). The subjective measures take into account the corporate goal structure,

while objective performance measures do not, and this may explain why subjective

measures of performance provided better results that their objective counterparts.

We should also stress the fact that perceived performance measures converge

with objective measures, thus enhancing our belief that the results are valid and not a

methodological artifact (Bouchard, 1976 pp 268). Results also strengthen our belief in

the validity of the adopted perceptual measures and corroborate the contentions of

various researchers (e.g. Dess and Robinson 1984; Venkatraman and Ramanujam

1987; Robinson and Pearce 1988) arguing that subjective measures of performance

are acceptable substitutes for objective data.

In closing, we would like to refer to Venkatraman and Ramanujam (1986 pp 804)

who have argued that most strategy studies have adopted a restricted focus on

financial and operational performance, while they seem to have ignored broader

effectiveness criteria. Thus, a fruitful line of extension to this chapter would be to

incorporate some elements of overall corporate effectiveness (e.g. quality of

management, ability to attract and develop managerial talents, research and

development). Research of this type is badly in need since despite its usefulness and

broad applicability, research based on traditional performance measures suffers from

major limitations (Chakravarthy, 1986) since it: (i) cannot approach excellence,

(ii) focuses only on outcomes and not on transformation processes within the firm

and (ill) does not take into account stakeholders other than stockholders.
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12.1. INTRODUCTION

It should be reminded that the aim of this research effort has been to establish

whether context influences SID making processes. Previous chapters by contemplating

strictly bivariate associations between contextual dimensions and SID process

characteristics, validated a number of interesting associations which aim to explain

and predict strategy formulation and strategic decision making. For example, chapter

ten centered on the strategic choice model and examined the role of 'upper echelons'

in SB) making. Chapter eight focused on the resource dependence or population

ecology model which emphasizes the dominance of corporate environment on SlID

processes. Furthermore, chapter nine approached the inertial model of organizational

decision making by studying the impact of organizational systems on SID processes.

Finally, chapters 7 and 11 focused on two other important potential determinants of

SB) processes i.e. the perceived characteristics attributed to SIDs and corporate

performance.

The results of these chapters appear to be both significant and extremely

interesting. They confirm the contingency view on strategy formulation and show that

each contextual dimension contributes in a unique manner to the way SIDs are made.

But all these contextual variables are interrelated. For example, top management

characteristics may have an influence on the perceptions of SE) characteristics (e.g.

Day and Lord, 1992), or the perceptions of corporate environment (Sturdivant et al.

1985). In the same vein, corporate environment may play a vital role in the creation of

the internal structure and systems which again may influence SB) processes. Thus, the

purpose of this final empirical chapter is to integrate the results of previous chapters

into an overall model which simultaneously considers the possible effects of various

contextual factors in determining SlID process characteristics.

12.2. METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Before moving into further analysis we should clarify certain methodological

issues pertaining to: (i) which multivariate data analysis methods are appropriate for
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our type of data (ii) which additional methodological considerations we should take

into acxount before proceeding with data analysis (iii) which additional control

variables should we introduce in our analysis. The following three sections will deal

with these issues.

12.2.1. ALTERNATIVE MULTIVARIATE DATA ANALYSIS METHODS

Since we aim at integrating all the above mentioned different schools of thought

into an overall model, we should use some multivariate methods. Such methods

include multiple regression analysis, multivariate analysis of variance,

discriininant analysis, and categorical data analysis. Multiple regression analysis

requires both dependent and independent variables to be interval, MANOVA is

another statistical tool demanding interval dependent and nominal independent

variables, discriminant analysis requires interval dependent variables and a mixture

of nominal and continuous independent variables, and finally categorical data

analysis requires nominal variables for both dependent and independent variables

(Kleinbaum et al. 1988). Considering that all the variables in the thesis are interval in

nature, the technique which seems more appropriate is multiple regression analysis.

Multiple regression analysis is a statistical technique that can be used to analyse

the relationship between a single dependent (criterion) variable and several

independent (predictor) variables. The objective of multiple regression analysis is to

use the several independent variables whose values are known to predict the single

dependent value. (Hair et al.1987)

An alternative to multiple regression could be some other multivariate technique

which could at the same time incorporate multiple dependent and multiple

independent variables. A number of such techniques are available to the researcher,

including simultaneous equations models, and USREL (e.g. Hayduk, 1986).

Unfortunately, the number of variables considered is large relatively to the available

sample size, something which discourages us to further proceed with such analysis

before using less demanding and complex techniques as regression analysis.
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12.2.2. CONSIDERATIONS IN BUILDING REGRESSION MODELS

Before building specific regression models several methodological and

theoretical issues have to be clarified. It is clear that the study so far has been based

on a rich data base encompassing a significant number of important contextual

dimensions. While the advantages of this are obvious, it carries its own inherent

drawbacks, that have to be tackled right from the outset.

A major methodological consideration has to do with whether one should test for

some important control variables which may have a significant influence on SID

processes (e.g. organizational size, ownership and control type). Section 12.2.2.i

discusses the role and potential significance of control variables.

One of the most perplexing problems in using regression models is the

multicoffinearity (MCL) problem. Section 12.2.2.11 discusses the theoretical and

practical aspects of the problem and sets specific rules that have to be followed in

order to deal with it. Finally section 12.2.2.iii discusses the possibility of adopting a

more parsimonious set of independent variables, adopts specific directives for

running regression equations and sets specific rules to be followed.

I. Incorporating Control Variables

Two variables were included as controls because of their potential influence on

SB) making processes i.e. organizational size and ownership-control type (see table

12.1). According to Child (1972) organizational size has a long history within

organizational theory. Several decades ago Weber (1947) found that bureaucratic

characteristics of specialization, procedure orientation and structural differentiation

were absent in smaller organizations. More recently size was linked with increased

resistance to change (Wiersema and Bantel, 1992), or with increased adoption of

innovations (Damanpour, 1987).

Concerning stratejc decision making, several studies (e.g Mintzberg, 1973;

Lorange and Vandil, 1976; Fredrickson, 1984; Fredrickson and laquinto, 1989) have

provided ample evidence of the important implications of size on strategic decision
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making processes. More specifically, Fredrickson and laquinto (1989) reported that

increased or decreased size was associated with changes in comprehensiveness in

strategic decision making. Child (1972) also supported the dominant role of size in

affecting the framework of organizational decision making. It is worth mentioning

that the Bradford studies (e.g. Hickson et a!. 1986) found no differences in strategic

decision making processes which could be attributed to size, except that bigger

organizations were using more committees in making strategic decisions.

Debates have also been raised as to the proper measurement of size. Several

researchers have recently advocated the use of number of employees as a proxy of size

(e.g. Fredrickson, 1984; Grinyer et al. 1988; Damanpour, 1987; Bantel and Jakcson,

1989). Others (e.g. Keats and Hitt, 1988) have argued in favour of such measures as

sales volume or net assets as being more representative. With respect to

operationalising size, one salient issue refers to the specifics of measurement. If one

adopts a measure based on number of employees, is a log transformation more

appropriate than a direct measure of size ?. Since the distribution of the sample is

skewed, a log transformation may be more appropriate (Grinyer et al. 1988; Bantel

and Jackson 1989). Therefore, in all regression analyses we will use the log of size as

a predictor variable.

Another major control variable could be the type of ownership or else the

control type. If we accept that Greek-owned enterprises to some extent are expected

to portray the Greek style of management and the Greek 'culture' in decision making

while multinationals may represent an implanted decision making style, then it is

considered extremely interesting to reveal possible differences in SDMIP, attributed to

type of ownership-control. The Bradford studies are among the few who have

provided evidence of the existence of different decision making patterns between

British and multinational companies operating in Britain (Mallory et aL 1983), or

British and Swedish companies (Axelsson et a!. 1991). We operationalize this variable

as a dummy 0/1 variable which measures whether a specific company is a Greek

national company or a subsidiary of a multinational operating in Greece.
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ii. Hulticollinearity Considerations

A potential problem associated with data used in a regression is the problem of

multicollinearity. By this we mean that two or more independent variables used in a

regression are significantly correlated (Schroeder Ct aL 1986). Perfect collinearity is

present when one independent variable is perfectly linearly related to one or more

independent variables, or when an independent variable when regressed on the other

independent variables yields an R2 very close to 1.00.

Unfortunately, due to the type of data used in the social sciences,

multicoffinearity arises often, since it is very possible that two or more variables will

be interrelated. But it is the degree of association which matters, since only when this

is high multicoffinearity is a serious threat to the statistical validity of the regression

results.

Unfortunately, except for the extreme case of perfect coffinearity, in most

regression models multicoffinearity is difficult to detect, since there are almost no

tests which could assess its detrimental impact (Berry and Feldman, 1985; Schroeder

et al. 1986).

Symptoms of MCL

Several warning signals may alert the researcher of the presence of

multicoffinearity in the data. Let us shortly review the most significant of them:

(i). One rather sure symptom of high multicollinearity is a substantial R 2 (which

means a good fit to the data) for the equation but statistically insignificant

coefficients (Lewis-Beck, 1980; Berry and Feldman, 1985). In parallel the researcher

should be suspicious when the t-tests for the individual beta parameters of the

independent variables are nonsignificant, yet the F-statistic for the full model is

significant (Berry and Feldman, 1985; Mendenhall and Sinchich, 1989). But probably,

the most sure symptom of multicollinearity is the existence of large correlation

coefficients between pairs of independent variables in the correlation matrix (Bailey,

1982; Neter et a!. 1983; Mendenhall and Sinchich, 1989).
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(ii). A second, weaker signal is regression coefficients which change greatly in

value when independent variables are dropped or added to the equation (Lewis-Beck,

1980).

(iii). A third, set of symptoms involves suspicion about the magnitude of a specific

coefficient. A coefficient may be regarded as unexpectedly large (small), either in

itself or relative to another coefficient in the equation. It may even be so large (or

small) as to be rejected as nonsensical (Lewis-Beck, 1980).

(iv). A fourth alert might be the existence of estimated regression coefficients with

algebraic signs opposite to the expected according to theoretical expectations (i.e. a

coefficient with 'wrong' signs). Obviously, this last symptom is difficult to assess since

in strategy research it is not easy to know in advance the 'right' sign of a relationship.

(v). A final test for detecting multicollinearity is to examine the stability of

regression coefficient estimates when switching samples. When there exist serious

multicolilnearity problems, switching samples, or dropping and entering new variables

in the equation may result in a dramatic change of many regression parameters

(Neter et a!. 1983; Berry and Feldman, 1985; Butler et al. 1992).

Diagnosis and Tests of MCL

All the aforementioned symptoms may provide strong indication of the existence

of multicollinearity, but cannot establish the existence of the problem. One step

towards this direction might be to inspect the correlation matrix of the independent

variables. In case where bivariate correlations among some independent variables

exceed 0.80, then we are sure of the existence of serious multicollinearity (Lewis-

Beck, 1980; Berry and Feldman, 1985; Schroeder et a!. 1986). For others, (e.g.

Anderson and Zeithaml, 1984) correlation coefficients exceeding 0.60 may pose a

problem. Otherwise, MCL does not seem to be a serious problem.
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While suggestive, this approach may not prove foolproof, since there is always the

possibility an independent variable to be a nearly perfect linear combination of the

remaining independent variables. Moreover, in small-sample research efforts, a single

bivariate correlation among independent variables (e.g. .70) could have serious

consequences for estimation, while in larger samples a correlation of .85 may pose

fewer problems (Berry and Feldman, 1985).

Thus, another more sure method may be preferable. This involves regression of

each independent variable on all the other independent variables. In case where the

resulting R2 are close to 1.0, we are ascertained of the existence of a high degree of

multicollinearity (Lewis-Beck, 1980; Berry and Feldman, 1985).

A final computational method to diagnose MCL has been developed by Beisley et

a!. (1980). This involves the computation of eigenvalues of the predictor variable

correlation matrix. As the smaller eigenvalues of a set of factor-analysed variables

approaches zero, the presence of a near collinearity among the original predictors is

indicated. An eigenvalue of exactly 0 indicates perfect linear dependency among

independent variables. Beisley and colleagues used the eigenvalues to compute three

kinds of statistics: condition indexes (CI), condition numbers (CN), and variance

proportions. A condition number of 30 or more reflects moderate to severe

collinearity, worthy of further investigation, while a condition index exceeding 10

indicates mild to moderate collinearity. Condition indexes less than 10 mean that

MCL is not a problem to worry about (Beisley et a!. 1980; Mendenhall and Sinchich,

1989).

Remedies for MCL

Despite the aforementioned warning signals and diagnostic tests for MCL the

important question remains: How can we remedy multicollinearity problems? Is there

a methodology which may help the researcher to overcome MCL? Unfortunately,

there is no single preferable technique for overcoming multicollinearity, since the

problem is due to the form of the data. Some useful hints are:
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(i). increase sample size: when the sample size is increased the standard error

decreases, thereby offsetting the effect of multicollinearity (Berry and Feldman,

1985). Unfortunately, this is not feasible in this research effort.

(ii). If two variables are measuring the same thing, one of the variables is often

dropped, since little information is lost by doing so (Lewis-Beck, 1980; Schroeder et

a!. 1986). A screening procedure such as stepwise regression is helpful in determining

which variables to drop (Mendenhall and Sinchich, 1989).

(iii). An alternative to dropping highly correlated variables would be to combine

them into a single indicator. If this approach makes conceptual sense, then it can work

well (Lewis-Beck, 1980). For example, Meyer and Goes (1988) in their effort to deal

with severe multicollinearity conducted factor analysis to examine the feasibility of

combining highly intercorrelated variables into scales. They succeeded to build

composite factors of environmental and organizational variables, but failed to do the

same with leadership variables due to low Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficients.

If one decides, despite severe multicollinearity problems, to keep all the

independent variables in the model he should: (i) avoid making inferences about the

individual beta parameters (ii) restrict inferences about future values to values of the

independent variables that fall within the experimental region (Mendenhall and

Sinchich, 1989).

III. Variable Selection and Adoption of Guidelines

Table 12.1 depicts the various contextual domains incorporated in the previous

analysis together with the names of the variables used to dimensionalize each

contextual domain. As is evident from table 12.1 the total number of contextual

variables, together with the two control variables, amounts 33, a large number

undoubtedly. l'his offers us the advantage of having a rich data base for subsequent

analysis, but may at the same time pose specific problems and potential limitations

which have to be clarified and solved right from the outset.
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The question of whether this list of 33 variables presents an exhaustive list of

dimensions influencing SID processes is prevalent. The answer is certainly not. There

is an endless number of dimensions which may exert direct or indirect influence on

SID processes which are not included in this effort (e.g. corporate climate, reward

systems). One might also claim that for example a different set of environmental or

managerial dimensions might be better predictors of SID processes. Despite this it is

not an exaggeration to contend that this is a very reach data base which will hopefully

allow us to produce some interesting results.

cONTEXTUeiL	 DflENSJONS:
DJ4AINS

1.SID	 1. MagnItude of Inpact	 5. Frequency/Faniliarity
CHARTERISTICS 2. Frequency and Clarity of Stinull 	 6. Degree of Threat/Crisis Perception

3. (kicertainty Surrounding the SID	 7. SID as a Result of Fonnel Planning
4. Tine Pressure and Pressure on the

______________	 Organization

2. ENVLROKNTAL	 1. Envi rwiutl Heterogeneity
C1RTERISTICS 2. Environiental Dynanin

3. Envirosinental Hostility
4. PerceIved Envlrckuental lkicertainty
5. Envirosinental Caetitiveness

3.F(RMAL PLANNING 1. PlannIng Horizon or Developnent of Formal Planning
SYSTEMS	 2. Depth of Analysis In Planning
CHARNTERISTICS 3. Formalization in Planning

4.TOP MAMGEP'UIT 1. CEO's Need for khlevanent	 6. CEO's Nuter of Years in the Sane
CHARACTERISTICS 2. CEO's Risk Propensity 	 Position

3. CEO's Internal Locus of Control 	 7. CEO's Level of Ebjcation
4. CEO's Intolerance of Mdiguity 	 8. Top Managenent's Aggressive
5. CEO's Niither of Years with the	 Philosophy

Ccrpany	 9. Top Managenent lean's Level of
Eckicat Ion

5.aRPATE	 1. Perceived Grth	 4. Return on Assets
PERFMANCE	 2. Perceived Financial Performance 	 5. Return on Sales

3. Perceived Market Share Performance 	 6. Grth in Profits
7. Grth in Sales

6.CONTROL	 1. SIze (Log Nuiter of Full-Tine Enployees)
VMIA8IES	 2. Control Type (Gresk National vs SA,sidiary of a I4jltlnatlonal)

Table 12.1 : Independent Variables Used In Regression Analysis

However, the data beg an important question: should we adopt a more narrow set

of variables by omitting some of the presented 33 variables. Considering the richness

of the database it is not unsupported to drop some of them without losing significant

explanatory power. It is certainly expected that due to the nature of the data some

multicolilnearity problems may exist. Thus, the issue of variable reduction together

with MCL reduction is among the major methodological considerations.
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Specific guidelines have to be set, in accordance with existing theory to help us

solve the problem of variable reduction. Table 12.2 depicts the intercorrelations

among all 33 independent variables, so as to inspect possible multicoffinearity

problems. A casual observation of table 12.2 reveals several issues which beg further

attention.

In general, very few correlation coefficients exceed .50. This implies that serious

multicollinearity is unlikely to be present. But in contrast to several researchers who

consider the existence of correlation coefficients exceeding 0.6() or even .70 as a

potential problem (e.g. Lewis-Beck, 1980; Anderson and Zeithaml, 1984; Berry and

Feldman, 1985; Schroeder et a!. 1986), we set stricter rules by considering correlation

coefficients greater that 0.50 as warning signals and unacceptable. A few variables

seem to create these high correlation coefficients. These variables are: (i) the three

dimensions of formal planning systems used in chapter nine, (ii) the two variables

measuring CEOs number of years in the company and CEO's number of years in the

same position, (iii) the performance variables.

Thus, we have to decide which variables to drop. Regarding the planning

variables the alternative was considered to create a composite variable by adding the

three variables. This combination of highly correlated variables was not preferred in

the course of this effort, since the planning formality variable is considered to be the

most reliable and valid of the three variables. It is a scale widely used in the planning

literature (Wood and Laforge, 1981) and has been tested in a variety of different

contexts with satisfactory results (e.g. Pearce et a!. 1987; Robinson and Pearce 1988).

Thus we decided to drop from further analysis the variables measuring planning

horizon and depth of analysis and to retain the statistically stronger 'planning

formality' variable.
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We also decided to keep only the variable measuring the CEO's number of years

in the same company and drop the CEO's number of years in the position, since they

experience a correlation coefficient of .59. Moreover, the former variable not only

offers more predictive power, but seems to be conceptually stronger, in approaching

CEO's 'domestication' in the company.

Moreover, the variables measuring subjective performance (e.g. perceived

growth, perceived profits, and perceived market share performance) present serious

multicollinearity problems among them as well as with several other variables (e.g.

FPS dimensions). This may be due to the fact that these variables incorporate top

management's perceptions of goals of the organization as well as top management

attitudes. For example there is a strong relationship between perceived performance

dimensions and top management's aggressive philosophy. Thus, we decided to omit

perceived performance dimensions since objective measures are only considered as

convenient substitutes for objective data whenever accurate objective data are

unavailable (Dess and Robinson 1984; Robinson and Pearce 1988).

Finally, for reasons of parsimony and space conservation two other variables are

dropped i.e. the degree of stimuli leading to the SID and the CEO's internal locus of

control. These variables were dropped because both failed to enter in any of the initial

and subsequent regression models we have run. Moreover, locus of control despite its

theoretical prevalence in current research failed to prove its significance in this

empirical research.

Thus, we excluded ten variables and retained 23 independent variables faffing in

six different contextual categories. Table 12.3 presents the intercorrelations in this

parsimonious set of variables. As is cited, only 2 out of 288 possible correlation

coefficients are slightly above 0.50 indicating that multicollinearity may not be a

problem. Despite this, several tests for MCL will be performed for each regression

modeL
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12.3. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS-DISCUSSION

In running regression models we created nine models, one for each dependent

variable. Tables 12.4 to 12.12 present the results of these independent variables. As is

evident from the tables the independent variables have been grouped into categories

in order to facilitate discussion of results.

In each of the models presented it was within the aims of the research not only to

present the best regression equation, i.e. the equation which provides the maximum

number of significant variables, but also to give a flavor of the relative influence of

each contextual domain alone on each independent variable.

In our attempt to provide the best regression model both backward elimination

and stepwise regression methods were used for corroboration. In most cases the

results were identical. In the very few cases where the two methods provided different

equations, further tests.were attempted by entering and removing variables from the

equation.

Another consideration in presenting the models was the question of whether we

should present a full equation model along with the best equation model, for each of

the dependent variables. Unfortunately, the rather medium-sized sample size (i.e. 70

SIDs) theoretically does not allow us to introduce more than 10 variables

simultaneously. If we exceed this number we are left with less than adequate degrees

of freedom and cannot be sure about the validity of the resulting regression models.

A third major consideration refers to the possible multicollinearity effects. We

therefore followed procedures as outlined by Belsley et al. (1980) to test for the effects

of multicoffinearity in the regression analysis. Among our primary concerns was to

calculate condition indexes and to assess the extent of multicoffinearity effects. In

each of the regression models of tables 12.4 to 12.12 the respective Condition Number

for the best equation model is calculated. In our analyses, all the condition indexes are

far from the suggested warning level of 10.0 for mild collinearity, and thus we do not

expect serious problems (Beisley et a!. 1980).
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Several other warning signals were inspected, in order to detect possible

multicoffinearity problems. In none of the equations there was a substantial R2

accompanied by statistically insignificant coefficients to make us suspicious about

possible multicollinearity problems. Moreover, by adopting the more parsimonious

set of data we have eliminated most of the possible 'seeds' of coffinearity among

explanatory variables. Furthermore, in order to test the stability of regression

coefficients we conducted several runs by dropping or adding independent variables

in the equation. In none of these trial runs did we witness any extraordinary change in

regression coefficients.

All the regression coefficients appeared to produce algebraic signs according to

theoretical expectations and no unexpected signs appeared. Moreover, the coefficients

for each regression showed a reasonably high consistency with the simple correlations

discussed in previous chapters. There appeared one or two differences, which are

discussed in the following paragraphs. Finally we conducted several regression

analyses by switching samples. In general, no dramatic changes of regression

parameters were witnessed. Of course due to the change of samples a number of

coefficients were modified but the changes were not interpreted as warning signals.

12.3.1 Rationality/Comprehensiveness

Table 12.4 presents the results of the first dependent variable, the rationality!

comprehensiveness construct. Six different regression models have been created. The

first five examine the impact of each contextual domain individually (i.e. SID

characteristics, environment, FPS, top management and corporate performance) on

the process rationality. The sixth model incorporates all the contextual domains

simultaneously and attempts to assess the relative significance of each one, since

some are more influential, while others do not appear to play an important role in

determining the rationality of SE) processes.
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Perhaps the most striking observation in model 6 of table 12.4 is that if we

consider simultaneously all the adopted contextual domains we are able to explain

almost half of the variability in rationality/comprehensiveness (R 2 =.47 and

Adj. R2 =.44). Considering the cross-sectional nature of the data this percentage is

considered as remarkably high. Further analysing the results of the best model, it can

be seen that SID's magnitude of impact, planning formality, TMT's level of education

and organizational size are significant predictors of rationality.

Results are in line with Stein (1980) who suggested that a decision's magnitude of

impact is among the strongest explanatory variables of decision making behavior. The

first model, by assessing the aggregate impact of only SID characteristics on decision

rationality revealed the significant contribution of two other variables (i.e. extent of

threat/crisis and degree of emergence through formal planning systems) in explaining

decision rationality. The theoretical and practical significance of both variables were

acknowledged in chapter 7. Model one suggests that when considered with the

remaining 511) characteristics they account for a quarter of the total variance in

rationality. But when considered simultaneously with the remaining contextual

variables in model six they both fail to emerge as statistical significant contributors to

rationality.

Contrary to the line of reasoning which understates the contribution of EPS to

decision making (e.g. Hall, 1973; King 1983; Sinha, 1990), regression results appear to

support that planning formality is the most important contributor to rationality in SID

making. Indeed, results support the normative view on the essentiality of FPS as tools

designed with the aim to contribute to more rational decision making (e.g. Kudla,

1976; Armstrong, 1982; Langley, 1988; Duncan, 1990). Moreover, results suggest that

when SIDs are examined it seems that much of the actual decision making takes place

inside formal planning systems, since managers seem to rate high the contribution of

FPS to decisions.
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A third significant result is the inclusion of TMT's level of education among the

major explanators of decision rationality. The regression coefficient corroborates

Hambrick and Mason (1984) as well as Bantel and Jackson (1989), and indicates that

a team of well educated executives will be oriented toward rationalizing. It is worth

noting that only characteristics of the TMT are included both in the best model and in

model four which assesses the contribution of only TM characteristics to rationality.

Indeed, regression results corroborate the correlation results of chapter 10 and lend

credibility to the 'upper echelons' perspective in contrast to the 'CEO dominance'.

Indeed, both TMTs level of education and TMTs aggressive philosophy, as opposed

to characteristics of the CEO are better predictors of rationality in SID making.

Corporate size is the final important predictor of rationality, entering model six.

The positive coefficient with which size enters the regression equation corroborates

previous work (e.g. Mintzberg, 1973, and Fredrickson, 1984; Fredrickson and laquinto

1989) and indicates that increased or decreased size is associated with changes in

rationality /comprehensiveness.

Several other issues worth discussing emerge from table 12.4. First, despite its

positive association with comprehensiveness, the dummy variable measuring control

type, fails to enter the final regression modeL This implies that when we consider all

the contextual domains simultaneously ownership-control does not seem to play a

significant role in determining rationality/comprehensiveness. This is an important

implication since the popular view in Greece posits that multinationals follow more

rational comprehensive decision making processes when making decisions of a

strategic nature. Results appear to support the view that size, perceived impact, FPS,

and TMTs level of education are more important predictors of rationality than

'implanted decision making' found in MNC's.
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A second striking result is the lack of significance of environmental variables in

determining rationality comprehensiveness. In chapter eight, by examining bivariate

associations we reported that heterogeneity, dynamism, and hostility are strongly

associated with rationality. On the contraly, when we consider all the different

contextual domains at the same time, it appears that corporate environment is

noticeably absent as a predictor of rationality. Does this mean that the proponents of

the environmental determinism school of thought should reconsider their

argumentation? One could extend the argument to incorporate corporate

performance levels, since no performance variable loads significantly in the 'best'

model. We will not rush into quick conclusions before examining the results of the

rest of dependent variables.

12.3.2 Financial Reporting

Table 12.5 presents the results regarding the influence of contextual factors on

the degree of formal financial reporting. Again the explanatory power of the best

model is significant, accounting for 40% of the total variance. From a quick

inspection of table 12.5 it is clear that SID characteristics, environmental dimensions,

and top management characteristics appear to be the major predictors of financial

reporting behavior.

More specifically, results indicate that situations perceived as crises are actually

associated with more financial reporting activities. This is in line with theory and

argumentation advanced in chapter seven (Chaffee, 1985; Dutton, 1986).

Furthermore, the emergence of a SD through some type of formal planning appears

to be very important by associated with use of financial analysis. It is remarkable to

note, that the degree of existing planning formality, although statistical significant,

when analysed comparatively with other contextual variables does not remain

significant. Current theory and practice has attacked FPS accusing them for being too

ritualistic and for the fact that much of the actual decision making takes place outside

them. The results of this model appear to validate this view since it seems that the
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existence of FPS does not necessarily imply more financial reporting activities. It is

only if FPS themselves have contributed to the emergence of a SID, that actually more

reporting activities are witnessed. This is an interesting speculation which deserves

further attention.

Another set of interesting relationships evolved from the inclusion of two

environmental variables in the final integrative modeL The expected positive

association between dynamism and reporting has received enough attention in

chapter eight. What was unexpected was the significant negative relationship between

environmental competitiveness and degree of financial reporting. This can be possibly

attributed to the fact that companies in competitive environments are already aware

of the intensity of competition and may choose different paths to being

comprehensive that resorting in financial reporting activities.

A final, although counterintuitive, significant association supports that a CEO's

need for achievement is associated with less financial reporting. According to theory

discussed in chapter ten, NACH is positively associated with entrepreneurial success

(e.g. Mc Cleland 1961; Begley and Boyd, 1986). Mifier and Toulouse (1986) argued

that CEOs with high NACH are dominated by a desire to influence and control the

context in which they operate, and are expected to require control over the

organization (Miller and Droge, 1986). This again, may favour more financial

reporting activities. Although the particular relationship is difficult to explain one

may speculate that high achievers may resort more on other elements of rational

decision making and not on extensive financial reporting. Again, this relationship

warrants further investigation.

Several other relationships appearing in table 12.5 are worth commenting on. For

example, as with the rationality equation, corporate performance does not seem to

play a significant role. Despite the fact that ROA appears significant in the fifth

model, it fails to enter the integrative regression. Finally, neither size nor control type

appear to contribute significantly to financial reporting activities.
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12.3.3 Rule formalization and Coordination Devices

Tables 12.6 and 12.7 present the results assessing the influence of contextual

domains on the degree of rule formalization and the existence of formal coordination

devices during SID making. As can be seen the explanatory power of the best models

in both tables exceed 40% of the total variance, which is satisfactory. Upon first

inspection, it appears that almost every contextual domain has its own unique

contribution on process formalization.

More specifically in the best model of table 12.6 five variables load significantly.

They measure decision uncertainty, environmental uncertainty, CEO's risk

propensity, size and control type. Results support the hypothesis advanced in chapter

seven that in situations where high uncertainty of actions to be taken and of

information to be collected prevails, rigid rules and typical processes tend to be

ignored or bypassed. Indeed, results concur with Thompson (1967) and show that

lower formalization of the process as well as less rigidity concerning financial

reporting activities obtain.

On the contrary, PEU provides the same strong positive association with the one

obtained in chapter eight. A result of this type contradicts current theory (e.g. Burns

and Stalker, 1961; Keats and Hitt, 1988), and is counterintuitive. One possible

interpretation of this apparently unexpected correlation may come if we extend

Sharfman and Dean's (1991) argument for environmental dynamism, and hypothesize

that as firms in dynamic-volatile environments introduce formalization in order to

structure their changing world, the same may take place in environments perceived as

uncertain.

The third significant result of model six is the negative association between

CEO's risk attitude and rule formalization. Although a statistical significant

correlation is not provided in chapter ten, this dimension seems to offer unique

explanatory power when taken together with other contextual forces. Again, such a

result is intuitively expected, since risk takers are expected to brake the bounds of
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organizational systems and formalities and influence the SID process towards more

informal paths.

Also size and control type seem to bear significantly on the formalization of the

SID process. Both results are according to expectations since increased size has been

found to be positively associated with the bureaucratic characteristics of formalization

(e.g. Weber, 1947). The control type is also expected to raise formalization, since

multinationals usually demand greater rule orientation and uniform formalized

procedures from their affiliates.

Comparable results are obtained in table 12.7 for formal coordination devices. As

is seen, SID characteristics bear heavily on the formation of coordination devices.

Similarly, frequent-famifiar decisions as well as decisions emerging through FPSs,

follow established channels, while perceived pressure as a Sifi characteristic forces

companies to abandon any formality.

From the environmental dimensions, heterogeneity loads highly indicating a

negative relationship between coordination devices and environmental heterogeneity.

This concurs with much of the literature on this issue (e.g. Aldrich, 1979; Smart and

Vertinsky, 1984; Sharfman and Dean 1991), which suggests that heterogeneous

environments may not favour standardized ways of action.

Another finding can be gleaned from the results of table 12.7. It refers to the

emerging significance of CEO characteristics on the use of formal coordination

devices. Indeed, both need for achievement and intolerance of ambiguity seem to bear

heavily on the process. The former characteristic exerts a positive influence, which is

in line with current theory and research (Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967; Mifier and

Toulouse, 1986), while the later obtains a significant negative association which is

rather counterintuitive. Unfortunately, as has been stressed in chapter ten, very little

is known about the actual strategic behavior of top managers with high or low

tolerance of ambiguity. Finally, control type together with return on assets positively

influence the use of formal coordination devices.
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Overall, however, it can be argued that there is a 'balanced contribution' of all the

included contextual domains in explaining SID formalization. Of interest is the lack of

significant association between FPS and decision formality, which raises some

concern about the actual role of FPS in strategic decision making.

12.3.4 Hierarchical Decentralization and Lateral Conrnunication

Tables 12.8 and 12.9 depict regression results exploring the influence of

contextual domains on hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication

respectively. Several conclusions can be drawn from the results. One, is that both

models afford very good explanations of the extent to which context influences

decentralization and communication, since the first model explains 43% of total

variance, while the second exceeds 63%.

A second finding suggests that both hierarchical decentralization and lateral

communication are highly dependent upon the attributes of the particular SID. In

table 12.8 SID's magnitude of impact together with the pressure it exerts and the

source of its emergence considerably influence subsequent behavior. Especially, the

result for magnitude of impact corroborates Dutton et al. (1986) since it implies that

issues with important impact attract the collective attention not only of various layers

in the hierarchy (as revealed in table 12.8) but also of various departments (as

revealed in table 12.9).

Moreover, SIDs perceived as exerting pressure appear to attract the full attention

of higher levels without significant involvement from other that 'strategic elites'. In

addition, emergence through FPS as is seen in table 12.8 implies greater participation

of various layers. On the other side, broader lateral communication is fostered in

frequent/famifiar issues, while SIDs exerting pressure seem to remain a top

management 'prerogative', as the negative regression coefficient in table 12.9

suggests.
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It is somewhat surprising however, to find that corporate environment does not

seem to play a significant role in determining both hierarchical decentralization and

lateral communication. Especially for the later, none of the environmental variables

manages to enter the final integrative regression modeL Concerning the former, only

hostility appears to enter but as a rather weak predictor (p <.10) of behavior.

Planning formality despite being a statistical significant correlate of both

hierarchical decentralization and lateral communication, enters significantly only in

the regression model of table 12.9, where lateral communication is the dependent

variable.

A fourth important category of variables i.e. top management characteristics

produces interesting results. In table 12.8 the variable measuring CEO's number of

years with the company is positively related to hierarchical decentralization patterns.

This is in line with theory positing that CEO's tenure may influence communication

patterns by developing greater levels of social integration, and possibly by including in

the dominant coalition more managers from various layers (Zenger and Lawrence,

1989; Wiersema and Bantel, 1992). Similarly, in table 12.9 TMT's aggressive

philosophy appears positively associated with lateral communication during SID

making.

In both tables corporate performance levels as well as the two control variables

incorporated do not seem to have significant influence on either hierarchical

decentralization or lateral communication.

12.3.5 Politicization and Problem Solving Dissensus

Tables 12.10 and 12.11 depict the regression results for degree of politicization

and problem solving dissensus during the making of SIDs. As can be seen

politicization is stimulated by the decision's magnitude of impact, and its uncertain

nature, as well as the TMTs level of education, and growth in profits, while it is

discouraged byTMT's aggressive philosophy.
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In the same vein, problem solving dissensus increases with decision's uncertainty,

decision's pressure, environmental uncertainty, and growth in profits. On the other

hand it decreases with environmental heterogeneity, dynamism and hostility as well as

with multinational type of ownership.

Overall, it seems that both political activities and problem solving dissensus are

highly influenced by various SID's characteristics. Indeed, politicization is influenced

more by magnitude of impact and uncertainty while dissensus is influenced by

uncertainty and pressure.

Environmental properties seem to be significant predictors of only problem

solving dissensus, but rather poor predictors of political behavior. Indeed, results

corroborate the profound significance of corporate environment, as discussed in

chapter eight.

Contrary to expectations planning formality as well as the two control variables

do not seem to bear any influence on either variable. Moreover, while management

characteristics do not seem to actually influence problem solving dissensus, two

notable associations emerge between politicization and TMT's education and

aggressive behavior. The second association is in line with our hypothesis in chapter

10, but the TMT's level of education loads significantly on the regression equation, in

spite of low correlations. This means that the contribution of this dimension is quite

unique, bringing the results closely to previously reported research (e.g. Dess, 1987)

and to our unsupported hypothesis in chapter 10. Indeed, as we have already argued

in chapter 10, the existence of many well educated executives may foster multiple

sources of power and expertise, thus increasing the levels of political behavior.

12.3.6 Duration - Timing

The results for duration-timing of the process are presented in table 12.12. As is

evident from this table contextual elements prove to be weak predictors of process

duration, since only 17% of the total variance is explained. By any account, this is not

a bad result, since four important variables appear to load highly, while all variables
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are in line with our theoretical analysis and the correlations obtained from empirical

results. Indeed, as expected, SIDs magnitude of impact as well as company's size are

found to be positive related to decision duration, while Sifi's frequency/familiarity as

well as environmental competitiveness are found to be associated with more

'snapshot' decision processes.

12.4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Table 12.13 summarizes the results of the chapter by incorporating the 'best'

equations for all the dependent variables. By means of this we attempt to give a

comprehensive view of the determinants of SID making processes, and to answer the

question which contextual domain appears to be more influential in SB) making

processes: the environmental determinism school, the strategic choice school or the

inertial school of thought?

Several patterns worth noting emerge from table 12.13. First, all nine models

afford good to excellent predictions of the extent to which the process of II) making

is determined by the context in which it takes place. With the exception of

duration/timing (model 9) the explanatory power of the remaining models ranges

from .35 to .66 and achieves an average explanatory power of almost 50%.

Considering the cross-sectional nature of the research effort, this is considered as

extremely satisfactory, since related research efforts in the past failed to explain more

than 33% of the variance at best (e.g. Stein, 1980).

Second, the findings suggest that the SB) process may be viewed as the interplay

of various contextual factors, some of which are more influential than others. Indeed,

despite some theoretical support and the initial empirical support obtained by simple

correlation coefficients in chapter seven, it was rather a surprise to witness the

dominant role of project characteristics in determining subsequent processes.
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Regression results concur with the conclusion drawn in chapter seven that SID

characteristics and process characteristics are inextricably linked. Results also

corroborate an emerging significant body of research claiming that categorization of

strategic issues into distinct categories directly influences the magnitude of actions

taken and resources committed and shapes both the choice of strategic alternatives

and predictable organizational responses (Pfeffer et al. 1976; Daft and Weick, 1984;

Dutton and Jackson, 1987; Lyles and Thomas, 1988; Dutton et a!. 1989).

This emerged importance of perceived SID characteristics in influencing sliD

processes, contradicts the assumptions of another body of research mostly based on

laboratory testing (e.g. Fredrickson, 1985), which argues that experienced managers

may be relatively unaffected by decision labels. It seems that the study of actual

decision making may produce quite different results in comparison to laboratory

research in artificial settings.

Similar results were obtained by Meyer and Goes (1988), in their study of

innovation assimilation. In assessing the comparative influence of various

environmental domains on innovation assimilation they found that environment,

organization and leadership, taken together, were poor predictors of innovation,

explaining only 11% of the total variance. On the contrary very good predictors

proved to be the innate attributes of innovations. They concluded that "apparently

innovations possess innate attributes that significantly affect their adoptability

even after the effects of environmental, organizational and leadership variables

have been statistically eliminated'.

Particularly strong seem to be the influence of a decision's magnitude of impact

on the process followed. Moreover, a SID's frequency/familiarity, its uncertainty and

the way it emerges are found to significantly influence dimensions of the process.

Another important finding concerns the role and significance of various

dimensions of corporate environment in influencing SID processes. In chapter 8, by

contemplating strictly bivariate associations, we argued that the deterministic,

external control or population ecolo' model received relatively strong support when
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applied in SID making processes. On the contraly, environmental dimensions do not

seem to retain their significance when examined in conjunction with other contextual

domains. Regression results corroborate Provan (1989) who argues that the impact of

external environment on strategy and strategic decision making is seldom direct and

the cause-effect relationship between the two is not always dear. Of course

environmental characteristics appear to be particular strong predictors of financial

reporting activities, and problem solving dissensus, but fail to enter significantly the

regression models for rationality, politicization and lateral communication. Results

contradict with Jemison (1981), who argued that environmental factors, as opposed to

internal organizational factors, are the primary sources of influence on SDs.

In the attempt to explain this lack of dominance of the external control model,

several speculative assumptions may be advanced. Schneider and DeMeyer (1991),

reported that Latin European managers in contrast to other Europeans, may be

characterised by an attitude of having limited control over the external environment.

Thus, they usually direct their efforts towards controlling the immediate, internal

environment, rather than trying to anticipate and control external environment.

Although speculative and untested, this assertion provides a fruitful avenue for

research in comparative decision making practices.

Internal organizational processes as approached by planning formality appear

to give rather poor results, in the sense that FPSs are found to have a profound

influence on only two aspects of the decision making process (i.e rationality and

lateral communication). These results appear to be in line with pertinent research

questioning the role and significance of FPS in strategy formulation. On the other

hand, the emerging importance of FPS in shaping rational decision processes is in

line with theoretical speculations arguing that FPS are primarily designed with the

aim to contribute to more rational/comprehensive decision making (KudLa, 1976;

Armstrong, 1982; Langley, 1988; Duncan, 1990). Again, regression results corroborate

the prevaffing view that FPS act as mechanisms reinforcing lateral communication

(Quinn, 1980; Tregoe and Tobia, 1991; Kudla, 1976; Langley,1988).
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Concerning FPSs we should also stress the importance of another dimension

which in the course of this research was considered more as a project characteristic

than as a characteristic of the FPS, i.e. the emergence of a SD) through FPS. This

characteristic deserves special attention because it reveals another interesting

speculation. The results suggest that although the existence of FPSs may not warrant

significant influence on decision processes, of particular significance is the existence

of deliberate strategic posture from which the decision originated.

Another contextual domain which deserves special attention is the domain of top

management characteristics. Child (1972) argued that the values of the dominant

coalition may have a more profound impact on SDMPs than other contextual

variables do. Reviewing the conclusions of chapter ten we see that the characteristics

of the TMT, as opposed to characteristics of the CEO, were found to be important

predictors of decision behavior. The chapter ended by lending credence to the 'upper

echelons view' of organizations, while putting into dispute the allegations of

population ecologists (e.g. Hannan and Freeman, 1977) which consider TMT to be but

a passive agent. The results of the regression models do not significantly depart from

this conclusion. Indeed, top management team characteristics appear to influence

decision rationality, lateral communication and political behavior. What is of

particular interest is that CEO characteristics enter significantly into the regression

models and influence financial reporting, formalization and hierarchical

decentralization. This implies that the contribution of CEO characteristics have also

their own effect when taken together with other contextual factors. This brings the

results closer to research reporting that CEO personality characteristics are related to

aspects of strategic decision making processes (e.g. Miller and Toulouse, 1986)

It is also worth noting that TM characteristics do not have any influence on such

process characteristics as problem solving dissensus and decision duration. This may

be explained by the fact that executives do not always have complete latitude of action

(e.g. Lieberson and O'Connor, 1972; Hannan and Freeman, 1977). There exist

conditions of restricted discretion where TM become less important and other factors
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as environmental characteristics or innate attributes of SIDs become more significant

in influencing SID making. Overall, regression results support the view that top

management makes a difference, especially in medium-sized or smaller enterprises as

those of the sample (Kets Dc Vries and Miller, 1986; Nahavandi and Malekzadeh,

1993).

Another set of interesting relationships revolves around the significance of BEP

in determining decision processes. Return on assets, as well as profit growth entered

the final regression models and provided significant positive associations with

decentralization, politicization, dissensus and formal coordination devices.

Finally, control variables, size and control type, yielded some interesting results.

Size, as a component of the inertial model of decision making (Romanelli and

Tushman, 1986), provided results consistent with Mintzberg's (1973) observation that

as companies grow they move towards a 'planning' mode of decision making. Indeed,

results indicate that increased size is associated with more rational, formalized and

time-consuming SID processes. This is in line with the view that increases in

organizational size ad complexity, structural elaboration, and formalization of internal

systems (e.g. Wiersema and Bantel, 1992).

Of note, also, is the positive association between multinational ownership and

formalization and existence of coordination devices. In a study of decision-making

practices between British and American-Owned firms in Britain Mallory et al. (1983)

reported that in general american ownership had little or no influence on the way

decisions were made. Among the few alleged differences the Bradford team found the

reliance of pure British companies on the formalities of standing committees, on pre-

existing customary procedures and on longer decision processes. The results of this

study seem to reveal a surprisingly similar pattern of differences as far as pure Greek

enterprises and MNC subsidiaries are concerned. Here, the results provide clear

evidence that multinational management is associated with more rule formalization

and more extensive use of internal coordination devices, but do not seem to vitally

influence rationality, financial reporting, decentralization and political behavior.
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Overall, the integrative models lend support to context as determinant of

decision behavior and has proved as ill-grounded the speculations of a number of

researchers who have hypothesized that: the strategic decision processes of

organizations that are dominated by highly experienced and successful executives

may not be subject to the contextual factors articulated in the literature

(Fredrickson, 1985 pp 839).

The present thesis articulated the validity of a contingency approach in studying

SDMPs and suggested the view that normative, across-the-board panaceas for

strategic decision making and strategy formulation are likely to be ill-grounded.

Indeed, it has been found that neither the external control model (environment), nor

the strategic choice model (decision makers), nor the corporate inertial model (size),

nor the resource availability (performance) alone, adequately explain actual strategic

behavior. On the contrary leaders should be seen as partially constrained decision-

makers who manage their organizations, always trying to take into account constraints

posed by the external corporate environment, the organizational performance, the

properties of the decisions themselves, as well as several other contingencies.
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WITh W4WIY

21.No.OF YEARS	 10 -01 27 12 13 -22 15 08 -20 -10 -17 -05 17 11 32 14 02 07 06 59 1
AS CEO

22.CEOa LEVEL	 00 -01 -33 -01 10 02 01 -12 30 07 29 27 14 19 11 05 17 -03 -22 -39 -35 1
(F EDUATION

23.lWs LEVEL	 08 25 06 -31 18 29 27 07 10 -46 -05 10 52 35 44 -43 19 00 -09 00 -14 17 1
OF EDLEATION

24.TWs NESSIVE) -13 06 -13 13 26 (4 42	 44 27 39 49	 12 44 18 -10 01 11 16 21 1
PHILHY

25.dTH	 23 -08 11 -27 19 09 .34 34 49 -44 32 24 45 55 52 21 32 11 04 -05 17 11 10 74

26.FINANCIAL	 06 -08 -03 -08 18 14 35 41 35 -27 42 24 33 49 '4F 09 01 -09 21 06 02 07 17 62 68
PERFW

27.NARKET SHARE	 17 07 18 -37 (i' 26	 09 25 )_io 20 45 38 41-15 35 04 16 13 11 01 44	 56 39

28.RETIPN ON	 03 -04 -02 11 18 13 10 13 16 01 04 -06 12 12 28 -14 08 -12 21 23 11 10 08 45 37 57 30
ASSETS

29.RETIRN ON	 02 -09 -02 13 11 08 01 17 12 00 -02 -19 07 00 19 -05 10 -09 16 29 13 06 05 36 26 46 19
SAJIS

30.GAIH IN	 03 03 25 -33 -07 22 17 14 17 -33 17 -14 24 17 16 10 10 08 04 -06 -02 01 28 21 36 32 26 12 09
PROFITS

31.(OdTH IN	 12 -30 26 -35) 05 08 -02 00 42 -43 12 31 05 07 -01 04 33 25 07 -12 -05 -02 04 45 43 29	 11 09 27

dr.aTYPE/
C).lERSHIP

33.LOG SIZE	 -22 16 12 10 -06 -04 -07 -05 -19 00 -15 -04 06 08 00 11 -21 -06 -02 06 02 -04 05 - -11 -03 -21 -13 -08 17 -21-23

Table 12.2 : Intercorrelatis kvnng all th)ependent Variables In tha Thasis
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INTERC(RRELATIONS F( hf FINALLY SELECTED INDEPENDENT VARIA&ES

Variables	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

1. WMITWE

OF DPCT

2. T}READ/(ISIS 09

3. UNCERTAINTY	 -16 01 1

4. FREQLENCY	 03 13 -26 1	 Note: Decln&s anitted for Correlaticwi Coefficients.

For Coefficients greater than r > 0.20 p < 0.05.

5. PRESSLRE	 33 30 03 05 1	 For Coefficients greater than r > 0.275 p < 0.01.

For Coefficients greater than r > 0.35 p < 0.001.

6.E)'ER(NCE	 42 10-30 20 13 1

T1ROUIH FPS

7. FETEROGENEITY 13 -13 -04 -19 19 35 1

8. DYNNIISM	 23 -25 -26 09 16 21 44 1

9. USTILITY	 -19 05 38 -09 -04 -19 -17 -32 1

10. UNCERTAINTY	 13 -20 11 -06 08 05 22 33 -07 1

11. C(M'ETITIVE-	 03 -13 -10 16 -02 03 04 37 -19 12 1

lESS

12. PIAMIING	 26 19 -04 17 17 47 31 21 -28 14 17 1

F(INALITY

13. NEED FCR	 -01 -26 00 -18 -13 03 47 36 02 21 -04 -05 1

NCHIEVENENT

14. RISK	 24 15 -16 -01 39 14 24 36 -09 04 16 21 -01 1

PROPENSITY

15. INTOLERANCE	 -19 -23 -08 16 -17 04 -09 -08 -17 -23 14 -09 03 -27	 1

OF PIGIJITY

16. No.OF YEARS	 -01 -18 00 25 -17 -02 -13 -25 -12 -20 -14 17 -07 -26 26 1

WITh C(WANY

17. CEO , , LEVEL	 00 -01 -01 10 02 01 -12 30 07 29 27 11 05 17 -22 -39 1

OF ECXEATI(I

18. lIfT's LEVEL	 08 25 -31 18 29 27 07 10 -46 -05 10 44 -43 19 -09 00 17

OF ECXJCATI(JI

19. lIft's Ni(ESSI- 37 -13 -13 13 26 34 42 55 -4Z 44 27 () 12 44 -10 01 16 21

VE PHILOSOPHY

20. RETIRN ON	 03 -04 11 18 13 10 13 16 01 04 -06 28 -14 06 21 23 10 06 45

ASSETS

21. B(YJTH IN	 03 03 -33 -07 22 17 14 17 -33 17 -14 16 10 10 04 -06 01 28 21 12

PROFITS

22. CONTROL TYPE	 15 -06 -17 13 22 38 35 39 -42 13 22 47 16 05 11 -03 05 18 (1 03 11

(7JIERSHIP

23.LOGSIZE	 -22 1610-06-04-07-05-1900-15-040011-21 -0206-0405-34-13 17-23

Table 12.3 : Intercorrelations for the Finally Selected Independent Variables
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32**	 .17f

32 --

.23

.16.f
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Table 12.4. Regression Equations With Rationality/Caiprehensiveness as Dtipddent Variable a

11)0(1. 1: *)OEL 2:	 1430(L 3	 11)OEL 4:	 11)OEL 5:	 11)O(L 6:
CP.P.EL/ON SID	 ENVIRON/k FPS	 TOP 1131	 C(RP(RATE	 "sr

INDEPENDENT VAR IABLES: 	 COEFF/S CHAR/ICS CHARfrCT/ICS CHARNT/ICS CHARfrCT/ICS PERFOPMANCE NDOEL

A. SID CHARTERISTICS
1.Naiitude of lepect

2 .TtTreat/Crisis

3.Decislon Ikicertainty

4. Frequency

5.Pressure

6.Emergence Throi4i FPS

.42*** .28*

.23* .17f

-.14

.11

43 *** .30*

.33

6. ENV!RO*FNTAI.
CHARACTERISTICS

1.Heterogeneity	 .25 *

2.Daiiiu	 .20 *

3.Ibstility	 -.28

4.Perceived Envirormntal	 .11
LMcertainty (PEU)

5.Capetitiveness	 - .01

C. FPS HARTERISTICS

1.Plaming Foniiality 	 .59

D. TOP MANAGEI'ENT
CHARACTERISTICS

1.CEOs Need for AchievelEnt -.02

2.CEOs Risk Propensity	 .14

3.CEO's Intolerance of 	 -.15
thijity

4.CEOs nuther of Years with	 .06
the Caipany

5.CEOs L.evel of Eckication	 .11

6.1111's Level of Education 	 .39

7.1)41's Aggressive Philosophy .39 -•--

E. CPCRATE PERFOPHANCE
1.Return on Assets 	 .19

2.Grcsrvth in Profits	 .23 *

F. CONTROL VARIABLES
1.Size (logarithn)	 .09

2.Control TVDe/ iershio	 .34

R2
Mjusted R 2
F

20

- .25 *

.29	 .12	 .34	 .25	 .05	 .47

.25	 .09	 .33	 .23	 .04	 .44
8.8	 4.6 *	 35.5 ---	 11.3	 3.8 .f	 14.3

.f p<.10	 * pc.05	 p<.O1	 pc.00l

a Values S1	 in the Regression Nedels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. 11=70



26* .28 **

.35

.37	 .47

- .20

.24 *

- .26 *
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Table 12.5. Regression Eciations with Financial Reporting as Dependant Variable a

COEL 1: ICOEL 2:	 PCOEL 3:	 C0EL 4:	 ICOEL 5:	 4)0(1. 6:
CfRE1.iON SID	 ENVIRON/AL FPS	 T(P 143T	 C(RP(RATE	 "BEsr

INOEPEICENT VARIA&ES: 	 CCEFF/S OIIR/ICS CHARN.T/ICS CHARACT/ICS CHQJLT/ICS PERFCIMANCE COEL

A. SID CHR.DCTERISTICS
1.Naitude of lepact	 .36***

2.Threat/Crisls

3.Decision Lkucertainty 	 _.26*

4.Freiency	 .20 *

5. Pressure

6.6.re Thrci4i FPS	 .47

B. ENVIROI€NTAL
CHRPCTERISTICS

1.Ileterogeneity	 .13

2.D)l1nin	 .30

3.Ibstility	 -.19

4.Perceived Envirormiental 	 .04
Lkicertainty (PEU)

5.Ca,etitiveness	 -.07

C. FPS D1ARTERISTICS

1.Planning Fonnality 	 .24 *

D. TOP MANAGEI'ENT
CHARPCTERISTICS

1.CEO , s Need for khlevenant -.15

2.CE0s R1 PropensIty	 .12

3.CEOs Intolerance of 	 -.15
Md)1iity

4.CEOs nuter of Years with -.16
the Cavpany

5.CEO's Level of Eckicatlon	 .20

6.TNT's Level of Ecjcation 	 .25 *

7.TNT's Aggressive Philosophy .26 *

E. CQP(RATE PERFOPMANCE
1.Return on Assets	 .20 *

2.6rth In Profits	 .19

F. CONTROL VtRIABLES
1.Size (logarithe)	 -.12

2.Control Tvoe/ eershio 	 .28

20 -f

22 -f _____

.20

.28	 .13	 .06	 .11	 .04	 .44
Adjusted R 2	 .26	 .10 __	 .04	 .06	 .03	 .40
F	 13.3	 4.8 --

	
4.1 *	 4.1 *	 2.8-f	 10.2

-f p<.1O	 * pc.05	 pc.O1	 pc.00l

a Values	 in the Regression Nedels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N70



.20 *

-.19 *

-.23 *
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Table 12.6. Regression Eciatiais with Formalized Rules as Dtxent Variable a

P1)0(1. 1: P1)OEL 2: 	 P1)OEL 3:	 PC0(L 4:	 P1)0(1 5:	 P1)0(L 6:
C(PREL/0N SID	 EI(VIRON/AL F1'S	 TOP P131	 CPOPATE	 "BEST'

INDEPENDENT VMUAELES: 	 CO(FF/S CHAR/ICS CHARNT/ICS CHARKT/ICS CHARPCT/ICS PERFOPMANCE P1)OEL

A. SID CHARPCTERISTICS
1.Naiitts of Inpact

2.Threat/Crisls

3.Decision Lb'icertainty

4. Freiency

5.Pressure

6. Emergence Through F1'S

	

-.01	 -.213

- .07

- .26 *

.20 *

.12

	

.38	 .47

- .23 *

. ENV!RO(NTftL
CHRPCTERISTICS

1.Heterogeneity	 .32

2.Diee1en	 .30

3.Ibstlllty	 -.28 --

4. Perceived Envirorvntal 	 .22 *
Lkicertainty (PEU)

5.Capet1tiveness	 .02

C. F1'S CHARACTERISTICS

1.Planning Fors&lty	 .34

D. TOP MANAGEtENT
Cl{ARPTERISTICS

1.CEO's Need for PchievelEnt	 .14

2.CEO's Risk PropensIty	 -.16 3
3.CEO's Intolerance of 	 .06

kvtiiity
4.CEOs nuther of Years with	 .05

the Caipany
5.CEOs Level of Education	 -.04

6.N1s Level of Education	 .19 3
7.NT's Aggressive PhIlosophy .26 *

E. CPCVATE PERFMANCE
1.Return on Assets	 .01

2.Grcth in Profits	 .24 *

28 *

40**

24 *

F. CONTROL VR TABLES
1.Size (logaritlui)	 .04	 .18.f

2.Ccntrol Tpe/ iership	 .57

R 2	 .18	 .16	 .11	 .16	 .06	 .46
kljusted R 2	 .16	 .13	 .10	 .13	 .05	 .42
F	 7.3 --

	
6.3 **	 8.7 ---
	

6.24 --
	

4.3 *	 10.8

3 p<.10	 * pc.05	 pc.Ol	 pc.00l

a Values Sli in the Regression P'odels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N70



- .25

.28 *

27 *

.27 *

.27 *

- .45

.20

.19f

.46

.39
6.6
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Tthle 12.7. Regression Ec!Jations with Fonsel Coordination Devices as Dependent Variab'e a

PCOEL 1: )0EL 2:	 C0EL 3:	 PCOEL 4:	 I()OEL 5:	 1)OEL 6:
C(RRELJON SID	 ENVIRON/AL FPS	 TOP 3T	 C(RPATE	 "BEST'

IICEPEICENT VMIA8IIS: 	 CCEFF/S CKR/ICS CHAR?CT/ICS CHARACT/ICS CHAR.ecT/ICS PERFMANCE 4)0(1

A. SID CHARACTERISTICS
1J4aiitude of Inpact	 .19

2.Ttweat/Crisis	 .12

3.Decision Lkicertainty 	 .02

4.Frejency	 .27 *	 .27 *	 .22

5.Pressure	 -.08	 .17

6 .Esrgence Through FPS 	 .23 *	 .29 **

B. ENVIRO*NTAL
cHAR.TERISTIcS

1.Iieterogeneity	 -.12

2.Dyiee1se

3.Hostllity	 .02

4.Perceived Environental 	 .13
thcertainty (PEU)

5.Cciietitiveness	 -.01

C. FPS CHARACTERISTICS

1.Plaming Foriv&lty 	 .27 *

D. TOP MANAEENT
CHARACTERISTICS

1.CEOs Need for khievelEnt	 .09

2.CEOs Ri Propensity	 .09

3.CEOS Intolerance of	 -.37 *
kthiiity

4.CE0's nuther of Years with	 .06
the Caipany

5.CEOS Level of Eckication 	 .24 *

6.TNTs Level of Eckicatlon	 .04

7.TMTs Aggressive Philosophy .18

E. C(RP(RATE PERFMANCE
1.Return on Assets	 .03

2.Grth in Profits	 -.02

F. CONTROL VNUABLES
1.Size (logaritbn)	 -.08

2.Control Type/ rmership	 .13

.07	 .08	 .07	 .22	 -

.06	 .05	 .06	 .19	 -
5.3 *	 2.98 f	 5.5 *	 6.3	 -

.f pc.1O	 * pc.05	 p<.01	 p<.001

a Values Sii in the Regression Nedels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N=70

R2
Adjusted R 2
F



39.37 **

-.03

.18

-.06

.35 **	 .22f
	 .23 *

19 1

25 *

37 **

.20 1
•37 ** 	 .29**
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Table 12.8 Regression Equations With Hierarchical Decentralization as Dependent Variable a

ICOEL 1: I()OEL 2:	 ICOEL 3:	 P()OEL 4:	 OEL 5:	 IWEL 6:
cI$REL/ON SID	 EIRCN/k FPS	 TOP 43T	 CPORATE	 "BEsr

IND(PEJC(NT VMIABLES:
	 OEFF/S D4tJ/IS cHART/ICS CHARPCT/ICS tHART/ICS PERFRMANE 1410EL

A. SID CHARACTERISTICS
l.Naiitude of Inpact

2.lhreat/Crisis

3.Decislon Lbicertainty

4. Frequency

5.Pressure

6.Ergence Through FPS

6. ENVIROI€NTAL
CHARACTERISTICS

1.Neterogeneity	 .07

2.Dyneeien	 .07

3.Nestility	 .05

4.Perceived Environnental	 .07
Lkicertainty (PEU)

5.Caipetitiveness	 -.15

C. FPS CHARACTERISTICS

1.Planning Forvvelity	 .25 *

D. TOP MANAGEPENT
CHARACTERISTICS

1.CEO's Need for khieveient -.12

2.CEOs Risk Propensity	 .06

3.CEOs Inthlerance of	 -.03
sthiiity

4.CEOs nuther of Years with	 .37
the Caipany

5.CEOs Level of Eàxation	 -.15

6.TI4T's Level of Echcation 	 .00

7.TNTs Aggressive Philosophy .20 *

E. CCRP(RATE PERFMANCE
1.Return on Assets	 .37 *

2.Grth in Profits	 -.05

F. CONTROL VARIABLES
1.Size (logarithn)	 -.10

2.Control TW	 iership	 -.01

R Z	 • .24	 -	 .06	 • .18	 • .14	 .48
kijusted R 2	 .20	 -	 .05	 .16 __	 .12	 .43
F	 6.9	

-	
4.5 *	

--	
10.7 **

f pc.10	 * p<.05	 pc.Ol	 pc.O01

a Values Si in the Regression bdels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N70
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Tth1. 12.9. Regression Eiations With Lateral Caiiisi1cat1on as Dependent Variable a

C0EI. 1: OEL 2:	 14J0E1 3:	 *X(L 4:	 ICOEL 5:	 PCO(L 6:
ctP.REL/ON Sb	 EI(IRO/AL FPS	 TOP PT	 C(RPORATE	 "s€sr

INDEPBCENT VARIABLES:	 COEFF/S DIAR/ICS CHARACT/ICS CHARACT/ICS CHARPCT/ICS P€RFCMANCE PCOEL

A. SID CHARACTERISTICS
1.Naltude of Inpact	 .62

2.Threat/Crlsls	 .06

3.Declslon Lh,certainty 	 -.14

4.Frecjency	 .22 *

5.Pressure	 .11

6.Etijczie Throi4 FPS	 .47

B. ENVIROI*FNTAL
CHARACTERISTICS

1.Heterogeneity	 .16f

2.DyIli9n	 .34 --

3.Ne5tillty	 -.32 --

4.Percelved Environnental 	 .30 **
Lkicertainty (PEU)

5.Cav,etitiveness	 .11

C. FPS HARPCTERISTICS

1.Plannlng FonMilty 	 .55

D. TOP MANAGE?€NT
CHARACTERISTICS

1.CEO , s Need for khievnt -.00

2.CEOs Risk Propensity 	 .23 *

3.CEOs Intolerance of	 -.17
Miguity

4.CEOs nuther of Years with 	 .12
the Ccspany

5.CEOs Level of Education	 .10

6.11(1's Level of Education 	 .22 *

7.1111's Aggressive Philosophy .62

E. CPCIATE PERFCIMANCE
1.Return on Assets	 .25 *

2.Gruvth In Profits	 .10

F. CONTROL VARIABLES
1.Size (logarithn)	 -.15

2.Control Te/	 ershi p	.31

16	 .13 {

-.19 *

.22 *

.28 *

.55
.25 **

.62	 34***

.25 *

.46	 .18	 30	 .38	 .06	 .66
Mjustad R 2	 .43	 .16	 .29 __	 .37, __	 .05	 .63
F	 18.6	 42.0 ---

	
4.4 *	 24.4 '---

p < .10	 * p c .05	 -- p c .01	 --- p < .001

a Values Sxwi in the Regression Nedels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N70



.56*

21

.21

- .23 *

.28 *
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Tile 12.10. RegressIon Equations With Politicization as Dependent Variable a

COEL 1: C0EL 2:	 I'WEL 3:	 )0EL 4:	 PCOEL 5:	 PJ0EI. 6:
CIP.REL/ON SID	 ENVIRON/AL FPS	 TOP 3T	 CORPATE	 "BEsr

IJC(PENO(NT VARIABLES:	 COEFF/S CH/ICS CHARACT/ICS CHARPCT/ICS CHARJLT/ICS PERFCMANCE ()OEL

A. SID CHARPC1ERISTICS
1.Naiitude of Inact

2. Threat/Cr is is

3.Decision Lkicertainty

4. Frequency

5. Pressure

6.Eergence Throu FF5

.07

.22*	 .22f

. 36*** .36

-.17

.10

-.03

20

8. ENVIRO1€NTAL
Ci4ARPCTERISTICS

1.Heterogeneity	 .03

2.Dyneeisii	 -.06

3.Fbstility	 -.09

4.Peroeived Environiiental 	 .06
Lkicertainty (PEU)

5.Caiiietitiveness	 -.14

C. FPS HARPCTERISTIS

1.Plannlng Fornlity	 .21 *

D. TOP MANAGEWNT
CHARACTERISTICS

1.CEOs Need for Achievenent -.06

2.CEO's Risk Propensity	 -.12

3.CEO's Intolerance of 	 -.10
krtijity

4.CEOs nuther of Years with -.01
the Caipany

5.CEOs Level of Eckicatlon	 -.07

6.1141's Level of Edcation	 .21 *

7.TMT's Aggressive Philosophy -.09

E. CRP(RATE PERFNANCE
1.Return on Assets	 -.06

2.Grth in Prof Its	 .15

F. CONTROL VARIABLES
1.Size (k3garithn)	 .25 *

2.Control Tve/ iershi p	-.01

	

P .18	 .05	 .05	 35
AdjustedR 2	.15	 .03	 .03	 .30
F	 7.17	

-	
3.22	 3.3	 6.9

p C .10	 * 
p C .05	 ** 

p < .01	 p < .001

a Values Sti in the Regression Nedels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N70



- .42

44***

.51 --

.23 *

- .22 *

.31 *

.19

.54

.49
12.2

R2
Mjusted R 2
F

	

.33	 .25

	

.31	 .22
16.7 m 10.9
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Table 12.11. Regressii Eiations with Problei Solving Dissensus as Depcudent Variabe a

IJOEL 1: PCOEL 2:	 P$JOEL 3:	 MODEL 4:	 MODEL 5:	 MODEL 6:
CREIJON Sb	 ENVIRON/AL FPS	 TOP I4iT	 CP(RATE	 "BEST"

INOEPE*)ENT VARIABLES:	 COEFF/S CHftR/ICS CHARACT/ICS CHARPCT/ICS CH6RACT/ICS PERFWNcE MODEL

A. SID CHARPCTERISTICS
1.HaiitudeofInpact	 .09

2.Threat/Crisis 	 .16

3.Icision thicertainty	 .54

4.Freciency	 -.19

5.Pressure	 .21 *

6. Enuci'e Throi.di FPS	 - .28 **

B. ENVIROI*(MTAL
CHARACTERISTICS

1.Heterogeneity	 -.21 *

2.Dseise	 -.27 *

3.Ibstllity	 .11

4.Perceived Envirctisental	 .30 **
Lkicertainty (PEU)

5.Caipetitiveness	 -.20

C. FPS CHARACTERISTICS

1.Plarwing Fornlity	 -.06

D. TOP MANAGEI'ENT
CHARACTERISTICS

1.CEOs Heed for Achieve,ent -.08

2.CEOs Risk Propensity 	 -.02

3.E0s Intolerance of	 -.18
hthiiity

4.CEOs nuiter of Years with	 .03
the Capany

5.CEOs Level of Eckication	 .00

6.TMT's Level of Ethjcatlon	 -.14

7.TNTs gress1ve Philosophy -.07

C. CPATE PERFCMANCE
1.Return an Assets	 .05

2.6rth in Profits	 .09

F. CONTROL VARIABLES
1.Size (logaritin)	 .13

2.Control Te/	 iership	 -.26 *

.23 *

pc.1O	 * pc.OS	 p<.O1	 p<.001

a Values Si In the Regression Hedels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N70



- .28 * - .24 *

.24 *
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Table 12.12. Regressii Equaticiis with Ijrati/T1ming as Dependent Variable a

I$JOEL 1: NJOEL 2:	 ICOEL 3:	 PCOEL 4:	 OEL 5:	 POEL 6:
crp.REL/ON SID	 ENVIROt/AL FPS	 TOP 3T	 CP(RATE	 "BEsr

INDEPENDENT VMIA8LES: 	 COEFF/S OiARIICS CHARPCT/ICS CHART/ICS CI5RNT/ICS PERFØMANCE PCOEL

A. SID DRPCTERISTICS
l.Mai1tude of Inpact

2 .Threat/Crisis

3.Declsion LMcertainty

4 Frequency

5. Pressure

6.Eflergence Throu FPS

.16

.00

.03

_ . 28** _.28*

.02

-.03

.23 *

6. ENVIROPIIENTAL
HRACTERISTICS

1.Heterogenelty	 .01

2.Dy,ieiiln	 -.15

3.Fbstlllty	 -.02

4.Perceived Envlromental	 -.17 3
Lkcertainty (PEIJ)

5.Conpetitiveness	 -.28

C. FPS CHRCTERISTICS

1.Plarviing Fonlity	 -.03

0. TOP MANN3EWNT
CHARNTERISTICS

1.CEOs Need for khieveient -.02

2.CEO's Risk Propensity	 .07

3.E0's Intolerance of	 -.11
Mth1iity

4.CEO's nuiter of Years with	 .12
the Capany

5.CEO's Level of Eckication 	 -.13

6.TMT's Level of Edecatica, 	 -.08

7.TNTs Aggressive PhIlosophy -.18 3

E. COWORATE PERFMANCE
1.Return on Assets 	 -.01

2.GrcMh in Profits 	 .13

F. 0NTR0L VARIABLES
1.Size (logaritin)	 .21 *

2.Ccsitrol Tvoe/	 ershio	 - .09

	

.08 '.08	 ' __ . __ ' __	 .22
Mjusted R 2	 .06	 .07	 .17
F5.65	

5.9 -•-•	 _____	 _____	 _____

3 p<.lO	 * pc.05	 pc.01	 p<.00l

a Values St, in the Regression Nedels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N=70
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Table 12.13. Suiuisry Table of Best de1s of Regressi Malyses a

VARIABLES:	 IJOEL 1: NCOEL 2:	 C0EL.. 3:	 PCOEL 4: 14)OEL 5:	 I4JOEL 6:	 )OEL 7: 14)OEL 8: PCOEL 9:
RATIOM- FINANCIAL F(1MtLIZED CO(RDINA- HIERARCHICAL LATERAL 	 POLITICI- PROBLEM	 DLRATION/
LITY	 REP(TIN6 RILES	 lION	 DECENTRALI- CC$OIICA- ZATION 	 SOLVING	 TIMING

DEVICES ZATION	 lION	 DISSENSIS

A.SID CHARACTERISTIcS
1.Mageitie of Iqact

2 .Th-reatICrisis

3.Decisicxi Lbx*rtainty

4 .Frequency

5.Pressure

6. Emergence Tirough FPS

39***I .48***I .20-f
	

.23 *

_.23*
	 I .51

.22-f	 .13-f	 _.23*

.17-f	 _.22*	 -.19k

.35	 .29**	 .23*

B. ENVIRONENTAL
C11AR.ACTERISTIS

1 .Hetercgeneity

2.Dynasis

3. Fbst 11 ity

4.Perceived Environntal
1kcertainty (PEt))

5. CaTpet itiveness

C.FPS CHARCTERISTICS

1.Planning Fonislity

D.TOP MANAGEENT
CHARACTERISTICS

1.CEOsNeed for ftchievaiEnt

2.CEOs Risk Propensity

3.CEO's Intolerance of
uthiguity

4.CEOs nuiter of ysars
with the Coipany

5.CEO's Level of
Eäcat ion

6.TMT's Level of
Ecation

7.TMT's Aggressive
Philosophy

E .CCRPATE PERF(JMANCE
1.Return on Assets

2.Grth in Profits

F.CONTROL VARIABLES
1.Size (Logarittul)

2.Control Te/	 ership

R2
kijusted R 2
F

-.45	 .23*

47 ***	 _.22*

.19 -i

20*	 .31*

- - - - LL2 - I-----I-----------------------i-----i-:

L:* I-----I-----------------_ . 25 - ------------ I_ - - -

26*	 I	 I .32**

-.19 *

30 **

.17{

•34m _.23*

.20.f	 .291**

.28*	 .23*

.16 .f	 .18-f	 .24*

.55	 .19-f ______ ______ _____ _____ ____

.47	 .44	 .46	 .46	 .48	 .66	 .35	 .54	 .22

.44	 .40	 .42	 .39	 .43	 .63	 .30	 .49	 .17
14.3 m 10.2 m 10.8 ---	 6.6 m	 --- 24.4 ---	 6.9 --- 12.2 --- 4.6 **

-f p C .10	 * p < .05 -- p < .01	 p c .001

a Values Sti in the Regression dels are the Standardized Regression Coefficients. N=70
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Chapter 13

Conclusions -
Implications
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This chapter aims to review and consolidate the major outcomes of the research

project, to pinpoint specific implications for theory and practice, to stress the

strengths and weaknesses of the present research and finally to delineate promising

research streams.

13.1. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS-

IMPUCATIONS FOR THEORY

I SID Process Characteristics/Aspects

Among the major outcomes of the empirical analysis is the support of a

multidimensional classification of S[D process characteristics/aspects in chapter six.

Results, suggest that the process of making decisions of a strategic nature may be

described by nine internally consistent and reliable characteristics/aspects:

rationality, existence of formalized rules guiding the process, formal coordination

devices used (e.g. task forces, interdepartmental committees), extent of financial

reporting conducted, hierarchical decentralization, lateral communication,

politicization, problem solving dissensus and duration-timing In this respect the

thesis operationailses some of the suggestions of earlier theoretical efforts (e.g.

Camillus, 1982) who in the past have supported the validity of such a framework for

explaining strategic decision making processes.

ii Results of Hypotheses Testing
Next step was to contemplate bivariate associations between various contextual

domains and the adopted SDMP characteristics/aspects. Five classes of antecedents

were individually examined as predictors of SID making processes: (Sifi

characteristics, environmental characteristics, FPSs characteristics, top management

characteristics and business economic performance). Of particular interest was to test

a number of hypotheses which either have received very sparse conceptual and

empirical treatment in the literature, or have in the past produced strong debate due
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to inconclusiveness and contradiction of reported results. Chapters seven to eleven

have shed some light into these debates, somewhat broadened our knowledge on

antecedents of decision making processes and produced a number of stimulating

theoretical points for further exploration. More specifically:

Chapter seven validates the assumption that the perceived characteristics

attributed to strategic decisions, to a significant extent may determine decision-

maker's responses to issues and may trigger cognitive and motivational processes that

direct the process into predictable paths.

The results of chapter eight lend credence to the environmental determinism

school of thought and suggest that environmental characteristics can be significant

predictors of SID processes. Furthermore, results aim to contribute to the endeavour

for the formation of a coherent theory on the impact of environment on strategic

decision making processes. The relationships found could lead to a much richer and

integrated framework of the interaction between environment and decision processes.

Chapter nine, investigates planning systems as an interesting and rather

unexplored internal dimension which may influence the way SIDs are made. In place

of the vague assertion encountered in the literature, that much of important decision-

making may occur outside planning systems, chapter nine shows that where the

enterprise's planning system is relatively formal, the decision-making process in a SID

is relatively systematic (mainly characterized by rationality, strong lateral

communication, and systematic reporting).

Results of chapter ten indicate that CEO personality characteristics alone, have

a weak association with the aspects of SID processes. On the contrary, the particularly

strong association between TMTs characteristics and SID process characteristics

lends itself to various explanations. First, it provides encouragement for those

interested in pursuing the 'upper echelons' perspective introduced by Hambrick and

Mason (1984). We found that certain characteristics of the TMT, as opposed to

characteristics of individual managers are associated with specific dimensions of SW

processes.
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Second, the results of this investigation directly question a part of the empirical

literature which contends that leadership variables account only for a relatively small

fraction of the explanation of actual decision behavior, and that leadership does not

constitute a very useful dimension to contribute in the explanation or prediction of

the selection of a strategic decision approach. Chapter 10 confirms the top

management team's significant influence on the direction of firms through their

strategic decision making processes.

The results of chapter eleven, suggest that higher performance is strongly

associated with (i) more rational decision making processes, characterized by

extensive financial reporting activities, (ii) more rule formalization during the

making of SIDs, and (iii) broader participation both in terms of departments and in

terms of hierarchical levels. The remaining process characteristics (i.e. formal

coordination devices, politicization, problem solving dissensus, and duration-timing)

provide some interesting correlations with individual performance measures, but

overall are not significantly associated with performance.

111 Integrative Effort

Chapter twelve, (the final empirical chapter) integrates the results of previous

chapters into overall models which simultaneously considers the effects of various

contextual domains in determining SB) process characteristics. By building on

previous chapters, this chapter (i) emphasizes the role of each contextual domain in

influencing aspects of SB) making processes and (ii) manages to take into account

interrelationships among contextual domains and to explore the significance of each

of them when considered simultaneously with all other domains.

Several patterns worth noting emerge. One is that all the models afford

reasonably good to excellent predictions of the extent to which the process of a

specific SB) is determined by the context in which it takes place.

Second, the findings suggest that the SI]) process may be viewed as the interplay

of various contextual factors, some of which are more influential than others. For
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example, project characteristics appear to be veiy strong predictors of SID

processes. Regression results concur with the conclusion drawn in chapter seven that

Sifi characteristics and process characteristics are inextricably linked. Moreover,

results corroborate an emerging significant body of research claiming that

categorization of strategic issues into meaningful groups and their subsequent

interpretation directly influences the magnitude of actions taken and resources

committed and shapes predictable organizational responses.

Another important finding concerns the role and significance of various

dimensions of corporate environment in influencing strategic decision making

processes. In chapter eight, by contemplating strictly bivariate associations, we argued

that the deterministic, external control or population ecology model achieved strong

support when applied in SID making processes. On the contrary, correlation results

do not seem to retain their significance when examined in conjunction with other

contextual domains. Of course environmental characteristics appear to be particular

strong predictors of financial reporting activities, and problem solving dissensus, but

fail to enter significantly the regression models for rationality, politicization and

lateral communication.

Internal structure as approached by planning formality appears to give rather

poor results, in the sense that planning systems are found to be strongly associated

with only two aspects of the decision making process (i.e rationality and lateral

communication). These results appear to partially validate the stream of research

which questions the role and significance of FPSs in actual strategy formulation and

strategic decision making.

Another contextual domain which deserves special attention is the domain of top

management characteristics. The results of the regression models also lend

credence to the 'upper echelons' view of organizations. Indeed, TMT characteristics

appear to influence decision rationality, lateral communication and political behavior.

it is of particular interest the fact that CEO characteristics enter significantly into the

regression models and influence a number of process characteristics. This implies that
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the contribution of CEO characteristics is quite unique when taken together with

other contextual factors, bringing the results closer to research reporting that CEO

personality characteristics alone, are related to aspects of SDMPs.

Another set of interesting relationships revolves around the significance of BEP.

Return on assets, as well as profit growth entered the final regression models and

provided significant associations with decentralization, politicization, dissensus and

formal coordination devices.

Finally the two control variables, size and ownership-control type, yield some

interesting results. Size, as a component of the inertial model of decision making

provided results consistent with the theory that as companies grow they move towards

a 'planning' mode of decision making. Indeed, results indicate that increased size is

associated with more rational, formalized and time-consuming SID processes. Of

note, also, is the positive association between multinational ownership and

formalization and existence of coordination devices.

In summary, the present thesis articulated the validity of a contingency approach

in studying SDMPs and suggested the view that across-the-board panaceas for

strategic decision making and strategy formulation are likely to be ill-grounded.

Instead, a contingency approach to strategic decision making should be further

developed to confirm and expand the findings of the present study concerning

differences in decision characteristics, environmental influence, top management

contribution, performance implications, internal organization effects etc. Results

corroborate Daft and Weick (1984) who argued convincingly that organizations might

be viewed as frameworks, control systems, or open social systems which process

information from the environment, are based on the perceptions and mental

characteristics of top level managers to interpret this information, and also utilise the

internal structure and systems to manipulate and direct the whole process of strategic

decision making. The empirical results of the present study added perceived project

characteristics, past performance, organizational size and ownership-control type as

additional domains of importance to strategic decision making.
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13.2. IMPUCATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Several implications for practice have been drawn in the preceding chapters.

Chief among them is the finding of chapter seven that the perceived characteristics

attributed to SIDs may have a profound influence on decision processes followed.

This is in line with the stream of research arguing for the importance categorisation

and management of labels in strategic decision making. Again, the most important

implication for strategists is that they can actively manipulate the perceptions of

strategic issues and thus influence organizational responses. Again, chapter 8 has

suggested that different perceived environmental characteristics may be associated

with different processes during the making of SIDs.

The main implication of the results of chapter nine for planners (provided that

we assume some type of causal linkage between FPSs and strategic decision making

processes), is that they verify their important role in influencing the making of S[Ds.

We should stress for one more time that this significant influence does not necessarily

mean that FPSs produce strategy, but results indicate that they may influence the way

in which strategic decisions are taken, and thus to an extent, strategy itself. Indeed, by

influencing Sifi-specific formal reporting activities, coordination devices and lateral

communication, FPSs seem to act as input to strategic decision making.

Another implication for practitioners stems from the results of chapter 12.

Despite that results indicate that all the contextual domains bear on the strategic

decision making process, some of them appear to be of more importance. For

example, contrary to allegations on the significance of planning systems or

environmental contingencies, it seems that decision characteristics as well as CEO's

and TMTs characteristics are of more importance. Especially the later stresses the

salient role of managers in strategic decision making and directly questions the

findings of a number of research works arguing for the secondary role of managers.

The aspects of strategic leadership that are relevant to these results support the

critical role of top managers; they suggest that individual managers, and even groups

of managers, are important determinants of SB) processes. The results indicate that
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managers may function both as 'action generators' and as strategic agents, making

rational choices. It seems that at least for the Greek context and in enterprises similar

to those of our sample, individual managers as well as TMTs do matter. In different

contexts, (e.g. large diversified corporations) the role and significance of top

managers may not be as important. But this is an interesting issue to explore with

research designs similar to the one adopted here.

Finally, it may be of significance is that despite the assumed differences in

mentality of managers in various countries, results proved to be similar with those

reported in the international research journals. This is in line with the 'culture free or

contingency argument' that cultural differences may not affect relationships among

several structural characteristics (e.g. Negandhi, 1971; 1975). Despite this, additional

research which directly compares SDMPs in different cultures must be undertaken

before this argument can be validated, because there is a strong body of research

arguing for the 'culture specific' line of thought (e.g. Crozier, 1964; Jackofsky and

Slocum, 1988)

13.3. STRENGThS OF THE RESEARCH

The design of the research aimed to confront three major issues not adequately

tackled by previous research in the area: (i) the frequent use of sample sizes too small

to permit application of multivariate analytic techniques, (ii) the adoption of

restrictive research frameworks, (iii) the lack or limited use of quantitative evidence.

Indeed, effort was devoted with the aim to develop a semi-standardized format to

report case studies on SIDs, so that larger-scale cross-comparisons are made possible

as the number of cases increases, (iv) the scarcity of studies simultaneously

examining the combined effects of various contextual factors on the SDMP (including

managerial, environmental, organizational, and decision specific characteristics).

These methodological points would be considered to be among the strong points of

the present research effort.
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Another potential strong point of this effort relates to the fact that it has been

conducted outside U.K. or/and USA. As has been stressed in previous chapters, most

of the research efforts in strategic decision making have taken place either in the

U.K. or in the USA. Only a small number of efforts are made outside these countries,

and only a small percentage of them have found their way in the international

literature. Thus, it seemed interesting to provide quantitative evidence on SID

making in a small EEC member country, and this may be considered among the

strong points of the present research endeavour. It is remarkable that very recently a

new wave of case studies examining specific SIDs in various countries seem to have

emerged. The comparison of SE) making in China and Britain (Lu et a!. 1992; Child

and Lu, 1992), together with the research of Yamamoto (1991; 1992 a,b) in Japan

seem to urge for further research investigating strategic decision making processes in

different contexts.

13.4. LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

Undoubtedly, the study has its own limitations. Chief among these is the fact that

it attempts to explain strategic decision making processes as linear relationships. It

has not been adjusted so as to test the possibly nonlinear, complex and recursive

components of the process and the probability of interactions among independent

variables (Mohr, 1982). Although care was exercised to transform data where

appropriate, the assumptions of linearity largely remain. Despite such reservations,

the very encouraging fit of the empirical data to the dependent variables, together

with the exploratory nature of the study and the lack of significant comparative

empirical work in the area seems to justify this approach.

Another limitation of the research is that as a cross-sectional attempt it may not

capture dynamic change effects, and thus the confirmation of any of the final results

may not stand over time. For such a task a longitudinal investigation would be

needed, but this is time-consuming and practically difficult to achieve given the large

number of SIDs studied and the long duration of SIDs. Finally, the results may be
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representative of medium sized or larger industrial companies in Greece, in the three

industrial sectors sampled. Future research may need to replicate this study by

focusing on just one industrial sector or many sectors.

13.5. NEED FOR FURThER RESEARCH

Certainly, the present research has touched but a few of the research questions in

the field of strategic decision making. Several extensions, both methodological and

substantive need to be made. Most of them have already been discussed in previous

chapters or earlier in this chapter, and they will not be repeated here. Instead, a

number of points concerning overall research recommendations in the area will be

pinpointed.

First, strategic decision processes are mostly explored through cross-sectional

studies. Indeed, as has been mentioned earlier, longitudinal research seems to acquire

particular significance for future research in strategic decision making and change

processes (Van De Ven and Huber, 1990; Pettigrew, 1990a; 1989; Chakravarthy and

Doz, 1992).

Second, the present research has established the dominance of contextual

influence over the making of SIDs. However, before accepting the importance of

these dimensions in influencing Sf1) processes the results should be subjected to

critical examination. The study does not examine the relative importance of these

contextual dimensions across different contexts (e.g. large vs small firms, private vs

public, national vs multinational). In addition the combined results suggest that more

work needs to be done: (i) to test the generalizability of current strategic decision

process theoiy, and (ii) to develop theory that more accurately reflects how executives

make SIDs. Progress in these areas could significantly improve both our

understanding and eventually the quality of Sf1) processes. A useful line of research

would be to examine the same hypotheses in more narrowly defined samples, e.g.

controlling for size, and ownership, so that consistent research findings be
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accumulated and a more focused contingency theory on the impact of context on SID

making processes be developed.

Third, despite the fact that the regression models tested here appear to have a

very good predictive power over the adopted process dimensions, there still remains

an unexplained percentage of variance. This induces us to urge for further research

incorporating additional contextual elements not considered in the course of this

research (e.g. reward systems, organizational structure), or even adopting different,

possibly more appropriate, operation alisations of the constructs already used. Given

the exploratory nature of this research, the results have exceeded our initial

expectations; a refinement of the formulation will be necessary before a more

substantial explanation or prediction capability can be achieved.

Fourth, the previous chapters have established the multiple and multidirectional

relationships existing among the main variables of the study. This enhances the need

for producing a more integrated image of decision making reality through the

simultaneous study of a large number of qualities, and use of more sophisticated

multivariate analysis of contextual influence on SDMIPs (Miller and Friesen, 1984;

Keats and Hitt, 1988; Priem, 1992). Techniques like USREL, and/or simultaneous

equations would be useful to further examine these complicated sets of relationships.

The present research did not attempt to use such statistical techniques (i) because it

is an exploratory research and as such it is a custom in international research not to

start from very complicated techniques (ii) sample size posed a limitation in using

such techniques as USREL since they require at least 100 observations.

Finally, there have been very few cross-national comparisons of strategic

decision making processes. If we accept the assumption that national culture vitally

influences the making of strategic decisions, then large-scale research effort towards

this direction is greatly in need.
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Appendix 1

First Questionnaire
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LONDON BUSINESS SCHOOL

RESEARCH:

STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING

IN VERY IMPORTANT INVESTMENT DECISIONS

Instructions for Cornletincz The Questionnaire

l.The purpose of this study is to gather comparative information
regarding practices, policies and opinions as they relate to
the making of very important investment decisions. The term
very important investment decisions, as has been defined in
this research might involve decisions ranging from the
acquisition of a whole company to major modifications in the
production systems, to major investments in marketing channels
or new product introductions.

2.Questions are grouped in three parts. The first part explores
the salient characteristics of the investment decision. The
second part seeks to collect information about the overall
process of decision making, starting from initial awareness and
ending with the decision integration into an overall strategy.
The third part deals with such behavioral factors as group
behavior, communication patterns, and formality of decision
making.

3.In your responses, please be careful to describe practices as
they exist, not as you believe they should exist.

4.The nature of this research is STRICTLY SCIENTIFIC. All
information provided will be held in strictest confidence and
FULL ANONYMITY is qua ranted.
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SECTION A: MAJOR DECISION'S CHARACTERISTICS

QPlease, describe in very few words the investment decision:

QPlease give the the major reasons who made you initiate this investment:

Q.Who were the major objectives sought by this specific decision?

O.4..To what extent do you believe that the specific decision emerged
through some type of formal planning (deliberate strategic posture) ?

NOT AT ALL	 TO A SMALL	 TO A NERATE	 TO A SIGMIFICAJIT	 TO A GREAT

EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT

O • 5. Duration-Gestation time
Even before starting to SERIOUSLY examine the possibility of making this
investment, for how long was there the THOUGHT in your company that
SOMEWHERE IN THE FUTURE, you would probably have to consider the investment
in discussion?

_______________ Nr of Months
Q.6.Duration Pçocess Time
How long did it took to arrive at the approved choice or process outcome?
(Nr of months from the first deliberate consideration of the topic to an
authorized decision).

Nr of Months

9.7.Raitv: How often decisions of the same nature as the case under
investigation arise in your organization?

VERY OFTEN	 FREQUENTLY	 SETIMES	 SELDC4	 VERY SELD1

O.8.At the early stages of the decision, to what extent did your company
feel familiar with handling decisions of this nature?

COPLETELY	 VERY	 VERY	 C4PLETELY

FAMILIAR	 FAMILIAR	 FAMILIAR	 UNFAMILIAR	 UNFAMILIAR

Q.9.Radicality : By ticking the appropriate box, please indicate how far at
the eart.v stages did you anticipate the decision to chan ge things in your
company:

NOT AT ALL	 TO A SMALL	 TO A N(ERATE	 TO A SIGIIIFICANT	 TO A GREAT

EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT
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O.10.How much money did the investment cost you?

(In million Drs)

Q.11.Seriousness How s.rious the consequences would be for your compan
(e.g. loss of sales, or reputation et.c.) if something in the decision wen
wrong ?

NOT AT AU.	 SLIGHTLY	 QUITE	 VERY	 EXTREMELY
SERIWS	 SERIJS	 SERIQ)S	 SERIWS	 SERIOJS

O.12.By circlina the appropriate number in the scale, please indicate your
perception of how widespread (for the whole company) did you initially
expect the decision's effects to be on:

NOT AT ALL	 SGE WHAT	 MODERATELY	 VERY	 EXTREMELY
WIDESPREAD WIDESPREAD WIDESPREAD	 WIDESPREAD WIDESPREAD

1. Profit. .................. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5

2. Quality of products/servicesl	 2	 3	 4	 5

3. Total Production..........1 	 2	 3	 4	 5

4 •	 Costs.....................1 	 2	 3	 4	 5

5.	 Sales .....................1 	 2	 3	 4	 5

6. Market Share..............1 	 2	 3	 4	 5

7. Call for changes in
existing programs (e.g.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
(sales, production).

8. organizational adjustment
required to serve the	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
decision.

Q.13.Rov far ahead in the future did you initially expect the decision to
significantly influence the whole company:

1 YEAR 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10 YEARS
DEED DEEDED

O.14.To what extent did you initially expect the the decision to set
parameter. for subsequent decisions?

NOT AT ALL	 TO A SMALL	 TO A MODERATE	 TO A SIGNIFICANT	 TO A GREAT
EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

0.l.By tickthcT the appropriate box, please indicate to what extent the
decision influenced your corporate strategy:

NOT AT ALL	 TO A SMALL	 TO A MODERATE	 TO A SIGNIFICANT	 TO A GREAT
EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5

Q.16.To what extent the decision was part of another (investment or other)
more important decision taken in the past? 	 -

NOT AT ALL	 TO A SMALL	 TO A MODERATE	 TO A SIGNIFICANT	 TO A GREAT
EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
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O.17.How was the decision initially seen?

l.As an opportunity that could be exploited 	 2
2.As a problem which ought to be solved ................ 3
3.As a crisis situation that had to be dealt ............

Q48.For each of the following statements, please select the one response
which best describes the way you actually did things in your company.

ABSOLUTELY VERY SOREWIIAT NEITHER SOREW*IAT VERY ABSOLUTELY
FALSE	 FALSE FALSE	 FALSE	 TRUE	 TRUE	 TRUE

NOR TRUE

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
l.When the STRUCTURING of the decision

	

took place there was no agreement	 D E 0 0 0
by those dealing with it about an
appropriat. solution.

2.There was no initial agreement on 	 0a methodology for developing a
solution to the problem.

3. There was no agreement on the 	
o oobjective sought in the decision

4.No controllable or uncontrollable	 0variables or constraints were
initially specified.

5.The stimuli which made us initiate
the decision were very frequent.

6.The stimuli which made us initiate 	 0the decision were very clear.

7.Unless action was taken our company 	
o owas threatened with financial loss.

8.We were constantly obliged to
redefine our criteria, goals and
constraints of the decision
because of its uncertain nature.

9.The investment decision put new	 0and strict time-pressure on us

1O.We were very uncertain with actions0 o 0 0 0 0 0that should be taken

ll.In general there was extreme time
pressure to take an immediate
decision.

12.It was not at all clear what kind

	

of information we should select.	 0 0 0 0 0 0
13.It was not possible to estimate in

	

advance the consequences of the	 0 0 0 0 0 0
decision on our corporate strategy.

14.We faced extreme difficulty in
finding the necessary information 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
due to the lack of such sources.
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SECTION B: DESCRIPTION OF THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS

B1.GENERAL QUESTIONS

Q.l . Using the scale provided (from 1 to 5) please answer the following
questions by writing the appropriate number in the box pertaining to each
statement:

THE DIAGNOSIS OF

THE SITUATIOSI

WAS MADE THROIJGN:

I	 I

THE IDENTIFICATION THE ELIMINATION	 THE EVALUATION OF

OF POSSIBLE	 OF AN ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVES WAS

ALTERNATIVES	 WAS MADE THRaJGII: MADE THROUGH:

WAS MADE THRa.JGH:

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I

THE MAKING OF THE

FINAL SOLUTION

WAS MADE THROUGH:

I	 I

THE INTEGRATION OF

THE DECISION INTO

AN OVERALL STRATEGY

WAS MADE THROUGH:

I	 I

SCALE

1.The ideas of a singi. individual(e.g.M.D.) 	 2
2.Informal discussions among managers ............. 3
3.Schedul•d meetings among managers................... 4
4.Schedul.d meetings and some analysis .................... 5
5.Schedulsd meetings and extensive analysis .................

Q.Using the scale from 1 to 5) provided, please answer to the following
questions, by placing the appropriate number into the box pertaining to
each statement:

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY	 PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY 	 PRIMARY RESPONSIBI- PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY
FOR DIAGNOSING THE	 FOR GENERATING	 FOR EVALUATING ALTERNA- LITY FOR THE FINAL FOR INTEGRATING THE

SITUATION WAS ASSIGNED TO:	 ALTERNATIVES WAS	 TIVES WAS ASSIGNED TO:	 SELECTION WAS	 DECISION INTO ANY FORM

ASSIGNED TO:	 ASSIGNED TO:	 OF WRITTEN OR UNWRITTEN

STRATEGY WAS ASSIGNED TO:

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
SCALE

l.No specific individual or group 	 2

2.Ons specific individual ................... 3
3.Twopeople jointly............................. 4
4.An existing committee of three or more ............. 5
5.A specially formed group of three or more ...........

Q.Using the scale (from 1 to 5) provided, please answer the following
questions, by placing the appropriate number into the box pertaining to each
statement:

COLLECTING INFORMATION FOR
	

COLLECTING OF INFORMATION
	

COLLECTING OF INFORMATION

THE SITUATION DIAGNOSIS:
	

FOR ALTERNATIVES
	

FOR THE EVALUATION OF

IDENTIFICATION:
	

ALTERNATIVES:

I	 I
	

I	 I
SCALE

l.Information available from personal knowledge or opinions.E 2
2.Information obt4ned readily from records ...................
3.Inforination obtained after a moderate research, inside and 	 3
outside the company ............................................

4.Information synthesized after a significant attempt to integrate 	 4
disparate information from diverse sources inside and outside
the company.

5.Everv ossxble information source (inside or outside the company) 	 5
was found and all the available information was obtained ...........
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Qj.By using the scale (from 1 to 5) provided, please indicate your
perception of the degree to which your company retrieved information from
EXTERNAL SOURCES (that is information beyond that already available from
company sources), in the various stages of the decision making process
listed below:

NOT AT TO A SMALL TO A MODERA- TO A GREAT TO A VERY GREAT

	

ALL	 EXTENT	 TE EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
I	 I	 I	 I	 I

C	 T.	 or	 DORII or mii IPORJ- DEU or IT m,owzou

TIOU gWZU	 TIOM	 IMG rivm	 TIOU IIPG AcTIVLI1	 SWIPO	 IN TOUR
DURING NITURTIUR DIOSIIs	 DURING M.TXVI	 IPG ALmJIATIVI	 k	 (I? ANT) TO IVkI

LJ.xjrLCATIOUI	 IVILUAIONs	 T	 or T NGCISIOU
TO TOUR CCRPORA SAGTt

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I

Q.Approximately how many employees were directly involved in each one of
the phases of the decision making process?

or Loim
DIANCTLT IXVOLV IN
DIOStNG THI NITOATION

I	 I

NUI Or IMPWTING
DIRNCTLY IIVOLV IN

TIVI
rDrIrxcATXoN

NUMh Or 1XPLOT
DIBNCTLT INVOLV IN
EVALUATING ALmEATIVE
SOLUTIONS

I	 I

SWIBUR OP WLOT

DIRECTLY INVOLV IX
FINAL NICTIOU.

I	 I

IUNSNA Or WWTNSS
DIRECTLY INTOI.VNG II
INTHURATING TEN
DEcISION I	 AN
OVUAI NW

I	 I

Q.J .Approximately how much in direct out-of-pocket expenses (e.g.
travel costs, consulting fees) your firm actually spent,in each one
of the following phases?

SITUATION DIADEOSIS
(MillioN Dr.)

I	 I

£LT*ATIVZ
IDENTIYICATION

tilhioii Dr$)

I	 I

EVALUATION
(Million Dr.)

DECISION UFTEURATION
INTO AS flAIJ. THATZGY
(Million Dr.)

I	 (Million
Drs)

QJ.By using the scale provided (from 1 to 5), please indicate the degree
to which outsiders were contracted to help you in each one of the following
stages of the decision making process:

Please rate each column (that is a,b,c,d) separately

NOT AT TO A SMALL TO A MODERA- TO A GREAT TO A VERY GREAT
ALL	 EXTENT	 TE EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
I	 I	 I	 I	 I

a)NITUJTIOU b)IDmIPI- C)PIUL	 d)DSCISIOU UFINURATION
DIOSIN	 CATION or	 EVALUATION INTO AN OVUALL

ALm$ATIVEN AND SELECTION STRATEGY
1.onsultants in our area of
activities.	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I



I	 I	 I	 I
	

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I
	

I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
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QJ.Approximately how many years of historical data (e.g. productivity, cost
were reviewed in each one of the following phases:

SITUATION DIAGNOSIS
	

ALTERNATIVE

EVALUATION

I	 I
	

I	 I	 (Nr OF Years)

Q.In the following matrix the stages of the decision making process are
presented. The purpose of this matrix is to define TO WHAT EXTENT EMPLOYEES
AND/OR EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS WITH SIGNIFICANT EXPERTISE in each one of the
functional areas of the firm, were used:

Please mark with a grade from one (1) to five (5) (using the scale provided
below) each of the relevant functional areas listed below in terms of the
DEGREE OF UTILIZATION in the various stages of the decision making process,
employees and/or outsiders with significant expertise in:

Please mark for each column ie a,b,c,d, and e separately.

NOT AT TO A SMALL TO A MODERA- TO A GREAT TO A VERY GREAT
ALL	 EXTENT	 TE EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT

.)DECISION b)SITUATION c)CREATION	 d)ALTERNATIVE e)DECISION

INITIATION DIAGNOSIS	 OF	 EVALUATION	 INTEGRATION

ALTERNATIVES AND FINAL	 INTO AN OVERALL

CHOICE	 STRATEGY

EXPERTISE IN:
l.Marketing and Sales....' 	 I

2.Production Management..'

3.Design/Engineering.... . I 	 I

4.Accounting/Finance.... . I 	 I

I	 I	 I5.Personnel Management...'	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I

B2 . INITIAL AWARENESS:

• • Using the scale provided, please indicate where the source of initial
st mulus for the investment decision was coming from:

l.Outside the organization (e.g. customers,suppliers) 	 2

2.Employees near the customers (e.g. salesmen ................. 3

3.Departinental level (e.g.Marketing or financial Director)	 4

4.The Managing Director, President or other top management members. 	
jS5.The owner of the enterprise .........................................

6.Parent company or controlling bodies ...................................
Q.More specifically please mention the source of the initial stimulus
for the specific investment decision:

a. Specific source (inside or outside the company) .......................
b. Department where the source belonged (if relevant) ....................
c . Hierarchical Position .................................................
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B3 . SITUATION DIAGNOSIS

QJ..In diagnosing the situation, please indicate by tickina the appropriate
box, to what extent your company considered each of the foflowing factors:

NOT CONSIDERED	 CONSIDERED TO A 	 EXTENSIVELY

	

AT ALL	 MODERATE DEGREE	 CONSIDERED
1	 2	 3	 4	 5

	

l.Competitora short term and long D	 D	 Dterm investment plans.

2.Esti]nates of future activities
in the industry.

3.Summary trends of company's sales o
productivity and costs.

4.Investment's compatibility with
general corporate goals and
strategy.

5.Trends in market size/growth.

6.Competitor's reaction to your
market movements.

B4 . ALTERNATIVE GENERATION

QJ .How many different alternatives were initially considered for
evaluation? Please give a short description of each one of them:

Q.To what extent each of the following techniques was used to identify
possible alternative actions.

1. Informal discussions of only
possible alternatives

2. Scheduled meetings to discuss
only possible alternatives

3. Individuals preparing separate
lists of alternatives

4. "Brain-Storming" meetings

NOT USED	 USED TO A	 EXTENSIVELY
AT ALL	 MODERATE DEGREE	 USED

2	 3	 4	 5

El El El El

El El El El El

El El El El El

El5. Modify/combine individual	 El	 El	 El	 Elalternatives to form new ones
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Q4.Using the following scale, please indicate, the degree of importance
given to each one of the following factors in eliminating early
alternatives:

NOT CONSIDERED	 CONSIDERED TO A	 EXTENSIVELY
AT ALL	 MODERATE DEGREE	 CONSIDERED

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1. Intuition of an important 	 D	 Dexecutive (e.g. M.D. or owner)

2. Intuition of an important manager	 o	 Din a department (e.g. marketing)

3. Available financing.

4. Tim. required to implement the Dalternative.

5. Previous xperienc. with that	 Dalternative.

6. Fit with company capabilities. D
7. The attitude of several

interest groups.

8. Compatibiliy with company image.

9. Compatibility with long term	 Dplans.

10. Technological Trends.

B5 • ALTERNATIVE EVALUATION
Q..J.Please describe the criteria used for the selection of the final
decision:

4.

5.

6.

Q.In deciding on the final choice, please indicate to what extent each of
the following criteria was considered:

NOT CONSIDERED 	 CONSIDERED TO A	 EXTENSIVELY
AT ALL	 MODERATE DEGREE	 CONSIDERED

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1. Provides a minimum return on	

oinvestment

2. Satisfied the expectations and
intuition of the top managers.

3. Is based on bright future
prospects.

4. Is within the firms financing
capabilities.

5. Secures long term safety of the
money invested.

6. Is in accordance with our
strategic (long term) plans.
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Q. .Where there any WRITTEN SUMMARIES or REPORTS on the proposed choice and
the evaluation of alternatives?

E YES	 DNO

Q. .If your answer is YES, then to what extent those written summaries or
reports included the following?

NOT AT TO A VERY TO A	 TO A TO A CON- TO A TO A VERY

ALL	 SMALL	 SMALL FAIR SIDERABLE GREAT GREAT

	

EXTENT	 EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT	 EXTENT EXTENT

	2 	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
1...Included financial measures (e.g.	 Dcash flows, payback, NPV, IRR).

2. . . Stated the assunrntions the
evaluation was base on.	 D
3...Addressed the feasibility of	 D	 Dimplementing EACH alternative.

4...Provided contingency plans for	 Dpossible occurencies.

5...Attempted to identify all possible ii
consequences of each alternative.	 L_.J

6.. . Directly compared ALL the
alternatives.

7...Included detailed cost studies of
each one of the alternatives.

8...Included probabilistic assessment UI
of the range of possible results for i
one or more cash flows.

9.. .Included proforma financial
statements.

lO...recognized in the analysis an
explicit corporate attitude towards UI
risk e.g.by discountin9 the cashflows'— 	 El
at some risk adjusted interest rate.

ll..Provided details of the
sensitivity analysis.

12. . Included labor requirements. 	 II	 II II II II II	 II

13... comprised an assessment of
success Drobabilities for each	 El El El El El El El
alternative.

14...included an explicit ranking of
alternatives.

15...firmly stated the consequences	
El El El El El Elthe decision may have on the company.

Qj.How high in the hierarchy was the final decision taken?
El 11.Below divisional level or equivalent...	 El 22.Divisional level or equivalent.........

3.Chief executive .......................
4.Chief executive and ratified by board.

El55.Board or equivalent toD governing body (e.9.owner). 	 El 66.Board and ratified at higher external levei ...........
7.Outside and above the organization (e.g.parent companies,

controlling bodies).
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B6 • DECISION INTEGRATION

QJ . To what extent were the following techniques used to integrate
the decision into an overall strategy for your firm:

1. Informal discussions among key
managers.

2. Scheduled meetings among key
managers.

3. Involve aff•cted departments in
making ths original decision.

4. Informal discussions with affected
department. to decide how to
implement th. decision.

5. Scheduled m.etings with affected
departments to decide how to
implement the decision.

6. Incorporate the decision into
company-wide financial analysis.

7. Incorporate the decision into
company-wid. written plans.

NOT AT TO A VERY TO A	 TO A TO A CON- TO A TO A VERY

ALL	 SMALL	 SMALL FAIR SIDERABLE GREAT GREAT

	

EXTENT	 EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT 	 EXTENT EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
DEDDQE
EDEDDE
DEEEJEE

Q1.To what extent did your company use the following coordination devices
during the decision making process ?

NOT AT TO A VERY TO A	 TO A TO A CON- TO A TO A VERY

ALL	 SMALL	 SMALL FAIR SIDERABLE GREAT GREAT

	

EXTENT	 EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT 	 EXTENT EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
1. Interdepartmental Committees which

are set up to allow departments to
engage in joint decision making.

2. Task forces which are temporary
bodies set u to facilitate
interdepartmental collaboration on
the specific project.

3. Liaison personnel whose specific r-i
job it is to coordinate the efforts L.J	 D
of several departments for purposes
of a specific project.



I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I

I	 I

I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

,	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

,	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

,	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I	 I	 I

I	 I

,	 I

I	 I

I

I	 I

I	 I

I	 I

,	 I

,	 I
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Q.In the following matrix the stages of the decision makin9 process are
presented. The purpose of this matrix is to define WHO participated in WHAT
STAGE of the decision making process, as well as HOW MUCH IMPORTANT his
role was.

Please mark with a grade from one (1) to five (5) fusing the scale provided
below) each of the relevant functional areas and hierarchical ranks listed,
in terms of their IMPORTANCE (OR CONTRIBUTION) at each one of the stages
of the decision making process.

Please mark for each column ie a,b,c,d,e and f separately.

NOT AT ALL SOMEWHAT	 MODERATELY	 VERY	 EXTREMELY
SIGNIFICANT SIGNIFICANT SIGNIFICANT SIGNIFICANT SIGNIFICANT

(NO INLVEMENT	 (ACTIVE INVOLVEMENT

AT THIS STA)	 AND INFLUENCE)

•)IMPORTANCE b)IMPORTAMcE c)IMPORTAMCE d)INPORTA3IcE .)IMPORTAMcE f)IMPORTANcE

IN	 IN	 IN	 IN	 IN FINAL	 IN INTEGRATING

SITUATION COLLECTING	 ALTERNATIVE ALTERNATIVE 	 SELECTION	 THE DECISION TO

DIAGNOSIS INFORMATION	 GENERATION EVALUATION	 OVERALL STRATEGY

VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS

	

l.Finance-Accounting.... . I 	 I

2.Production and Equiva- ____

	

lent 'workflow' depts..'	 I

	3.Marketing-Sales dept...'	 I

	4. Personnel Dept........ . I 	 I

	5.Purchasing Dept....... . I 	 I

MANAGEMENT RANKS

	

l.Owner-Main Shareholders'	 I

2.Chief Executive Officer

	

and President......... . I 	 I

3.First Level Directors..'	 I

4.Middle Managers....... . I

	

5. Lower Level Managers...' 	 I
EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
l.Ministries and other

	

state agencies........ . I 	 I

O.4.In general how much emphasis do you believe was given by your company
to each one of the phases of the decision making process?

l.Initial identification of the
need for an investment.

2.Identification of possible
alternatives.

3.Evaluation of alternatives.

4.Selection of the final course of
action.

5.Integration of the decision into
an overall strategy.

	

NO	 M(ERATE	 GREAT

EMPHASIS	 EMPHASIS	 EMPHASIS

	1 	 2	 3	 4	 5

El El El El El
El El El El
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Q.Using the scale provided (from 1 to 7), please please select for each
of the following statements, the one response which best describes the way
you actually do things in your company. Then write the appropriate number
In each one of the boxes:

ABSOLUTELY VERY	 SOMEWHAT NEIThER FALSE SOMEWHAT VERY ABSOLUTELY
FALSE	 FALSE	 FALSE	 NOR TRUE	 TRUE	 TRUE	 TRUE

	

1.1	 I There is a formalized process which helps us decide whether a
specific investment decision should be further investigated.

2.' ' In reviewing the decision we had exlicitiv identified the
criteria against which we evaluated it.

3.' ' For each of the criteria used we have ex plicitly established
minimum standards of performance.

4.' ' We have a written procedure, which quides these types of decision
processes and which we strictly follow in making the final
decision.

No specific responsibilities have been assigned to anyone in the
company regarding the decision in question. The idea materializes
as a result of informal conversation among top managers.

	

6.'	 There is a formalized procedure which helped us in our search for
alternatives concerning the investment in question.

Some sort of standard form or document pertaining to this kind of
decisions exists in our company to assist management to reach a
final decision.

	

8.'	 ' There is a certain hierarchy of approval (e.g. a specific list of
top executives) through which a proposal must move?

	

9•l	 The evaluation of new investment projects (financially)	 is
conducted solely by our s pecialized department

	

10.'	 The evaluation of new investment projects is taking place on the
basis of pre-determined rules and technicues.

11. The evaluation of new investment projects is made by external
bodies (e.g. consulting offices), specialized in these kind of
activities.

12.' ' The evaluation of new investments is left to the 1udement and
effectiveness of the to mana gement team.

13.' ' During the decision making process the major participants found
themselves having different opinions about what should be done. As
a result the decision making group was divided into groups with
different opinions.

14. In several instances there were negotiations among the major
participants with the aim to achieve a consent so as to continue
the decision making process.

15.' ' The participants tried to achieve NOT the IDEAL SOLUTION to the
problem but the solution which was good enough to SATISFY A
MINIMUM NUMBER OF REQUIREMENTS.

O.6.How many different committees or working parties were created to deal
with the decision.



DEEDED
DEEDED
DEEDED
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Q.Following there is a number of statements. Please answer to all the
statements, by ticking in each one the box in the scale, which best
describes the way things actually happened in your company.

l.There was an exceptionally fine
collaboration among top managers.
Managers really worked as a team.

ABSOLUTELY VERY SONEUHAT NEITHER SONEWNAT VERY ABSOLUTELY

FALSE	 FALSE FALSE	 FALSE	 TRUE	 TRUE	 TRUE
NOR TRUE

2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
DEED DDE

2. Before moving to the next step a D E D	 D Dunanimous decision had to be reached
3.It was not judged necessary for	 r—i
middle manaqers to actively partici-'-- D D D E D D R

pate in whole process.

4.The top management generally
strongly supported the decision.

5.Cross functional communications were
not very frequent (about once or
twice per month).

6.Access to collected information
by the rest of the managers was not
always easy.

ED DEED
ED DEED R

ED DEED R

B8: DYNAMIC FACTORS
NOT AT TO A VERY TO A	 TO A TO A CON- TO A TO A VERY

ALL	 SMALL	 SMALL FAIR SIDERABLE GREAT GREAT

	

EXTENT	 EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT 	 EXTENT EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
Q..J,,. How far was the process	 E E E E E E Einterrupted by delays?

Q.2.Ilntendance To what extent the decision making process experienced each
one of the following impediments, which resulted in considerable delay ?

NOT AT TO A VERY TO A TO A TO A CON- TO A TO A VERY

ALL	 SMALL	 SMALL FAIR SIDERABLE GREAT GREAT

	

EXTENT	 EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT	 EXTENT EXTENT

	2 	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
l.Awaiting priority in the order of E D E D D D Dattention.
2 • Poor coordination.	 E E E E D D
3. Awaiting the opportune time to	 E E D D D D Estart the process.
4.Searching: Awaiting the obtaining or E E E D E D Danalysing of necessary information.
5.Problem solving: awaiting, investiga-r-- E E D E E Etion of what is most understood.	 I_J
6.Bupplying: awaiting the availability E E E D E E Dof resources.
7.Recycling: Awaiting reconsideration D D D E E D Eof what has already been gone over.
8.Internal resistance: awaiting the	 E E E E E E Doutcome of active internal opposition

9.External resistance: awaiting the	 E E E E E D Doutcome of external opposition.

lO.Emergence of unexpected new options,
proposals that stipulated new develo-
pment or selection activity.

1l.Failur. recycl.:The decision was
blokced for wait of an acceptable
solution.

12.Because of turnover among upper
level managers the process had to be
postponed or even stopped.



ElE2EEEE
ElElEElE
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ElEDEElE
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Q.To what •xtent are you personally satisfied with certain elements of
the decision makina vrocess and the decision outcome:

NOT AT TO A VERY TO A TO A TO A CON- TO A TO A VERY

ALL	 SMALL SMALL FAIR SIDERARLE GREAT GREAT
EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
SATISFACTION WITH THE OUTCOME

1.All in all how satisfied are you with
the contribution of the investment to
the long term competitiveness and
viability of the company?.

2.All in all how satisfied are you with
the direct impact of the decision on
the turnover of your company?

3.Al]. in all how satisfied are you with
the final decision reached?

4.To what extent are you personally
satisfied with the final implementation
of the decision?
SATISFACTION WITH THE PROCESS

5.To what extent are you satisfied with
the support which the decision received
in your company?

6.To what extent are you personally
satisfied with the degree of cominunica-
tion and cooperation between the
members of the top management team?

7.All in all how satisfied are you with
the work done during this decision?

8.To what extent are you satisfied with
the degree of utilization of the
experience and caabilities of the
existing managers.

Qj.How possible you consider that the following would occur for the key
participants, if something went wrong with an important decision like the
one we are talking about?

RATHER	 VERY

IMPOSSIBLE	 POSSIBLE

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
l.The key decision makers would
personally feel bad

2.The would be a deterioration in
the relationships between the top
management team

3.The personal popularity of the
key decision makers would diminish

4.The next evaluation of the key
decision makers would be negative

5.Their prospects of promotion would
be minimized

6.They would be excluded from any
future bonus or pay increase

7.They would loose their status
against their peers

8.They would loose their job	 El

Q.In case where the decision was extremely successful how possible do you
consider that the following would occur for the key participants?

RATHER	 VERY

IMPOSSIBLE	 POSSIBLE

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
l.Their personal popularity would El	 El	 El	 El	 Elbcost.
2.Their next evaluation would be El El El El Elvery positive.
3.Their promotion prospects would El	 El	 El	 El	 Elbe maximized.
4.They would receive bonuses and/or El El El	 El	 Elsignificant future pay-rises.
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Appendix 2

Second Questionnaire
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LONDON BUSINESS SCHOOL

RESEARCH:

STRATEGIC DECISION MAKING

IN VERY IMPORTANT INVESTMENT DECISIONS

GENERAL QUESTIONNAIRE

Instructions for Completing the Questionnaire

l.The purpose of this study is to gather comparative information
regarding practices, policies and opinions as they relate to
the making of very important investment decisions.

2.The purpose of this study is to gather some general information
for the enterprise. It is structured in such a way so as to be
SIMPLE and INTERESTING. The questions can be classified into
five groups. The first examines the company's basic
characteristics. The second collects information about the
characteristics of the corporate environment. The third part
concerns itself with the organizational structure and the
fourth with the top management characteristics. Finally, the
fifth part collects some data relating to performance.

3.In your responses, please be careful to describe practices as
they exist, not as you believe they should exist.

4.The nature of this research is STRICTLY SCIENTIFIC. All
information provided will be held in strictest confidence and
FULL ANONYNITY is quaranted.
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SECTION A:COMPANY'S GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Q..J.When was your enterprise first established?	 (Year)

Q.2.Aproximate1y what percentage of your revenues is derived from the
major industry where you operate?

(% of revenues, approximately)
Q.Approximately what percentage of last year's turnover was derived
from foreign sales?

(% of total sales derived from foreign sales)

Q.2..j. Taking into consideration your company's main products, please specify
your market share in each one of the two main product categories:

1st MAIN PRODUCT CATEGORY ________% market share

2nd MAIN PRODUCT CATEGORY 	 % market share

Q.Taking into account your major products, what is the market share that
the four major companies in your industry posses?

% market share owned by the four major companies

Q.Using the scale provided please rate the extent to which you follow
each one of the following practices, concerning your company's major
product/services:

NOT AT TO A VERY TO A SMALL TO A 	 TO A	 TO A GREAT TO A VERY
ALL	 SMALL	 EXTENT	 FAIR CONSIDERABLE EXTENT	 GREAT

EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT

1.'	 We attempt to satisfy the needs of specific customers or segments
of the market.

2. 1	We attempt to differentiate our products/services from those of
our major competitors.

3• I ' We aim to satisfy the needs of an as bigger as possible market
segment, without necessarily specializing our products or focusing
attention on specific market segments.

4 I 	 ' We aim to achieve the lowest possible cost (cost leadership)

SECTION B: ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

0.7 Using the scale provided please evaluate the intensit y of four
different tves of competition for the industry that accounts for the
largest % of your sales (in other words for your principal industry).

In addition, using again the scale from 1-5 (l=NOT AT ALL SIGNIFICANT and
5=EXTRENELY SIGNIFICANT, please rate how important is each of the
following types of competition to your most important products.

VIRTUALLY NO A LITTLE	 MCX)ERATE CONSIDERABLE INTENSE
	

DEGREE OF
COMPETITION COMPETITION COMPETITION COMPETITION COMPETITION IMPORTANE( 1-5)

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1. Price competition.

2. Competition in product
characteristics
(e.g. quality).

3. Competition in promotion
and distribution.

4. Competition in raw InaterialE
procurement.



2.Changes in sales strategies
3.Changes in sales promotion!

advertising strategies
4.Changes in competitor's mix of

products/brands

EJ E
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Q.How would you characterize the external environment in which your
company operates? Please tick the box which best describes the situation in
your own company.
Very safe; little threat 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 Very riska false step
to survival. and ll-	 can mean	 firm's undoing.
being of the firm.

Rich in invesbimnt and	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 Very stressful, exacting,
nerketina cortunities;	

II	
II hostile; Very hard to keep

xxt at aI]. stressful.	 Lj	 afloat.
Pn envircuxent that yir - 	 2	 3	 4	 5 A dczninating envirc*nt, in
firm can caitrol and 	 which yir firm's initiatives
nianipilate to its n	 cint for very little against
advantage (e.g. a ckxni- 	 the tresendcxis forces of
nant finn in an industry	 yir business or politic-al
has with little caipett-	 envizonuent.
tiai and f hi.ndraixes.

Q.9.How often do changes occur in each one of the following factors?

	

NO	 VERY FREQUENT

CHANGE	 CHANGES

	1 	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
l.Chan9es in mix of products/brands

carried

5.Changes in competitor's sales
practices

6.Changes in competitor's sales
promotions/advertising strategies

7.Changes in customer preferences	 Din product features
8.Changes in customer preferences

in product quality/price.
Q.1O.How would you characterise the external environment in which your
company operates?
Very hcucgenecus;	 2	 3	 4	 5 Very heterogenec*is (e.g.

market diversificaticn(e.a. a nm-diversified
mar1et and consnuers with	 ari different consumer
gimi lar preferezxes.	 prefereres).
Are there significant differences between the oroducts/services you offer
(e.g. from one product line to the other) in relation to:

VIRTUALLY NO	 A FEW	 HCERATE	 CONSIDERABLE	 GREAT
DIFFERENCES	 DIFFERENCES DIFFERENCES	 DIFFERENCES DIFFERENCES

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1.Customers' buying habits.

2.The nature of the competitionE
3.Market Dynamism
4. Market Uncertainty.



2.Distributors of your products.

3.Demand and tastes of the users
of your products.

4.Actions of competitors for your
customers.

5. Government regulations
controlling your industry.

El El El El

El El El El

El El El El

El El El El

Answer to Question (see above)
(12)	 (13)

I	 I
	

I	 I

I	 I
	

I	 I

-t	 I

I	 I

I	 I
	

I	 I

I	 I
	

I	 I
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Q41.When strategic plans are being formulated, or critical decisions are
being made, some of the following factors may have to be taken into
account. Indicate HOW IMPORTANT a consideration each of the following
factors is in influencing the outcome of the important decisions that are
made by members of the top management group in your firm.

NOT	 ONLY A LITTLE SONEWHAT	 CONSIDERABLY EXTREMELY

IMPORTANT IMPORTANT	 IMPORTANT	 IMPORTANT	 IMPORTANT

AT ALL
1	 2	 3	 4	 5

1.The suppliers of raw materials
and equipment.	 El El	 El	 El El

6.Keeping up with new technologicalr—i 	 El	 El	 Elrequirements in the production L_J

of goods.

Below are two questions. These are followed by the same list of factors in
your firm's environment which sometimes have to be taken into account when
strategic decisions are being made. To the ri9ht of the list are blank
spaces in which to place the answers to the questions. After looking at the
list, answer questions no. 12 and 13 by indicating the appropriate
number from the scale given (ranging from 1 to 5), in the spaces provided:

NEVER	 SELDOM	 SOMETIMES	 OFTEN	 ALWAYS

S imply write the number indicating the appropriate level of frequency in
the blanks for each question. Answer in spaces provided at the right of
each factor listed below).

Q. How often do you feel that you are unable to predict how each of the
following factors are going to react to decisions made by your firm?

Qll .How often do you believe that the information your firm has about each
of the following factors is ade quate for decisions that must be made about
those factors?

El

El

El

El

El

FACTORS

l.The suppliers of raw materials
and equipment.

2.Distributors of your products.

3.Demand and tastes of the users
of your products.

4.Actions of competitors for your
customers.

5. Government regulations
controlling your industry.

6.Keeping up with new technological
requirements in the production
of goods.



L2

E El

El El
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SECTION C: THE COMPANY'S INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

p l4."To what extent does the staff, other than top management participate
or influence decisions concerning.."

TO A VERY TO A GREAT TO A FAIR TO A SMALL TO A VERY

GREAT EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 EXTENT	 SMALL EXTENT

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1. ...selection and financing of

...major corporate investments

2. ...sales policies

3. ...new product/services
development

4. ...long range corporate planning j

5. ...hire of new executives

6. ...promotion of any of the
professional staff.

7. . . .marketing strategy for a new
product or chan9e in the
existing marketing strategy.

8. ...acquisition or control of
other companies.

O.15.For each of the following statements, please tick the box which best
describes the situation, in your own company:

DEFINITELY MORE FALSE MORE TRUE

FALSE	 THAN TRUE	 THAN FALSE

l."A person who wanted to make his own
decisions would be quickly discouraged"

2."Even small matters have to be referred
to someone higher up for a final solution

3."Any decision an employee makes has to
have his superior's approval".

4."Most people here make their own rules
on the job."

5."The employees here are constantly
being checked for rule violations.

6."Whatever situation arises, there are
procedures to follow in dealing with it

7."Every man has a specific job to do"

8."Going through proper channels is
constantly stressed in our company"

9."This organization keeps written records
of everyone's job performance"

lO."Everyone has to follow strict
operating proceduras at all time"

ll."Whenever there is a problem, one is
supposed to go to the same person for
an answer"

DEFINITELY

TRUE

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El



ED
ED
ED
ED
ED

ED
ED
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O.16.Which of the following programs are regularly prepared in your
company in WRITTEN form, and what len9th of time do they cover? Please tick
the box which best describes the reality in your company:

	

DON'T PREPARE	 1-3	 4-12	 1 - 3	 MORE THAN

	

SUCH A ITTEN	 MONTHS	 MONTHS	 YEARS	 3 YEARS

PROGRAISE

2	 3	 4	 5l .Productionplan...............D
2.Sales plan	 D
3.Procurement plan ............
4 . Budget ......................
5.Business Plan

(Long Range Corporate Plan)..	 El	 El
O.l7.In case where THERE EXISTS a lon term business plan, please rate the
depth to which the following analyses take place:

NOT AT ALL	 IN MERATE	 IN A GREAT
DEPTH	 DEPTH

1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
1.Analysis of parameters

influencing demand.
2.Examination of alternative
growth scenaria.

3.Examination of parameters
influencing cost.

4.Examination of strate9ic choices r—i
and alternative solutions.

5.Analysis of Business risk.	 El
6.Analysis of threats and opportu- r—i El D El El El Elnities in the corporate environ-

ment.
7.Analysis and evaluation of	 El El El E D E Elcertain strengths and weaknesses

of the company.

Q.l8.Please indicate,by ticking the appropriate box, the degree to which
you agree or disagree, to each one of the following statements, referring
to the planning systems of your company:

STRONGLY DISAGREE UNDECIDED AGREE	 STRONGLY
DISAGREE	 AGREE

2	 3	 4	 5

1. Each functional area is expected to do
its own planning with minimal company-
wide direction or coordination.

2. Departmental heads have to submit
written long-range plans to top
management for review.

3. Top management has formulated
quantified goals for the company

4. Top management has developed a formal
statement of what business the company
is in or wants to be in.

5. There is a person or group whose full-
time responsibility is to coordinate
a company-wide, long range strategic
planning effort.

. The company's to management had deve-
loped a climate in the company which
supports the planning effort

1 . Detailed action plans are developed to
support each major strategy

ED
EEl
ED
ED
ED

ED
ED

El

El

El

E
El

El

E
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SECTION D: TOP MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS

Q.19.What is the percentage or equity ownea by the five most important
shareholders?

% (percentage of equity)

Q.20.What is the percentage of top managers, directly referring to Managing
Director, who are shareholders or corporate partners?

Q.21.Is the present CEO (or Managing Director) the founder of the company
at the same time?

iA

Q.22.What is the percent of top managers who are relatives to the present
CEO (or Managing Director) ?

O.23.What percent of top managers (down to the level of departmental Vice-
presidents) are university graduates?

(% of managers)
Q.24.How many years do you work in the same company?

O.25.For how many years are you in your present position?

Q.26.Please check the box which best describes your level of education:

l.Secondary education ........................... 2
2.Hi9her National Education ........................ 3
3.University Education ................................ 4
4.Postgraduate studies resulting in a Master degree....
5.Postgraduate studies resulting in a Ph.D. degree........

Q.27.In which of the following functions of the company do you feel you
command more specialisation and experience (please choose only one
function):

l.Marketing and Sales ............. 2
2. Production Management.............. 3
3 .Design/Engineering .................... 4
4.Accounting/Finance ....................... 5
5.Personnel Management ......................

Q.28.Below are listed several statements that describe various things
people do or try to do on their jobs. We would like to know which of these
statements you feel more accurately describe your own behavior when you are
at work. Please check the box which best describes your own actions.
Remember: There are no right or wrong answers. Please answer all questions
frankly.

ALWAYS	 ALMOST USUALLY SIETIMES SELD(	 ALMOST	 NEVER
ALWAYS	 NEVER

7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 ].
1.1 do my best work when my job 	 Dassignments are fairly difficult U

2.1 try very hard to improve on my El	 Li	 El El Elpast performance at work

3.1 take moderate risks and stick
my neck out to get ahead at work E El El El El El El

4.1 try to avoid any added
responsibilities on my job	 Li El El El El El El



El El El 0

El El El El

El El El El

El El El El

El El El El

El El El El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

El

0

El

El
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ALWAYS	 ALMOST USUALLY SC4ETIHES SZLDOR 	 ALMOST	 NEVER

ALWAYS	 NEVER
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1

5.1 try to perform better than
my co-workers	 El El El El El El El

6.1 cannot easily forget about my El El El El El El 0work when I'm on holiday

Q.29.Below are listed several statements that describe various things
people do or try to do on their jobs. We would like to know which of these
statements you feel more accurately describe your own behavior when you are
at work. Remember: There are no right or wrong answers. Please answer all
questions frankly.

	

DEFINITELY	 INCLINED NEITHER AGREE INCLINED DEFINITELY
DISAGREE TO DISAGREE NOR DISAGREE TO AGREE 	 AGREE

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
1.If I invested in stocks, it would
probably be in safe stocks from well
known companies

2.If the possible reward was very high,
I would not hesitate putting my money
in a new business that could fail.

3.1 probably would not take the chance
of borrowing money for a business
deal even if it might be profitable

4.1 would prefer a job involving change,
travel and variety even though risky
and insecure

5.1 quite enjoy taking risks. 	 El
6.When I am catching a train,I often

arrive at the last minute.

7.Life with no danger in it would be
too dull for me

8.1 enjoy fast driving. 	 El
9.1 would make quite sure I had another

job before giving up my old one.

10.1 am rather cautious in novel
situations

l]..When buying things, I usually examine
the guarantee.

12.1 do think people spend too much time
safecuarding their future with savings
and insurances.

13.1 believe that an element of risk adds
spice to life.

l4.One should 'neither a borrower nor a
lender be'

l5.When travelling in an aeroplane, bus
or train, I choose my seat with safety
in mind?



LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI

LI
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O.O.Be1ow are listed ten pairs of two propositions each. For each
pair, please mark into the box given the proposition (i.e. A or B) with
which you agree more. Even if you don't agree with anyone of the two
propositions (A or B), please mark that proposition with which you
disagree less. Remember: There are no right or wrong answers.
1 a	 'luck unsucoessful events in a calpany 's life are partly due to

b.Corporate misfortunes result fran the mistakes they make.

2 a.Withc*it the right breaks one cannot be an effective
b.Capable pecle who fail to beccize ].eac rs have not taken advantage

of theiz cçiportunities.
3 a. I have often fourd that what is going to happen will happen.

b.Trusting to fate has never turned cut as well for ma as making
a decisicn to take a definite course of action.

4 a.Becaning a success is a natter of hard rk, luck has little or
nothing to do with it.

b.Getting a 9ood jth depends mainly on being in the right place
at the right time.

5 a.The averaae citizen can have an influenoe in government decisions.
b.This rld is run by the few

mach the little guy can do ait.
6 aihen I make plans, I am a]irost certain that I can make then rk

b. It is not always wise to plan too far ahead because many things
turn c*it to be a natter of gocxl or bad fortune anyhow.

7 a.Who gets to be the boss often depends on who was lucky enough to
be in the right place first.

b.Gettingecple to do the	 cI	 upon ability, luck

8 a.One shcaild always be willing to admit mistakes.
b.It is usually best to cover up one's mistakes.

9 a.A good ledc'r expects pecle to decide for thelves what they
should do.

b.A good leader makes it clear to evezybody what their jths are.

10 a.Many tiiies I feel that I have little influenoe over the things
that happen to ire.

b. It is wpossible for ire to believe that chanoe or luck plays an
iirportant role in my life.

Q.31.Please read carefully each one of the following statements and answer
how much you agree or disagree with each one of them:

l.Arr expert who doesn't come up with a
definite answer probably doesn't know
too much.

2.There is really no such thing as a
problem that can't be solved.

STRONGLY DISAGREE UNDECIDED	 AGREE	 STRONGLY
DISAGREE	 AGREE

1	 2	 3	 4	 5
D	 00

00000
	3.A good job is one where what is to be ii	 j	 j	 0	 0done and how it is to be done are 	 L_J

always clear.



2	 3	 4	 5	 6
OD000

7 Strong rphasis on
ri R&D, technological
L._J 1-ship and

innovations.
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STRONGLY DISAGREE UNDECIDED 	 AGREE	 STRONGLY
DISAGREE	 AGREE

2	 3	 4	 5
4.In the lona run it is possible to get D o ci	 omore done v tackling small simple

problems rather than large
complicated ones.

5.What we are used to is always
preferable to what is unfamiliar.	 E D	 0

6.It is more fun to tackle a complicated 0 0 o 0 0problem than to solve a simple one.
7.People who insist upon a yes or no

answer just don't know how complicated 0 0 0 0 0
things really are.

8.Many of our most important decisions
are based upon insufficient information0 0 0 0 0

9.Managers who hand out vague assignments0 	 0aive a chance for one to show
Initiative and originality.

lO.Adventurous and exploratory people	 0 o 0 0go farther in this world than do
systematic and orderly people.

0.32. For each of the following statements, please tick the box which best
describes the the philosophy of the top management team of your firm (i.e.
the management philosophy that actually gets used in strategic decision
making).

Strong aiphasis on the	 1
marketing of true and tried
products or services and
the avoidanoe of heavy
R&D costs.
There is a strcmg tendency 1
to fo1l market leaders in

ducing n products or
2 3 4 5 6 7 We always try to be
E D o o :j J ahead of the cxxrpetitors

in new product introdu-
ction and innovativeness.

We favc*ir true and tried1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strong ai?hasis ai R&D
practices and avoid heavy 	 technological lerrship
R & D costs •	 and innovations.

A philosophy of cooperative 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very caipetitive, "undo-
coexistence with rival firma
within the limits of the law0 0 0 [J o o D the-catpetitors" philo-

There is a strong proclivity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 The firm has a strong
to las, risk projects (with	 proclivity for high risk
normal. and certain rates of 	 projects (with chances of
return),	 very high return).

EXie to the nature of the	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Bold, wide-rangina acts
are viewed as userul andenvironment it is best to r-

explore it graduaflv via L_i 0 0 0 0 0 0 canion practice.
th, incrntal behavior.
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SECTION E: PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Q.33.Using the scale provided, please rate the performance of your business
over the east 5 years. in comDarison to your maior_conrnet jtors on each of
cne roi.iowing perrormance cri.teriae
Subsequently, using the scale from 1 to 5 (l=of no importance, 5=extremely
important), please rate the degree of importance you attribute to each one
of the factors, for the success of your company.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

NOT AT ALL	 MODERATE
	

OUTSTANDINGI DEGREE OF
SATISFACTORY
	

IHPORTAMCE

(1 to5)
1	 2	 3	 4	 5

l.Operating profits.	 El El El 0 El
2.Return on total Assets. El	 El	 El	 0
3.Growth in revenues.	 El
4.Growth in profits.	 El
5.Market share.	 El
6.Market share gain.

7.Neu product development. j

8.Product quality. El
9.Cost reduction programs El
lO.R&D activities. 	 El
11. Innovativeness. 	 El
12.Personnel development El
13.Ability to attract,

develop and keep talents

14.Quality of Management. El

FINANCIAL MEASURES (IN MILLION DRACHMAS)

1989	 1988	 1987	 1986	 1985

1 .Turzv'er. . . . . . . . . . .

2.Gross Profit........

3 .Profit before
interest a taxes..

4 .Prof it before taxes.

5 .Total assets

6.Net Fixed Msets....

7 .Lcng ai sIrt term
loans

8 .Equ_ity. . . . ..........

0 El El El
El El El El
0 El El El
El El El El
El El El El
El El El El
El El El El
El El El El
El El El El
El El El El
El 0 El El

El El El El
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Appendix 3

List of Participating

Companies and Types

of SIDs Studied
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INDUSTRIAL SECTOR OF ?CFIVITY	 STATUS	 MANN3ERS SIZE TYPES OF SIDs STLUIED
AND NN€ OF CCWANY	 INTERVIED -

A.F000S MD DRIIZS

1 .ATIENIN ERY SA	 S&J.PRI	 4	 L	 -C(H'ANY B.JYOIJT
-EXPANSION OF PROOUCTION EQUIPMENT

2.IEI.LENIC BO11UNG CcH'ANY SA	 IN.PRI	 4	 L	 -XWANY BUYOUI
-NEW CC4'ANY ESTABLISI4€NT

3.IVI PANNIOPOLLOS SA	 SU.PRI	 4	 N	 -BUILDING OF A NEW FPCTCRY
-CCWLJTERIZED STORING FPCILITIES

4.BOUTARI JOVI and SON	 IN.PRI	 3	 N	 -BUILDING OF A NEW FNT(RY
WINES arid SPIRITS IP	 -JOINT VENTIRE

5.AaIMS CHILCO1T	 SU,PRI	 4	 N -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
-BUILDING OF A NEW FNTCRY

6.ASTY MILK PASTEIRIZING FTCRY SU.PU 	 3	 N	 -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

7.VTAS INC	 IN,PRI	 3	 N -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
-BUILDING OF A NEW FNTORY

8.DELTA IYIRY SA	 IN,PRI	 4	 L	 -MARKETING CHANNELS
-COMPANY BUYOUT

9.EV(IA IELLENIC NILK INDUSTRY SA IN,PRI	 3	 N	 -NEW PROIXET INTRODUCTION
-INFCRMATION SYSTEMS

1O.ELAIS OLEAGINOUS PRODUCTS SA 	 SU.PRI	 4	 N	 -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
-EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

11.IELLENIC BISCUITS Co. SA	 IN,PRI	 2	 N	 -MERGER

12.TPRAKI SA	 IN,PU	 3	 N -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
-MERGER

13.ION COCC and C1()COLATE 	 IN,PRI	 4	 N -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
I4AMFTLRERS SA	 -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

14.NESTLE NELLAS SAl	 SU,PRI	 3	 N	 -C(4'ANY BUYOUT
-EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

15.OLYWIC CATERING SA	 SU,PU	 4	 L	 -INFORMATION SYSTEMS
-CWANY BUYOUT

16.FN SA	 IN,PRI	 4	 N	 -WfIJTERIZED STCRING FNILITIES
_____________________________ ________ __________ - -INTERNAL RECRGANIZATION

B.CIENICAL INDUSTRIES

1.AEVAL NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS SU,PU	 4	 L -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRY SA	 -BUILDING OF A NEW FPTCRY

2.BDF FELLAS	 SU,PRI	 4	 N -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
-CC14'UTERIZED STORING FNILITIES

3.EVJ) CHEMICALS Co. SA	 SU,PU	 3	 N -14)D[RNIZATION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
-BUILDING OF A NEW FfrLT(RY

4.FELLENIC CHEMICAL PRODUCTS and SU,PU	 4	 L -#'COERNIZATION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
FERTILIZERS Co. SA	 -BUILDING OF A NEW FACT(RY

5.COLEitTh PALI4)LIVE SA 	 SIJ.PRI	 4	 N -BUILDING OF A NEW FNT(RY
-CC*ANY BUYOUT

6.LEVER FELLAS SAIC	 SU,PRI	 5	 N -BUILDING OF A NEW FACTORY
-NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

7.MINERVA PHARMACEUTICAL SA 	 IN,PRI	 4	 N	 -INFORMATION SYSTEMS
-EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

8.FNIAR SA	 IN,PRI	 3	 N	 -COI4'ANY BUYOUT

9.CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES OF	 IN,PRI	 3	 N -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
N(RTIERN OREECE SA 	 -BUILDING OF A NEW FACTORY

10.NOECHST FELLAS Ni	 SU,PRI	 3	 N -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

11.JOIIISON AND JOIISON 1-ELLAS SA	 SU,PRI	 4	 N	 -INFORMATION SYSTEMS
-NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
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INDUSTRIAL SEC1(R OF ?CTIVITY 	 STATUS	 IWA(R	 2 SIZE 3 TYPES OF SIDs STWIED
PlCNPJ€ OF OfAIIY	 INTERVIED - ___________________________________

C.TEXTILE INDUSTRY

1.IWCS I. SA	 IN,PRI	 3	 N	 -NDDERNIZATION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPt€NT
-BUILDING OF A HEW FKTC$Y

2.FELLENIC FAICS SA	 IN.PRI	 3	 N	 -4UOERNIZATION OF PRODUCTION EQIJIPV€NT
-tCD€RNIZATION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPHENT

3.EIVA MTIFICIAL SILK SA 	 IN,PRI	 4	 L	 -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPWNT
-EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPI€NT

4.A1TICA SPINNING HILLS SA	 IN,PRI	 3	 H -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPIENT
-BUILDING OF A HEW FfrCTaY

5.NlCUSSA SPINNING HILLS SA	 IN.PRI	 3	 N -BUILDING OF A NEW FNT(RY

6.LDCXAS A. AND BROS SA	 IN.PRI	 3	 H	 -BUILDING OF A HEW FNTCRY
-CC*MY BUYOUT

7.NJLEDONIAN SPINNING HILLS SA 	 IN.PRI	 3	 H	 -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
-NEW C(J4'ANY ESTABLISI4IENT

8.NII€RVA J8 LADEHIS BROS SA	 IN.PRI	 4	 H	 -NDOERNIZATION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPWNT
-NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

9.SCHIESSER-PALLAS LTD	 SIJ,PRI	 3	 N	 -EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPt'ENT

1O.ILIOS TEN CATE TEXTILE MILLS	 IH.PRI	 3	 N	 -NDO€RNIZATION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPV.ENT
SA	 -C(WANY BUVOUF

11.VOLOS COTTON FC CO SA	 IN,PRI	 4	 N	 -NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION
-EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION EQUIPWNT

TOTAL NLIER OF HANNIERS
INTERVIE%D	 133

*
Table P3.1 List of Participating Caipanies and SIDs Studied

1	 STATUS: 1N . Independent, SU-Subsidiary, PU=Public-Owned, PRI= Private
2	 Managers interviewed - Number of informants interviewed.

SIZE: measured by number of employees (M - between 300 and 10000 employees and L- more

than 1000 employees)

' Six out of the 38 companies conducted, reported only one significant investment decision during

the last five years. Iby no means attempted to study a second decision not considered as strategic

by the CEO.

Only one company refused to participate. The CEO expressed the view that NWC cannot reveal

our best kept secrets "!.

Two others (Lortex, Piraiki-Patralki) were rejected because being in the verge of bankruptcy they

could show no important decision in the recent 5 years.

Two companies were rejected despite the fact that they were willing to participate (Henniger

Hellas, Lowenbrau). The reason was that they have been recently taken ever and the entire

management team had been replaced. None of the newcomers could provide me with a reliable

picture of the decision making process.
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